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Preface 

The Cold War Era left the major participants, the United States and the former Soviet 
Union (FSU), with large legacies in terms of both contamination and potential accidents. 
Facility contamination and environmental degradation, as well as the accident
vulnerable facilities and equipment, are a result of weapons development, testing, and 
production. Although the countries face similar issues from similar activities, important 
differences in waste management practices make the potential environmental and health 
risks of more immediate concern in the FSU and Eastern Europe. In the West, most 
nuclear and chemical waste is stored in known contained locations, while in the East, 
much of the equivalent material is unconfined, contaminating the environment. 

In the past decade, the U.S. started to address and remediate these Cold War 
legacies. Costs have been very high, and the projected cost estimates for total cleanup 
are still increasing. Currently in Russia, the resources for starting such major activities 
continue to be unavailable. 

It is now clear that even the large budgets provided to the U.S. Department of 
Energy and Department of Defense (DOE and DOD, respectively) cannot cover the 
cleanup activities. The high cost projections in the U.S. have resulted in a movement 
toward risk-based decision making for setting priorities among these activities. The 
knowledge and experiences of the U.S. in these initial cleanup efforts are seen as 
important information in many North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Partner 
countries, where the environmental problems are more severe and the cleanup budgets 
more limited. 

This situation created the need for an Advanced Study Institute (ASI) on "Risk 
Assessment Activities for the Cold War Facilities and Environmental Legacies." This 
high-level course was held in Bourgas, Bulgaria, May 2-11,2000. The objective of the 
ASI was to provide information to facilitate and enable decision-making activities 
affecting the environment and human populations in the NATO and Partner countries. 
Specifically, the ASI provided a forum to communicate the current status of risk analysis 
and management methodologies and their appropriate application. It addressed scientific 
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approaches and application experiences from the initial U.S. risk assessment activities. 
In addition, integrated approaches that have only recently been developed were 
documented and made available. 

This book is the direct product of the ASI. The power of the text lies in linking 
information on legacies with an integrated view of controlling the risk of those legacies. 
Chapters 1 and 2 expand these ideas to explain how all the topics in the book are related. 

Risk can only be effectively controlled by proper balance of three central concepts: 
risk analysis, risk perception, and risk management. The editors were first drawn 
together by the joint recognition that risk analysis methods had matured over the past 30 
years in several fields, relatively independent of each other. It was time to integrate all 
these forms of risk analysis under one framework, identifying the reasons for the 
seemingly disparate approaches and the gains to be reaped by bringing them together. 
The second key issue in the control of risk is the recognition that risk perception is the 
product of many factors in our lives and that cultural differences between the East and 
West can have significant impact on how we view risk and measures to control it. 

This aspect of effective risk control leads to the third concept: risk management. 
What factors must the decision maker consider in selecting among alternative options? 
How do cultural factors influence these decisions? How can better information be 
provided to these decision makers in the East and West to help them make the best 
decisions for their people? Two previously alternative approaches receive focus-facility 
risk management (i.e., use of risk analysis to control the risk to facilities) and human
centred risk management (i.e., use of risk analysis to control the risk to people in the 
surrounding areas and within facilities). Part I of this book gives detailed information on 
the three concepts and gives further definition to facility-centred and human-centred 
approaches to risk analysis and risk management. 

The striking extent of Cold War legacy problems needs to be understood if decision 
makers in the East and West are to be able to relate to each other's problems and assist 
each other. The information presented at the ASI surprised many participants. 
Participants from the West learned the extent of contamination that exists in the East and 
the resulting current health problems. Participants from Europe learned of the massive 
amounts of hazardous materials currently stored in the U.S. Analysts who have studied 
contamination problems learned of the likelihood of possible accidents and those 
focused on accident analysis learned of the extent of contamination. Part II of this book 
gives extensive information on the legacies, our perception of the risk associated with 
them, and, in some cases, tools for analysing that risk. 

Part III of the book relies heavily on applications as a means of presenting detailed 
information on risk assessment programs and methodologies. Applications were 
selected that illustrate the strengths and limitations of different methodologies for 
assessments of military and Cold War legacy facilities in NATO and Partner countries. 
The concept is to communicate how specific needs have been met by the various 
methodologies and stress the need for an integrated view of risk assessment. 

Finally, Part IV provides details on future activities that were spawned at the ASI. 
Part I carries the central message of the ASI and the book. The rest of the book 

gives examples and extensions for some of the ideas developed in Part I. Because these 
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examples were developed before the unifying ideas of Part I were completely developed 
and published, they cannot hope to fully convey the integrated and human-centred 
message proposed there. 

Dennis C. Bley, Buttonwood Consulting, Inc. 
U.S.A., bley@ieee.org 

James G. Droppo, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 
U.S.A., james.droppo@pnl.gov 

Vitaly A. Eremenko, Education Center on "Technologies for Risk Analysis for 
Optimisation of Management Decisions," 
Russian Federation, vitaly@vitaly.msk.ru 
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1. Introduction 

This book is primarily aimed at decision makers in the East and West, who must manage 
technological risks. It will also be useful to the technical experts who hope to advise 
decision makers. The book defines what is meant by risk, how it can be analysed, and 
how that analysis can be used within decision-making processes in government agencies, 
public organizations, and private companies operating under different value structures. 
The objective is to provide information to facilitate and enable decision-making 
activities affecting the environment and human populations in the NATO Member and 
Partner countries. 

The three pillars of risk science are risk management, risk analysis, and risk 
perception. All the chapters of this book deal with one or more of these aspects. 

Risk management involves identifying options and balancing risks against resources 
and preferences. To manage risks, we must first understand them. That is the purpose 
ofrisk analysis. In addition, the risk manager must select alternatives in light of the 
risks they pose, the resources they demand, and the values controlling organization and 
culture. 

Risk analysis has become a well-defined process for analysing the likelihood and 
consequences of operations, accidents, or the spread of pollutants. Unfortunately, 
practitioners in different fields have defined their processes quite differently. The time 
has come to provide a framework that integrates all existing approaches, showing how 
they are related and the purposes they serve. Experts in many fields should understand 
what others are doing and why. In this way they can learn from each other and provide 
more useful advice in their own areas. 

Risk perception describes how various individuals and societies view risk in light of 
their culture, values, and understanding of the risk. The editors hold the view that all 
risk is perceived risk. We never know exactly what the future will bring; we just have 
differing levels of sophistication in our understanding of the range and likelihood of 
possible events and their consequences. 

Part I lays the foundations for an integrated approach for balancing risks and 
preferences. It focuses on two ideas: 
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Risk management. Risk managers must consider varied risks from both existing 
contamination and potential accidents and releases-economic risks, potential damage to 
valuable facilities, acute and chronic human health effects, and risk to the environment. 
They must balance these risks against available resources in light of existing preference 
structures-cultural mores in their society, value systems of those affected by their 
decisions, regulatory and legal requirements, and the judgments of their own 
organizations. 
Unification of risk methods. All the varied approaches toward risk analysis can be 
organized under structures that describe: 

• The risk itself (i.e., the parameters to be calculated and the process that is 
involved) 

• The aspects of the risk that are to be managed. 
The risk management approach can involve compliance assurance or a full 

characterization of the risk. Each offers advantages and disadvantages in terms of cost, 
understanding, technical and public communication, and flexibility to deal effectively 
with unanticipated problems, within the context of the cultural milieu under which the 
decision maker operates. 

This textbook flows out of a multiyear involvement of the editors. After meeting 
through several international efforts to deal with specific hazards that flowed out of the 
Cold War legacies, the ideas introduced above began to jell. The NATO Science 
Programme supported an Expert Visit to bring the editors together to develop the ideas 
into a coherent framework. That work led to the NATO Advanced Study Institute, "Risk 
Assessment Activities for the Cold War Facilities and Environmental Legacies," held in 
Bourgas, Bulgaria, May 2-11,2000. The institute brought an internationally prominent 
group of lecturers together to work with students from more than 20 countries. Finally, 
NATO sponsored the publication of this textbook to describe the high-level course 
offered at the institute. The U.S. Department of Energy, a co-sponsor of the institute, 
also co-sponsored the publication of the textbook and is using it in courses and 
conferences on related topics. 

The book is intended as an aid to decision makers who must make key risk 
management decisions in complicated situations, with sometimes conflicting analyses 
and claims and value structures. The book should also serve risk scientists, providing an 
integrated description of many analysis techniques, advising them of alternative 
approaches, and alerting them to the issues of risk perception and preferences that must 
be part of the decision maker's basis. It urges all concerned to attempt to separate the 
issues of science and value structures as much as possible. 

While the importance of separating issues of science and values has been well 
recognized, for example in the guidance of the U.S. National Research Council, it is 
especially important in international activities. For example, in countries of the former 
Soviet Union (FSU), local authorities and populations had no say in the siting of 
government owned hazardous facilities. However in new facilities (for example, private 
facilities built to treat or move toxic materials), those local populations are asking 



questions. Why here? Why that way? Decision makers need to develop rational tools 
to support and defend their own decision-making processes. 

The power of the book lies in its three parts: 
• Part I provides a unified view of risk analysis and risk management for decision 

makers; it shows how to balance risks and preferences and unifies the many risk 
analysis methodologies 

• Part II provides information on legacies in the both the East and the West; in some 
cases it includes analysis of the associated risks 

• Part III provides examples of risk analysis and risk management programs that 
illustrate aspects of the approach outlined in Part 1. 

Part IV outlines future activities that arose as a result of the AS!. 
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PART I: UNIFYING RISK MANAGEMENT 
AND ANALYSIS FOR DECISION MAKERS 

Never in my life did I think I would have to set about writing 
memoirs when I had only just passed my 50th birthday. But such 
events happened [in my oversight role at Chernobylj, on such a 
scale and involving people with such contradictory interests, 
with so many different interpretations of how it happened, that it 
is surely my duty, to some extent, to write about what I know, 
how I saw the events that occurred .. .! must say that at the time it 
did not enter my head that we were moving toward an event on a 
planetary scale, an event which would apparently go down 
forever in mankind's history, like the eruption of famous 
volcanoes, the destruction of Pompeii. 
Soviet Prof. Valery A. Legasov, First Deputy Director of the 
Kurchatov Institute, "Memoirs," Pravda, November 1988, 
shortly before he took his own life 

No decision maker should be placed in the position in which Prof. 
Legasov found himself, facing catastrophic consequences and great 
uncertainty. Decision makers must have a rational approach to balance the 
many types of risk associated with sites and facilities under their control 
against the available resources, in light of the preferences dictated by their 
cultures and their organizations. They need to understand what their risk 
analysts can do for them so that they can fully understand the risks they face, 
before disaster strikes, and develop plans to eliminate or mitigate risks. 
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2. Complementary Risk Management: A Unified 
View for Decision Makers 

50% of the problems in the world result from using the same word with 
different meanings. The other 50% comes from people using different words 
with the same meaning. 
Stan Kaplan 
PSAM II Short Course 
"Risk AssessmentiRisk Management Fundamentals" 
San Diego 1994 

The goal of this book and the NATO Advanced Study Institute (ASI) that spawned it is 
to provide a unified view of risk methodologies for decision makers and their experts. 
Often some combination of approaches is necessary to meet the needs of decision 
makers. We call the effective and appropriate use of these methodologies the 
Complementary Risk Management approach. The Complementary Risk Management 
approach balances flexibility within specific applications. 

2.1. A Short History of Risk Assessment Traditions 

The revolutionary idea that defines the boundary between modern times 
and the past is the mastery of risk: the notion that the future is more than a 
whim of the gods and that men and women are not passive before nature. 

Peter L. Bernstein 
Against the Gods: The Remarkable Story of Risk 
Wiley, New York, 1996 
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The modem history of risk assessment begins just following the industrial revolution. 
Failures of new machines led to the use of redundancy to improve reliability. For 
example, ocean liners were equipped with redundant power plants and rudder gear, and 
later came the introduction of multi engine aircraft. During World War II, German V-I 
missiles could not accommodate redundant parts and were built following the weak link 
theory (i.e., a chain is no stronger than its weakest link). However, improving the 
weakest part did not help; the rockets were still completely unreliable. The solution 
comes from understanding that the problem is very different from the simple chain 
analogy, where, if all links of a chain see the same stress, the weakest link will fail. The 
V -1 was a complex system that could fail if any of its components should fail from 
random causes. Robert Lusser, a German engineer, showed that the overall reliability is 
the product of the reliabilities of the individual series components: 

i=! 

This is "Lusser's Law" and shows that, for a series system with many components, the 
reliability of every component must be very high. Reliability theory continued to 
develop throughout the remainder of the 20th century. Calculations can now be made for 
systems of high complexity, with many series and parallel components. 

In 1957, WASH-740 was published in the U.S. It provided judgmental estimates of 
the frequency of stylised accidents in nuclear power plants. The accidents involved very 
conservative ("incredible" combinations of events) estimates of the consequences. At 
this time, it did not seem possible to analyse such complex systems adequately. 

During the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s, the aerospace, defence, chemical, and nuclear 
industries in the West promoted development and application of quantitative reliability 
and availability algorithms. For example, in the 1960s, the C5-A airplane program 
developed the automatic reliability mathematical model (ARAM), the first computerized 
reliability model for large complex systems. The U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 
[later to become the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)] supported research to 
develop new quantitative safety analysis methods and applied them to selected issues. 
Intercontinental ballistic missiles and the man-rated rocket programs (Mercury and 
Gemini) instituted reliability requirements. New systems analysis techniques were 
developed to support these requirements including reliability block diagrams and fault 
tree analysis. 

In the early 1970s, the NRC's Reactor Safety Study[l] used logic models (event 
trees and fault trees) to estimate the risks to the public from potential accidents in large 
nuclear power plants. This seminal work, the first probabilistic risk assessment (PRA, 
also known as probabilistic safety analysis, PSA), broke new ground in many areas. Saul 
Levine and Norman Rasmussen, the study's directors, developed a new modelling tool, 
the event tree on critical safety functions, that permitted the organisation of the massive 
logic model in a way that was tractable and could be reviewed and quantified. The study 
attempted to quantify the uncertainty in its results. It moved beyond the assumptions of 



independence, which had led to absurd results in many previous reliability calculations. 
It addressed accidents that were well beyond the design basis of the plants. It modelled 
the phenomenology of severe accidents more thoroughly than past studies for a wide 
variety of existing conditions. It pioneered the development of methods for the analysis 
of the probability of human error. It treated atmospheric dispersion probabilistically. It 
developed new computer codes to systematize the complex analyses. 
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Breaking so much new ground, the Reactor Safety Study greatly extended our 
ability to analyse complex systems, but it also identified many problems for future 
studies to examine further. The 1980s and 1990s saw the application and maturing of 
PSA. There came an understanding of the importance of modelling uncertainty more 
formally, which led to the refinement of Bayesian methods. A great deal of work on 
human cognitive processing and human reliability analysis was performed and continues 
today. Work on dependent failures was greatly expanded including examination of 
"common-cause initiating events" such as earthquakes, winds, and fire, as well as 
parametric modelling of common-cause failures of components. The interactions 
between "level!" PSA (the calculation of accident frequencies), "level 2" PSA [the 
characterization of radioactive releases (source terms)], and "level 3" PSA (the 
consequence analysis that tracks the release through the environment to ultimate 
receptors and the impacts on those receptors) were studied and methods for treating them 
were refined. 

During this same time period, the methods for tracking releases through the 
environment and their impacts ("fate and transport" models) began to be applied to in 
situ pollution and routine releases from incinerators and other chemical processes. 
Accident PSA methods were adapted to defence, aerospace, chemical processes, and 
other industries. 

Finally the 1990s saw the development of risk management techniques and risk
informed regulation in the U.S., Europe, and Asia. 

2.2. Defining Risk Analysis 

The evolution of risk analysis in various industries and applications occurred relatively 
independent of each other. What has ensued is bit like the Tower of Babel: analysts 
working indifferent fields have not stayed abreast of developments in other fields. Their 
language is often quite different, and their methods often appear quite different. They 
use different words to mean the same thing and the same words to mean different things. 
And so they can appear inept to each other. The Society for Risk Analysis was formed 
in 1981 to bring these diverse groups together, but they tend to remain isolated from 
each other, even at international conferences, where practitioners often interact mostly 
with their colleagues. The time has come to learn from each other, to agree on a 
common language, and to integrate the available approaches. 

The NATO ASI brought analysts from diverse fields together, and we found much 
common ground. Let us begin here with a general framework for risk analysis as shown 
in Figure 2.1. 
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Conceptually risk analysis identifies a simple triplet[2]: 

Si - the scenario (i.e., what can go wrong) 

~ - the likelihood of the scenarios occurring 

Xi - the consequences of the complete scenario 

ART 
STRUCTURING. ./ LOGIC MODELING 
THE SCENARtOS~ MI!CHANISTIC CALCULATIONS 

/ 
Xi}> 

, .. QUINCY AND "01..,'" 

EUCITATIOH Of lI'ftOeA_m 

CClUlc:ra.G AltO 
UIeUIf.-IVIDINCt 
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All:» ,.. .. TIIG UICI"'AINlY 

Figure 2.1 General framework for risk analysis 

Then the risk analysis is the assembly of all possible such triplets 

tSi,R pXi(}c 
The art of risk analysis comes in structuring the search for scenarios, Sb and in 
organizing the structure of the scenarios in a way that facilitates analysis. This can mean 
effectiveness of search, ease of calculation, clarity of presentation, etc. The science 
comes in the detailed analysis of the identified scenarios and their consequences. And 
tying it all together is the structure for identifying, quantifying, and explaining the 
uncertainty in the elements of the analysis. 

Structuring the scenarios is both an engineering art requiring experience and a nice 
sense of analysis, and a process that draws on the techniques of logic modelling and 
traditional engineering and scientific mechanistic calculations. Next, no matter how 
finely we partition the space of scenarios, it is important to recognize that each scenario 
really represents a group of similar subscenarios. All members of each group must lead 
to the same consequence. If they do not, the group should be broken into smaller 
subgroups until that is the case. The calculation of the frequency of each scenario must 
be based on considering all possible members of the group (i.e., all possible conditions 
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that might exist under each scenario). The calculation of the consequences, the Xj, relies 
on traditional, mechanistic calculations from the engineering disciplines but is 
distinguished in that consequences from many more cases are calculated as compared to 
other approaches. The mechanistic calculations include thermal-hydraulic calculations, 
electric circuit analysis, neutronic calculations, chemical process analysis, atmospheric 
dispersion analysis, and so on. The logic modelling required to structure the scenarios 
traditionally draws on fault trees and event trees for accident PSA, but other approaches, 
including digraphs and Markov models, are often used. In some cases, other tools that 
bridge the gap between logic and mechanistic calculations, such as simulation models, 
are especially appropriate. 

Under the formulation already described, we incorporate the ideas of uncertainty 
into our calculation of the frequency for each individual scenario group. In addressing 
the uncertainty of frequency, it is important to adopt a coherent and consistent approach. 
The Bayesian model provides just such an approach, and under its umbrella, we address 
the issues of frequency and probability, elicitation of probability, collection and 
understanding of evidence, and calculations. 

Clarity of thought regarding the difference between what we call frequency and 
probability provides a philosophical framework for understanding a consistent treatment 
of uncertainty. The two concepts are often confused in the literature of probability, both 
being called probability. Let us say here that frequency is simply the result of an 
experiment, be it a real experiment or a gedanken experiment in which we simply count 
the number of times the event in question occurs out of the total number of possible 
trials or expired time. Probability, then, represents our state of knowledge about the real 
world frequency. In the literature, what we call probability has gone under various 
names, including subjective probability, state of knowledge probability, and 
prevision[3,4]. Probability, as a measure of what is in our heads rather than a property 
of the physical world, is a measure of what we know and what we do not know-our 
complete state of knowledge. 

If probability is a personal state of knowledge, how then do we determine 
probabilities to use in risk assessments? Let us consider two cases. In the first case, our 
state of knowledge comes directly from information that has been collected for other 
applications; for example, we have collected a wide range of equipment failure data 
from a variety of power plants around the world. From these collected data, we have 
existing curves showing the plant-to-plant variability of, say, the failure rate from motor
operated valves. This plant-to-plant variability curve shows the variation in frequency of 
failure as we move from plant to plant in a large population. When we now consider the 
probability of failure of motor-operated valves at a new plant, our probability 
distribution for the failure rate is numerically identical to the plant-to-plant variability 
curve or the frequency variability curve. 

In other cases, no such plant-to-plant variability curve is available. Therefore, we 
must elicit the probability from the best experts available to our work. How one obtains 
the information from experts and builds a probability distribution is the subject of a large 
body of literature. Probability is often not elicited in risk assessments or is not elicited 
well. The reasons it is not elicited well have been documented by Hogarth[5] and others, 
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and include biases built into the human thinking process such as anchoring, 
overconfidence, and selective interpretation of new data. Careful techniques must be 
used to avoid these problems[6]. 

The last two elements in determining the probability of frequency of each scenario 
(collecting and understanding the evidence, and running calculations using Bayes' 
theorem for updating probability distributions and propagating uncertainty) are now 
fairly well established and have been covered in other papers and reports (for example, 
Pickard, Lowe and Garrick, Inc.[7]). The structured language ofPSA provides a 
powerful model for addressing safety and uncertainty involved in engineered facilities 
and in situ pollution sites. It provides a framework for organizing a wide variety of 
standard mathematical and engineering models to address safety issues directly. Note 
that PSA is more than a set of tools for analysing large systems and calculating a risk 
parameter. It is a process for understanding the safety status of a facility, identifying 
contributions of people and specific equipment to safety problems, and evaluating 
potential improvements. At a deeper level, PSA is really a language for addressing 
uncertainty in all engineering applications. 

Decision makers are sometimes confused by the wide range of analysis methods and 
endpoints that can be the product of a risk analysis or assessment. The needs of specific 
applications largely define what end points are most appropriate. Even analysts from 
different disciplines have become confused and believed their counterparts from other 
industries were guilty of poor practice. A recent National Research Council report[8] 
from the U.S. addresses this issue: 

[A risk analysis] based on a conservative analysis acceptable for 
regulatory decision making, such as whether to grant a permit, lacks many 
essential details. If efforts to control risk are based on [such a risk 
analysis], they could mistakenly befocused on areas that have been 
artificially inflated in the conservative analysis. Problems that could arise 
from using an [analysis] performed for regulatory compliance in 
communicating with other interested parties are listed below: 
• The [risk analysis] may be assumed to describe actual releases rather 

than upper-bound results. Thus, the [facility operator] could be 
accused of releasing more [hazardous materials] than are actually 
being released. 

• Attempts to correct "conservative" assumptions could be interpreted 
as a cover-up. 

• Risk management is likely to befocused on aspects of the [risk 
analysis] with the most pessimistic assumptions, rather than those with 
the most impact. 

• The scenarios required for the [analysis] may not reflect the most 
serious facility risks. 

Problems could also arise from using an [analysis] intended to be a risk 
management tool in communicating with other interested parties for the 
following reasons: 



• It contains complex results that acknowledge uncertainties. 
• It does not include simple worst-case scenarios based on point

estimate analyses, and results may be more difficult to interpret and 
explain. 

• Because it is site-specific, it does not necessarily follow established 
generic screening guidance for compliance-oriented [risk analyses], 
which may compromise the credibility of the results. 
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To better understand the range of endpoints possible in risk analyses, Figure 2.2 
illustrates the range of such endpoints and how they are related. Each of the listed 
"products" may use any, or all, of the indicated sequential steps. Starting at the top of 
the table product #1 is a description of the properties of the material; inventory, mass, 
radioactivity of the constituents are typical properties that are used to define the hazard. 
This site or source characterization can also be the first step for evaluating the other 
endpoints, which include sequentially the occurrence of some event, release to the 
environment, environmental concentrations, receptor exposure, uptake by receptors, and 
impact to receptors. The "examples" column provides some of the typical endpoints for 
each of "products." 

Intermediate endpoints, usually interpreted by standards, norms, etc., often have 
their origin in protecting human health and the environment. In other cases, the implied 
impacts of the intermediate endpoint may be so severe that an explicit analysis is 
considered unnecessary. Thus, even for immediate risk analysis endpoints, the "health 
endpoint" often will be indirectly considered as part of the analysis. 

Different endpoints for different medialhazards are often used in regulations, norms, 
and standards. This situation makes it very difficult, if not impossible, to compare the 
impacts using the risk analysis products tied directly to regulations and standards. 
Several papers in this book refer to risk analysis studies that go consider the gamut, from 
event occurrence to environmental or health impacts, with outputs of health risks for all 
contaminants, all media, and all exposure pathways. In that way, a common basis is 
used to compare the relative impacts. 

The figure shows that the range of different risk analysis endpoints represents a 
continuum of ways of characterizing potential hazards. The appropriate endpoint for a 
risk analysis will depend on the needs of an application. When many hazards are to be 
compared, an endpoint is needed that will allow that comparison. When a single hazard 
is being evaluated, it may well be sufficient to evaluate what the form of the material is 
and will be in the future. If the risk analysis study is focused on meeting standards, 
norms, or regulations, then these define the logical endpoints for the study. 

One of the first questions that arise when decision makers consider conducting an 
risk analysis concerns the type and amount of data required. Figure 2.2 shows why it is 
difficult to define the data until the scope of the risk analysis has been clearly defined. 
Moving left to right in the figure, each column feeds data to the next column. That is, 
the outputs of one column are input data required by the next column. The situation is 
further complicated by the fact that the risk analysis may start in any column. For 
example, if monitored environmental concentrations are available, the analysis may start 
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with the input of these concentrations-and the risk analysis will not explicitly need the 
input data for that column or the other columns to the left. 

Quite different input data are needed in each column. Material description, for 
example, requires data such as the identity of constituents; their chemical, physical, and 
radioactive properties; their volume; their location; and their inventory. Examples of the 
types of data typically required in other steps include: 
1. Event Occurrence-potential events of concern, failure rates, event frequencies 
2. Release-potential modes of release (accidents including fires, spills and 

explosions; routine releases such as stack/vent releases, pipe discharges, 
suspension/volatilisation of materials from ponds, contaminated soils), containment 
properties, release barriers, release mechanisms, properties of released materials 

3. Environmental concentrations-environmental properties of the media in which the 
released materials are transported, including dispersion, degradation, deposition, and 
transport rates, or parameters used to define these rates 

4. Dose to receptors-definition ofreceptors as well as timing and duration of 
exposures, including demographic information, agricultural activities and 
production rates, timing and duration of recreational activities, and local dietary 
habits 

5. Uptake, concentration in receptors-uptake and retention rates in people and food 
(crops, farm animals, and wild game) 

6. Health or environmental receptor impacts-toxicology data to define the potential 
impacts as well as information on the makeup of the population, including 
potentially more sensitive population segments. 
In setting up a risk analysis that will start with the source material and go to some 

direct or indirect health or environmental impact, it is important to develop a conceptual 
model that includes all analysis steps. Although these steps are conducted in sequence, 
there are important data dependencies in both directions across the table. For example, 
the data on potential environmental receptors can define the event and media to be 
considered. 

Data in any of these steps may have great uncertainty that may translate to increased 
uncertainty in the risk results. Sensitivity and uncertainty studies are very useful in 
identifying the most critical parameters and understanding the uncertainty of the risk 
estimates. 

2.3. Risk Management 

We Athenians, in our own persons, take our decisions on policy and submit 
them to proper discussion. The worst thing is to rush into action before the 
consequences have been properly debated. And this is another point where we 
differ from other people. We are capable at the same time of taking risks and 
of estimating them beforehand. Others are brave out of ignorance; and when 
they stop to think, they begin to fear. But the man who can most truly be 
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accounted brave is he who best knows the meaning o/what is sweet in life and 
what is terrible, and he then goes out undeterred to meet what is to come. 
Pericles' Funeral Oration in Thucydides' 
History o/the Peloponnesian War 

Risk analysis was originally done to understand what the risk was. Once we reached 
that goal, the next step was risk management: creating things with less inherent risk and 
controlling the risk. 

Risk analysis can help managers approach legacy issues and manage them more 
effectively. The purpose of this book is to present information to facilitate and enable 
decision-making activities affecting the environment and human populations in the 
NA TO member and partner countries, regardless of their cultural underpinnings. The 
book reorganizes information studied during the ASI from a unified point of view that 
was only possible after the broad ranging material had been assimilated. 

The book is unique in that it recognizes that risk perception is the product of many 
factors in our lives and that cultural differences between the East and West can have 
significant impact on how we view risk and measures to control it. Taken as a whole, it 
provides answers to a number of key questions about risk management: 
• What factors must the decision maker in each of these cultures consider in selecting 

among alternative options? 
• How do cultural factors influence these decisions? 
• How can better information be provided to decision makers in the East and in the 

west to help them make the best decisions for their people? 
Two previously alternative approaches receive focus-facility-centred risk 

management (i.e., use of risk analysis to control the risk to facilities) and human-centred 
risk management (i.e., use ofrisk analysis to control the risk to people in the surrounding 
areas and within facilities). The resulting viewpoint, Complementary Risk Management, 
integrates the previous approaches, seeking a balance that best serves each community. 

To better appreciate the two previous approaches, consider Figure 2.3. Ifwe 
consider the kinds of situations we might want to analyse, they can be grouped into four 
main categories: 
• Accidents in operating and storage facilities 
• Releases during routine operations and mild upset 
• Releases from in situ contamination 
• Project cost and schedule. 

In each case, direct local management (facility management) can be applied. 

Management activities are shown in bold type. Many different levels of management 
are possible to support a wide variety of goals. For example, the decision maker may 
want to reduce the frequency of accidents; reduce the risk of equipment damage, worker 
injury, or offsite release (i.e., either frequency or consequences); optimise costs and 
schedules; or minimize negative criticism (from bosses, regulator, or public). 
Depending on the source of risk (the four categories above), various consequences and 
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opportunities for further management structures are possible. Possible 

endpoint consequences are shown in distinctive type. 
In the case of accident risk, if an accident occurs, there can be direct 

damage (i.e., the accident can directly damage equipment and injure workers 
at the scene). Local risk management ("receptor" management) can limit the 
damage. In addition, contaminants could be released to the environment. 
Once there is a release, the pathways to the environment and the public will 
be similar to those from other types of releases, although the energy and 
composition of the release may be different. 

In the case of releases during routine operations and from in situ 
contamination, the release does not require special failures or accidents, but 
the risk analysis must characterize the release and again track its pathways to 
receptors. Here, the source is generally modelled through analysis of data 
and sampling techniques, compared to the systems analysis tools required for 
low-frequency accidents. In all release cases, analysis of the pathways and 
impact on receptors is required. There are opportunities for both management 
of the pathways and for protection of the receptors. One early distinction was 
that, when the risk comes from single facilities, it is often most effective to 
emphasize facility management; when receptors receive insult from many 
sources, management at the receptor location may be the only cost-effective 
approach. This is one difference between facility-centred risk management 
and human-centred risk management. 

A societal/values distinction has also been used. Facility-centred risk 
management may focus on protecting the facility (the investment), while 
human-centred risk management aims at protecting the public. Often, in the 
West, the two are heavily intermingled, with a focus on the facility (say the 
core damage frequency for a nuclear reactor) being used as a surrogate for the 
off-site risk to humans. If the core does not melt, no significant release can 
occur. As risk analysis and management methods are adopted in the former 
Soviet Union (FSU) and Eastern Europe, where different societal value 
structures exist and a greater variety of hazards are already affecting public 
health, there is concern that focus on facility-centred risk management could 
work to the detriment of nearby populations. 

The level and purpose of the various risk management activities outlined 
in Figure 2.3 are closely linked with the goals of the decision maker, be it a 
regulator, owner, or politician. For example, the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency has supported a compliance-oriented, conservative point 
estimate risk analysis approach focused on routine and mild upset conditions, 
while the NRC has worked toward a risk management approach focused on 
accident risk. Recently, efforts in the Army's chemical demilitarisation 
program have sought a combined approach that considers worker risk as well 
as public risk from accidents and routine releases, as described in Chapter 8. 
Finally we mention the case of project cost and schedule risk. On the surface, 
this seems a very different type of risk. It may be surprising to find that many 



of the analytical tools used in accident risk analysis and the general risk 
framework of Figure 2.1 apply and can be used effectively. In addition, there 
can be close coupling between cost and schedule and human health risk. 
Especially in the case of Cold War legacy sites, delay in cleanup and 
demilitarisation activities can expose workers and the public to substantially 
more risk than activities associated with processing the waste. It lengthens 
the time of exposure to routine releases and the exposure time to accidents. 

The NATO ASI and this book dedicated significant focus to relevant 
societal, technical, and management problems in the East. Rather than just a 
compendium of methods developed elsewhere, the participants and the 
material considered carefully how the existing methods could be adapted and 
how they should be used to support unique problems. We even found that 
such a simple thing as language needed a surprising amount of thought and 
discussion. Hence we have included the Russian language "glossary" in 
Appendix C. A simple example will suffice. Regulation in the West speaks 
of a facility "site" and associated site boundaries. It is not just a matter of 
picking the right word to translate "site." The very notion of a site as separate 
from the surrounding community requires a fairly lengthy explanation to 
make clear the meaning and its application to risk issues. 

Specific situations in the East must be considered when laying out a 
scheme for risk management. To date, the demand for basing decisions on 
risk analysis has been meagre and applications few. Several reasons are 
apparent. First the risk methodology was developed in the West, based on a 
western outlook. In the East, other scientific approaches were applied to 
resolve known technical issues. Until recently these techniques were not 
known and their value was not clear to FSU and Eastern European managers. 
One of the goals of this textbook is to bring these methods to the fore. 

Second, other severe problems forced attention on economic problems 
that threaten survival of institutions and people. Attention to safety of the 
people and the state of the environment has been necessarily postponed as 
other crises were addressed. Therefore, one of the purposes of this book is to 
demonstrate that addressing these public health and environmental problems 
is necessary, for survival in the future, in spite of the absence of economic 
resources. Tomorrow it will cost even more. The book makes it clear that 
methods are available now that can help and can be applied in a step-wise 
approach of increasing sophistication, making real improvements beginning 
with a modest commitment of resources. 

Finally the lack of use of risk methods can also be attributed to the fact 
that the democratic procedures for deciding important social issues are not yet 
well-formed in Eastern Europe. Participants noted that, where we observe a 
lowered degree of risk management activities, democratic relations between 
authorities and the public are less well developed. Some observed that the 
degree of consideration of public opinion is high only during election 
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campaigns. Institutional systems that give a strong voice to the people are 
developing gradually. 

So how is the decision maker to proceed? The approach must balance 
among the competing needs of the society. An approach that goes beyond 
self-interest or narrow technical criteria is needed. The Complementary Risk 
Management approach is illustrated in Figure 2.4. 

The challenge is for risk analysts from the FSU and East European 
countries to carry out analyses relative to risks to workers and the population. 
These applications should satisfy any established national norms and 
standards of an acceptable risk. Successful applications will result in optimal 
risk-based decisions, taking into account available domestic resources and 
social factors. 

Strategy of Decision-Making 

Manu elements of risk need to be considered 

Figure 2.4 Complementary Risk Management: balancing the needs of decision makers 

Risk analyses, recommended for decision makers of Eastern Europe, 
cannot be limited to a single risk analysis methodology. The ASI identified a 
general set of methodologies that must be considered as part of a 
Complementary Risk Management effort. These methodologies share many 
of the same factors as Western types of analysis but differ in the purpose for 
the effort: 
• Facility-centred risk analysis is used mainly to define or demonstrate 

acceptable risk-based operating parameters for facilities. 
• Human-centred risk analysis is used mainly to study and understand 

human exposures and risk for environmental contamination. These 



studies nonnally are based on fixed operating parameters for hazardous 
facilities. 

• Risk perception assessment analyses the perception of risks by the 
involved parties (decision makers and local populations). 

Misunderstandings about the roles of these analyses can lead to apparent 
inappropriate competitive views. In fact, all three are needed as part of a 
Complementary Risk Management approach. 

Case studies in the following chapters show the flexibility of using risk 
analysis methodologies to address different situations in quite different, but 
appropriate ways. For such a complementary approach to be effective, 
decision makers must clearly define in advance exactly what issues are being 
addressed. Experience has shown that clear definitions of the products and 
their application are essential before starting an applied risk analyses, if 
results are to be meaningful in the context of the decisions to be made. 

The proactive consideration of the many aspects of risk is a relatively 
new development, even in the West. The trend for the future is clearly away 
from using single measures of risk and simple upper bounds as input to 
decision makers. As much as a single number is an appealingly simple 
approach, decision makers must consider many aspects of risk-and make 
decisions as a balance of the different types of risk. Furthennore, a single 
number can, at best, offer a vague comfort, if the number is low. It provides 
no understanding of the causes of risk, the uncertainty in the results, or what 
can be done to control the risk. 

After years of effort, characterization of accident risks from the legacy 
sites are only recently being completed in the U.S. Risk analyses at 
contaminated sites in the FSU are just beginning and can benefit from the risk 
methodologies developed previously. However, the application of accident 
risk modelling techniques to weapons handling is relatively new, even in the 
West. Note too that developing a "risk-infonned" basis for regulations is just 
beginning to be applied in the West. Only a few regulators have promulgated 
risk-infonned regulations. Many more are attempting to follow suit. 

In the West, the cost of remediation and long-tenn management of legacy 
wastes has proved to be very high. Countries of the FSU cannot afford the 
magnitudes of costs being experienced in the West and thus must carefully 
invest what resources they can in keeping risks to a minimum. The Western 
approach using a balance of risk management, risk analysis, and risk 
perception is seen as a means of effectively directing priorities for 
management and cleanup efforts based on maximizing potential population 
safety. 

Risk analysis results have been proposed to provide a basis for defining 
protective safety, remedial, or alternative actions. One of the most important 
proposals is to estimate incremental health treatment costs for populations as 
well as the size of appropriate insurance guarantees for those living in these 
zones. Such a use of risk analysis would be a departure from the Western 
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view that the only acceptable risks are those with trivial risk levels. Another 
important proposal that does have an analogue in U.S. air emissions 
management is to use risk results to define optimal measures to protect the 
population-even if that new protection is not directly connected with the 
proposed new activity or facility. The idea is to reward the region that agreed 
to accept the new hazardous activity by reducing large current risks produced 
by other sources. 

2.4. Risk Perception 

In both the East and West, many organizations have tried to manage risks 
using only science and policy as the underpinnings. However, both scientists 
and policy makers are beginning to realize that there is a third leg to the stool 
supporting risk management decisions[9]. This third leg involves the 
perception of the risk in question. 

In general, risk perceptions vary among the key groups involved in 
analysing a risk-the scientific or expert component, the policy maker or 
manager component, and the stakeholder or public component. Expert 
perceptions of risk are generally grounded in scientific understanding of the 
phenomena and an appreciation for uncertainty factors. However, personal 
experiences can still colour expert views of science[lO]. Management 
perceptions, on the other hand, can be informed by scientific understanding, if 
the manager is an expert or the experts effectively communicated results of 
their deliberations. However, management perceptions are also informed by 
the perceptions of their constituencies and other political motivators. 
Stakeholders-those who perceive themselves as being affected by the risk 
and its management decision-rely on a variety of sources to gather their 
information and form their perceptions. This information does not 
necessarily include information from experts, even when those experts 
communicate effectively[2]. 

Factoring these three perspectives into a risk assessment and risk 
management process is important for several reasons. First, particularly when 
the goal of risk management is to minimize harm, perception is key because it 
influences the body's response to environmental contamination. Researchers 
have found that people threatened by nuclear contamination in particular will 
experience anticipatory stress. That is, even if they are not exposed, their 
perception of radiation will result in psychological and neuroendocrine 
reactions. For example, the perception of risk by residents near the U.S. 
Three Mile Island nuclear facility influenced their performance, the number 
of psychosomatic symptoms they reported, and their pyschoneuroendocrine 
indices 3.5 years after the nuclear accident that occurred there, even when 
these residents were not actually exposed to any radiation. Similar responses 
were found associated with radioactive contamination in the FSU and 



Brazil[12]. These perception-driven responses must be taken into account in 
risk management decisions. 

Second, risk perceptions must be considered in risk analysis activities 
because only when perceptions are understood can behaviour be influenced. 
For example, particularly in the East, people must be encouraged to leave 
contaminated areas and remain outside them until the area is remediated. A 
failure to understand the perception of those evacuees can lead to people 
behaving in ways that endanger their lives and hinder effective remediation. 

Second, perception influences communication, and communication is key 
not only to share expert risk information with stakeholders but to share it with 
decision makers. The inability to communicate risk information can result in 
faulty policy, poor remediation choices, and ultimately, lost lives and 
resources. 

Finally, failure to factor perception into the scientific assessment ofrisk 
can make risk management more difficult. Policy makers cannot accept risk 
assessment activities that fail to consider the lifestyles and needs of their 
constituencies. Stakeholders cannot understand the results of risk 
assessments unless they can clearly see how their needs have been 
considered. Scientists studying risk from contaminated soil sites for the 
European Union found that some of the key questions that required additional 
research for effective risk assessment did not include algorithms or modelling 
per se but instead included a number of issues related to perception. These 
issues included such questions as: 
• Is the risk in context? 
• What is "acceptable"? 
• Who decides? 
• What information do they need?[13] 

2.4.1. Dimensions of Perception 

As mentioned, perception can vary depending on the role one plays in the risk 
analysis paradigm-expert, manager, or stakeholder. Extensive literature has 
pointed to the development of mental models-a detailed intellectual picture 
of what a risk entails, including source of risk, exposure pathways, transport 
mechanisms, pathogenic effects, and likelihood of exposure and resulting 
harm. People process new information within the context of their existing 
model[14]. Perception plays a strong role in developing and an even stronger 
role in revising these models. Indeed, evidence suggests that once 
perceptions have been embedded in the model, they are extremely resistant to 
change[13]. In general, the closer the models of all participants in the risk 
analysis process match, the easier it will be to assess, manage, and 
communicate the risks. 

What frequently happens in the risk assessment process, however, is that 
the models developed by scientists and the models developed by stakeholders 
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vary widely. A number of reasons have been posited as to why this 
discrepancy exists. Prevalent among these reasons is the general lack of 
understanding among the public of scientific principles. This reason does not 
explain, however, why scientists with similar educational credentials 
sometimes disagree on various aspects of risk, such as exposure pathway, 
harm engendered, or probability of occurrence[10]. While lack of scientific 
understanding can playa part, other reasons may have greater influence. 

Primary Reasons for Differences Between Expert and Stakeholder 
Perceptions of Risk 
The Concerted Action on Risk Assessment for Contaminated Sites in the 
European Union (CARACAS) study of 1996[13] sought to tackle the problem 
of contaminated land by bringing together academics, government 
representatives, and other experts from all European Union member states 
plus Norway and Switzerland. These experts found that the major difference 
between the perception of risk by experts and stakeholders was that the 
stakeholders tended to view the risk more intuitively. Stakeholders often 
viewed risks that are conspicuous, known from experience, recent, and 
occurring nearby as more likely to occur and more harmful than did their 
scientific counterparts. Differences of perception were also seen in the 
neglect of initial probability of certain phenomena and the willingness to 
extrapolate estimates of probability from analogies or other chance 
phenomena[ 13]. 

Another reason expert and stakeholder models often do not match is the 
existence of outrage factors. Sandman postulated that risk is actually made 
up of the hazard, which can be calculated through typical risk assessment 
methodologies, plus the outrage, or perception of the risk, which is more 
difficult to quantify[15]. Building on research from Slovic and others[16], 
researchers have identified over 40 outrage factors that can result in public 
over- or underestimating risk. These factors can include the potential for 
catastrophic consequences, the aerial size of the impact, the level of personal 
control, the level of personal experience, the equity of distribution of risk 
(those with benefits also are those at risk), voluntariness of exposure, level of 
associated dread, and visibility. These factors can explain why legacy 
contamination can elicit a high level of emotional response from stakeholders 
potentially exposed to it. Nuclear waste in particular scores highly on these 
outrage factors. 

Beyond the outrage factors, the question of identity can also playa part 
in the disagreement of expert and stakeholder perceptions of risk. Changes in 
technologies or lifestyles as a result of risk can be viewed as a challenge to 
one's sociocultural identity[ll]. For example, workers asked to be retrained 
when their industry has closed because of contamination may react with 
hostility because of a threat to their identity. 



Secondary Reasons for Differences Between Expert and Stakeholder 
Perceptions of Risk 
The lack of dialogue among experts, stakeholders, and managers has also 
been cited as a contributor to the disparate perceptions of risk. Certainly the 
ability and willingness to communicate, or lack thereof, can strongly 
influence how risk information is perceived[17]. However, unless existing 
perceptions and cultural differences are considered, dialogue can be 
ineffective and potentially disastrous[ll]. 

The news media can also playa role in the development of perceptions. 
In general, public trust in institution and government has been decreasing in 
the U.S.[18], making it more likely that at least some stakeholders will rely 
on the news media as a primary source for informing their mental models of 
certain risks. However, it remains a question as to whether the media creates 
public furore or merely enlarges upon it. A certain amount of public interest 
must first be evident if the news media is to find a story worthy of coverage. 

Key Differences in Risk Perceptions Between East and West 
A number of factors affect how stakeholders in the East and West view risk 
issues in general, and those of legacy waste in particular. One such factor is 
culture. Researchers have identified an attitude prevalent in some countries 
of the FSU that appears to be tied to cultural views of the role in society of 
particular groups. Such groups are more likely to perceive themselves as 
victims and develop surprisingly effective coping strategies associated with 
living near hazardous materials[19]. In other cases, however, such an attitude 
erupts into social protest. The different reactions seemed to be tied to 
whether the risk is undertaken voluntarily (as for cleanup workers) or 
involuntarily (as in the population living in the contaminated area)[12,20]. 
Contrast this to the U.S. where involuntary exposure almost always results in 
increased outrage and vocal and physical action[15]. 

Another factor is the different role of the news media and politicians. 
Both are often viewed as less-than-trustworthy sources. Scientists, on the 
other hand, are more likely to be viewed as trustworthy. Contrast this to the 
U.S., where the scientists are often portrayed as villains and misguided fools 
in popular culture and discredited by the news media. 

Another factor is the identification of sustainable development as a 
political force. The "Green" Party in many countries runs on a platform of 
environmental issues, whereas such issues are only tangentially represented in 
American politics. This enhanced visibility of environmental risk issues in 
Europe increases the likelihood that risk perceptions will be formed in an 
atmosphere of intensity. 
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2.4.2. Including Perceptions in Risk Assessment and Risk 
Management 

For risk assessment and risk management to be effective, then, risk 
perceptions must be factored into the process. In past decades, risk 
perceptions often met the risk assessment process only at the end, where a 
head-on collision was often the result. In the last 10 years, however, models 
of risk analysis developed in the U.S. and Europe have encouraged the 
inclusion of risk perception throughout the process. 

The landmark CARACAS study[13] in the European Union developed a 
model of the risk analysis process that begins and ends with perceptions. The 
study identified the fact that a risk analysis process is only begun when 
someone perceives the potential for risk. In essence, experts do not analyse a 
situation unless a manager or expert feels some risk is inherent in the 
situation. These perceptions dictate the kinds of questions experts ask 
concerning the risk (What kind of risk? How much? When? Where? To 
Whom?) and hence the data they gather and methods they use to study it. 
Perceptions, however, must also guide how they communicate results to both 
managers and stakeholders. 

In the U.S., the National Research Council sponsored a similar landmark 
study[21], which came to a similar conclusion. Risk assessment and risk 
management cannot be divorced; one informs the other. Risk perceptions 
must be factored through the process-in the choice of questions, in the data 
to be gathered, in the analysis methods, in interpreting the results, and finally, 
in communicating the results and deciding on a choice of action. Only when 
all three legs of the risk analysis stool-assessment, perception, and 
management-are included is the analysis successful in developing a lasting, 
useful solution to an environmental problem. 

Risk perception has also been identified in models for how the East and 
West manage risks. The European Union was the first to act upon the 
philosophy of the Precautionary Principle[22]. This principle, at its simplest, 
holds that no action should be undertaken unless it can be proven that no 
increased risk will result. If the lack of increased risk cannot be proven at 
levels satisfactory to stakeholders, then the action may only proceed with 
caution. Thus, risk perceptions heavily drive decisions on technology 
development and application of scientific breakthroughs, which, by nature, do 
not have solid proof as to their viability. The U.S. has shied away from 
following such a stringent principle, although international trade is beginning 
to be influenced by such practices[23]. 

The European Union has also developed a method of stakeholder 
involvement predicated on perceptions. Public trust in government action is 
based on the notion of transparency. If everything the government does is 
open and readily accessible to the public, confidence and trust in government 



will increase, and the need for more visible public involvement will decrease. 
The U.S., on the other hand, is functioning under a cloud of years of 
government secrecy, if for national security reasons at the time. Transparent 
government is viewed as only the beginning steps in public involvement, with 
stakeholders expecting to have a seat at the decision-making table rather than 
viewing it from outside. The U.S. model, then, is built upon the principle of 
debate rather than openness. 

2.5. Complementary Risk Management 

The Cold War left a serious legacy across vast areas ofland in both the East 
and the West. Facilities that created, assembled, or stored the nuclear arsenal 
and its waste products are but the start of the problem. Beyond them are 
contaminated facilities belonging to the military and acres of land 
surrounding both types of facilities, some of it heavily contaminated. The 
social cost, for both the families of those who participated in this work as well 
as those populations living on or near the contaminated land, is staggering. 
Managing risks that cross geographical, political, and cultural boundaries is 
nothing short of challenging. 

In this book, we suggest an approach that seeks to balance competing 
societal demands. A variety of detailed approaches are examined that can be 
integrated into a single, balanced vision-Complementary Risk Management. 
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PART II: LEGACIES 

Although hazards of the Cold War legacy are located at i44 sites 
in the United States, the majority of contaminants are located at 
six sites in Washington, Idaho, Nevada, New Mexico, Tennessee, 
and South Carolina .... with 36 million cubic meters of waste 
categorized. By-product materials (e.g., uranium mill tailings) 
account for 88% of the volume, while high-level radioactive 
wastes account for only i % of the total volume. 
Dr. Alvin Young, Director, U.S. Department of Energy 
Center for Risk Excellence 

A significant feature of the nuclear weapons complex of the former 
USSR was the concentration of industrial facilities at special 
industrial sites which are widely known nowadays as The 
Industrial Association (IA) Mayak in Chelyabinsk Province, The 
Siberian Chemical Combine (SCC) in Tomsk Province, and The 
industrial Association for Mining and Chemical Combine (MCC) 
in the Krasnoyarsk Territory . .. About 500 million cubic meters 
of radioactive waste with an aggregate radioactivity about 1.7 
billion curies were accumulated. 
Yuri Gorlinsky, Director RTC Systems Analysis, Russian 
Research Centre, Kurchatov Institute 

These paragraphs only begin to describe the vast legacies of waste 
remaining from nuclear materials production in the U.S. and the former 
Soviet Union. The numbers cannot describe the costs in lasting 
contamination or the dedication of those seeking to remediate these lost lands. 
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3. Radiation Legacy of the Soviet Nuclear 
Complex 

The radiation legacy left from nuclear weapons production is one of the 
forces compelling countries of the former Soviet Union to undertake risk 
assessment and risk management. This legacy is also compelling them to 
understand and manage risk perceptions. Operations of the nuclear 
production complex of the former Soviet Union resulted in the accumulation 
of about 500 million cubic meters of radioactive waste with an aggregate 
radioactivity about 1. 7 billion curies. This chapter describes, based on 
published information, the structure, composition, and arrangement of that 
production complex; sites of nuclear weapon tests; locations for storage and 
disposal of radioactive waste; and territories exposed to radioactive 
contamination as a result of nominal activity and radiation accidents. As the 
author notes, if large affected areas are considered, then the historical 
radiation fallout from atmospheric nuclear weapon testing exceeds in 
magnitude many of the sources discussed in this chapter. 

The term "radiation legacy" appeared in scientific publications and the mass 
media in the U.S. and Russia near the end of the last century practically 
simultaneously with the end of the Cold War. The first comprehensive 
publication about a radiation legacy in the former USSR is the book, Behind 
the Nuclear Curtain: Radioactive Waste Management in the Former Soviet 
Union[l], which was based on widely available materials by Russian and 
foreign authors. 

In the same year as the book was published (1997), Russian agencies 
published official data in the form of an analytical review of the radiation 
legacy of the former Soviet Union (FSU)[2]. These data were collected 
within the framework of the ISTC Project "Radleg" with involvement by the 
International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) and based on 
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official data published by the Ministry of the Russian Federation for Atomic 
Energy (Minatom) and other Russian organizations. In 2000, based on the 
material of this analysis, the English publishing house EARTHSCAN 
together with IIASA issued the book The Radiation Legacy of the Soviet 
Nuclear Complex (An Analytical Overview)[3]. 

This chapter uses those resources to describe the structure, composition, 
and arrangement of the nuclear weapons production complex of the FSU; 
sites of nuclear weapon tests; locations for storage and disposal of radioactive 
waste; and territories exposed to radioactive contamination as a result of 
nominal activity and radiation accidents. 

3.1. Background 

Historically, the nuclear complex in the Soviet Union produced nuclear and 
thermo-nuclear weapons. It included 
• reactors to produce weapons-grade plutonium and tritium 
• industrial facilities to produce nuclear fuel for these reactors 
• industrial plants to produce highly-enriched metallic uranium 
• facilities to process spent nuclear fuel and separate weapons-grade 

plutonium 
• industrial facilities to manufacture components of nuclear weapons from 

highly-enriched metallic uranium and plutonium 
• industrial plants and organizations to develop and produce nuclear 

charges and associated components. 
Industrial facilities to manufacture nuclear fuel for military ship nuclear 
reactors and installations to process spent nuclear fuel (SNF) from these 
reactors can also be included in this complex. 

These facilities were housed on unified industrial sites where appropriate 
technological installations existed. These sites included production of initial 
nuclear materials and processing of spent materials for military and civilian 
purposes. These purposes included extraction and enrichment of uranium 
ore, conversion of uranium hexafluoride and enrichment by an isotope of 
uranium-235, production of nuclear fuel and radiochemical processing of 
spent fissile materials, and radioactive waste handling. 

A significant feature of the nuclear weapons complex of the FSU was the 
concentration of industrial facilities at special industrial sites chosen for their 
geographical position and availability of power supply, water resources, and 
work force. Such plants created in this manner are widely known nowadays 
as The Industrial Association (IA) Mayak in Chelyabinsk Province, The 
Siberian Chemical Combine in Tomsk Province, and The Industrial 
Association for Mining and Chemical Combine in the Krasnoyarsk Territory 
(Figure 3.1). As a rule, these industrial complexes 
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have a complete work cycle and include production nuclear reactors, 
installations for processing fissile material and manufacture of weapons-grade 
uranium and plutonium, and facilities for processing and handling radioactive 
waste. In addition, the industrial sites host a full set of servicing activities. 

One of most significant peculiarities of this complex was its independent 
and self-sufficient character. Everything that was required for its proper 
functioning was produced by the enterprises and organizations. Though these 
enterprises and organizations were located in territories of different republics 
ofthe FSU, they were part of a unified functional system of the former 
Ministry of Medium Machine-Building Industry of the USSR. The current 
assignee of this Ministry in Russia is Minatom. Other activities are 
conducted in cooperation with the enterprises and organizations of other 
ministries of the FSU. 

Although activities were far flung, more than 80% of the nuclear 
industrial potential of the former USSR remained in the territory of Russia 
when the USSR broke up. Removal of nuclear weapons from Ukraine, 
Belarus, and Kazakhstan was completed in 1996, and now all nuclear 
weapons of the FSU are placed only in Russia. All fission materials produced 
for military purposes are also disposed of in Russia. 

These activities are the main source of radioactive waste. During 
operations of the nuclear production complex of the FSU, about 500 million 
m3 of radioactive waste with an aggregate radioactivity about 1.7 billion Ci 
were accumulated in Russia. All radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel are 
placed in special structures (steel containers, reinforced-concrete and concrete 
storehouses, underground storage, etc.), thoroughly secured, and permanently 
monitored. 

3.2. Extraction, Enrichment, and Processing of 
Uranium Ores 

The complex for these activities consists of nine mining and processing 
plants. They are located in six independent states of the Commonwealth (the 
Russian Federation, Republic of Ukraine, Republic of Uzbekistan, Republic 
of Kazakhstan, Republic of Tajikistan, and Republic of Kyrgyzstan). The 
complex includes the following enterprises: 
• Argun Industrial Mining and Chemical Association 
• Lermontov industrial complex "Almaz" 
• Navoi Mining and Metallurgical Combine 
• KASKOR Joint-Stock Company (before 1992 known as the Caspian 

Mining and Metallurgical Combine) 
• Industrial Association "Tselinnyi" Mining and Chemical Combine (IA 

Tselinnyi MCC) 



• Industrial complex "The Eastern Combine for Rare-Earth Metals" (IA 
"Vostokredmet," before 1992 known as The Leninabad Mining and 
Chemical Combine) 

• Scientific and Industrial Association, "Eastern Mining and Emichment 
Combine" (SIA Eastern MEC; the association was created on the basis of 
"The Eastern mining and ore-dressing combine.") 

• Industrial Association "Southern Combine for Polymetals" (IA 
Yuzhpolimetall; the Combine was created on the basis of the "The 
Kyrgyz Mining Combine.") 

• Industrial Association "Dnieper Chemical Plant." 
At the initial stage of a nuclear fuel cycle, when uranium ores are being 

extracted, dressed, and processed, the environment is often contaminated by 
solid, liquid, and gaseous radioactive waste. The levels of radioactivity in 
this waste are insignificant when compared to levels in waste generated at 
other stages in the cycle. Nevertheless, this waste may create a local increase 
in radiation for a long time (hundreds and thousands of years). 

Waste from ore extraction and processing contains long-lived 
radionuclides. Therefore, for those working throughout their careers in 
underground uranium mines and associated industrial sites, and those living 
in territories near these facilities, radiation levels are sometimes higher than 
background because of the radioactive decay products mentioned above. The 
main source of contamination in these cases is the waste being generated 
while the ores are being processed. This waste is accumulated in tailings 
dumps. Long-term operation of uranium extraction and processing facilities 
resulted in most of the low-activity waste. This waste includes uranium-238 
and thorium-232 in waste material dumps, in tailings dumps from hydro
metallurgical enterprises, and in basins of mine waters. 

The activity accrued in soil and bottom sediments in nearby rivers 
reached 10 to 15 Bq/L while the norm was 0.111 Bq/L. The land area of 
associated with this mining and extraction includes 130 krn2 (Table 3.1). 

3.3. Production of Uranium Hexafluoride and 
Isotopic Enrichment of Uranium 

Initially, the complex to produce emiched uranium was created only to solve 
a problem of national defense. The production of highly emiched uranium 
for nuclear weapons terminated in 1988; now the industrial complex 
developed for that purpose only provides fuel for nuclear electric power 
plants. The complex includes plants for deriving uranium hexafluoride and 
plants for isotopic emichment of uranium. The infrastructure also includes 
industrial subdivisions engaged in recycling, processing, and storage of liquid 
and solid radioactive uranium waste. 
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TABLE 3.1 Summary data on radioactive mass and activity accumulated at uranium ore mining 
and processing industry enterprises of the former Soviet Union, as of 1 January 1990 

Enterprise Dumps of Una men able Tailings Dumps 

Ores 
Mass, Activity, Mass, Activity, 

1,000 tons 8q 101• 1,000 tons 8q 1014 

Argun Industrial Mining 211,260 16.7 69,170 29.0 
and Chemical Association' 

IA Almaz 8,403 1.4 14,047 16.9 

Navoi MCC 166 0.034 52,800 74.0 

KASKOR Joint-Stock NA NA 68,145 0.629 
Company 
IA Tselinnyi MCC 16,200 4.5 56,600 20.0 

IA Vostokredmet 1,847 0.07 33,684 2.5 

SIA Eastern MEC 3,770 0.34 37,750 21.0 

IA Yuzhpolimetall 110,873 6.0 34,461 32.0 

IA Dnieper Chemical Plant NA NA 52,017 27.0 

Total 352,519 29.0 418,674 223.0 
.. 

Notes: a = As of I January 1993; IA = IndustrIal AssocIatIOn or complex; MCC = Mmmg and 
Metallurgical Company; NA = not available; SIA = Scientific and Industrial Association; MEC = 

Mining and Enrichment Combine. 

By 1 January 1997, Russia operated two plants for deriving uranium 
hexafluoride and four plants for producing emiched uranium: 
• Urals Electrochemical Combine, in Novouralsk, Sverdlovsk Province 

(emichment plant) 
• Electrochemical Plant, in Zelenogorsk, the Krasnoyarsk Territory 

(emichment plant) 
• Siberian Chemical Combine, in Seversk, Tomsk Province (emichment 

plant and plant for deriving uranium hexafluoride) 
• The Angarsk Electrolysis Chemical Combine, in Angarsk, Irkutsk 

Province (emichment plant and plant for deriving uranium hexafluoride). 
All emichment plants initially used gas-diffusion technology. In 1962, 

however, gas centrifuges were introduced. By 1992 the operation and 
maintenance phase of gas-diffusion technology completely ceased. Now only 
gas centrifuges are used at all emichment plants. 

In operations, emichment plants offer the same level of risk to the 
environment as the plants and structures for extraction of uranium and 
thorium ores. The gases used in production undergo special cleaning before 
they leave the plant as exhaust. The solutions containing uranium and 
fluorine are transferred to the liquid waste processing area used for extraction 
of uranium. In addition, taking into consideration the peculiarities of 



manufacturing processes to produce uranium hexafluoride and enriched 
uranium, accidents accompanied by a release of uranium hexafluoride or its 
compounds cannot have catastrophic consequences, because such accidents 
would be restricted by the framework of the industrial rooms. 

On the other hand, when it comes to waste, plants for deriving uranium 
hexafluoride and producing enriched uranium are ecologically the cleanest 
productions in the nuclear fuel cycle. Waste consists of "tailings" in the form 
of uranium hexafluoride. It is stored in pressure-tight steel containers in 
special areas and continuously monitored for radiation. 

Plants also produce solid and liquid radioactive waste as well as a 
negligible amount of gaseous release of radionuclides. The treatment 
technology for fluid waste precludes their accumulation. Therefore, the waste 
is either buried or discharged into an open hydrologic system (if the radiation 
concentration in sewer water is lower than permissible). Concentration of 
radionuclides in sewage water is generally two orders of magnitude lower 
than specifications regulated for potable water. 

At plants being remediated, deactivation and dismantling of equipment 
may require partial remelting. The resultant sludge containing residual 
activity is directed to solid waste storage. Any water leaking from this 
storage is collected in subdivisions in special containers. The water is then 
periodically pumped to transport containers and transferred for processing 
(extraction of uranium) to specialized subdivisions of the plants at the same 
industrial sites. When the material remaining in storage contains only the 
solid phase, the storage areas undergo isolation by covering their surface with 
soil. 

There are no territories polluted by radionuclides as a result of activity at 
the given plants (Tables 3.2 to 3.5). 

TABLE 3.2 Amounts and radioactivity of accumulated solid radioactive waste, as of 
I January 1997 

Enterprise Production Type Amount of Total Activity, 
Radioactive Waste, Bq 

metric tons 
Siberian Chemical Uranium hexafluoride 25,490 9.06 x 10'· 
Combine production 

Uranium enrichment 10,610 1.40 x 10 
Angarsk Electrolysis Uranium hexafluoride 1,500 6.43 x 10" 
Chemical Combine' production 
Urals Electrochemical Uranium enrichment 29,070 1.08 x 10'· 
Combine 
Electrochemical Plant Uranium enrichment 6,680 8.51 x 10'" 

Notes. a - only medIUm-specIfic radIOactIve wastes. 
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TABLE 3.3 Amounts and radioactivity of accumulated radioactive sludges formed as a result of 
waste decontamination, as of I January 1997 

Enterprise Production Type Amount of Sludges, m 
Urals Electrochemical Combine Uranium enrichment 30,194 
Electrochemical Plant Uranium enrichment 7,140 

TABLE 3.4 Radionuclide' releases into the atmosphere in 1996 

Enterprise Release, Bq %ofMPR 

Uranium hexafluoride production plants 

I. Siberian Chemical Combine 7.25 x 108 0.6 

2. Angarsk Electrolysis Chemical Combine 1.76 x 108 0.05 

Total 9.01 x 108 -
Uranium enrichment plants 

L Siberian Chemical Combine 1.48 x 107 0.006 

2. Angarsk Electrolysis Chemical Combine 1.81 x 108 0.05 

3. Urals Electrochemical Combine 4.00 x 109 1.0 

4. Electrochemical Plant 7.40 x 107 0.1 

Total 4.23 x 109 -
Notes: a - The sum of a-actIve Isotopes. 

TABLE 3.5 Radionuclide releases into open water reservoirs in 1996 

Enterprise Water Volume of Radionuclide %of 
Reservoir Sewage Water, Release,8q MPR 

1,000 m3 

Angarsk Electrolysis Angara River 27,953 3.70 x 10 0.0001 
Chemical Combine 
Urals Electrochemical Neivo- 13,718 2.58 x 10 16.7 
Combine Rudyansk water 

storage 
Siberian Chemical Tom River 3,532 -- --
Combine' 
Electrochemical Plant" -- -- -- --

Notes: a - The technologIcal scheme of the sewage water collector makes It dIfficult to 
distinguish releases of individual enterprises of the nuclear complex; b = The design does not 
stipulate any release into open water reservoirs. 

3.4. Manufacture of Nuclear Fuel 

The industrial manufacture of nuclear fuel was centered at plants in the 
Russian Federation. Now these plants are included in a structure of the joint
stock company "TVEL" (fuel element). They are as follows: 



• Joint-stock company "Machinery Plant," in Electrostal, Moscow 
Province 

• Joint-stock company "Tchepetsky Mechanical Plant," in Glazov, Udmurt 
Republic 

• Joint-stock company "The Novosibirsk plant for concentrated chemical 
products," in Novosibirsk, Novosibirsk Province 

• State Enterprise "The Moscow plant of poly metals," in Moscow. 
There is also an Industrial Association in the republic of Kazakhstan named 
"The PO Ulbinsky Metallurgical Plant." 

Initial materials for manufacture of nuclear fuel include uranium ores and 
concentrates, oxides, hexafluoride of natural uranium, or uranium enriched by 
an isotope ofuranium-235. As a result of chemical and metallurgical 
processes, metallic uranium, its alloys, and fuel are obtained based on 
dioxides of uranium, enrichment by uranium-235, and composition mixtures. 
The finished product includes fuel elements, assemblies, and cassettes 
intended for nuclear reactors of various assignments. 

These plants generate radioactive waste. After relevant processing, this 
waste it is directed to tailings dumps as pulps or solid waste. Minimal 
discharge also occurs to air and water. These discharges have radionuclide 
concentrations lower than established standards. There were no radiation 
accidents associated with these plants that were accompanied by 
environmental contamination. 

Wastes include low and medium levels of activity. Solid radioactive 
waste consists of 5,650,000 tons at Russian plants and 1,352,000 tons at the 
Ulbinsky plant in Kazakhstan (by 1990). At all plants, environmental 
contamination is caused mainly by nuclides of uranium. The area of 
contaminated land in Russia, as of 1 January 1996, consists of 1.7 km2 

(Table 3.6). 

TABLE 3.6 Characteristics of radioactive waste accumulated at nuclear fuel production 
enterprises, as of I January 1996 

Enterprise Activity, 8q Main Contaminating Radionuclides 
Russian Federation 

1. Machinery Plant 4.2 x 10" Uranium radionuclides, radium-226 
2. Chepetsky Mechanical Plant 7.0xI0" Uranium radionuclides, radium-226 
3. Novosibirsk Plant of Chemical 3.0x 10" Uranium radionuclides, radium-226 
Concentrates 
4. State Enterprise Moscow Plant of NA NA 
Polymetals 
Total 1.42 x 10 --

Republic of Kazakhstan 
I. PO Ulbinsky Metallurgical Plant" 3.8 x 100> Uranium radionuclides, americium-

241, strontium-90, plutonium-239 
Notes: NA - not applicable; a - As of January I, 1990. 
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3.5. Production of Plutonium and Radiochemical 
Processing of Spent Nuclear Fuel 

Work to derive weapons-grade plutonium was centered at the following 
enterprises: 
• Industrial Association Mayak, in Ozersk, Chelyabinsk Province 
• Siberian Chemical Combine, in Seversk, Tomsk Province 
• Mining and Chemical Combine, in Zheleznogorsk, the Krasnoyarsk 

Territory. 
The goal of extracting plutonium is first to separate the metals and, 

second, to clean the plutonium and uranium from fission products. The 
finished product is an article made of metallic plutonium. 

This work generates radioactive waste. After relevant processing, the 
waste is directed to tailings dumps as pulps or solid waste. Liquid and solid 
radioactive waste with high, medium, and low levels of activity are currently 
stored at the plants engaged in processing irradiated uranium. These wastes 
may contain fission products, nuclides of uranium, and transuranic elements. 
The following subsections provide additional details for each of the industrial 
associations involved in the production of plutonium or the processing of 
spent nuclear fuel. 

3.5.1. The Industrial Association Mayak 

The industrial complex occupies a territory about 160 km2. This territory is 
surrounded by a protective zone is of250 km2, which is in tum surrounded by 
a watch zone is 1800 km2• The enterprise consists ofthe following basic 
activities: 
• Production reactors 
• Radiochemical processing 
• Radioisotopic production 
• Chemical-metallurgical processing 
• Chemical production. 

The first industrial uranium-graphite reactor with a power of 100 MW 
operated from 1948 to 1987. After 1948, four other uranium-graphite 
reactors were put into operation at the combine. The first heavy-water
moderated reactor with a power of 100 MW began operating in 1951. Early 
in its operation, this reactor, which was fueled by natural uranium, was used 
mainly for the production of plutonium. It was shut down in 1965 and then 
dismantled. A second heavy-water-moderated reactor began operations in 
December 1955. This reactor operated for 10 years before being shut down 
in 1965. Later, this reactor was dismantled. Another reactor was built in the 



same place and began operating in April 1966. That reactor operated for 20 
years before its shutdown in 1986. 

A radiochemical plant for separating plutonium produced in the reactors 
was also built at the combine. It began operations at the end of 1948. In that 
same year, construction of the chemical-metallurgical plant began. This work 
was carried out in two stages. During the first stage, a facility was built to 
transform the final solutions of the radiochemical plant into metal and to 
obtain articles made of metallic plutonium. Trial production at this facility 
began in early 1949. In the second stage, operations were put in place to 
obtain highly-enriched uranium-235. 

The total amount of solid radioactive waste accumulated from Mayak 
operations is approximately 451,000 m3 with an activity of 1.42 x 1019 Bq. 
The amount and activity of liquid waste is 82,500 m3 and 5.87 x 1019 Bq, 
respectively. Solid waste is stored in reinforced-concrete storehouses 
equipped with a water-proof cover. 

Waters with low levels of activity from the reactors were discharged into 
the natural lake Kyzyl-Tash. Before 1953, waters of this lake were free 
flowing. From 1953 until 1956, floods drew down the waters through the 
basin of the lake. Since 1957, however, the lake waters have only drained 
internally. It is used as a basin-cooler as part of the recycling water supply 
for the nuclear reactors (Figure 3.2). 

Radionuclides, which were released by the radiochemical plant as well as 
the production uranium-graphite reactors, also percolated into the Techa 
River, whose source was Lake Kyzyl-Tash. Since 1951, however, most 
discharges have been directed to Lake Karachai. 

From 1949 to 1951, waste with medium levels of activity from the 
radiochemical plant was discharged to the Techa River. These discharges 
caused contamination of bottom sediments and flood-lands in the upper 
course of the river. The tandem reservoir system (a cascade of storage ponds) 
was created to prevent further spreading of radionuclides down the river. 
This system is intended to store liquid waste with low levels of activity. Since 
1951, the natural lake of Karachai has been used as a storage reservoir of 
waste with medium levels of activity. This lake is 0.45 km2, shallow, and 
swampy. Since 1988, this basin has been under remediation. 

High-level liquid waste is stored in cooled containers made of stainless 
steel. For high-level radioactive waste from the radiochemical plant, waste is 
first concentrated by evaporation and then solidified by vitrification. 
Medium-activity waste is processed by bituminisation. After using ion
exchange resins to remediate to the maximum permissible concentration, low
activity waste is discharged into an open hydrologic system. 

The operation of the Industrial Association Mayak was a source of 
intense radiation contamination in the Ural region, mostly in northern 
Chelyabinsk Province. There are several reasons for this contamination. 
First, nuclear production was an imperfect science in the early stages of 
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Techa River and Villages in 1951 

Mayak 
Site 

Techa River and Reservoirs in 1961 

Reservoir 
Constructed 
in 1963 

Note: Numbers correspond to dams. 

Figure 3.2 Evolution of reservoirs at the Mayak Site 



operation of the industrial complex. Second, early workers lacked knowledge 
about how radioactive materials could impact the environment and the 
possible consequences of such contamination. 

The most intense radioactive contamination of the environment and 
irradiation of the population caused by it took place during the first half of 
complex operations. Because the facilities lacked proper technologies to treat 
liquid waste and because of a simplified approach to discharging such wastes 
into natural river systems, during 1949 to 1956 wastes with an aggregate 
activity of 1.0 x 1017 Bq were discharged into the Techa and Iset rivers. As a 
result, 124,000 people living near the riverbanks in Chelyabinsk and Kurgan 
provinces have been exposed to radiation. 

Besides these intentional releases, construction imperfections of the first 
storage containers for high-level liquid waste caused an accidental release. In 
autumn 1957, overheating from radiation resulted in an explosion of nitrate
acetate salts stored in one container. The area contaminated by this 
explosion, afterward called the East-Ural radioactive trace, was about 20,000 
km2 (Figure 3.3 and Table 3.7). The contaminated territory was inhabited by 
272,000 people during this period. 

In spring 1967, because of extremely arid conditions, a coastal strip of 
Lake Karachai's bottom was exposed to air. Radioactive materials 
accumulated on the sediments were carried over adjacent territory by gusty 
winds for 2 weeks. About 1,800 krn2 ofland has been contaminated. This 
contamination, though at much lower levels than the accidental release of 
1957, was spread predominantly over Chelyabinsk Province. About 40,000 
people were exposed to additional radiation. 
Another factor in the contamination of the environment and irradiation of the 
population is the routine release of radioactive substances into the free air 
from ventilation ducts and stacks of the industrial complex. The greatest 
releases, caused by buildup of production capacity and imperfection in the 
gas purification system, occurred during the first 10 years of operation. As of 
1 January 1996, the total area of the contaminated land was of2,736 krn2. 

3.5.2. The Siberian Chemical Combine (SCC) 

Construction of the Siberian Chemical Combine began in March 1949. The 
production unit is located on the right bank of the Tom River 12 to 15 krn 
north of the city of Tomsk. The combine includes the following production 
branches: 
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Figure 3.3 Area ofthe East-Urals radioactive trace. Numbers correspond to the initial density of 
strontium-90 contamination in Cilkm2• 

TABLE 3.7 Contaminated lands at the Industrial Association Mayak 

Exposure Level, Area of Contaminated Land, km· 
~Rlhr 

Production Site Protective Zone Watch Zone 

Up to 60 -- -- 1,055 
60-120 -- -- 888 

120-240 21 31 --
240-1,000 IS 97 390 
>1,000 21 71 147 
Total 57 199 2,480 

• Reactor production (producing plutonium, electrical power, and heat) 
• Radiochemical production (processing of irradiated materials to derive 

and clean salts of uranium and plutonium) 
• Chemical-metallurgical production (deriving metallic uranium and 

plutonium) 
• Sublimation production (deriving protoxide-oxides of uranium and 

uranium hexafluoride) 
• Separating production (deriving enriched uranium) 
• Warehousing (storing fissionable materials) 

Total 

1,055 
888 

52 
502 
239 

2,736 



• Providing infrastructure (processing, storing, and burying radioactive 
waste). 
Construction of a plant to derive enriched uranium was started in 1951. 

Facilities from that the first stage of construction were put into operation in 
1953. Before 1973, the uranium isotopes were separated by a gas-diffusion 
method. In subsequent years, separation used a more advanced high
performance and economic technology with ultra-high-speed centrifuges. 

In 1952, construction of the first uranium-graphite reactor began. In 
1955, this reactor was put into operation. The reactor operated for 35 years, 
during which time it under went several stages of modernisation. It was shut 
down in connection with cutting the volume of production of weapons-grade 
plutonium. In 1958, the combine resolved to build a chemical-metallurgical 
plant. This plant delivered its first product in August 1961. 

Processing irradiated uranium formed liquid and solid industrial wastes 
with high, medium, and low levels of activity. The total amount of solid 
radioactive waste accumulated at the Siberian Chemical Combine is 131,153 
tons; the activity of this waste is 1.1 x 1015 Bq. The total amount and activity 
of liquid waste is 5,961,750 tons and 2.23 x 1019 Bq, respectively. 

Solid wastes are treated depending on their level of activity. They may 
be buried in earthen or concrete burial facilities or piled in organized storage 
in specially chosen rooms. 

Most liquid waste is generated at the radiochemical plant. The main 
treatment method accepted at the Siberian Chemical Combine is underground 
burial in the form of pumping. High-activity wastes were directed to 
temporary storage in containers (tanks) made of stainless steel. After 
preparation, the wastes were directed to injection wells and injected at a 
depth of 315 to 340 m. These wastes are not longer being buried in this 
manner. 

Wastes with medium levels of activity are also directed to underground 
burial after relevant preparations. For intermediate storage, liquid radioactive 
wastes are kept in open land storages and special closed storages. Wastes 
with medium activity from chemical-metallurgical production are directed to 
the open basin for storing. Wastes from separation activities are added to 
other wastes coming into the underground burial site. Liquid radioactive 
waste from sublimation production is directed to two storages for pulp. For 
all areas, radiation levels are monitored in the watch zone, which has an area 
of 1560 km2 and radius of 15 to 20 km. 

During operation of the Siberian Chemical Combine, there have been 36 
radiation accidents and incidents of differing scales. The most severe 
accident took place on 6 April 1993 at the radiochemical plant. During 
routine operations to prepare uranium solution for extraction, a rapid pressure 
increase destroyed the preparation device. The following explosion and 
release of an aerosolic mixture broke through the building roof, causing a fire 
on part of the roof and partial release of radioactive substances into the 
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environment. All settlements in a 35-km radius of the center of the explosion 
were contaminated. By 1996, the area of contaminated land amounted to 
10,392 km2• The contamination of soils was caused by isotopes of cesium-
137 and strontium-90 (Table 3.8). 

TABLE 3.8 Contaminated lands surrounding the Siberian Chemical Combine 

Exposure Level, Area of Contaminated Lands, km 
[lRlhr Production Site Protective Zone Watch Zone Total 

Up to 60 3.838 -- -- 3.838 
60-120 1.558 -- -- 1.558 
120-240 0.958 0.30 -- 1.258 
240-1,000 1.697 -- -- 1.697 
>1,000 2.041 -- -- 2.041 
Total 10.092 0.30 -- 10.392 

3.5.3. The Mining and Chemical Combine 

The decision to construct a mining and chemical combine was made in 
1950. The Mining and Chemical Combine occupies about 360 km2 along the 
right bank of the Yenisei River, 60 km from the city of Krasnoyarsk. 
The combine produces weapons-grade plutonium using uranium-graphite 
reactors. The irradiated uranium is processed at a radiochemical plant for 
separating uranium, plutonium, and fission products. The combine delivers 
plutonium dioxide and uranylnitrate alloy to other plants in the Minatom 
system. 

Three reactors form the center of the work. The first was put into 
operation in 1958, the second one in 1961. These two reactors are thermal, 
uranium-graphite, water-cooled types. They discharge cooling water into the 
Yenisei River. These reactors were decommissioned in 1992. The third 
reactor was put into operation in 1964 and is used to generate electrical power 
and heat water for operations. 

The radiochemical plant was put into operation in 1964. The plant 
derives plutonium from natural uranium irradiated in the rectors. Operations 
have ceased in connection with sharp reductions in the production of 
weapons-grade plutonium. 

All facilities are located underground at a depth of 250 to 300 m. Like 
IA Mayak and the Siberian Chemical Combine, they have reliable biological 
protection. The complex is equipped with a system of ventilation with filters 
that prevent radioactivity from coming in from the outside. 

Operations have resulted in liquid and solid industrial wastes of high, 
medium, and low levels of activity. The total accumulated solid radioactive 
waste is 105,170 tons. The total liquid waste amounts to 5,622,000 tons, with 
an activity of 1.46 x 1019 Bq. Gaseous and aerosol releases undergo multiple
step cleaning before they are discharged into the atmosphere. 



Solid radioactive waste is stored in deep reinforced-concrete storage in 
the Combine. Depending on the level of radioactivity, liquid radioactive 
wastes are transferred to sewage treatment facilities and collected in special 
tanks made of stainless steel or in open reinforced-concrete storage. After 
relevant preparation and cleaning, they are shipped to the northern portion of 
the facility for deep burial. Treated waters are discharged into the Yenisei 
River. 

Deep storage in the northern portion of the facility is used to bury low
activity waste in the second sand horizon in volumes up to 800 m3/d. The 
same area allows burial of medium-activity waste in the first sand horizon in 
volumes up to 500 m3/d. The deep storage area is located 12 km from the 
main production facilities in the protective zone of the plant. The aggregate 
area is 45 km2; the volume of underground space is 11,000 m3• 

The first and the second sand horizons used for waste burial are bedded 
in the intervals, at depths of 180 to 280 m and 355 to 500 m, respectively. 
The horizons are spread under, divided, and overlapped by clay horizons, 
which isolate horizons containing waste from the surface and shallow-bedded 
underground waters. Natural velocity of ground water is 5 to 6 mlyear in the 
first horizon and 10 to 15 mlyear in the second. Spread of the radionuclides 
is thus slowed by the soils. This burial of liquid radioactive waste has 
essentially eliminated huge quantities of radionuclides from reaching the 
population and the environment. 

Releases of radionuclides into the atmosphere in 1993 did not exceed the 
established norms by all components. In addition, total radionuclide 
discharges into the Yenisei River after shutdown of reactors using once
through cooling water did not exceed the established norms and lay within the 
limits of 0.3% to 6.0% of calculated maximum permissible values. 

As a whole, after shutdown of once-through reactors, a dose rate from 
surface water exposure (and the volumetric activity of all radionuclides 
contained in water) does not exceed permissible values established by the 
Norms of Radiation Safety[ 4]. Individual islands and sections of flood-lands 
15 to 250 km downstream from the discharge locations hold some "spots" of 
contamination. This contamination is caused by strong, high water along 300 
km of the Yenisei River in 1966 and 1988. During these surges, water flow 
reached 21,000 m3/sec, which exported part of the contaminated bottom 
sediments onto islands and sections of the flood-lands (Table 3.9). 
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TABLE 3.9 Contaminated lands at the Mining and Chemical Combine 

Exposure Level, Area of Contaminated Lands, km' 
f.LRlhr Production Site Protective Zone Watch Zone Total 

Up to 60 0.005 0.666 0.106 0.777 
60-120 -- 0.149 -- 0.149 
120-240 3.297 0.060 3.394 6.751 
240-1,000 -- 0.050 -- 0.050 
>1,000 -- 0.062 -- 0.062 
Total 3.302 0.987 3.500 7.789 

3.6. Production of Nuclear Weapons 

In the Russian Federation, Minatom is charged with the production of nuclear 
weapons. The main enterprises are as follows: 
• Combine "Electrokhimpribor," in Lesnoi, Sverdlovsk Province 
• Industrial Association "Start," in Zarechny, Penza Province 
• Instrument Engineering Plant, in Tryokhgomy, Chelyabinsk Province 
• Electromechanical plant "Avanguard," in Sarov, Nizhniy Novgorod 

Province. 
As of 1 January 1997, the total solid radioactive waste accumulated at 

these plants amounted to 4,301 m3 with an activity of 4.04 x 106 Bq. The total 
amount of sewage water and its activity was 2,546 m3 and 1.9 x 106 Bq, 
respectively. The basic type of storage is reinforced-concrete tanks. 

The discharges and releases of radionuclides into the environment by 
these plants are extremely insignificant (amounting to part of a percentage 
from maximum permissible values). Throughout plant operation, no 
emergency situations resulted in environmental contamination. 

3.7. Ship Nuclear Propulsion Plants and Their 
I nfrastructu re 

Cold War nuclear activities associated with the Russian Navy and the Russian 
Agency for shipbuilding include ship propulsion plants, plants for their 
technical support and maintenance, waste storage activities, and objects that 
sunk or were dumped at sea. 

3.7.1. Vessels, Plants, and Waste Storage 

The main sources of radiation danger and environmental radioactive 
contamination are the following objects of the Russian Navy and Russian 
Agency for shipbuilding: 
• Submarines and surface ships with nuclear propulsion plants (NPP) 



• Vessels for technical support and maintenance of nuclear ships 
• Bases of the ships with NPP 
• Places to temporarily store afloat decommissioned ships with NPP and 

places to carry out recycling of their materials 
• Places to temporarily store fresh and spent nuclear fuel 
• Ship-repairing and shipbuilding yards that conduct activities on ships 

with NPP 
• Radioisotopic power sources. 

By the beginning of2000, about 156 nuclear submarines (95 at the 
Northern fleet and 61 at the Pacific) had been withdrawn from active forces 
of the Navy for decommissioning. This accumulation awaits first de fueling 
and then removal of their reactor compartments to prepare the latter for long
term storage. Only compartment removal and natural radioactive decay 
reduce radiation danger to a level that allows subsequent disassembly of 
reactor installations. Long-term storage locations for reactor compartments 
have not yet been chosen. 

Congestion of retired, floating nuclear submarines both with defueled 
reactors and with reactors containing SNF, combined with the growing 
number of removed reactor compartments, create a radiation safety problem. 
Currently, two-thirds of the nuclear submarines undergoing decommissioning 
are stored afloat with reactors containing SNF. 

The Navy has the following volumes for storing and processing 
radioactive liquid waste (Table 3.10): 
• The Northern fleet: 

--Shore storages with bulk volume of 5,300 m3 

--Floating storages with bulk volume of3,700 m3 

--Stationary facility for processing of radioactive waters. 
• The Pacific fleet: 

--Shore storages with bulk volume of 3,500 m3 

--Floating storages with bulk volume of 3,000 m3 

--Stationary facility for processing of radioactive waters. 
SNF from the Northern and Pacific fleets is shipped to Minatom plants for 
processing. 

3,7.2. Emergency Situations 

An accident occurred on 10 August 1985 at a Pacific fleet nuclear submarine 
berthed at the naval base in the bay of Chazhma (the settlement of Shkotovo-
22, the Primorye Territory). Personnel broke the requirements of nuclear 
safety and separated the head from the pressure vessel of the reactor while 
carrying out refueling. This separation created excessive nuclear reactivity, 
which caused a spontaneous chain reaction in the reactor on a port side, 
accompanied by an explosion. Immediately after the explosion, a fire sprang 
up in the reactor compartment. The fire took 4 hours to extinguish. 
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TABLE 3.10 Characteristics of radioactive waste stored by the Russian Navy and the Ministry 
of Economy, as of I January 1994 

Enterprise Liquid Radioactive Waste Solid Radioactive Waste 

Quantity, Total Activity, Quantity, Total Activity, Bq 
1,000 m 3 Bq 1,000 m 3 

Russian Navy 

Northern Fleet 8.695 3.05 x 1012 5.863 5.41 x IOlJ 

Pacific Feet 5.767 1.36 x 10 12 \.703 6.29 x 10 14 

Ministry of Economy 

JC Amur Shipbuilding 1.0 0.5 x 109 0.012 NA 
Enterprise 
SRZ Nerpa 0.105 1.1J x 1010 0.5 NA 
DYZ Zvezda 0.95 1.78 x 1011 1.99 4.7 x 10 12 

IA Sever 1.033 NA 5.76 5.44 x 10 12 

lA Sevmashpred-priyatie 0.123 NA 1.8 NA 
Ship Equipment Enterprise 0.02 3.7 x 10' 0.0015 0.67 x 1010 

Total 17.693 4.612 17.63 6.91 x 1014 

During this time, radiation fell around the submarine in a radius of 50 to 
100 m. This fallout was caused by burning of fission and activation products 
and release of coarse-grain particles of fuel and slag formed by the explosion. 
The cloud of gaseous radioactive substances that arose moved to the 
northwest and crossed the peninsula of Dunai, nearing the sea at the coast of 
Usury gulf. Full-scale examination of seawater and bottom sediments 
showed that further movement of the cloud above the Usury gulf (that is 28 to 
30 km wide) decreased fallout down to background levels and did not 
influence radiation levels in the city of Vladivostok. However, as a result of 
the accident, a center oflong-lived radioactive contamination (0.1 km2) of 
bottom sediments formed in the bay of Chazhma. 

Results of additional in situ observations and numerous radioecological 
surveys show that this accident did not provide a measurable radiation impact 
upon Vladivostok, its beach zone, or the settlement of Shkotovo-22. The 
residual long-lived radioactive contamination of terrain and bottom sediments 
in the bay of Chazhma is reliably localized and should not cause severe 
ecological repercussions. 

The Navy now has four damaged nuclear submarines: three in the Far 
East and one in the north. 



3.7.3. Dumping Radioactive Waste at Sea and the Sunken 
Nuclear Ships 

The long-lived radionuclides dumped in the Arctic Sea dominate all 
radioactive waste dumped at seas surrounding Russian territories. The 
aggregate activity from these radionuclides is 2.4 MCi. 

The analysis of information describing solid radioactive waste that was 
dumped in containers or discharged to near-surface water layers of the 
Barents and Kara seas has shown that the maximal potential radiation danger 
can be represented by long-lived radionuclides in SNF and ship NPPs sunk in 
bays of the eastern coast and near the archipelago of Novaya Zemlya. The 
doses at these places are insignificant, however, and concentration of 
radionuclides outside of these areas does not differ from that in the open 
waters of the Kara Sea (Table 3.11). 

Since 1949, their aggregate activity has decreased to two times its 
original level. It is now four times less than aggregate activity contained in 
the Atlantic burial sites. 

In the Far Eastern region, solid radioactive waste was dumped in several 
regions of the Sea of Japan, the Okhotsk Sea, near the eastern coast of 
Sakhalin, in the northwestern part of the Pacific Ocean, and near the eastern 
coast of Kamchatka. Distribution of an aggregate activity of the dumped 
radioactive waste in the Arctic, Northern Atlantic, and Far East by 1999 
acknowledges assessments comparable to those shown above. 

TABLE 3.11 Activity of long-lived radionuc1ides in reactors sunk near Novaya Zemlya 
as of late 1994 

Submarine or Ship Fission Products, Activation Actinides, Total, 
Inventory Number 1,000 Bq Products, 1,000 Bq 1,000 Bq 1,000 Bq 

Sunken Reactors with Fuel 
285 634 12.80 8.13 654.93 
901 718 5.96 3.44 727.40 
421 287 2.88 2.84 292.72 
601 375 239.00 1.25 615.25 

Total 2,014 260.64 15.66 2,290.30 

Sunken Reactors Without Fuel 
254 -- 9.47 -- 9.47 
260 -- 5.07 -- 5.07 
538 -- 4.51 -- 4.51 
Total -- 19.05 - 19.05 

In 1989, the nuclear submarine Komsomoletz caught on fire and sank in 
the Norwegian Sea at the depth of about 1700 m. One nuclear reactor and 
two torpedoes with nuclear warheads were onboard. However, in comparison 
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with other sources of long-lived radionuclides in the Northern Atlantic, the 
Komsomoletz does not represent any significant radiation danger for the 
ambient marine environment (Table 3.12). 

TABLE 3.12 Long-lived artificial radionuclides in the North Atlantic, 10 16 Bq 

Radionuclides Global Fallout Radiochemical Komsomoiets Nuclear 
Plants Submarine 

Cesium-137 7.6 3.0 0.31 
Strontium-90 5.1 4.3 0.28 

Plutonium-239/240 0.13 0.06 0.0021 

3.8. Nuclear Explosions 

Nuclear devices and bombs have been exploded in the USSR from 29 August 
1949 (the first nuclear charge) until 24 October 1990 (last nuclear-weapon
related test). During this period, the USSR conducted 559 nuclear-weapon
related tests, with 796 nuclear charges and nuclear explosive devices 
exploded. 

The USSR had two nuclear test ranges for nuclear weapon trials: 
• Semipalatinsk test range, put into operation in 1948, at which one the 

first nuclear device was tested 
• Northern test range on the islands of the archipelago ofNovaya Zemlya, 

put into operation by order of the government of the USSR on 31 July 
1954. The first nuclear device was exploded at this range was on 21 
September 1955. 
In addition to tests at these two specially created test ranges, nuclear 

weapons trials were also being conducted at the following sites: 
• At the Missiles Testing Range, settlement of Kapustin Yar, Astrakhan 

Province, rocket missiles with warheads equipped with nuclear and 
thermonuclear charges were launched to conduct tests in high layers of 
the atmosphere and space 

• At the training grounds ofthe Ministry of Defense near Totsk (Orenburg 
Province), a 40-Kt nuclear weapon was tested in the air on 14 September 
1954 during a combined-arms exercise 

• Near Aralsk (Kazakhstan), a 0.3-Kt surface nuclear explosion occurred 
on 2 February 1956. 
The environment was contaminated by global radioactive fallout from 

nuclear weapons tests from the end of the 1940s until the middle ofthe 1960s. 
By the beginning of 1986, the mean level of cesium-13 7 contamination in the 
eastern European plains amounted to 0.08 Ci/km2• At higher elevations, 
contamination levels were up to 0.35 Ci/km2 . Today, excluding 
contamination resulting from the accident at the Chernobyl Atomic Power 



Station, this level should have decreased on the average of 20%, with a range 
of 0.05-0.06 Ci/km2 . 

3.8.1. Semipalatinsk Nuclear Test Range 

According to the requirements introduced in 1948, the test range for nuclear 
weapon trials was to be located in a wilderness area with a diameter of about 
200 km adjacent to a railway station and aerodrome. The site was chosen 
160 km from Semipalatinsk, in an area naturally bordered by the Shagan 
River (a tributary of the Irtysh) and by the mountains of Deguelen and 
Kalyastan, which are 100 km apart. The initial area of the site was 
approximately 5,200 km2• The geographical position together with 
predominantly eastern (to the east, southeast, and northeast) movement of air 
masses (within the framework of an overall atmospheric circulation) 
predetermined the most likely regions to be contaminated in the USSR (now 
Russia and the Republic of Kazakhstan). These areas are the Altai Territory, 
the Republic of Altai (Russia), as well as Semipalatinsk and the East 
Kazakhstan and Karaganda provinces (Republic of Kazakhstan). 

The main biologically hazardous radionuclides in the areas contaminated 
by radioactive fallout from atmospheric nuclear weapons tests are strontium-
90, cerium-137, and plutonium (Table 3.13). 

TABLE 3.13 Tentative data on external exposure doses of the population (until the complete 
decay of radionuclides) in the area influenced by nuclear tests at the Semipalatinsk Test Range 

Region Distance from Population, Maximum Mean External Collective 
the Site, 1,000 1,000 External Population External Dose, 

km persons Dose, CSv Dose, CSv 1,000 person-Sv 

Altai land 0.14-0.7 2,514 52.00 0.50 13.50 

Republic of Altai 0.40-0.8 174 0.50 0.20 0.30 

Republic of Khakassia 0.70-1.0 508 0.20 0.15 0.76 

Novosibirsk region 0.50-0.7 2.657 1.00 0.05 1.44 

Kemerovo region 0.70-1.0 2,990 1.00 0.06 1.64 

Krasnoyarsk land 0.90-2.2 600 0.12 0.04 0.24 

Irkutsk region 1.30-2.7 1,340 0.10 0.04 0.47 

Chita region 2.00-3.0 1,258 0.05 0.04 0.44 

Tomsk region 0.70-1.3 887 0.15 0.04 0.35 

Total 15,928 19.14 

3.8.2. Northern Nuclear Test Range (the Archipelago of Novaya 
Zemlya) 

Nuclear weapons were tested at this range at three locations (Figure 3.4): 
• Zone A (near the Chornaya Fjords and Cape Bashmachny). At this site, 

three underwater and two surface water tests (from 1955 to 1962), one 
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Figure 3.4 Novaya Zemlya northern test site 



• land surface explosion (on 7 September 1957), and six underground (in 
wells) nuclear explosions were made (from 1972 to 1975). 

• Zone B (an area in the western part of the Strait of Matochkin Shar). At 
this site, 36 nuclear explosions were made. 

• Zone C (near the peninsula of Sukhoi Nos). At this site, atmospheric 
nuclear explosions were conducted at four spots at different altitudes 
before 1962. 
The density of contamination on the test range is nearly identical to the 

density of contamination and background radiation everywhere at mean 
latitudes of the northern hemisphere. The highest density characterizes the 
site of the 19571and nuclear explosion on the coast of the fjord ofChornaya. 
The area of contamination is about 1 km2 (Table 3.14) 

3.8.3. Missile Testing Range 

At this range, rockets equipped with nuclear and thermonuclear charges were 
fired for testing in space and the upper atmosphere. The work did not cause 
contamination of the range and regions adjacent to it because all tests were 
conducted at a high altitude. 

3.8.4. Area of the Totsk Combined-Arms Exercises of 1954 

A 40-Kt atomic bomb was exploded at an altitude of350 m. The fiery ball 
did not touch the underlying surface; therefore, fission products and residual 
plutonium were deposited across a wide area. At the explosion epicenter, 
however, increased activity was observed as a result of absorption of neutrons 
by the soil stratum. The radionuclides were characterized by cobalt-60, 
europium-152, and europium-154. A column of dust containing these 
radionuclides rose above the epicenter and fell out in a trail extending 
210 km. The maximum accumulated dose reached about 1 Roentgen up to 70 
km from the epicenter (Table 3.15). 

3.8.5. Total Impact of Global Fallout 

The world-wide nuclear-weapons testing that occurred from the end of 1940s 
until the middle of the 1960s left a global legacy from the Cold War. Locally 
in eastern Europe at the beginning of 1986, the total radioactive 
contamination ofland surfaces by global fallout of cesium-127 amounted 
0.08 Ci/km2 . In mountainous areas, the contamination level was up to 0.35 
Ci/km2• It is estimated that currently (year 2000), these surface 
concentrations should have been reduced by 20% by natural processes. 
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TABLE 3.14 Tentative data on external exposure dose to the population (until the complete 
decay of radio nuclides) of various regions of Russia in the area influenced by nuclear tests at the 

Northern test range 

Region Distance from Population, Maximum Mean Collective 
the Site, 1,000 1,000 persons External External External Dose, 

km Dose, CSv Population 1,000 person-Sv 
Dose, CSv 

Krasnoyarsk land (ADs 1.3-3.0 2,693 0.7 0.10 3.0 
not included) 

Taimyr (Dolgano- 0.9-2.2 48 2 1.0 0.5 
Nenets) AD 

Evenk AD 1.6-2.4 17 1.5 0.7 0.12 

Republic of Sakha 2.0-3.7 883 I 0.8 7.0 
(Yakutia) 

Tyumen region (ADs 1.8-2.2 1,165 0.3 0.15 1.8 
not included) 

Yamalo-Nenets AD 0.5-1.8 193 0.4 0.13 0.25 

Khanty-Mansi AD 0.9-1.9 673 0.3 0.17 4.9 

Perm region (ADs not 1.3-2.0 2,830 0.3 0.17 4.9 
included) 
Magadan region 3.8-4.5 490 0.6 0.25 1.2 
(together with the 
Chukotsk AD) 

Republic of Komi 0.8-1.6 1,147 0.4 0.17 2.0 

Khabarovsk land 3.6-4.5 1,610 0.6 0.2 3.2 

Nenets AD of 0.4-0.8 50 0.3 0.10 0.5 
Arkhangelsk region 

Republic ofUdmurt 1.7-2.0 1,516 0.2 0.11 1.6 

Sverdlovsk region 1.4-2.0 4,500 0.3 0.20 9.5 

Kurgan region 2.0-2.2 1,085 0.2 0.14 1.5 

Chelyabinsk region 2.0-2.4 3,480 0.2 0.14 4.8 

Republic of 2.0-2.4 3,865 0.2 0.10 4.0 
Bashkortostan 

Omsk region 1.9-2.4 1,963 0.15 0.10 2.0 

Republic of Tatarstan 1.9-2.2 3,453 0.15 0.06 2.4 
Irkutsk region 2.6-3.4 2,616 0.3 0.005 0.8 

Chita region 3.4-3.9 1,258 0.2 0.001 0.15 

Total -- 35,535 - 0.15 52.27 

Note. AD - autonomous dlstnct. 



TABLE 3.15 Preliminary data on external exposure dose to the population (until the complete 
decay of radio nuclides) in the area influenced by the nuclear explosion at the 

1954 Totsk military exercises 

Region Distance from Population, Maximum Mean Collective 
Firing Ground, 1,000 External Population External Dose, 

1,000 km persons Dose, CSv External 1,000 
Dose, CSv person-Sv 

Near zone 0-0.2 20 I 0.3 0.065 
(Orenburg region) 

Remote zone 1.5-2.1 150 0.12 0.05 0.081 
(Krasnoyarsk land) 

Total area -- 170 -- 0.175 0.146 

3.9. Conclusion 

The main objective of this chapter is to provide an overview of the 
nuclear weapons production complex of the FSU and its radiation legacy. To 
gain a greater understanding of the technological processes of the complex, 
isotopic structure of radioactive releases, and their impact on the population 
and environment, consult the literature on which this chapter has been 
based[1,2,3,5,6], 
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4. Status and Challenges of Managing 
Risks in the U.S. Department of Energy 
Environmental Management Program 

Even in the United States, where various methods of risk assessment, risk 
management, and risk communication have been attempted over the years, 
these disciplines continue to evolve to meet the needs of decision makers 
faced with legacy wastes. This chapter provides an overview of the Cold War 
legacy challenges as currently understood by the u.s. Department of Energy 
(DOE), as well as the risk-based methodologies currently being applied to 
assist the DOE in managing those challenges. In the past decade (I990s), the 
DOE created a single organization within their waste management structure 
to coordinate their risk activities: the Office of Environmental Management's 
Center for Risk Excellence. The chapter describes the formation, operation, 
and contributions of that organization, which was created to encourage the 
use of risk-based approaches to DOE site management and to provide 
consistency in the use of such approaches across the DOE complex. Of 
particular interest are the effective communication concepts developed by this 
organization for summarizing site risk and risk-related information as risk 
profiles. 

In the U.S., the Department of Energy (DOE) bears the responsibility for 
stabilizing, treating, storing, and disposing of hazardous and radioactive 
wastes, materials, and facilities from more than 50 years of research, 
development, testing, and production of nuclear weapons and civilian 
research activities. The DOE nuclear complex included uranium mining, 
nuclear reactors, chemical processing, metal machining plants, laboratories, 
and maintenance facilities. This complex manufactured tens of thousands of 
nuclear warheads and conducted more than 1,000 nuclear explosion tests. 
Weapons production stopped in the late 1980s, initially to correct 
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environmental and safety problems, but it was later discontinued indefinitely 
because of the Cold War's cessation[1,2]. Simultaneously, during this 50-
year period, the federal government funded and conducted research in support 
of civilian applications of nuclear technology, which also resulted in some 
legacy waste. 

Residual materials and contaminated facilities pose a risk 1 to workers, the 
environment, and members of the public. Eliminating and managing urgent 
risks is one of the primary goals of DOE's Office of Environmental 
Management (EM). Risk management, unlike the past production of defence 
material and research, must be accomplished in a social and legal setting that 
considers site-specific conditions, is highly visible, has external oversight, 
and meets regulatory standards for safety. Risk management is also an 
intangible product subject to diverse interpretation from risk professionals 
and the lay public. Thus, a primary challenge in risk management is 
completing credible technical work and communicating it in a public forum. 

This chapter provides an overview of the Cold War legacy challenges as 
currently understood by DOE as well as the risk-based methodologies that are 
currently being applied to assist DOE in managing those challenges. In the 
past decade (1990s), DOE created a single organization within their waste 
management structure to coordinate their risk activities. This chapter 
provides background information on the formation, operation, and 
contributions of that organization. The concept in creating such an 
organization is to encourage the use of risk-based approaches to help manage 
particular sites and to provide consistency in the use of such approaches 
across DOE sites. Of particular interest are the effective communication 
concepts developed by this organization for summarizing site risk and risk
related information as risk profiles. 

The organization that DOE-EM established is the Center for Risk 
Excellence. The Center has the assignment to address the difficult questions 
conceming the management of risks. The Center's mission is to provide 
leadership, expertise, and integration of risk activities through strategic 
partrJerships and to be a catalyst for improved environmental decisions 
through sound risk management. One of the initial charges to the Center was 
to assist remediation sites in the DOE complex to develop "site risk profiles." 

I Risk is defined as "the probability that a substance or situation will produce 
harm under specified conditions. Risk is a combination of two factors: the 
probability that an adverse event will occur and the consequences of the 
adverse event. Risk encompasses impacts on human health and the 
environment and arises from exposure and hazard. Risk does not exist if 
exposure to a harmful substance or situation does not or will not occur. 
Hazard is determined by whether a particular substance or situation has the 
potential to cause harmful effects." [3] 



This chapter discusses some of the Cold War legacy challenges being 
studied by the Center, presents example hazard/risk profiles for managing and 
communicating the risks and corrective actions associated with some these 
challenges, and provides a potential methodology for developing these 
hazard/risk profiles. 

4.1. Cold War Legacy Challenges 

The EM scope of work is one of the most technically challenging and 
complex of any environmental program in the world[ 4,5,6]. Although the 
DOE complex comprises almost 9,710 km2, the majority ofthis land is 
uncontaminated (more than 85%). However, the 75 million m3 of 
contaminated soil present difficult technical challenges because ofthe 
presence of radio nuclides. In addition, there are currently no effective 
technical solutions for remediating much of the 1.8 billion m3 of 
contaminated ground water. Millions of cubic meters of radioactive and 
mixed waste (waste that is both hazardous and radioactive) also need to be 
disposed. Disagreement among experts regarding how the waste should be 
disposed, the enormity of the task, and a shortage of disposal capacity mean 
that final disposition of the wastes, and management of residual risks, will 
require many decades of commitment from the federal government. 

Characterization of risks is difficult for many reasons, the lesser ones 
being the size, diversity, and functions of the sites involved. For example, 
although hazards of the Cold War legacy are located at 144 sites in the United 
States, the majority of contaminants are located at six sites: the Hanford Site 
in Washington State, the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental 
Laboratory, the Nevada Test Site, Los Alamos National Laboratory in New 
Mexico, Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Tennessee, and the Savannah 
River Site in Georgia (Figure 4.1). Even among these six sites, the level of 
contamination is not uniform. Figure 4.2 shows the relative amount of 
contamination in waste at the largest sites. 

Curies already released to the environment are substantial at some sites 
and not included in Figure 4.2 because comprehensive information is not 
available. The Nevada Operations Office, for example, estimates that an 
additional 310 million curies are in the soil and water there. In the early 
history (1950s) ofthe Hanford Site, radioactive liquid was disposed of in 
trenches or directly on dry soil. Contaminated equipment and drums of waste 
were disposed of similarly. 
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Figure 4.1 Six states with the majority of environmental contamination from the Cold War 
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Figure 4.2 Relative radioactive waste curie inventories for major U.S. Department of Energy sites 



Material volumes are often used to describe progress in risk management 
for projects removing, disposing, or treating of material. Figure 4.3 shows 
how 36 million m3 of waste are categorized. By-product materials (e.g., 
uranium mill tailings) account for 88% of the volume, while high-level 
radioactive wastes account for only 1 % of the total volume. 

Low-level Waite 
9.1% 

Figure 4.3 Volumes of waste at U.S. Department of Energy facilities 

The large volume of by-product material is not located at the six DOE 
sites shown in Figure 4.1. However, the six sites are important to risk 
management because, as shown in Figure 4.4, the small volume of high-level 
waste at Hanford, Idaho, and Savannah River contains 95% of the more than 
one billion curies ofradioactivity. In addition, much of the high-level waste 
is in liquid form awaiting conversion to a stable solid, suitable for disposal. 
After conversion to a solid, high-level waste requires a deep geologic disposal 
facility for long-term risk management. No disposal facility for high-level 
waste is currently operating. 

While this complex set of risks poses a significant challenge, more 
problematic is the definition of risk itself. This chapter focuses on the 
potential for impacts from contaminants; however, other factors, such as 
cultural and socio-economic risks, are important at some locations. Also, 
there are significant uncertainties in the specifics of the source term, potential 
future accessibility of the hazard, and potential future receptors. Finally, the 
wide number of approaches to risk management varies greatly in complexity, 
comprehensiveness, and clarity of communication. All of these factors have 
limited the use of risk management in the EM program at the national level. 

Several attempts have been made over the last 5 years to develop an 
integrated program of risk management, but all have been abandoned as 
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Figure 4.4 Percentage of curies in U.S. Department of Energy waste (totall.01 biJJion) 

either burdensome or not scientifically credible.[7] Lack of specific measures 
is not necessarily bad or contributing to excessive risks or hazards at DOE 
sites, but it does constrain the discussion of progress by the program in 
meeting their objectives. This constraint may be undermining confidence in 
the DOE, confidence necessary to carry out the long-term program. 

Hazards and risks under control of the EM program have varied greatly 
in time, extent, longevity, and remedy. Some sites are still operating, 
requiring active risk management (people and equipment) to minimize or 
eliminate the potential for releases to the environment, public, or workers. In 
some cases, however, active management is being used even at sites that are 
no longer producing nuclear materials. With the cessation of production, the 
costs of active risk management are more visible and unsustainable for the 
life of the hazard. Active management also places workers in a higher-risk 
environment than is acceptable. Even with no limitations on resources, this 
situation could lead to increased risk on and off site from using equipment in 
ways that it is not designed (e.g., using temporary waste storage tanks well 
beyond their design life). 

Over time, DOE's strategy is to move many materials and sites to a state 
in which the cost of risk management and the risk levels themselves have 
been reduced. This risk reduction is being accomplished through the use of 
barriers to control releases, stabilization of materials to reduce their mobility 
and reactivity, and treatment to place materials in a long-term stable condition 
for passive storage and/or disposal. 

On the other hand, some materials present a persistent and significant 
hazard for periods of time that exceed human experience. For these 
materials, isolation in the earth is planned where no human or active 



equipment would be required for safe management. The Waste Isolation 
Pilot Plant in New Mexico is an example of this type offacility for the 
disposal oftransuranic waste. However, all facilities necessary for long-term
passive risk management are not currently available. For this reason, 
facilities are being constructed for supervised surface storage until the 
disposal facilities are available. Many of the disposal facilities are at different 
sites than those used for waste treatment and storage. This diffusion will 
require management of transportation risks as part of waste disposal 
operations. 

One hundred and eleven sites will have residual hazards that are not 
planned for removal and further treatment[8]. Many of these sites will 
require DOE responsibility for residual contamination in perpetuity. The 
DOE[9] has not yet completed its strategy for these types of sties, as many of 
these sites will continue to operate for many years. Long-term risk 
management strategies will be site specific to allow integration with enduring 
DOE responsibilities for natural resource management, adaptive reuse of 
federal assets, and management of long-term exposures to contaminants. 

4.2. New Approach to Risk Management
Risk/Hazard Profiles 

Regardless of the many complexities of managing risks within the DOE 
complex, the public expects effective management and communication. The 
Center for Risk Excellence has developed a new approach to risk 
management that uses semi-quantitative methods to describe reductions in 
hazards and risk at major DOE sites[lO]. These methods consider the 
physical form, management, and environmental behaviour of these materials 
in addition to their volume and radioactive and toxic components. The 
methods provide a balance between the complexity of a full risk assessment 
and the desire to clearly show progress in the EM program. Preliminary 
results for two sites were discussed in a non-technical focus group setting and 
were judged to be more comprehensive and clear in their communication of 
program objectives and progress than either the curie information or volume 
information. 

This new approach involves the development ofrisklhazard profiles for 
some selected sites and processes. The profiles include graphic illustrations 
to provide the reader with a high-level mental picture to associate with all the 
qualitative risk management information presented. The methodology 
presented later in this chapter was developed to provide a means of 
calculating the risk values to use in developing these graphic illustrations. 

The relative hazard (RR) equation, as presented in this methodology, is 
primarily a collection of key factors that are relevant to understanding the 
hazards and risks associated with projected risk management activities. The 
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RH equation has the potential for much broader application than was used in 
generating the risk profiles. For example, it can be used to compare one risk 
management activity with another, instead of just comparing it to a fixed 
baseline as was done for the risk profiles. If the appropriate source term data 
are available, it could be used in its non-ratio form to estimate absolute values 
of the associated hazards. These estimated values of hazard could then be 
examined to help understand which risk management activities are addressing 
the higher hazard conditions at a site. Graphics could be generated from 
these absolute hazard values to pictorially show and compare these high
hazard conditions. If the RH equation is used in this manner, however, care 
must be taken to specifically define and qualify (e.g., identify which factors 
were considered and which ones tended to drive the hazard estimation) the 
estimated absolute hazard values. 

Another component of the methodology is the risk measure (RM), which 
was developed to extend the RH analysis to a measure of the potential risk 
from the hazardous material. The RM value includes the likelihood of a 
release to the environment based on the facility conditions and material 
packaging configurations. As the material is processed for safety 
improvements or waste treatment, the likelihood of the release event will 
usually be reduced and the risk measure will also be reduced. The RM and 
RH values are both normalized to the same quantity (i.e., denominator of the 
RH equation) so the parameter can be plotted on the same graph. 

The risk/hazard profiles are intended to provide a brief narrative 
summary of risk-related activities. They are tailored to each site so that the 
most informative story can be told, yet a standard format is maintained to 
facilitate combining the documents into a cohesive national story. Flexibility 
is critical because some sites want to emphasize the importance of certain 
hazards at their site, others want to point out the risk avoidance activities at 
their sites, and still others wish to point out the lack of hazards and/or risks. 

The following sections describe the initial design and construction of the 
profiles as well as their limitations. 

4.2.1. Initial Design and Construction of Risk/Hazard Profiles 

Information developed for the profiles represents a significant departure from 
previous efforts by DOE-EM to collect and communicate risk information. 
The profiles focus on how EM program activities result in hazard reduction 
through remediation activities, describing hazards in physical terms. Previous 
discussions of risk focused on the potential risk from hazards if they were not 
managed. The difference is significant in that the former discusses the 
realities of program progress, while the latter requires hypothetical 
evaluations of a non-action scenario. This new approach has three major 
advantages: 



1. Hazard reductions can be summarized at the site level by material/waste 
type (i.e., hazard type, location, etc.) and avoids differences in site 
management structures and overlap with regulatory compliance. 

2. Hazard reductions can be directly linked to intermediate and final 
milestones and described without the complexity of speculating what the 
risk would be at each stage of completion. 

3. A more accurate and commendable risk picture can be presented by 
focusing on efforts to control hazards to ensure that risks are low. 

The technical approach is to focus on current site hazards. The profiles 
include a brief overview of the field office, site histories, and other general 
information (see Figure 4.5 for example), in addition to a brief description of 
the public hazards and planned actions to address them. Next, the potential 
pathways for the release of the hazards are discussed. This is followed by a 
look at the control, storage, treatment, disposal, characterization, and other 
actions that limit the risks posed by the hazards. The hazard-pathway 
relationship is discussed in the context of the potential "receptors" which are 
described in the introductory site description. A description of the hazard
pathway-receptor relationship is displayed in a table or series of tables 
(see example in Table 4.1). 

"l', Amchika 

~~~ 

Figure 4.5 Example map from profile 
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After the narrative description of the relationship, an approximation of the relative 
hazard reduction over time is presented (Figure 4.6). The method used to derive this 
example is a quantitative evaluation; however, the evaluation stops short of computing 
absolute risk and makes no attempt to define difficult terms such as "high" and "low" 
hazard. Although these graphs were later removed, they were a first attempt at revealing 
a high-level picture to associate with all the qualitative information presented. The 
methodology used to create these illustrations consisted of using site-specific 
information and applying factors from applicable site-specific risk assessment results or 
look-up tables to generate relative hazard ratio values by waste/material type.[lO] This 
methodology has since been expanded and updated, and is presented in more detail in 
Section 4.3. 

" .::: 
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Figure 4.6 Example relative hazard profile 

4.2.2. Limitations of Initial Profiles 

• 

During the course of development and review of the initial risk profiles, several 
limitations were identified. For example, in a review of the draft risk profile produced 
for the Savannah River Site, their Citizen Advisory Board expressed a concern that the 
risk stories told by their draft risk profile were not complete. They agreed that it was 
important to tell the hazard reduction story, because that was the focus of the actual 
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clean-up activities. However, they believed that just presenting the clean-up actions and 
details for risk reduction and showing how the hazards were reduced over time left out a 
very import aspect to the overall risk story. The missing component of the story is the 
ongoing work and resource commitment dedicated to maintaining acceptable risks to the 
public. 

In addition to this concern, limitations of the initial profiles are generally that they 
are too narrow in focus. They only included public health (not worker, ecological, 
project, cultural, or other risks). They did not include all activities at a site; rather, they 
focused only on EM program activities and/or hazards. To portray the major risks at the 
site(s), hazards that pose minimal or no risk were omitted for simplification. The 
profiles also excluded discussion of regulatory issues, detailed site risk assessments, and 
safety assessments of specific projects conducted for regulatory compliance or to 
establish safety bases for specific facilities. 

4.3. Relative Hazard and Risk Measure Methodology 

The profiles could not have been developed without a credible scientific underpinning. 
The formula is based on state-of-the-art risk assessment techniques and methodologies. 
Key to these assessments is the evaluations of relative hazard values and the risk 
measure. These assessments are described in the following sections. 

Note that the term "controlling constituent" is used often in this discussion. 
Controlling constituents are defined as those radionuclides and/or hazardous chemicals 
in a particular waste type that tend to control the impact or hazardousness of the 
consequences associated with the waste material. That is, they are the radionuclides 
and/or hazardous chemicals that tend to most heavily influence the concern over the 
need to control the waste material. In the analysis methods discussed, it is advantageous 
to limit the number of controlling constituents to as few as possible while still 
adequately representing the hazards of the waste material. In most risk assessments, 
usually just one or two constituents tend to most influence the risk. 

4.3.1. Relative Hazard (RH) Calculation 

The methodology to calculate RH consists of using site-specific information (e.g., 
information from site disposition maps, site-specific project information, and other site 
documents that address elements of the overall risk story for a site) and applying factors 
from applicable site-specific risk assessment results or look-up tables to generate RH 
ratio values by waste type. 

RH was calculated using the following relationship of key risk-related parameters 
that can be extracted from the information provided for the risk profiles: 
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n 

L QcctRFccctHMcctHCcct 

RH cc=l 
n 

L QcctoRFccctoHMcctoHCccto 
cc=1 

(4.1) 
where 
Qeet quantity of the controlling constituents (radionuc1ides, in curies and hazardous 

chemicals, in kilograms) at time t (i.e., time when specified risk management 
action is completed) 

QeetO quantity of the controlling constituents (radionuc1ides, in curies and hazardous 
chemicals, in kilograms) at time to (i.e., the original baseline or starting time) 

RF eet fraction of controlling constituent quantity that is releasable to the controlling 
pathway at time t 

RF eetO fraction of the controlling constituent quantity that is releasable to the 
controlling pathway at time to 

HMeet = hazard measure factor for controlling constituent and controlling pathway at 
time t (hazard measure factors from look-up tables) 

HMeetO = hazard measure factor for controlling constituent and controlling pathway at 
time to (hazard measure factors from look-up tables) 

HCcct = hazard control factor for risk management control action specific at time t 
(hazard control factors may be estimated from site risk data or approximated 
using supplied look-up tables) 

HCeetO = hazard control factor for risk management control action specific at time to 
(hazard control factors may be estimated from site risk data or approximated 
using supplied look-up tables) 

N number of controlling constituents 
Note: If only one controlling constituent is identified, the equation will not need to be 
summed over the number of controlling constituents. 

The RH equation calculates a relative ratio representative of the hazard reduction 
associated with a specified risk management action compared to a baseline. It does not 
calculate an absolute hazard value. For most DOE sites, the level of data available in the 
disposition maps and other site information is not detailed enough to support the 
calculation of absolute hazard values. In the risk profiles, the current state is assumed as 
the baseline for which to compare each risk management action (i.e., each factorcct is 
compared to its corresponding baseline factoreetO). If it is desired to compare each risk 
management action step with the previous risk management action time step, the 
baseline factors (i.e., factoreetO) can simply be replaced with the corresponding previous 
time factor (i.e., factoreet_l). For additional information on RH calculations and graphing 
situations, consult Stenner et al. [11] 
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4.3.2. Risk Measure (RM) Calculation 

The RH factor tracks the change in hazard over time. Another important consideration is 
the change in risk for the facility. As mentioned previously, the relative risk (RR) is 
related to the RH by the frequency of a release event for the facility. A risk measure 
(RM) can be calculated in a manner similar to the RH factor by addition of the hazard 
likelihood (HL) to the RH equation. The HL is represented as the expected frequency of 
the event that results in release of a contaminant to the environment. This can be 
represented by the following equation. 

where 
RM 
HLccts 

RFccts 

RFcctOs = 

HMcct = 

Heccts = 

HCcctOs = 

N 
S 

S N 

I I HLcctsQcctsRFccctsHMcctHCccts 
RR = .::.s.::.=I:-""cc:.::.=.:...1 ___________ _ 

S N 

I I QcctosRFccctosHMcctoHCcctos 
s=1 cc=1 

risk measure at time t (per year) 
(4.2) 

likelihood that a release will occur for the controlling constituents at time t for 
scenario s (i.e., time when specified risk management action is completed) 
quantity of the controlling constituents (radionuclides, in curies and hazardous 
chemicals, in kilograms) at time t for scenario s 
quantity of the controlling constituents (radionuclides, in curies and hazardous 
chemicals, in kilograms) at time to for scenario s 
fraction of controlling constituent quantity that is releasable to the controlling 
pathway at time t for scenario s 
fraction of the controlling constituent quantity that is releasable to the 
controlling pathway at time to for scenario s 
hazard measure factor for controlling constituent and controlling pathway at 
time t (hazard measure factors from look-up tables) 
hazard measure factor for controlling constituent and controlling pathway at 
time to (hazard measure factors from look-up tables) 
hazard control factor for risk management control action specific at time t for 
scenario s (hazard control factors may be estimated from site risk data or 
approximated using supplied look-up tables) 
hazard control factor for risk management control action specific at time to for 
scenario s (hazard control factors may be estimated from site risk data or 
approximated using supplied look-up tables) 
number of controlling constituents 
number of controlling events (accident scenarios) for the analysis. 
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Note that the HL is only added to the numerator of the RH equation. This 
simplification allows the RM to be compared to the RH values and plotted as a function 
of time. 

The equation includes the number of controlling events (scenarios) that may result 
in significant releases of the controlling constituents. For some facilities, there may be 
only one controlling event, while others may have multiple events that need to be 
included. As facilities and operations are improved, the likelihood of an event is 
expected to decrease. As the likelihood of one event is reduced, there may be a 
corresponding change in the likelihood of another event. This reduction could lead to 
one event dominating the RM initially, and a second event dominating at a later time. 

The summation over controlling events may be used to represent multiple events for 
processing of one hazardous material, or to represent more than one hazardous material. 
In the latter case, each hazardous material would have one or more events defined for 
evaluation of the RM. 

In using these formulas to develop risk profiles, consultation with appropriate site 
representatives is critical to ensure that the controlling scenarios adequately represent the 
hazard and risk management activities. It is also critical to consider the life cycle of the 
waste material being analysed. 

4.4. Conclusions 

The first generation of the risklhazard profiles provided the Center for Risk Excellence 
with a number of insights into the challenges of assessing, managing, and 
communicating risks posed by the Cold War legacy. Some of these insights include the 
following: 
• EM's significant hazards pose little risk to the public. Significant hazards exist 

at DOE sites. However, these hazards are currently managed in such a way as to 
minimize risk to the public, workers, and environment. 

• Risk management practices will require change. Current risk management 
approaches are not viable for the long term. Issues such as cost, effectiveness, and 
legal requirements preclude maintaining old approaches. For these reasons, EM 
activities are focused on improved storage and remediation to alter site hazards as a 
method of long-term risk reduction. The lack of disposal facilities is a daunting 
problem to completing the EM mission and achieving long-term risk management 
objectives. 

• Communicating risk is problematic. For a variety of reasons, EM has not been as 
successful as it might have been in communicating risks to those outside the agency. 
Many existing communications methods have not achieved credible results, leaving 
the program vulnerable to external reviews. 

• A desire to communicate sites risk stories exists. The original idea behind the 
risk profiles came as a result of a series of meetings hosted by the Center for Risk 
Excellence with other DOE offices around the country. Most of these offices felt 
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that the problems with past efforts to communicate risk at the national level could be 
overcome by simply letting the sites tell their stories. The profiles have received 
positive comments from focus groups and stakeholders and represent a good start 
toward improved communication of the site risk stories. 

• Tools exist for describing worker, ecological, and cultural risk communication. 
The Center has demonstrated some of the possible methods that can be used to go 
beyond addressing public risk to describe worker, ecological, and cultural risks. 

• Risk assessments must become more comprehensive. DOE's large, complex 
sites are increasingly being challenged to consider all potential types of risks and 
impacts over a range of spatial and temporal scales in long-term decisions. The 
Center is positioned to support sites in this effort and in fact, continues to playa 
supporting role in some sites' efforts to assess risks in a more integrated fashion. 
The role of the Center is to continue to communicate and debate the lessons learned 

that were discussed above and to prepare methods that will be broadly accepted for 
responding to EM's needs. 
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5. Perception of Risk, Health, and Inequality 

While risk assessment and management are becoming more common place activities in 
the United States and countries of the former Soviet Union, understanding risk 
perceptions, particularly perceptions of the lay public, is still afar from perfect science. 
This chapter maps out the legacy of public opinion. This survey of perceptions of the lay 
public (taken from a random sample of individuals from all walks of life in Bulgaria) can 
help decision makers, risk managers, and risk analysts understand why the public 
responds as it does to their overtures. The survey examines the views of the lay public 
on the risks they face, their ability to control such risks, and their perceptions of those 
who are charged with risk management. 

Today's societies create risks, which are the subject of analysis by experts, managers, 
and researchers. The current industrial development is connected not only with reducing 
the number of life and health risks but also with creating new risks and sometimes also 
with renewing old ones. This connection is particularly true for Bulgaria, where the 
transition to a market economy and the change of the old administrative system made the 
real environmental risks obvious for people. The pauperisation of the population, the 
increase in the cost ofliving, unemployment, fear of being involved in war, and crime 
are only a few examples of risk issues that attract attention and show increasing 
contradiction between the societal demand to see these risks reduced and the real 
activities of the institutions that manage these risks. Societal awareness of risks 
demands objective information about them and adequate standards for their prevention 
and reduction. 

This chapter describes a study that explored the connection among the perception of 
different societal risks, health concerns, and attitudes of people who perceive their social 
security threatened. This research overcomes one common weakness of risk analysis 
studies: to treat people like "lay people" as opposed to "experts," and thus miss looking 
at differences connected with social status, material state, and health situation. The 
research findings showed that the socio-economic conditions are very powerful and 
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significant factors when people judge the level of risks in the society today. The 
following sections describe the general setting of the study, risk perceptions identified, 
health and environmental issues identified, and how perceptions are related to socio
economic status. This information can assist experts in the social policy area in making 
decisions by providing information about how people perceive the social risks today. 

5.1. General Setting of the Study 

Starting in the mid-1980s, several studies ofrisk perception have been conducted in 
different countries but most of the research has been based on small convenient samples, 
often only on samples of students. This narrow vision is obviously unsatisfactory, 
especially when the results are interpreted in terms of "public risk perception" and 
"cross-national comparison." Another unsatisfactory aspect of previous studies is that 
they often have been concerned with well-educated individuals, perhaps because these 
experts were easy to reach. The study described in this chapter used a random sampling 
methodology, which guarantees that the respondents represent different parts of the 
population. 

The use of qualitative data collection also provided possibilities to more deeply 
understand people's concerns in four study areas: risk characteristics, perceptions of 
health issues, perceptions of environmental issues, and the relationship of risk perception 
to socio-economic status. Using semi-structured interviews and focus groups 
discussions made it possible to touch the "hot spots" in people's lives. This connection 
contributes to the current risk perception analysis and provides considerations for the 
scientist. The traditional risk perception surveys framed respondent judgements 
according to the interests of the researchers and little attention was paid to the real and 
often complicated nature of everyday concerns. 

The study of risk perception was carried out during the late 1990s and included 748 
individuals from four industrial towns in Bulgaria-Sofia, Pernik, Varna, and Devnja. 
The sites were chosen to observe the social and psychological price of the structural 
changes in industry, its effects such as unemployment, and its reflection on the 
household and individual social attitudes. Most of the respondents were employed. The 
highest percentage of unemployment was found in Devnja, which appeared to have 
serious economic problems. The highest proportion oflow-income people was found in 
Devnja, although a high number of respondents also belong to the low-income group. 

After preliminary qualitative research to identify relevant issues, a questionnaire 
was designed and a random sample was surveyed. The content of the questionnaire 
included a section for judging risk with regard to society and some sections asking for 
judgements of the subset of risks with regard to two targets: the respondents themselves 
(personal risk) or people in general (societal risk). The respondents rated several 
dimensions, such as demand for risk mitigation, perceived control over risks, probability of 
harm, severity of consequences, and trust in institutions and media. The survey also 
included questions about the living standard of the family, where several indicators of 
material deprivation were used. These indicators included unemployment, overcrowding, 
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households not owner-occupied, household with no car, and household with incomes lower 
than the official existence-minimum for the country. The surveys also included questions 
about health state (permanent sickness or disabilities, long-standing illness, etc.) and 
demographic characteristics. 

5.2. Risk Perception 

In general, a high level of risk sensitivity and health concerns was found to be a basic 
feature of public risk perception when people felt threatened by lack of social and 
economic security. Respondents perceived the average life risk to be relatively high; 
this was especially true for those living in small industrial regions that suffered from a 
high rate of unemployment following the privatisation of the existing plants and their 
reconstruction. Comparing against some of the outrage factors described in Section 5,4, 
the respondents judged the risk of being harmed by the socio-economical situation to 
have severe consequences and as being unfairly distributed, unacceptable, and 
involuntary (Table 5.1). 

TABLE 5.1 Characteristics of perceived risk to life because of the difficult 
socio-economic situation in Bulgaria 

Extreme 1 (Nt in the scale) Mean Magnitude Extreme 2 (N7 in the scale) 
Consequences are not severe O.UU Consequences are severe 
tamy OIstnoutea 5.7~ unralrly dlstnbuted 
Acceptaole :>.OV unacceptable 
Voluntary 5 . .5.5 Involuntary 
Can be tolerated 5.5U Cannot be tolerated 
btmcallY flgnt 5.4U EthIcally wrong 
unaer mOIVlaual control s.n Out ot mdlvldual control 
tamlllar 4.LV unram1l1ar 
New 4.LV ula 
can oe sensea 4.VV cannot oe sensea 

Note: I ne ual ment lOr eacn fiSK was maae 10 a seven-ste J g p scale, oe mnm g g at I ana enam at g 7. 

For the specific risks mentioned in the survey (Table 5.2), the perception of personal 
risk was found to be very high in the cases like being assaulted (crime), having poor 
treatment when ill (medical care), being injured by exhaust from motor vehicles, 
becoming ill because of stress (illness), being injured by corruption of power (distrust in 
authorities), and being unemployed (lack of job). When questioned about society as a 
whole, the main concerns where connected with unemployment, crime, inability of 
people to have adequate housing and sufficient nutritious and tasty food, bad medical 
treatment, and diseases caused by a stressful life. 

Generally, there was a tendency among the respondents to perceive the risk to 
themselves as lower than the risk to people in society. Respondents also considered they 
had the greatest opportunity to protect themselves in the cases of being injured by 
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TABLE 5.2 Mean magnitude of perceived personal and social risk (whole group) 

N Risks Personal Risk Societal Risk 
I 10 be InjUred by SmOKIng 1.4J 4.J'J 

2 lobe Injured by alcohol consumptIOn 1.14 4.,)U 

3 To be Injured by exhaust trom motor vehIcles 3.57 4.3U 

4 lObe InjUred trom Industnal pOllutIOn 4.UU 4.4' 
,) To become III because ot stress 4.UU 4.14 . 

6 To have the cnuoren s health become worse J.1D '1.''1 

/ lobe assaulted 4.41 4.'Jb 

~ To be Injured by corruptIOn ot power 4.UU 4.62 

'1 lObe InjUred by depletIOn or tne ozone layer J.M J.1S'J 

IU lObe InjUred by a nuclear power accident J.'L J.IL 

II 10 be lonely j.I':) 4.U) 

12 To have a serIOUS road trattJc accIdent J.~2 4.2':) 

[j lObe unemplOyed J.'J15 '1.'Jb 

14 lObe unable to attord adequate hOUSIng J./J 4.lb 
[,) lobe unable to attord suttlclent nutntlOus and tasty tood J.W 4.b~ 

16 To have poor treatment when III '1.U15 '1./'1 

1/ lObe InjUred by a water Shortage L.4J J.21 

I~ lobe Injured by dIrty publiC places J.b') 4.UU 

I':) To be Injured by domestIc CIVIl turmOIl 1.1'1 J.4'1 

LU 10 have Inadequate educatIOn tor sen or tamIly J.'J 4.'U 

21 lobe poor J.':)':) 4.1) 

22 To be Injured by wIld dogs In the streets J.f) '1.1/ 

Note: I he JUdgment tor eaCh rISK was made In a seven-step scale, begInnIng at U- no eXIstIng rISK' and 
ending at 6-"extremely high risk." 

alcohol consumption and being injured by smoking. These hannful activities were 
perceived to be controllable, familiar, and less likely to cause injury. Respondents 
expressed an inability to protect themselves from risks like being injured by a nuclear 
power accident, depletion of the ozone layer, industrial pollution, and corruption of 
power. They related the highest probability ofhann to corruption of power, crime, bad 
medical treatment, and poverty. The most trusted sources of reliable infonnation about 
the various risks and dangers of life were considered to be friends, physicians, and 
teachers. Least trusted sources were unions, municipality authorities, and government. 
Generally, respondents considered that they are powerless to influence any state policy. 

5.3. Health and Environmental Concerns 

Overall, individuals considered themselves personally healthier than people in 
general (Table 5.3). The overall perception based on the respondents' answers was that 
the health situation is worsening. Respondents were most pessimistic about their health 
and that of their families in relation to life expectancy, respiratory diseases in adults, 
allergies, and heart disease. When asked about society, respondents considered the 



TABLE 5.3 Perceived changes in health aspects 

Health Aspects For Me and My Family For People in the Country 
(Mean score) as a Whole (Mean score) 

Life expectancy 4.05 4.48 
Respiratory diseases in adults 3.77 4.24 
Allergies 3.76 4.35 
Heart diseases 3.73 4.45 
Children's health in general 3.62 4.39 
Cancer 3.60 4.30 
Other respiratory diseases in children 3.47 4.21 
Traffic accidents 3.45 4.26 
Rheumatism 3.38 3.90 
Diabetes 3.28 4.20 
Children's asthma 3.23 4.14 
Alcoholism 3.22 4.40 
Inborn defects 3.21 4.18 

Note: Respondents answers was estImated accordmg to a five-step scale startmg at 1 (becomes better) and 
ending at 5 (becomes worse). 
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biggest concerns to be life expectancy, heart disease, alcoholism, and children's health in 
general. 

Most respondents (84% of all) estimated their health condition as good or satisfying. 
According to respondents, the people's complex socio-economical situation causes or 
complicates diseases of the nervous system, heart diseases, injuries or death caused by 
violence, tuberculosis, cancer, and accidents at work, as can be seen in Table 5.4. On 
the other hand, respondents considered that environmental pollution causes or 
complicates lead poisoning, bronchitis, asthma, a damaged immune system, cancer, 
inborn defects, and tuberculosis. 

Respondents indicated willingness to participate in activities to improve the 
environment by not smoking in non-smoking areas, maintaining green areas, 
encouraging the formation of pedestrian zones in the town, not using pesticides around 
homes or gardens, not smoking in homes, and separating garbage into glass, plastics, and 
paper for recycling. Generally, most respondents were willing to participate in 
ecological activities, but only if this participation was not related to any personal 
inconvenience. The lowest degree of willingness to participate involved limiting the 
usage of electrical appliances and demanding that the government decrease traffic. The 
damages/costs of the air pollution were considered to exceed to some extent the 
economic benefits. 



so 
TABLE 5.4 Perceived causes of health problems 

Diseases "Does the complex socio- "Does environmental 
economical situation cause pollution cause or 
or complicate the following complicate the following 

diseases?" diseases?" 
(% respondents) (% respondents) 

Yes No I Don't Yes No I Don't 
Know Know 

Inborn oerects JL.4 L15.~ D.I bb.J 15.1 l4.4 
DIseases or the nerve system 1515.'.1 4.4 J.I J1..'.I 1.1 . .:\ 2J.1 
Damaged Immune system 4:U I'.I.U 21..'> olJ.lJ 5.0 15.U 
1'00Sonmg WIth Jeao LI.J J~.4 2J.U /15.1 J.I lU.b 
Asthma Jb.15 L 1.1 2U.b Ib.l 4.l ll.b 
luberculosIS 0.'>.4 ll.4 U.4 Y/.4 IU.J IlJ.1 
BronchItIs 41.0 2lJ.U 10.U n.15 4.7 13.0 
Lancer bL.U l4.15 U.l b'.l.'.I 15.1 U.15 
Heart dIseases 1.'>.15 I . .'> 11.1 4.'>.0 2U.2 21..'> 
Tramc accIdents 47.lJ 23.15 IlJ.5 21.U 315.2 25.U 
ACCIoents at worK )'.1.'.1 l4.J lI.L JU.'.I JU.'.I LJ.J 
InjurIes or death caused by assault fL.l 15.b 12.0 U.O 40.U 24 . .'> 

Note: ! he p ercenta e IS not 100 m all cases lJecause some res onoents g p Id not answer. 

5.4. Risk Perception and Socio-Economic Factors 

Another aspect of this study was the influence of the standard ofliving on people's risk 
perceptions. The results strongly supported the idea that low-income groups have higher 
sensitivity to risks created by society. The following tendencies were found: 
1. People defining themselves as poor (M=75.1, SD=22.3, N=147) perceived risk 

created by the difficult socio-economic situation in the country as higher than did 
people defining themselves as wealthy or better than average (M=56.S7, SD=21.S9, 
N=SO). The analysis of variance showed a significant difference for the perceived 
level ofrisk to life between the "poor" and "wealthy" group (F ratio=19.9, 
F probability=O.OOO). 

2. Respondents from the "poor" group (M=3.0S, SD=22.3, N=147) were more likely to 
perceive their health state as worse than were respondents from "wealthy" and 
"better than average material state" groups (M=2.26, SD=O.57, N=SO). The analysis 
of variance showed significant differences of the perceived health state between 
these groups (F ratio=32.21, F probability=O.OOO). 

3. The lower-income group perceived a higher level of personal and societal risk than 
the higher income group. There were statistically significant differences between 
these two groups in the perception of almost all of the 22 personal and societal risks 
judged by the respondents. See Tables 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, and 5.S. 

4. Judging the same 22 risks in relation to their perceived personal controllability, the 
lower-income respondents perceive many risks to be less controllable than does the 
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group with higher incomes. These risks include, among others, to be unemployed; 
to be ill or have children become ill; to be assaulted; to be unable to afford adequate 
housing, good medical treatment, education, or nutritious food; and to be poor. It 
was obvious that low-income people more often express a sense of helplessness than 
do high-income people. 

S. The same 22 risks were judged in relation to perceived personal probability of harm 
to occur. Compared to the high-income group, the low-income group had a 
significant tendency toward higher perceived probability for all risks. 

6. The results also showed that the low-income group found their top risk (to be 
injured by the socio-economic situation in the country) to be more involuntary, 
uncontrollable, unfairly distributed, unacceptable, familiar, new, and containing 
dreaded consequences than did the high-income group. These differences were 
found to be significant according the T-test for comparison of means. 

7. In comparison with the high-income group, the low-income group judged the 
possibility to influence public policy as lower connected with unemployment; prices 
of housing, goods, electricity, and food; the agricultural policy; education; and other 
aspects of social life. This tendency definitely influences the ability to change 
attitudes among people who are mostly influenced by the economic crisis. 

TABLE 5.5 Rank order of perceived personal risk for the higher income group 

Rank Risks M SD N 
I lObe assaultea J.IS'.I 1.4J /'.1 

1. 10 have a serIOUS roaa trattlc acclaent J.44 I.JJ /'.1 

3 To be Injured by corruptIOn ot power J.41 1.)4 7') 

4 j 0 be InJurea by Inaustnal pOllutIOn J.JIS 1.1S4 ISU 
.) lObe InJurea by wHO aogs In the streets J.JU I./U /'.1 

0 10 have the chIldren s health become worse 3.10 I.~o )U 

7 To become III because or stress J.I:> I.IS I /'.1 

IS lObe InJurea by a nUClear power acclOent J.U' I./IS /IS 
') lobe InJurea by aepletlOn ot the ozone layer 3.UI I..)~ I') 

IU To be Injured by dIrty publIC places 1..'.11 l.ni ISU 
II lObe InJurea by eXhaust trom motor vehIcles 1.. IS '.I 1.00 1'.1 

IL lObe InJurea by aomestlc CIVil turmoIl 1..J) 1.)1 I') 

U To be unemployed 2.2U I./J ~U 

14 J 0 nave poor treatment wnen III 1..10 1.1 J 1'.1 

I) lObe lonely 1..10 I. IS I IY 

10 10 be Injured by a water shortage l.,)b 1:14 7') 

17 To be unable to anora aaequate nousIng l.'.Il 1.11 1'.1 

lIS 10 be InJurea by SmOkIng I.ISI I.IS' 1'.1 

I') 10 be poor 1.~1. I..)U I') 

2U To nave Inaaequate eaucatlOn ror sell or ramuy 1.11 I./U 1'.1 

1.1 lObe unable to allord sUlllclent nutrItIOus and tasty tood I.)') 1.'4 I') 

n To be Injured by alcohol consumptIon l.4b 1.)1 7') 
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TABLE 5.6 Rank order of perceived personal risks for the lower-income group 

Risks M SD N T-test (prob.) 
I. To be poor 5.44 1.07 142 18.91; (.000) 
2. To be unable to afford sufficient nutritious and tasty food 5.21 1.19 137 15.00; (.000) 
3. To have poor treatment when ill 5.17 1.18 138 13.76; (.000) 
4. To be unemployed 4.93 1.73 139 11.24; (.000) 
5. To be assaulted 4.92 1.55 133 4.95; (.000) 
6. To be unable to afford adequate housing 4.70 1.89 129 10.66; (.000) 
7. To become ill because of stress 4.68 1.49 130 6.31; (.000) 
8. To be injured by corruption of power 4.63 1.60 126 5.08; (.000) 
9. To have the children's health become worse 4.58 1.60 116 4.70; (.000) 
10. To have inadequate education for self or family 4.48 2.04 128 10.32; (.000) 
II. To be injured by industrial pollution 4.48 1.55 131 4.49; (.000) 
12. To be injured by wild dogs in the streets 4.44 1.77 133 4.61; (.000) 
13. To have a serious road traffic accident 4.38 1.46 121 4.69; (.000) 
14. To be injured by depletion of the ozone layer 4.22 1.82 124 4.98; (.000) 
IS. To be injured by dirty public places 4.11 1.74 126 4.79; (.000) 
16. To be injured by exhaust from motor vehicles 4.09 1.63 127 5.09; (.000) 
17. To be injured by a nuclear power accident 4.04 1.94 119 3.69; (.000) 
18. To be lonely 3.80 2.09 124 5.91; (.000) 
19. To be injured by domestic civil turmoil 3.35 1.76 126 4.21; (.000) 
20. To be injured by a water shortage 3.17 2.06 124 4.48; (.000) 
21. To be injured by smoking 2.72 1.28 131 2.71; «.004) 
22. To be injured by alcohol consumption 1.88 2.27 127 -

TABLE 5.7 Rank order of perceived societal risk for higher-income group 

Rank Risks M SD N 
I To be unemployed 4.59 1.13 78 
2 To be assaulted 4.53 1.28 77 
3 To be unable to afford adequate housing 4.35 1.17 77 
4 To be injured by alcohol consumption 4.31 1.20 78 
5 To be poor 4.29 1.25 78 
6 To become ill because of stress 4.27 1.21 78 
7 To be injured by wild dogs in the streets 4.19 1.66 78 
8 To be unable to afford sufficient nutritious and tasty food 4.17 1.21 78 
9 To be injured by corruption of power 4.15 1.27 78 

10 To have poor treatment when ill 4.14 1.12 78 
II To be injured by smoking 4.09 1.16 78 
12 To have the children's health become worse 4.09 1.11 78 
13 To be injured by industrial pollution 3.88 1.56 78 
14 To have a serious road traffic accident 3.87 1.37 78 
15 To have inadequate education for self or family 3.86 1.40 78 
16 To be injured by exhaust from motor vehicles 3.82 1.38 78 
17 To be injured by dirty public places 3.46 1.58 78 
18 To be lonely 3.37 1.51 78 
19 To be injured by depletion of the ozone layer 3.26 1.43 78 
20 To be injured by a nuclear power accident 3.21 1.66 78 
21 To be injured by domestic civil turmoil 3.03 1.42 78 
22 To be injured by a water shortage 2.92 1.52 78 
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TABLE 5.8 Rank order of perceived societal risk for the lower-income group 

Risks M SD N T-test (prob.) 
l. lobe poor ).24 I.Ul 141 ).13;(.UUU) 

1.. To be unemployed ).LJ 1.1 ~ 14U 3.'12; (.UUU) 

3. To be assaulted ).111 1.11 U4 J .b4; (.UUU) 

4. 10 have poor treatment when III ).11 I.U Ull b.Ub; (.UUU) 

). lobe unable to attord suttlclent nutrItIOus and tasty ,).U2 J.L,) U2 4.~,); (.UUU) 

food 

6. To be unable to attord adequate hoUSing 3.oJ 1.25 Jj2 H2; (.UUU) 

I. 10 become III because or stress ).UI I.Lb U4 4.LI; (.UUUL 
~. 10 have the children s health become worse 4.,}1 1.31 U2 4.13; (.UUU) 

'I. To be Injured by corruptIOn ot power 4.'11 1.24 Jjj 4.2U; (.UUU) 

1 U. 10 have Inadequate educatIOn tor self or tamlly 4.11'1 J.J4 IL'J ).26; (.UUU) 

II. lobe Injured by Industnal pOllutIOn 4.114 1.2J UI 4.bJ; (.UUU) 

11.. To be Injured by exhaust trom motor vehicles 4.6~ 1.21 Ul 4.4~; (.UUU) 

I J. lObe InjUred by alconol consumptIOn 4.bU 1.)1 UU -
14. lobe Injured by Wild dogs In tne streets 4.46 I.)J ILlS -
1), 10 have a senous road trattlc accident 4.4,) 1.46 126 2.'1'>1; kUU,) 

16. To be Injured by depletIOn ot the ozone layer 4.41 1.63 12~ ,).J I; (.UUU) 

1 I. lObe Injured by SmOKing 4.J'J 1.)'1 IJU -
[15. lObe InjUred by dirty pUblIC places 4.J,} 1.4) IL6 4.2U; (.UUU) 

ILJ. 10 be lonely 4.31S I.JIS 1211 4.111; (.UUU) 

2U. To be Injured by a nuclear power accident 4.21 I.I'} 126 4.32; (.UUU) 

L I. lObe InjUred by domestic CIVil turmOil 4.1U L.Ub ILb 4.,}b; (.UUU) 

n. lObe InjUred by a water Shortage J.)IS l.LIS IL'J L.I,};\< .UUb) 

5.5. Discussion and Conclusions 

The main concern of people from the study areas is the socio-economic situation of the 
region and the question of everyday survival. Even in a region like Devnja (which 
traditionally has had a bad ecological image in public opinion), the environmental risks 
were judged to be less important than social problems like unemployment, income, and 
health. These concerns influence all the judgments connected with social and 
environmental health policy. The concerns were caused by the reorganization of the 
economy, which includes privatisation and subsequent structural changes. For example, 
the new managers of companies attracted a small group of people with higher 
qualifications and discharged hundreds of employees with low or medium qualifications. 
The local government programs for temporary jobs (mainly connected with 
environmental activities like cleaning or laying out lawns) are usually unsuccessful 
because they cannot satisfy the main need of having sufficient incomes. 

The analysis of the interviews showed that respondents perceived high levels of risk 
associated with different societal issues. Risks like environmental pollution and related 
health problems were perceived lower than the economic risks but this perception is still 
high in the risk scale. According to the assimilation/contrast model of risk 
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perception[ 1], the presence of a great threat makes other risks less significant in the 
consciousness of harmed people. This difference could be the reason that issues such as 
environmental health problems in Devnja and Pernik are not thought to be so important 
as the problems of everyday survival, like family security, health, and income. 

Many people think that the cost of industrialisation is too high for people living near 
industrial enterprises. Nevertheless the attention of these people is directed mostly to 
other problems. All the respondents mentioned that people with low material status are 
involved mainly in survival problems and are not interested in anything else. In some 
sense the lack of interest in other social problems helps them to cope with the situation. 
As one of them said: "We have to become more sensitive to environmental problems for 
example, but the problem is that the present situation demands reversed behaviour: if we 
want to survive we have to be insensitive and neglectful." According to Korte[2,3], such 
non-involvement helps individuals to adapt. 

A number of conclusions can be made from this study. First, social and material 
differences of the people influence significantly the perception of level of risk, 
controllability of risks, and the possibilities for protection. People with low income 
perceive high probability that harm will occur to them. At the same time, their low 
confidence in authorities and institutions and their sense of helplessness to influence the 
public policy make this group unwilling to start any actions for change. To counter 
these tendencies, authorities must work to increase trust through open dialogue with 
people about reasons for economic structural changes and measures taken to improve the 
situation. 

Second, all results agree that, for the public, the socio-economic situation in 
Bulgaria determines all other concerns including health and ecology. In the public 
consciousness, the main problems with the present unstable situation are the lack of 
security and an unclear perspective for the future. The pauperisation of the population 
and other real risks in the environment are very obvious. A rise in the cost of living 
(food, medical service, medicines, housing, etc.), the unemployment rates (about 18%), 
continuing inflation even with a currency board, and increasing crime rates are some of 
the main concerns of the common people. It could therefore be said that life in the 
country today is not as safe as before. People at risk of material deprivation constitute a 
majority of the population. 

Third, some of the risk characteristics influence the risk sensitivity of people with 
low incomes. For example, lay people (the participants in the interviews and in the 
focus groups who were teachers, employees, workers, journalists, representatives of non
government organisations, public health doctors, etc.) felt pessimistic about being able to 
control the societal risks themselves. For many years they have been put in the situation 
where authorities completely ignored public opinion. The previous communist policy 
neither considered the cost to society of industrialisation nor put the interests of common 
people in the centre. Under such conditions, it is not surprising that people do not 
believe that they are able to influence industrial and other policies today. The observed 
hopelessness and helplessness are the negative effects of the lack of sense of control. [4] 
Often the expressed pessimism also reflects a lack of knowledge and skills for 
communicating with responsible agents. 
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Fourth, lay people and experts considered the question of taking measures in 
different ways. The first group expressed strong demands for risk reduction by 
responsible agents and at the same time feelings of helplessness for personal influence 
over the processes. The experts and other decision makers realized their responsibility 
for the situation and suggested different measures against unemployment, environmental 
pollution, and health problems of the population. Unfortunately, lay people showed low 
confidence in institutions that are responsible for control of social and economic 
problems. At the same time the measures that were pointed out as necessary were 
connected with the institutions (e.g., the government). 

The main recommendation of this work to policy makers is connected with 
motivating socially responsible behaviour. This motivation means that decision makers 
must: 
1. Help the public develop an attitude for active problem-solving behaviour (through 

education, media policy, etc.) 
2. Ensure support for social projects (e.g., laws) 
3. Stimulate the public to become self-responsible and less dependent on the behaviour 

of institutions 
4. Take measures against poverty and provide opportunities for active involvement of 

people in decision making when these decisions influence their lives. 
The results of this study represent one part of the risk management circle-namely 

consideration of public opinion. The work showed that public awareness of risks calls for 
valid information and adequate safety standards. The present research could also serve as 
a basis for a risk communication process and could facilitate a better understanding of 
risk and improvements to risk management practices. 
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6. Risk-Based Ranking Experiences for Cold War 
Legacy Facilities in the United States 

Over the past two decades, a number of government agencies in the United States have 
faced increasing public scrutiny for their efforts to address the wide range of potential 
environmental issues related to Cold War legacies. Risk-based ranking was selected as 
a means of defining the relative importance of issues. Ambitious facility-wide risk-based 
ranking applications were undertaken. However, although facility-wide risk-based 
ranking efforts can build invaluable understanding of the potential issues related to Cold 
War legacies, conducting such efforts is difficult because of the potentially enormous 
scope and the potentially strong institutional barriers. The u.s. experience is that such 
efforts are worth undertaking to start building a knowledge base and infrastructure that 
are based on a thorough understanding of risk. 

In both the East and the West, the legacy ofthe Cold War includes a wide range of 
potential environmental issues associated with large industrial complexes of weapon 
production facilities. The responsible agencies or ministries are required to make 
decisions that could benefit greatly from information on the relative importance of these 
potential issues. Facility-wide risk-based ranking of potential health and environmental 
issues is one means to help these decision makers. The initial U.S. risk-based ranking 
applications described in this chapter were "ground-breaking" in that they defined new 
methodologies and approaches to meet the challenges. Many of these approaches fit the 
designation of a population-centred risk assessment. These U.S. activities parallel 
efforts that are just beginning for similar facilities in the countries of the former Soviet 
Union. As described below, conducting a facility-wide risk-based ranking has special 
challenges and potential pitfalls. Little guidance exists to conduct major risk-based 
rankings. For those considering undertaking such efforts, the material contained in this 
chapter should be useful background information. 
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6.1. Background 

The Cold War participants face legacy issues related to potential environmental 
contamination and releases at major military and military-support facilities. These 
include nuclear production operations (mining, milling, enrichment, fabrication, and 
waste storage/disposal), research and development centres, missile bases, airfields, and 
remote observation installations. Potential environmental issues include risks from both 
radiation and chemicals though air, water, and soil exposure routes. 

In the United States, a range of regulatory requirements drives the assessments for 
specific sites. Major actions often require environmental impact statements to meet 
requirements of the National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA). Operating facilities 
are covered under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), and activities 
at inactive sites are covered under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA). The guidance for the required regulatory 
evaluations varies from state-to-state, from region-to-region, and agency-to-agency. In 
addition, the products of required assessments are often incompatible in terms of 
comparisons and rankings with the different end-points, time-scales, locations, etc. 

Consequently, risk-based ranking often does not use endpoints based directly on 
local norms, standards, and regulations. To do relative risk comparisons, equivalent 
risk-based endpoints are required that allow a consistent comparison of various potential 
environmental issues over a wide range of environmental conditions and contaminants. 
It is, however, possible to select and compute the risk-based endpoints in a manner that 
is consistent with local norms, standards, and regulations. 

Over the past two decades, a number of government agencies in United States have 
faced increasing pubic scrutiny for their efforts to address the wide range of potential 
environmental issues related to these Cold War legacies. Risk-based ranking was 
selected as a means of defining the relative importance of issues. Ambitious facility
wide risk-based ranking applications were undertaken. Several of these applications and 
lessons learned are described below. Also described are risk estimation support tools 
that were developed and continue to be used in ongoing efforts to understand the risks 
associated with legacies from the Cold War. 

6.2. Risk-Based Ranking Approaches 

Major complex-wide risk-based ranking applications were undertaken by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), and 
the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) to help set remediation priorities. These 
applications used different approaches to accomplish their objectives. The emphasis of 
this chapter is health and environmental risk estimation approaches based on 
characterizing the fate and transport of potential contaminants in the environment. 
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The DOE and DOD faced similar challenges in terms of having many large Cold 
War facilities facing a massive number of environmental remediation issues with 
relatively little information for prioritisation of those issues. DOE facility-wide 
applications in the mid-1980s attempted to directly assess individual and population 
risks as endpoints[l]. Risk-comparison applications employed a quantitative approach 
using the outputs of fate and transport models. DOD facility-wide risk evaluations took 
a different approach. The DOD applications employed a qualitative approach based on 
using indicators of risk. The DOD effort was an attempt to extend the hazard ranking 
system approach to more detailed relative risk-based ranking applications. These 
applications, with their successes and failures, have progressively led to the development 
of more effective approaches for conducting facility-wide risk-based ranking. 

Applications conducted in the 1990s for Cold War legacies benefited from these 
earlier experiences. Buck et al.[2] developed and applied an integrated risk assessment 
approach for considering potential public health impacts from the underground tanks 
containing high-level radioactive wastes at DOE's Hanford Site. Buck et al.[3] also 
conducted a risk-based analysis of the long-term potential impacts oftransuranic waste. 
A highly effective and compelling risk-based approach to long-term stewardship was 
proposed and demonstrated by Jarvis et al.[4]. The premise of this approach is that the 
only meaningful measures of remediation and containment effectiveness is a 
consideration of resulting risks to human health and the environment--as calculated and 
summed over at least ten half-lives for each radionuclide (i.e., for some materials, 
hundreds and thousands of years). 

The following subsections describe three of the early risk-based approaches: the 
EPA qualitative approach for sorting sites, the DOE qualitative risk-ranking approach, 
and the DOD qualitative risk-ranking approach. These risk-based ranking approaches do 
have a common link in that each is based on measures of potential environmental and 
public health risks. These ranking efforts have been unique applications largely outside 
the area of media-specific U.S. standards and regulations. Instead, risk-based holistic 
approaches were used to assess impacts from potential water, soil, and air pathways. 
Recent risk evaluation efforts for DOE have shifted to a risk indices approach (see 
Chapter 4). Some of the more recent site-based risk estimation efforts by DOD are also 
covered in other chapters of this book (see for example, Chapter 8). 

"Qualitative risk ranking" means that the risk potential is characterized based on a 
rule-based system. The idea is to use available surrogate site and regional parameters to 
define the risk potential. The rule-based process attempts to account for the major 
physical, chemical, and toxicological processes that result in exposures and impacts. 
The strength of the approach is based on known, or readily available, information. A 
limitation is that the surrogate parameters may not adequately represent the risk. 

"Quantitative risk ranking" means that the risks are estimated based computations 
that account for the major physical, chemical, and toxicological processes determining 
potential exposures and impacts. The critical estimate of exposures may use monitoring 
or modelling inputs. A key effort is the definition of conceptual models for the source
to-exposure routes. The strength of the approach is that it can incorporate our best 
understanding of the pathways for potential risks. The weaknesses include related 
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limitations both in our understanding of the potential risk processes and the resources 
that are reasonably available to estimate the risks. 

The U.S. National Research Council conducted a review of these approaches. Their 
review included hands-on use of the software systems used as part of these approaches. 
Their 1994 report, Ranking Hazardous Waste Sites[5], details the various approaches, 
associated ranking systems, and applications, and is a valuable reference for additional 
information on the approaches. Laniak et al.[6] and Mills et al.[7] document 
comparisons of performance among DOE and EPA models. This comparison was 
performed to provide information to decision makers to help them understand their 
options when selecting a model for a specific application. 

6.2.1. Qualitative Risk Scoring: Hazard Ranking System (HRS) 

The EPA, as part of the Superfund program to clean up sites contaminated with 
hazardous wastes, needed to define which of a wide variety of contaminated sites located 
across the United States should be included in a National Priorities List (NPL). These 
sites include a mixture of activities, some of which are related to Cold War legacy issues 
and others that are strictly commercial sites. The EPA developed the Hazard Ranking 
System (HRS), a qualitative system for making that initial screening decision[8,9]. 

The HRS is a numerically based screening system that uses information from initial, 
limited investigations-the preliminary assessment and the site inspection-to assess the 
relative potential of sites to pose a threat to human health or the environment. Based on 
a score generated from qualitative site information, the HRS generates a score from 0 to 
100 for the site. Only if the site scored above a certain number was that site listed on the 
NPL. The national review of this system resulted in an update (Revised HRS) in which 
the score generation is more directly tied to underlying physical processes. 

The HRS uses a structured analysis to score sites; this analysis emulates the factors 
determining the potential hazard. This approach assigns numerical values to factors that 
relate to risk, based on conditions at the site. The factors are grouped into three 
categories: 1) likelihood that a site has released or has the potential to release hazardous 
substances into the environment; 2) characteristics of the waste (e.g., toxicity and waste 
quantity); and 3) people or sensitive environments (targets) affected by the release. 

The HRS represents one of the early successful attempts to create a multimedia risk 
scoring system. Four pathways can be scored under the HRS: 1) ground water migration 
(drinking water); 2) surface water migration (drinking water, human food chain, and 
sensitive environments); 3) soil exposure (resident population, nearby population, and 
sensitive environments); and 4) air migration (population and sensitive environments). 

After scores are calculated for one or more pathways, they are combined using a 
root-mean-square equation to determine the overall site score. If all pathway scores are 
low, the site score is low. However, the site score can be relatively high even if only one 
pathway score is high. This factor is an important requirement for HRS scoring, because 
some extremely dangerous sites pose threats through only one pathway. 

The EPA makes a point in their documentation that HRS scores do not determine 
the priority in funding EPA remedial response actions. They explicitly state that the 
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information collected to develop HRS scores is not sufficient to determine either the 
extent of contamination or the appropriate response for a particular site. They rely on 
more detailed studies conducted subsequent to the listing to define the appropriate 
actions. However, despite these strong statements, some attempts were made to extend 
and apply the HRS as a risk ranking system. These later efforts generally were not well 
received because of difficulties defining importance to the relative values of HRS scores 
that had not been created for this use. 

The HRS has fulfilled its objective of defining whether or not a candidate site is 
placed on the NPL. Indeed, the HRS is the principal mechanism EPA uses to place 
uncontrolled waste sites on the NPL. 

Qualitative rule-based systems, such as the EPA's revised HRS, are an alternative 
approach for facility-wide applications that generally require less input data but have 
more uncertainty in the output parameters. Such systems are designed for identifying 
potential problems on minimal site data. 

6.2.2. Qualitative Risk Ranking: Defense Priority Model (DPM) 

The DOD efforts resulted in the development of a computer-based risk-ranking system 
called the Defense Priority Model (DPM). Using approximate physical relationships as 
a basis, the DPM allowed use of general site information to generate risk indices. A 
system that required less time and cost was certainly needed to make the efforts feasible; 
conducting risk assessments for facility-wide ranking at complex sites was potentially 
much too expensive and time consuming. 

Despite the good design intentions, the applications of the model in the early 1990s 
did not go as planned. Because prioritisation of major cleanup budgets depended on the 
results, the data collection efforts invested by the sites were much larger than had been 
expected. In the end, DPM was phased out because it did not provide a defensible risk
based ranking system for a reasonable expenditure of resources; that is qualitative 
estimates were hard to defend and the actual costs of application were high. 

Subsequently the DOD has continued to use risk estimates to plan cleanup and 
closure activities. In general, they now rely on site-specific risk information as opposed 
to the earlier broader nation-wide relative ranking approach. 

6.2.3. Quantitative Risk-Based Ranking 

Environmental and public health impacts have been, and are being, considered as part of 
the environmental restoration and waste management activities by the DOE. The DOE 
conducted a number of facility-wide environmental and public health evaluations based 
on a qualitative risk-ranking approach. These efforts provided DOE with a much better 
understanding of the nature of risks associated with the Cold War legacies. 

The DOE approach uses a source-to-receptor analysis to estimate potential risk 
indices. As with the DOD efforts, a system that required less time and cost was required 
to make the efforts feasible; conducting these site-specific risk assessments for facility
wide ranking at complex sites was potentially much too expensive and time consuming. 
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The initial nation-wide risk-ranking efforts by the DOE in the late 1980s and early 
1990s took the approach to reduce required resources by developing better computer 
tools. The Multimedia Environmental Pollutant Assessment System (MEP AS) was 
developed for the DOE by the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory as a unique 
computer-based system to consider potential health risks from chemical carcinogens and 
non-carcinogens as well as ionising radiation. MEPAS integrates impact computations 
of radioactive and hazardous contaminants for major air, soil, and water exposure routes 
via air, surface water, ground water, and overland flow. MEPAS allows for active 
operations (such as stack and vent releases) as well as inactive storage site and environ
mental contamination. By putting all computation models in a single, integrated, linked 
system, the complexity of using different, often incompatible, systems was avoided. 

A number of multimedia models have been developed for various applications. 
DOE collaborated with the EPA to compare MEP AS and two other multimedia models 
being used in the United States[6,7]. The international BIOMOVS effort also included 
comparisons of applications of multimedia models[ 1 0]. 

The DOE efforts have maintained and continued to develop MEP AS risk modelling 
support systems. In subsequent DOE applications as described below, a modular risk 
computation approach was created that greatly reduced the time and resources required 
to conduct a facility-wide assessment. The combination of an integrated system such as 
MEPAS and the modular risk approach has been used in a number of DOE risk-based 
ranking applications related to Cold War legacies[3,4,11]. 

An important advance is the development of an open architecture system, 
Framework for Risk Assessment of Multimedia Environmental Systems (FRAMES), for 
linking assessment modules[12]. FRAMES is a Windows™-based operating system that 
retains the advantages of the integrated MEP AS while allowing flexibility in the 
selection of specific modules and models. The DOE, EPA, and DOD are currently 
jointly sponsoring FRAMES development to provide a common platform for conducting 
multimedia-based risk analyses. The expansion to the FRAMES concept is greatly 
broadening the usefulness and applicably of this risk modelling support system such that 
recent efforts have been conducted for major rule-making actions such as EPA's 
Hazardous Waste Identification Rule (see Chapter 14 and [13,14,15,16]). 

6.2.4. Risk Ranking Versus Risk Modelling Support Systems 

It is critical that the planner of major risk-based ranking applications makes a clear 
distinction between tools used to conduct the risk ranking and modelling tools used to 
support the ranking effort by generating risk information. A pitfall has been adoption of 
the risk modelling support tools before defining the risk-ranking system. The correct 
procedure is to start with the definition of what measures and methods are needed for 
ranking and then define what risk modelling tools will be required. A unique risk
ranking system normally needs to be developed for each application whereby there often 
are risk-modelling systems that can be used directly, or with some updates. 
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6.3. Quantitative Health and Environmental Risk Estimation 

A major challenge in conducting qualitative risk rankings is the estimation of potential 
impacts from Cold War legacy facilities with complex environmental issues. As 
illustrated in Figure 6.1, the analyses must address environmental releases to, and 
linkages between, air, ground water, surface water, and soil. For each of these media, 
the major pathways of interest for exposure must be defined and evaluated. Also the 
effects of either, or both, radioactive contaminants and hazardous wastes must be 
considered as well as carcinogenic and non-carcinogenic impacts. 

Figure 6.1 illustrates a site with potential multimedia transport of contaminants. 
The major elements of a multimedia analysis required to address such a site are shown in 
Figure 6.2. A multimedia analysis starts with the contaminants at the "source" and their 
potential release in the various media by vitalization, suspension, infiltration, overland 
flow, and direct contact. "Transport" of the contaminants occurs within and between the 
air, surface water, and ground-water transport media. When that transport moves the 
contaminants to a receptor, an "Exposure" results by inhalation, ingestion, external dose, 
or dermal contact. Exposures also can result from proximity to the source though 
external dose. The "Impact" endpoints for an analysis are risks related to human health 
and environmental effects. 

The planner of risk-ranking efforts must understand that using detailed site-specific 
models for each potential problem is generally not feasible. Although detailed analysis 
has the appeal of doing the "best" analysis for each potential impact end-point, the 
logistics will often be prohibitive and thus result in failure if attempted. The expanded 
data and extended analysis time required for each case, multiplied by the large number 
of cases, leads to very high costs and long implementation times. These factors will 
normally preclude selecting this approach as a practical method to address a large 
number of potential impacts. 

The planner of risk-ranking efforts should also select a suite of "approved" and/or 
"accepted" models to conduct a multimedia assessment. The FRAMES development 
effort (see Chapter 14 and [12]) facilitates the use of this approach. The suite-of-models 
approach for prioritisation and ranking applications has the advantage of allowing the 
use of models specifically designed for each of the various issues. This approach has the 
limitation of having to deal with the logistics of running and combining the outputs from 
disparate models. Also the question of model output comparability needs to be 
addressed when different codes are used for different types of impacts. 

The best modelling approach depends mainly on the objectives of an application. 
The selected model(s) must be able to address the range of potential problems associated 
with that particular application. In practice, for facility-wide applications, more than one 
model is normally required. Using a linked multimedia model such as MEPAS, or a 
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Figure 6.1 Pathways for multimedia risk assessment 

model-linking computer system such as FRAMES, can greatly reduce auxiliary efforts 
required by coupling codes into an integrated system. No one model will fill all the 
modelling needs, and some combination of models is normally used. 

Facility-wide applications of MEP AS that consider major pathways for human 
exposures are described below. In these evaluations, the main endpoints are mainly for 
human impacts, either as a risk of cancer or as a ratio representing proximity to a "safe" 
level. Although not addressed in this chapter, several of the applications did consider 
ecological endpoints. The lessons and experiences for these facility-wide applications 
discussed below should be appropriate for other applications of similar scale. 

6.4. Facility-Wide Application Experience 

While a wide variety of models address specific site characteristics, transport media, and 
impact type, only a few models have been developed to address the broad range of long
term public health issues. As noted above, MEPAS integrates risk computations for 
radioactive and hazardous materials across major exposure routes via a ir, surface water, 
ground water, and overland flow transport[17]. This section details experiences in 
applying MEP AS to DOE facility-wide applications. 
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Although the concept for the underlying computer software has remained essentially the 
same, the overall approach of using the MEP AS software has undergone an evolution 
since its first application. The major challenge has been to reduce the resources required 
to evaluate risks for a large number of potential problems. 

The first major facility-wide application of ME PAS was in DOE's Environmental 
Survey. That effort involved a nation-wide comparison of potential environmental 
problems at 36 DOE facilities[18]. To provide consistency in such a broad application, 
detailed instructions were generated for creating a conceptual site model[19] and 
defining model inputs[20]. Also to assure consistency for non-site specific modelling 
values, a constituent database was published with values for chemical, physical, uptake, 
and toxicity parameters[21]. 

The effort started with the plan to apply MEP AS to all potential sources. However, 
it very quickly became evident that, with thousands of potential sources, the projected 
time and costs for completion of the effort were not acceptable. The solution was to 
group the potential sources into a workable number of composite release sites. That 
solution made the study feasible--but in the end resulted in concerns over the validity of 
the computed risk numbers based on these composite release sites. The aggregated 
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approach did allow DOE to generate preliminary Environmental Survey risk estimates 
for 16 major DOE facilities involving about 500 potential problems with about 1,000 
transport pathways[18,22]. 

As an example of the preliminary Environmental Survey results, Figure 6.3 shows a 
scatter plot of the survey's population-based "maximum risk" ranking parameter (x-axis) 
versus a similarly derived "sum of risk" ranking parameter (y-axis)[22]. The former is 
based on the maximum risk value computed for any of the contaminants modelled for 
that source. The latter is based on the sum of risks for all the chemical and radionuclides 
modelled for that source. A ten-point change in plotted ranking parameters represents an 
order of magnitude change in risk. The wide range of values for the "maximum risk" in 
Figure 6.3 allowed DOE to effectively divide the sources from these 16 facilities into 
broad ranges of categories of concern from a potential risk standpoint[18]. The plot in 
Figure 6.3 also illustrates that, if one assumes that risks are simply additive, the process 
of adding or not adding the risks from a source is not an important issue for the overall 
risk ranking. 

The preliminary Environmental Survey results had a profound influence on the 
DOE. There was considerable controversy over the preliminary results, and the final 
survey results were never released. Although these risk estimates were generated in a 
relatively short period (about 2 years), the results held up over time as being valid 
representations of risks. 

A subsequent effort was to develop a DOE "Priority System" for application to 
environmental cleanup efforts[23]. The concept was to optimise risk reduction in 
DOE's environmental remediation efforts. The design required input of site-specific risk 
information. Initial applications used health and environmental risk data from the 
Environmental Survey. Complex-wide multimedia risks were not estimated for the DOE 
Priority System. The estimation of risks at a detailed site-by-site level was judged too 
large of an effort. This system was used for several years with site-generated estimates 
of risk reduction that included some of the data from the DOE survey. The DOE is not 
currently using the Priority System. 

6.4.2. Modular Risk Estimation Efforts 

The next major facility-wide application that considered health and environmental risks 
was for the environmental restoration portion of the DOE Programmatic Environmental 
Impact Statement (PElS). This effort was nation-wide in scope and was to consider 
potential risks to all sites of the Environmental Survey plus a number of additional 
smaller sites. The implementers of the PElS effort were faced with a major logistics 
challenge. Estimating risks using conventional approaches (even with MEP AS) would 
be prohibitively expensive and would take longer than their schedule allowed. The 
scientists conducting the assessment jointly proposed a solution: a unit-factor risk 
computation approach, later renamed the Modular Risk Approach. The concept is to use 
unit-factors representing the component factors used in a risk computation. The 
approach allows the extensive reuse of large portions of the risk computation and the 
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Figure 6.3 Preliminary environmental survey of potential sources at 16 U.S. Department of Energy facilities 
(comparison of risk ran kings based on maximum single contaminant risk versus summed risks 

for multiple contaminants) 

simultaneous computation of component unit-factors. The result is that facility-wide 
risks can be computed with less effort (i.e., cost) in a much shorter time. The unit-factor 
approach allows roll-up of risks computed for each potential source and avoids the need 
to use the large aggregated release sites of early efforts. 

In the PElS application, unit factors were generated for each type of potential 
environmental problem at eight of DOE's major facilities. Several models were used to 
generate the unit factors: MEP AS for the multimedia transport and other models for 
certain on-site exposures not addressed by MEP AS. The overall potential impacts for a 
site were estimated by combining the unit factors and the contaminant inventories for 
each potential problem. 
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The data from the earlier DOE survey provided a starting point to develop an 
updated and expanded database for the PElS effort. Although risk computations were 
conducted for all the major DOE sites, a decision to limit the PElS to waste management 
resulted in the data for environmental restoration not appearing in the PElS final report. 

The application for the Hanford Remedial Action Environmental Impact 
Statement[24] for waste sites at DOE's Hanford Site resulted in important expansions 
and enhancements to the renamed "Modular Risk Approach." This approach considered 
separate unit factors for the transport (unit-transfer factor [UTF]) and impact (unit risk 
factor [URF]; [25]). Gelston et al.[26] documents the URFs for air and soil computed 
for this application. 

Unit risk factors such as these were used to compute risk estimates across a large 
complex DOE facility (Hanford) for very conservative land use at different time 
periods[27]. Figure 6.4 shows the resulting spatial distribution of risk for "current 
baseline conditions." The risks in Figure 6.4, based on monitored soil, air, and water 
concentrations, represent the risks for unrestricted residential use by some very 
uninformed people that do everything to maximize their risk. The result is that there are 
some areas where the risk will be fatal-and there are areas were there is no, or very little, 
risk. The very high risk levels are associated with assumptions of direct use and contact 
with the contaminated media. Similar plots provided a visual representation for a range 
of future land-use options at time periods 50, 100, 1,000, and 10,000 years into the 
future. In Figure 6.5, the 1O,000-year potential risk plot corresponding to Figure 6.4 
shows that, even with the movement, dispersion, and decay processes, the site will have 
the potential to cause harm for hypothetical residential access for a long time. 

The PElS and Hanford efforts laid the foundation for risk-estimation efforts for the 
preparation of the DOE Baseline Environmental Management Report (BEMR)[28] for 
the U.S. Congress. The PElS information on sites and their potential impacts provided a 
starting point to develop risk-based cost-drivers for the BEMR effort. The unit factor 
approach was revised to consider a series of unit factors that started with the source and 
progressed to the risk computation. 

An important aspect of the unit-factor approaches that merits some discussion here 
is the "anchoring" of the computations to available site concentration and risk data. By 
demonstrating that the estimated risk values are consistent with site data, the analysis 
provides a level of validation for the site. The anchoring requires that the estimated risks 
be the same when differences in assumptions are accounted for. The effort typically 
involves re-computing the modular risk assessment risks for specific problems using the 
same assumptions as a previous detailed risk analysis. This anchoring effort has the 
advantage of formally and clearly explaining any differences between applications in the 
risks estimated for a site[26]. 
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The modular risk assessment approach can be applied much faster and for less cost 
than a detailed site-by-site analysis. For example, all the risk computations for the 
Hanford Site were completed in about a 3-month period and for a fraction of the cost of 
conducting detailed risk analyses of all potential sources. Because the modular risk 
approach allows a rapid re-computation of overall risk for alternative assumptions 
(involving changes in factors such as the strength of the source, the land-use scenario, 
and the exposure/uptake/toxicity factors), the risk-estimation database from this Hanford 
effort was used in several subsequent Hanford risk estimation efforts conducted for other 
purposes. 

6.5. Lessons Learned: Factors to be Considered and 
Managed 

These facility-wide risk evaluation efforts had varying degrees of success. All were 
successful in generating important information that better defined the risk issues related 
to Cold War legacies. The lessons learned include a better understanding of the 
challenges of conducting such efforts along with some solutions and suggestions for 
future similar efforts. 

The undertaking and completion of a facility-wide risk characterization effort is not 
an easy task. Although such efforts have the highly commendable goal of providing 
information to better manage risks, these efforts in the U.S. have encountered 
considerable opposition. The sources of opposition discussed below are factors that 
need to be considered and managed as part of the facility-wide risk characterization 
effort. 

6.5.1. Internal and External Resistance 

Interactions with stakeholders and the public are important to direct efforts and thus 
facilitate the acceptance of the results. The DOE had various levels of input and review 
from stakeholders and the public in these efforts. However, each of the efforts suffered 
in significant ways from lack of support from stakeholders and the public. Early in the 
efforts, very unfavourable and damaging testimony was given directly to the U.S. 
Congress. A common experience was that the stakeholders and the public did not trust 
the risk-ranking approach and/or the motives behind using it. 

In each of the above facility-wide applications, there were also varying degrees of 
institutional resistance. The strongest in the initial efforts came from the view that the 
DOE Headquarters staff was trying to shift from locally to nationally managed 
programs. The initial nation-wide environmental analyses did provide DOE 
Headquarters with an overall knowledge and understanding ofthe DOE complex that 
was practically nonexistent. However, many of the individual sites completely refused 
to accept the initial results and embarked on efforts to disprove them. The original 
estimates of risk proved to be relatively robust and held up relatively well under the 
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depend mainly on their institutional structures and cultures. 
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Another source of opposition was the fear that the risk-based rankings would change 
the priorities for specific environmental management programs. People wanted to 
protect their projects and programs. Moreover, their fear was well founded: problems 
that are important from a regulatory standpoint, or other framework, may not be as 
important from an overall risk standpoint. Several such major shifts in DOE funding 
priorities occurred as the result of use of relative risk data from the efforts described 
above. 

A science-based concern was that the risk-ranking parameters might not be 
consistent with locally computed risk values. The risk parameter anchoring efforts 
described above were invaluable in addressing concerns related to the comparability of 
risk estimates. Checking and affirming that any difference in risk values is the result of 
assumptions (and not the result of using different data or models) is important in getting 
local acceptance of the risk rankings. 

Another component of the resistance is subtler and from scientists involved in 
detailed site characterization and modelling. For some, it was the reluctance to shift 
from traditional separate analyses of media to a holistic multimedia approach. Some of 
the more vocal critics felt that their detailed site-specific efforts were being 
inappropriately trivialized, seeing facility-wide risk estimation as overly simplified and 
thus incorrect. Typically no merit is seen in using approximate values to guide decision 
makers. It is important to understand the origin of these concerns and to keep such 
opposition, often by very senior and respected scientists, from stopping the risk 
evaluation efforts. 

The planner of risk-ranking efforts should not let the factors discussed above deter 
the undertakings. The process of having characterized and estimated risks is an 
important part of the product--which results in a more risk-aware infrastructure. The 
fact that several of the above efforts stopped short of producing a final report did not 
greatly diminish the influence of the efforts. The resultant better knowledge of the risks 
related to legacies became an important part of the DOE infrastructure as well as 
provided a strong base for subsequent risk evaluation efforts. 

6.5.2. Multimedia Analysis Experience 

The above efforts have identified a number of advantages specifically related to using an 
integrated multimedia system. The consistency of analysis provides the ability to 
compare impact endpoints between sites that are not normally possible with separate 
analyses for those sites. Although no single computer model is appropriate for all 
situations, multimedia computer models such as MEP AS have the advantage of covering 
a wide range of potential problems. These models are particularly useful in the facility
wide, programmatic, risk-based, and multiple-issue applications. 

In the applications described above, the multimedia analysis always resulted in 
some surprises in terms of defining important pathways. By being able to easily 
evaluate the range of possible impacts from waterborne and airborne pathways, new 
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information was routinely obtained on the relative importance of pathways. One such 
new piece of information was that, at some sites, chemical carcinogens turned out to 
have potential impacts on the same order as, or greater than, radioactive contaminants. 
Such results were unexpected because of a historical concern only for radioactive 
contaminants. 

At one site, DOE Headquarters staff felt the ground-water pathway was most 
important, while local DOE site officials felt the air pathway was most important. The 
multimedia results led to a mutual understanding that the water and air pathways were 
both important. At other sites, the analysis identified previously unsuspected pathways. 
At several of these sites, operations changed to better protect the public because of new 
insights from the multimedia analysis. 

When ranking or comparing different sites in facility-wide applications using 
computed human health endpoints, it is essential to consider the inherent uncertainty in 
the computed values. Although a single-value deterministic approach can rank problems 
in broad groups separated by many orders of magnitude, a ranking of risks closer in 
magnitude requires consideration of the inherent uncertainty[22,29]. For such 
applications, a sensitivity-uncertainty module was developed for MEP AS. 

There are many aspects to risk, and decision makers need information that covers all 
those aspects. DOE[18] initially based their rankings on a single risk parameter, a 
measure of population impact discounted for future impacts. In the pubic review, the 
use of a single risk ranking parameter received strong criticism. DOE then changed to a 
multifaceted definition of discounted and undiscounted risk-ranking parameters that 
included population, individual, and environment risk measures. This larger view of 
risk as having many aspects and dimensions has continued though the other risk-ranking 
and risk-characterization efforts described above. 

An important aspect of the facility-wide applications is the generation of a database 
of information in the process of doing the analysis. The environmental site, regional 
characterization, and contaminant data are collected for the potential problems. The 
database of model inputs and outputs can be an invaluable resource for other analyses. 
This aspect has been an important factor in allowing the facility-wide applications 
described in this paper to build on the data collected by the preceding effort. Typically, 
the database provided a starting point for data review and collection efforts on 
subsequent projects. 

It is important that these applications have external and internal reviews of proposed 
risk-based approaches. In the case of MEP AS, a formal scientific peer review was 
conducted during its development[30,31]. Subsequently the EPA conducted two 
independent reviews in terms of potentially using MEPAS: for possible listing sites on 
the NPL[32] and for analyses of hazardous, mixed, and radioactive waste sites[33]. 
EPA also reviewed MEPAS as part of their review of DOE's Priority System 
development effort[23]. MEPAS also was the subject of three scientific reviews by the 
U.S. National Research Council. Health and Welfare, Canada, also commissioned an 
independent review of multimedia models[34]. 

The facility-wide applications have also shown that no one model can apply to all 
situations. For each application, although the majority of cases were covered, certain 
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new special situations arose that were not covered by the current model formulations. 
Some cases were covered with model updates and others by using an alternative model. 

6.6. Conclusion 

Facility-wide risk-based ranking efforts can build invaluable understanding of the 
potential issues related to Cold War legacies. Conducting such efforts is difficult both 
from the standpoint of the potentially enormous scope of such an effort and the 
standpoint of potentially strong institutional barriers. The U.S. experience is that such 
efforts are worth undertaking to start building a stronger risk-based knowledge and 
infrastructure. 

Multimedia models have proven to be an effective tool in facility-wide applications. 
These models integrate waterborne and airborne pathways into a single system for 
estimating various impacts. An open architecture system such as FRAMES retains the 
advantages of the integrated multimedia assessment system such as MEP AS, while 
allowing flexibility in the selection of specific modules. 

Despite the improved efficiencies, the application of the multimedia software to 
applications with very large numbers of potential sources can still be prohibitive. The 
modular risk-estimation approach, based on unit factors, makes it feasible to conduct 
facility-wide risk-estimation efforts. The Hanford application example discussed above 
was conducted for a reasonable cost and within a relatively short time. 

The modular risk-estimation approach has a special advantage for Cold War legacy 
sites where a restricted status will preclude access to certain required data. Because the 
various unit factors can be prepared separately, all the "insensitive" factors can be 
prepared independently of any of the sensitive data. Those with access to the sensitive 
data can generate unit factors and then combine all unit factors to estimate potential 
risks. The modular risk-estimation approach will thus allow the responsible parties for a 
site to conduct multimedia evaluations without having to reveal or release sensitive data. 
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7. Cleanup of Radioactive Floating Refuse at 
Vromos Bay 

The Cold War legacies in the United States and countries of the former Soviet Union are 
daunting enough in the aggregate. However, even when looking at a single example 
site, the difficulties of clean up can be staggering. This chapter presents a case study of 
remediation of the contamination legacy in Bulgaria. Tailings from mine milling 
operations dumped a total of about 8, 000, 000 tons of refuse in Vromos Bay on the Black 
Sea. The heavy iron sulphides and oxides, copper, and uranium minerals remained 
deposited in the surf area, right on the beach, where they formed afield about 2,300 
meters long, up to 150 meters wide, and 2.3 meters thick. In 1995, the Bourgas Copper 
Mines chose to apply for the PHARE-ECOLOGY Programme to sponsor the restoration 
project. 

From 1954 to 1977, part of the refuse resulting from operations at the Rossen Flotation 
Mill in Bulgaria was discharged into the Black Sea, to the west of the village of 
Chernomorets, in Vromos Bay. Vromos Bay is a smaller bay located at the southern end 
of the Bay of Bourgas (Figure 7.1). To the east and west, Vromos Bay borders on two 
rocky capes: Atia and Akin (Figure 7.2). A long (2,500-m) and comparatively narrow 
beach covered with sand stretches between the two capes. The sand is naturally tiny and 
yellow; detritus prevails to the west. 

After 1968, all mill refuse, a total of about 8,000,000 tons, was discharged there. As 
a result, the beach at Vromos Bay has been covered with flotation refuse between Cape 
Atia and Chernomorets (Tschernomorez in Figure 7.3), and the coast line has been 
extended some 150 m into the sea in the area of the discharge. Being a source product, 
the flotation tailings consist mainly of rock-forming minerals (feldspars, pyroxene, 
quartz, and chlorite) and gangue minerals (quartz, calcite, dolomite, anchorite, fluorite, 
and clays), as well as five to six ore minerals (pyrite, chalcopyrite, magnetite, haematite, 
molybdenite, chalcocite, etc.). 

Certain radioactive materials have also been detected-uraninite, nasturane, and 
uranium resins. Both lighter rock-forming and gangue materials have been carried far 
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into the sea, where they are building a thick layer of slime. The heavy iron 
sulphides and oxides, copper, and uranium minerals have been chiefly deposited in the 
surf area and right on the beach area, where they formed a field about 2,300 m long, up 
to 150 m wide, and 2.3 m thick. This field included about 10% of the total amount of 
flotation refuse, but with copper, iron, and uranium contents several times higher[ 1]. 

As a result of the combined influence of sea waves and other processes, the border 
between the beach and adjacent areas was encircled by a continuous bank of flotation 
refuse of height 2 to 3 m. In the central parts where the beach is over 150 m wide, these 
same processes led to the formation of single dunes up to 5 to 6 m in height. 

This chapter presents a case study of how Vromos Bay was restored. It describes 
conditions before restoration, initial restoration attempts, a major restoration project, and 
its results. 

7.1. Conditions Before Restoration 

As early as the 1970s, research sought to determine the concentration of radioactive 
components on the beach and in bottom sediments of Vromos Bay. In 1970, 
Ouzounov[2] pointed out an increased value of the exposition power of concentrations in 
the "black" sand of the beach. The most detailed studies were carried out in 1976,1978, 

Figure 7.1 Location of Vromos Bay 
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Figure 7.2 Bay of Bourgas and sea currents 

1983, and 1991. In the 1976 studies, some quite high values of Pc up to 940 ~Rlh-were 
detected[3], It was then that a larger area was measured for the first time, and "hot 
spots" were detected where the radium-226 concentration was as high as 41,400 
Bq/kg[4], 

7.1.1. Beach Area 

The results from three studies carried out by Bourgas Copper Mines Co. pointed out that 
a unique technogenic placer deposit had been formed in the west and central part of the 
beach. This deposit has the component distribution and typical oblique structures of 
sedimentation characteristic of coastal sea placers, as determined by the combined 
gravity and separating effect of the sea in the surf zone and the accumulative processes 
in the confluence point. The black colour of that beach was not natural, but resulted 
mainly from the magnetite and haematite brought by the tailings (see Figure 7.1) as well 
as the rock-forming materials. 

The copper contents were within the range of 0.06% to 2.20%, the iron content was 
within 8.4% to 49.2%, and concentrations of radio nuclides were present. Results from 
the radioactivity measured as of September 15, 1993, are given in Table 7.1. The same 
table also shows the natural radioactivity of some adjacent beaches for the sake of 
comparison. 
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Figure 7.3 Plan of the Rossen Mine and Vromos Bay 
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TABLE 7.1 Radioactivity measured in September 1993 near Vromos Bay 

Location Power of Specific Activity, Bq/kg 
Exposition, Uranium-235 Radium-226 Thorium-232 

llR/h 
Vromos Bay 

I. Exurb I 50 950 + 12% 600 + 20% 30 + 10% 

2. Exurb II 110 1800 + 15% 3700 + 20% 30 + 18% 
3. Central part 100 5000 + 7% 4900 + 12% 40+ 17% 
4. Central part (soil) 35 300 + 25% 200 + 30% 45+ 7% 
5. Poplar forest 80 2900 + 10% 2800 + 15% 30 + 19% 

Adjacent Beaches 
6. Bourgas 6-7 <MDA* 25 + 5% 20+ 10% 
7. Village ofChemomorets 15 <MDA 18 + 10% 20 + 10% 
8. Gradina campground 7-8 <MDA 12 + 10% 10 + 10% 
9. Sozopol 10-12 <MDA 20+ 5% 15 + 10% 

• MDA-Mmlmal Detectable ActIvIty 

7.1.2. Bay Bottom 

Of the 8,000,000 tons of tailings thrown into Vromos Bay, about 1,000,000 tons 
have been re-deposited on the beach area, and over 900,000 tons have been dredged and 
used in the fundamental construction of the Port of Bourgas-West. The remaining 
6,000,000 tons cover the greater part of the bay bottom with a layer over 1 m thick. The 
tailings have been separated by the bottom stream and waves according to the size and 
density of the primary material (Table 7.2). Table 7.3 shows the number of samples 
taken in the respective year, and the range ofradium-226 contents. 

TABLE 7.2 Screen analysis of tailings in Vromos Bay 

Particle Size, mm Percent 
>0.4 1.4 

<0.4 > 0.3 3.1 
<0.3 > 0.25 6.9 
<0.25> 0.12 10.1 
<0.12> 0.08 12.3 

<0.08 61.3 
Other 4.9 

TABLE 7.3 Range ofradium-226 in samples in Vromos Bay, 1978, 1983, and 1991 

Year No. of Samples Specific Activity ofRadium-226 (Bq/kg) 
1978 7 10- 640 
1983 37 54-1380 
1991 78 10-1150 
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7.1.3. Requirements for Radiation Protection 

Bulgarian main rules for radiation protection (the Committee for Peaceful Use of 
Nuclear Power, 1992) defined the basic levels of radiation and their control (Table 7.4). 
Regulation No.7, 1986, the Environmental Ministry, provides instructions and rules to 
define the allowed pollution of flowing surface water for radium-226 as 150 mBq/L. 
Pursuant to Regulation No.7, the Committee for Peaceful Use of Nuclear 
Power/07.0 1.1992, the residue characterised by a value of over 1 mSv/h of the 
equivalent dose of gamma radiation at a O.I-m distance from the surface shall be deemed 
hard radioactive residue. 

TABLE 7.4. Regulations for radiation exposure 

Groups Definition Basic Limits for Effective External 
Radiation for 1 year 

A People working temporarily of permanently with 50mSv 
sources of ionising radiation; people exposed to 
such radiation by profession; people involved in 
extreme lifesaving activities. 

B People or groups of population including both 5mSv 
sexes above 18 years of age. 

e The population of the country as a whole. I mSv 

7.2. Initial Restoration, 1991-1994 

Initial restoration efforts sought to clean the beach area and find a way to utilise the 
useful components of deposit. The Bourgas Copper Mine developed an effective 
technology for this purpose. They started by studying the mineral and material 
composition of the tailings. According to their studies, the copper in the tailings is 
mainly represented by chalcopyrite. Chalcocite and bornite are detected much more 
rarely. The highest copper contents can be found in classes of +0.08, +0.12, and +0.16 
mm. Most of copper minerals are covered with a thin film of copper oxides. The iron is 
found as magnetite and haematite, mostly in the classes below 0.16 mm. Most radio
active minerals are distributed in the non-magnetic fraction (the classes below 0.16 mm). 

The technology developed based on these findings was put in place in early 1991. 
Tailings are collected and carried to the Rossen Flotation Mills for additional grinding to 
remove the oxide film from the mineral surface. Tailings are then subject to magnetic 
separation and flotation in accordance with the operative technological scheme. The 
result is a copper concentrate with copper contents of 13% to 15% and gold contents of 4 
to 5 g/ton, as well as an iron concentrate with 55% iron contents. 

These flotation tailings (about 75% of the treated quantity) contain nearly all the 
radioactive minerals. They are stored in the Rossen-3 tailings dump (noted as R3 on 
Figure 7.3). 
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7.3. PHARE Project, 1995 

Despite the technology developed to prevent additional contamination of the beach and 
bottom sediments, the areas still required restoration from the original deposits. In 1995, 
the Bourgas Copper Mines chose to apply for the PHARE-ECOLOGY Programme to 
sponsor the restoration project. This project involved purposeful research work to define 
the degree of pollution of both beach and sea bottom as well as the way ofremoving the 
radioactive flotation tailings. 

7.3.1. Gathering Information 

To prepare for the project, all information on the quantity of the ore treated in the Rossen 
Flotation Mill between 1954 and 1977, the time when flotation tailings were thrown in 
the sea, was collected and used. The quantity of flotation tailings was determined from 
the quantity of ore treated. All information related to the study of the beach area and bay 
(made in 1979, 1982, 1991, and 1993) as well as the partial study of sea sediments in the 
bay (made in 1978, 1983, and 1991) were collected and analysed. 

7.3.2. Sampling 

Additional information was gathered by sampling the beach and bay areas. 

Beach Area 
The beach area was sampled by profiles located a distance of 125 m apart; two points 
were sampled for each profile. The gamma radiation background was measured at these 
points, and a sample quantity of about 2 kg was taken for analysis. That sampling 
network proved optimal based on the wind and surf effect of many years on the beach 
area and the information collected from previous studies. (The 1993 study used profiles 
50 m apart with three points on each profile.) The network was defined by using the 
rarefaction method and the information from the 1993 study. This network is denser 
than the one in the bay because the surf area has a more dynamic sedimentation 
environment (the formation of oblique structures), and the quantities subject to treatment 
and direct disposal required a more precise determination. 

Bay Bottom 
The bay bottom was sampled using a 250-m by 250-m network. A scuba diver took the 
samples, which weighed about 2 kg, from the upper 15 to 20 cm of the sediment. These 
samples are characteristic of the whole sediment thickness at the particular point based 
on a number of constants influencing the process of sedimentation. These constants 
include composition of flowing tailings, fixed place of flow, and typical and continuous 
streams in the bay. These factors resulted in the formation in the central part of the bay 
of an elliptical geological body, whose long axis coincides with the direction ofthe 
tailings flow (Figure 7.4, the information refers to radium-226 contents in bottom 
sediments and comes from a research carried out in 1995). 
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The sampling network was selected following an analysis of the information 
resulting from the above research and considering the slower sedimentation at depths 
over 10 m[5]. 

The water layer was also sampled by a 500-m by 500-m network. The sample 
volume was about 3 litres, and samples were analysed for radium-226. 
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Figure 7.4 Activity at sea bottom level in Vromos Bay, June 1995 

The motor boat used by the scuba divers was fixed to a particular point from the 
shore by an EOT-2000 light-distance-meter geodetic apparatus (made in Germany). 

Adjacent Bays 
The bays adjacent to Vromos-at Atia, the village of Chemomorets, the Chemomorets 
camping site, and the Gradina camping site-were sampled by single profiles. A sample 
was taken from the beach area and from sampling points at a distance of 250 m in the 
bottom sediments of the respective bays. 



7.3.3. Independent Assessment of Project Plans 

The project for the Vromos Bay cleanup was reviewed by URANERZBERGBAU, a 
German consulting company. The company consultants revised the project and 
researched alternatives. Variants considered included 
• Pebbling the beach 
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• Sucking bottom radioactive deposits out of the Vromos Bay and disposing of them 
far out to sea 

• Disposing the flotation tailings into the Rossen Flotation Mill 
• Disposing the flotation tailings into the liquidated mine galleries of adjacent mines 

in the Rossen mine field. 
To assess the variants, consultants developed a qualification system. According to their 
analysis, the most appropriate variant is the disposal in the mine galleries. 
Unfortunately, the galleries do not have the capacity required. Because of this, disposal 
of the tailings in the Rossen Flotation Mill was chosen as the optimal and 
environmentally friendly alternative. 

7.3.4. Removal and Disposal of Tailings from the Beach 

Cleanup of the Vromos Bay beach area started as early as September 1997 in 
compliance with the techniques in the project plans. The radioactive flotation tailings 
were collected by bulldozers, loaded onto dump trucks by front loaders and excavators 
(Figure 7.5), and then disposed either to the R-4 tailing dump or the Rossen Flotation 
Mill (see Figure 7.3). To speed the process, sand was excavated at three or four points 
simultaneously. This arrangement required 30 to 40 dump trucks of 14- to 16-ton 
capacity to be simultaneously operating. 

The beach area was cleaned mainly in winter and spring, when storms frequent the 
bay. Thus, black sand from the beach area had to be extracted three times following 
each new release of new quantities by the sea. Before each new cleanup, the area was 
sampled. Samples were analysed in the laboratory of the Regional Inspection of 
Environment and Water, Bourgas. The beach was cleaned to the base layer of hard grey
black clays. Visual inspection show that, following each cleanup, the sands newly 
released by the sea are of a lighter and lighter colour and smaller radionuclide 
concentration (detected by the gamma spectrometric analyses of intermediate samples). 

To dispose of the tailings, a tailing dump was built on a site owned by the Bourgas 
Copper Mines. The dump was built in agreement with the Bourgas Regional Inspection 
of Environment and Water, and was approved by the Ministry of Environment and 
Water. The soil layer and weathering material were removed in advance and disposed of 
separately. The south and west part of the tailing dump was walled by soil material. The 
wall has the following dimensions: 
• Base, 8 m wide 
• Crown, 4 m wide 
• Height, 6 m. 
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Figure 7.5 Cleaning of the beach at Vromos Bay, 1998 

The wall was shaped at two levels at a slope angle of 1: 1. It was compacted by a 
road roller during construction. 

7.3.5. Treating Residue in the Rossen Flotation Plant 

A part of the tailings was treated in the Rossen Flotation Plant. The quantity was 
considerably smaller than the one originally suggested because of low prices at the 
London Metal Exchange. The quantities were characterised by copper content over 
0.38%. After being transported to the plant reception bunkers about 7 km away from the 
beach, tailings were treated by grinding, flotation, and magnetic separation. The total 
output of both copper and iron concentrate was about 10% to 12%. The remaining 
quantity (88% to 90%), containing most of the radioactive minerals, was disposed of in 
the operating Rossen-3 tailing pond (noted as R3 on Figure 7.3). 

7.3.6. Monitoring 

In compliance with project plans, areas were sampled after cleanup in the same volume 
and within the same network as the original sampling in 1995. Areas were sampled in 
July and August 1998 (Table 7.5). 
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TABLE 7.5 Sampling conducted near Vromos Bay, 1998 

Type of Activity Dimension Quantity 
1. Beach area sampling No 65 
2. Beach area radiometric sampling No 65 
3. Beach area drilling 1m 33 
4. Taking samples from drill holes No 66 
5. Taking samples from bottom sediments No 158 
6. Taking water samples from bottom layer No 37 
7. Referring samples to a geodetic basis No 251 
8. Analysis of radio nuclides No 289 

Samples from bottom sediments, the beach area, drill holes, and water taken from 
the bottom layer were analysed for uranium-23S, radium-226, thorium-232, and 
potassium-40. Samples were analysed using an ORTEC low-background gamma
spectrometric apparatus in the laboratory of the Bourgas Regional Inspection of 
Environment and Water, and the Dosimetric and Radiation Protection Laboratory at the 
Physical Department of the Sofia University "St Kliment Ohridski." 

7.4. Project Results 

Restoration activities resulted in noted improvement to both the beach and bottom 
sediments. 

7 .4.1. Beach Area 

As a result of the removal of some SOO,OOO tons of flotation tailings, the beach area of 
the bay was considerably influenced: 
• The width of the beach area was reduced in the various profiles from 60 to 150 m to 

20 to 50 m, which has brought it near its original condition (Figure 7.6.) 
• The thickness of the flotation tailings on the beach, which ranged from 2 to 6 m, 

was reduced to about 0.30 m, as detected by the drill holes (Figure 7.6). A number 
of places, particularly in the east part of the bay, were totally cleaned of their 
flotation tailings. 

• Radionuclide concentration in the beach sand decreased considerably since 1979, 
mostly because of the excavation of flotation residue but partly because of its 
spreading over a larger surface (Table 7.6) 

• Sand colour was essentially changed: from dark grey and black before restoration, 
to light grey and yellow after restoration (Figures 7.7 and 7.S). 
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Figure 7.6 Profile No.4, typical section ofVromos beach 
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TABLE 7.6 Changes in radionuclide concentrations over time at Vromos Bay 

Year No. of Exposition Power, flRlh Specific Activity, 8q/kg 
Samples Min Max Min Max 

1979 15 25 940 74 41400 
1993 28 35 110 200 3700 
1995 44 17 56 100 609 
1998 44 15 32 83 400 

7.4.2. Bottom Sediments 

The results from the research work carried out to determine the bay bottom 
litho dynamics show that, 20 years after the discharge of flotation residue ceased, the 
newly formed lithobodies are still slowly moving. This dynamic is a result of three main 
factors, the first and most significant being the removal of flotation residue from the 
beach. The other two factors involve bottom streams and waves. At the time of 
sampling, two areas of increased radioactivity of over 200 Bqlkg were located on the sea 
bottom. One of them was located against the discharge zone, with a centre of about 600 
m away from the shore (Figure 7.9). Two comparatively smaller areas were detected 
within it, characterised by a radium-266 concentration of over 600 Bqlkg. Bottom 

Figure 7.7 Beach at Vromos Bay, a view from the east (August 1998) 
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Figure 7.8 Beach at Vromos Bay, central part (August 1998) 

sediments here comprised compact black clay materials, formed during the 
sedimentation of the pellet fraction of the flotation residue. The sand component, which 
had moved to that point during the discharge, was pushed back to the shore. The second 
area was located at about 1,500 m farther into the bay, at a depth of over 15 m below the 
surface. Sediments in that area comprised black slimes in a semi-liquid state. The area 
distribution and activity as determined in three successive studies are shown in 
Table 7.7. 

Analyses also showed that the size of high concentration areas in bottom sediments 
is continually decreasing. The absolute value of specific activity is also decreasing. 
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Figure 7.9 Activity at sea bottom level in Vromos Bay, August 1998 

TABLE 7.7 Distribution of bottom sediments in Vromos Bay by area and activity 

Specific Activity of Area, m2 

Radium-226,8q/kg 1991 1995 1998 
200-400 1,400,000 1,600,000 1,742,000 

400-600 1,050,000 1,100,000 941,000 

600-800 470,000 300,000 93,000 

800-1000 60,000 20,000 -

> 1000 25,000 - -
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8. Integrated Accident Risk Analysis and 
Applications for the Disposal of 
Chemical Agents and Munitions 

Although many studies could benefit from the aspects of risk assessment described in 
this book to clean up Cold War legacies, only afew studies have integrated risk 
management and risk assessment well. This chapter describes one such study-efforts of 
the u.s. Army to remediate the legacy of chemical weapons stored in the United States. 
This effort addressed the human risk associated with that storage, developed and 
implemented a process to destroy the chemical weapon energetics and agent, analysed 
the facility and human risk associated with the destruction process, and used a risk 
management approach to control the process. The risk analysis is an accident analysis. 
Riskfrom routine operations and mild accidents is examined in other studies and is 
small compared with the risk of more severe accidents. 

Chemical weapons have played an important role as a United States military deterrent 
over the past 50 years. Weapons materials are stored at eight sites within the continental 
United States. Chemical agents included in this stockpile are of two basic types, nerve 
and blister, and are configured in a variety of munitions and bulk containers. 
The changing global political climate, however, has led to an elimination of the need for 
these weapons and the chemical agents used in their manufacture. 

In 1985, Congress enacted Public Law (PL) 99-145[1]. This law directed the 
Department of the Army to establish a program to dispose of the U.S. stockpile of 
unitary chemical weapons and agents. In 1997, the U.S. ratified the Chemical Weapons 
Convention. This treaty commits the signatories to destroy all their chemical warfare 
materiel in an environmentally safe manner by April 2007[2]. The Chemical Stockpile 
Disposal Program was established to achieve these goals. The U.S. Army Program 
Manager for Chemical Demilitarization (PMCD) has responsibility for the disposal 
program. This program is committed to meeting the disposal objectives while protecting 
the environment and the safety and health of the workers and the people of the 
surrounding communities. 
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This chapter introduces the principles the program applies to achieve its risk 
management goals. The focus then shifts to the integrated accident risk analysis [or 
Quantitative Risk Assessments (QRAs)] used to assess the greatest hazards associated 
with chemical agent weapons disposal-agent and explosives. The QRA uses a number 
of techniques to estimate risk. The chapter discusses each in tum as well as introduces 
the software code being developed to facilitate the analysis. The chapter also provides 
an introduction to presenting risk results because this activity poses unique challenges in 
presentation and communication. Finally, the chapter summarizes applications of 
integrated facility analysis for Cold War legacy facilities. 

8.1. Managing Chemical Demilitarisation 

The primary vehicle for managing the Army's chemical demilitarisation efforts is the 
Risk Management Program. This program is a life-cycle activity that started in the 
conceptual design phase and will continue until the disposal of chemical warfare 
material is complete and the associated facilities decommissioned. The primary 
objective of this program is outlined in the PMCD safety policy. This policy was 
developed from classical risk management principles[3-8] and includes military 
regulations[9] and industry standards[lO,ll]. 

The Army's chemical demilitarisation efforts are managed by programs for risk 
assessment, risk management, peer review, and public involvement, all of which support 
the goals of quantitative risk assessment. The following subsections deal with the 
various aspects of the program in more detail. 

8.1.1. Program Manager for Chemical Demilitarization Risk Assessment 
Activities 

The PM CD has developed a risk management program in keeping with U.S. Army 
regulations and state and federal laws and to meet the goals of minimizing risks to the 
worker, environment, and communities. To accomplish these goals, the U.S. Army uses 
risk assessments to understand and control risks. Several different types of risk 
assessments are performed and, taken together, they form a complete picture of the risks 
of storage and disposal. 

The following hazards are studied in risk assessments: 
• Chemical agent 
• Explosives 
• Stack emissions 
• Occupational hazards, such as lifting injuries or hearing damage 
• Industrial hazards involving other chemicals and materials, such as caustic 

chemicals. 
Identifying and understanding hazards through risk assessment is the first step in 

successfully reducing risks. Several risk assessments, each with a different purpose and 
scope, are done for each chemical agent disposal facility. Some hazards are examined in 



more than one assessment. Three main types of risk assessments provide a 
comprehensive analysis of storage and disposal risk: 
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1. Health Risk Assessments-examine the risks to the surrounding communities and 
environment from incineration stack emissions. Assessments for each site include a 
Human Health Risk Assessment and an Ecological Risk Assessment. 

2. Hazard Evaluations-identify and rank potential hazards resulting from disposal 
operations. Multiple evaluations are performed for each site and cover risks 
associated with chemical agent and explosives, as well as industrial and 
occupational hazards. 

3. QRAs-evaluate the likelihood and effects of an accidental release of chemical agent 
during storage and disposal. Risks to the public and workers are both studied. 
To help reduce the chance of an accidental release of a chemical agent, the program 

completes QRAs, which are limited to the greatest hazard, the chemical agents, and any 
associated explosives. The QRA studies the complete disposal process, as well as 
munition storage, and considers: 
1. Human errors, such as an accident driving a forklift 
2. Equipment failures, such as a drain line valve failure 
3. Loss of support utilities, such as electrical power 
4. External influences, such as aircraft crashes 
5. Acts of nature, such as storms and earthquakes. 

Hundreds of potential accidents, including very rare events, are studied using 
models of the facility processes. The QRA is intended to represent, to the maximum 
extent possible, a best estimate of the frequency of potential accidents, and the 
magnitude of the consequences (number of people affected). The result of the QRA is a 
list of events most likely to occur or to cause the greatest harm to human health. The 
combination of likelihood and health consequence is called risk. The program manager 
reviews this list to make changes to equipment or procedures to further increase safety. 
Risks can also be compared, such as the risk of storage to the risk of processing. Risks 
can also be compared to other risks in life, although that requires great care in 
understanding what is being compared. 

In terms ofrisk management, the QRA results are translated into the u.s. Army and 
program's existing system ofrisk assessment codes. This translation allows QRA risks 
to be considered within the existing and accepted decision framework, rather than having 
separate numerical decisions associated with QRAs and all other hazard analyses. 

8.1.2. Program Manager for Chemical Demilitarization Risk Management 

Assessments are the first step in risk management, the process by which risks are 
identified, controlled, and reduced. Risk management also includes: 
1. Establishing requirements to minimize risks 
2. Monitoring to continuously ensure that safety measures are effective 
3. Assessing and tracking changes to maintain safety throughout the life of the plant 
4. Encouraging public participation to ensure that members ofthe public are informed 

and involved. 
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By identifying and managing risks, the Army's program achieves its objective 
of providing maximum protection to the health and safety of the public, workers, and the 
environment. The Army's chemical demilitarisation risk management program is 
summarized in Guide to Risk Management Policy and Activities[12] and Chemical Agent 
Disposal Facility Risk Management Program Requirements[13]. 

8.1.3. National Research Council and the Qualitative Risk Assessment 

Ongoing review of the Chemical Stockpile Disposal Program by a standing committee 
of the National Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences helps ensure that 
the program is technically sound and uses available technology. To this end, the 
committee makes recommendations with respect to the implementation of various 
technologies and takes other steps that have the potential for minimizing adverse impacts 
of the program. 

In a letter to the Assistant Secretary of the U.S. Army (Installations, Logistics, and 
Environment), dated January 8, 1993[14], the National Research Council Committee for 
Review and Evaluation of the U.S. Army Chemical Stockpile Disposal Program 
recommended that a comprehensive plan be developed to manage the risk associated 
with the disposal of chemical munitions and associated chemical agents. The 
recommendation indicated that site-specific QRAs be performed before developing a site 
risk management program. In a 1994 report[15], the council reiterated their 
recommendation to perform site-specific risk analyses using the most recent information 
and methods. They recommended that analyses be conducted to compare the relative 
risk of continued storage and disposal at each stockpile storage site. The principal 
objectives would be to identify major risk contributors and to use the QRA models in 
ongoing risk management. The QRA also updates conclusions drawn from the risk 
analysis developed in 1987[16] to support the Final Programmatic Environmental 
Impact Statement. This risk analysis compared several programmatic alternatives and 
concluded that maximum safety dictates prompt disposal. 

In response to these recommendations, the program directed that a QRA and a risk 
management program be developed for the first of eight planned facilities in the 
continental United States: the Tooele Chemical Agent Disposal Facility. The goal of 
these activities was to minimize the risk that could be posed to the public, site 
workforce, and environment by potential agent-related accidents during chemical 
disposal operations. The Tooele Chemical Agent Disposal Facility QRA was published 
in 1996[17]. 

The National Research Council has continued to provide oversight of the program 
and has consistently reinforced their view of the importance of the QRA as part of the 
risk management program. In 1996, Review of Systemization of the Tooele Chemical 
Agent Disposal Facility[18] was published. The review recognized and expressed 
general satisfaction with the ongoing risk management efforts including the QRA and 
recommended that QRAs be completed before the start of agent operations at the Tooele 
facility. This report was followed by a more specific report, Risk Assessment and 
Management at the Deseret Chemical Depot and the Tooele Chemical Agent Disposal 
Facility[19], which included a review of the QRA and other risk management efforts. 



The committee found that the Tooele facility QRA met their previous 
recommendations and offered the following with regard to the QRA: 

The Stockpile Committee has followed the [Deseret Chemical Depot] DCD/TOCDF [Tooele 
Chemical Agent Disposal Facility] QRA project closely since its inception and has maintained 
oversight of the Expert Panel independent peer review process. The QRA has achieved the 
goals set out in the committee's 1993 letter report and the Recommendations report (NRC, 
1994). The success of the QRA was a direct result of a skilled SAIC technical team, firm 
support from the U.S. Army and TOCDF personnel, and frequent and positive interactions 
between the TOCDF field staff and the QRA team. The resulting QRA was significantly 
improved during the Expert Panel review. The findings of the QRA are consistent with the 
interim findings in the Systemization report (NRC, 1996).[19] 
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The committee urged some additional work to promote integration of the QRA 
activities and other endeavours within a complete risk management program. They also 
reinforced their view that the QRAs should be maintained current and used to evaluate 
ongoing operations. 

Finally, the National Research Council has issued an update to the report[20]. That 
report urged that the QRAs for facilities under development be performed as soon as 
feasible to allow risk mitigation measures to be implemented into the design. The 
committee also recommended formalization of the risk management programs. 
Activities are currently underway with the individual sites to ensure that risk 
management efforts meet program goals. 

National Research Council reviews continue for the Anniston Chemical Agent 
Disposal Facility QRA published in the fall of2000[21]. 

8.1.4. Objectives of the QRA 

The QRA is used to help efficiently manage and minimize the risk associated with 
facility operations, as part of the program's overall risk management program. A 
principal goal of this assessment is to identify those systems, components, and activities 
that govern the risks associated with disposal of chemical munitions and agents. 

Risk is quantified for several reasons. Primarily, quantification provides for ranking 
those items that govern risk. Insights derived from the QRA will be used to identify 
potential improvements in systems or operations that could further reduce the public and 
worker health risks during disposal operations. In addition, the quantitative results will 
allow determination of whether proposed modifications to the facility, operating 
procedures, or the schedule for disposal would actually avert a significant amount of risk 
relative to the complexity of the change. The QRA provides the plant-specific inputs for 
each site's risk management program as documented in the requirements document[13]. 
Finally, the evaluation of risk will serve as the basis for communicating the risk insights 
to the operating staff and other interested parties. 

8.1.5. Scope of the QRA 

The scope of the QRA includes analysing the risk to the public and site workers from 
accidental releases of chemical agent during chemical munitions and agent storage and 
disposal activities at stockpile disposal sites. The QRA includes an estimate of the risks 
associated with the following aspects of chemical storage and disposal activities: 
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1. Stockpile munitions handling associated with moving munitions to prepare for 
transport to the facility 

2. Transportation of munitions from the stockpile storage area to the chemical disposal 
facility 

3. Disposal processes within the facility. 
In addition, the QRA estimates risk associated with storing munitions in the stockpile 
storage area. 

The QRA considers the effects of postulated accidental releases of chemical agent 
on both the public (the population outside the depot boundary) and workers (within the 
depot boundary). Only accidental releases of agent large enough to cause adverse health 
effects to the public or workers are included. 

Both public and worker risk are calculated in terms of acute fatality risk, which is 
the probability of fatality over a specified period of time as a result of a one-time 
exposure to postulated releases of chemical agent. The risk of exposure-induced cancers 
is also considered for potential releases of mustard agent (nerve agents have not shown 
long-term effects such as cancer). Risk is not assessed for accidents involving workers 
where there is no potential for agent releases (i.e., typical industrial accidents that do not 
involve handling munitions or agent). 

For all operations and storage activities, a full range of potential events that could 
lead to an agent release is considered. Both releases that result from internal events 
(originating inside the plant or directly from the activity being performed) and those 
initiated by external events (such as earthquakes, tornadoes, and aircraft crashes) are 
modelled. 

Walkdowns of systems and structures are performed to support the analyses. In a 
walkdown, the analyst physically examines systems and structures in the actual facility 
to determine whether it was built and is being maintained and operated according to 
design, maintenance, and operations documentation. System walkdowns support 
development of the system fault tree models. Seismic, lightning protection, tornado, and 
fire analysis walkdowns are conducted to support the external event analyses. The 
transportation analysis is based on actual road conditions and traffic patterns. 
Discussions are held with plant staff regarding munitions handling and disposal 
operations. This approach is preferred over obtaining information only from design 
drawings and other reference documents. 

Risks lie in a continuum between a definite outcome (for example, a 100% chance 
that a worker would be injured) and very rare occurrences (for example, one chance in a 
billion that the person would be injured). The estimated risks are uncertain because of 
limitations in knowledge concerning both the likelihood and consequences of events. 
They may also be uncertain because ofrandonmess involved in the risk phenomena (for 
example, lightning may strike someone at a golf course with a probability that may be 
fairly well known, but there is an element of randonmess as to which golfer might get 
struck). These uncertainties must also be considered. 

The QRA is comprehensive in that it estimates both public and worker risk, and also 
includes an evaluation of uncertainties. Uncertainties in the parameters and models used 
in the analysis are quantified to display the confidence in the results. In addition to the 
uncertainty analysis, selected sensitivity analyses are conducted. The sensitivity 



analyses determine how the risk results vary based on changes to key assumptions 
in the risk model. 

8.1.6. Public Involvement 
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The risk management process also includes public involvement. Public involvement 
occurs through a number of avenues, some of which are mandated by federal and state 
law. The environmental permitting process includes provisions for notification of the 
public regarding endeavours that could affect their communities. The public has specific 
mechanisms for review and comment on permits and supporting analyses. 

While the u.s. Army endorses and complies with these public involvement 
activities, a more important effort is direct involvement of the public as an input to 
decision making. An extensive effort is focused on providing the public an opportunity 
to share the information concerning the projects. Recent public involvement efforts are 
summarized in the Public Outreach and Information Office's annual report[22]. In 
addition to these public outreach efforts, specific activities to involve the public in risk 
management decision making have been initiated. The most comprehensive effort is 
public involvement in the change management process throughout the facility lifecycle. 
The process includes public participation in decisions concerning major facility changes 
that could impact risk, including procedural and equipment changes. This participation 
process includes sharing with the public the risk inputs that form part of the basis for 
decision making. 

8.1.7. Uses of the QRA in Risk Management 

The way that the QRA is used in risk management is a function of how site contractors 
implement risk management requirements. The development of a risk management 
workstation was a goal coupled to the completion of the QRA. To meet that goal, SAIC 
has developed the Quantus risk management program. Quantus is an easy-to-use, 
integrated suite ofrisk assessment and management tools. Quantus was developed for 
two audiences. First, it meets the exacting needs of the risk engineers for accurate 
development and solution of complex probabilistic models. Second, it provides decision 
makers with access to results in usable and understandable formats. Decision makers 
also have the power to do "what-if' analyses to investigate changes. Because all models 
are developed and stored in Quantus, the program and the QRA are integrated. 

The QRA uses will evolve, but there are a number of demonstrated areas where they 
have proven their usefulness to decision makers. 
• The QRA has been used to examine the design of the facilities. For example, the 

Tooele facility QRA resulted in a redesign of a portion of the disposal facility 
structure to reduce possible earthquake damage. The amount of liquefied petroleum 
gas stored near the facility was also reduced based on risk findings. 

• The QRA has been used to assess the scheduling of disposal operations. Along with 
efficient plant operations, PMCD has a goal of eliminating the storage risk as 
quickly as possible. Reducing equipment change-outs to accommodate different 
types of munitions and reducing the need to clean the plant to switch between 
different chemical agents are important considerations. 
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• The QRA has been used to make other operational changes. Residence times 
for metal parts in the furnace airlock at the Tooele facility were minimized based on 
a QRA finding of a potential for an explosive build up of agent vapour. Disposal of 
one type of munitions was delayed because of the potential for a munition-specific 
risk that required additional study before processing. The QRAs even had broader 
impact in that the U.S. Army-wide accident planning guidance for munitions 
handling (called maximum-credible events) was redefined using the QRA models of 
accident frequencies. 

• The QRA was used to identify potential risk-reduction opportunities for storage of 
chemical weapons and agents. This included lowering the VX rocket pallet stacks 
to reduce earthquake damage potential at the Deseret Chemical Depot. All storage 
structures housing rockets have had additional electrical bonding done to offer 
increased protection against lightning based on QRA findings. 

• The QRAs have also played a role in other management activities. The QRAs 
provide information in support of regulatory and legal activities. The emergency 
planning community uses the QRA accidents as a planning base to allow 
preparations for probabilistic ally significant accidents. The QRA has proven useful 
in accident investigations and in pre-operational surveys. Other related issues have 
been addressed. For example, on-base land re-use proposals at Pine Bluff, 
Arkansas, and Pueblo, Colorado, have been studied from a risk perspective. 
In summary, the QRA has found many useful applications in responding to day-to

day management needs, both internally and in response to Pentagon and other inquires. 

8.2. Quantitative Risk Assessment Methodology Overview 

Like most modem industrial facilities and processes, chemical disposal facilities and 
demilitarisation activities have been designed with careful consideration of safety. A 
QRA may be used to further enhance safety through development of models that enable 
an integrated assessment of equipment and operations. The quantification of these 
models provides insights concerning the frequencies of potential accidents and the 
relative safety importance of different equipment and activities. Thus, a QRA is a good 
adjunct to the engineering design and operation practices that ensure plant safety. The 
quantitative results are used to understand risks to the public and facility workers, 
allowing comparison to other risks for further perspective on the safety of the overall 
process. 

The methods used in this analysis were based on QRA approaches used on other 
facilities and technologies. The methods have been customized and extended for 
chemical disposal to reflect the specific nature of the activities and to ensure maximum 
benefit in terms of insights and feedback that could be used to understand risks and 
improve the processes. The QRA process is summarized in the following paragraphs 
and illustrated in Figure 8.1. 
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Figure 8.1 Steps in the Quantitative Risk Assessment process 

8.2.1. Identification of Initiators 
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Accidents can be systematically examined as a progression of events, called an accident 
sequence, which describes how a facility or operation moves from a normal, safe state to 
an accident condition in which the public or workers are exposed to potential health 
consequences. Given that risk is examined in terms of accident sequences, it is essential 
that the identification and modelling of these sequences be as complete as possible. The 
first step in the QRA, therefore, is an exhaustive consideration of the potential events 
that could initiate an accident sequence. 

Each accident sequence can be described as beginning with an initiating event, or 
initiator, that starts an off-normal progression of events that could result in agent release. 
For analytical convenience, events are usually categorized as either internal or external 
events. Internal events occur within the process system, such as an operational error or 
equipment failure. External events occur outside the process system or have widespread 
effects. Thus, an operational error or a failure of a piece of equipment is an internal 
event, while earthquakes, fires, floods, or aircraft impacts are external events. 

Identification of possible initiators is generally based on past analyses. For 
chemical disposal facilities, these analyses include the Tooele facility QRA[ 17], 
analyses associated with operations at that facility and elsewhere, and technical 
evaluations of operations and equipment. In addition, QRAs of other facilities have 
developed lists of initiating events, which are used to ensure completeness[23-26]. 

Figure 8.2 illustrates the initiator identification process. Internal initiators are 
identified through a systematic evaluation of the entire disposal process, from loading 
munitions at the storage yard to final disposal of the munitions and their agent. The 
evaluation is aided by the use of process operations diagrams (PODs), which delineate 
the steps of a process and the possible deviations from normal processing that might 
occur at each step. The thorough consideration of the process and past evaluations result 
in a comprehensive assessment of potential initiating events. 

After identification of the initiators, fault tree models are developed to quantify the 
various combinations of failures that could lead to the initiator. A fault tree is a logic 
structure that determines the possible combinations of events that can lead to a specific 
outcome. In this case, the fault trees model the basic causes of various types of 
initiators. For example, a POD might show that a munition could be dropped during 
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Figure 8.2 Identification of initiators 

handling in the unpacking area of the facility, The fault tree then identifies the specific 
combinations of equipment and/or human failures that could result in a munition drop, 
Some events identified on a POD did not require detailed fault tree models because they 
could be described in a single event. Other events, however, required detailed system 
modelling along with support system models to fully identify all combinations of 
failures that could cause the event. 

The search for external initiating events began with an exhaustive list of potential 
events and an initial evaluation to determine if each event is possible. As noted 
previously, other sources provide extensive lists of possible external events, The initial 
evaluation of an event is based on applicability to the site (e,g" a tidal wave is not 
possible in the interior of the U.S.), frequency relative to cut-off criterion of the 1 x 10-8 

per year accident sequence frequency, and susceptibility of the site and facility to the 
postulated hazard. 
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For events not screened, it is necessary to determine the frequency and 
magnitude of the hazard. In general, historical records are used to estimate the 
frequency and magnitude of the events of concern. The method for this part of the 
analysis depends on the specific external event, but the basic steps are similar. For 
example, weather records can be used to generate the frequency of events (such as 
tornadoes) of different severities. Other events (such as earthquakes) require 
combinations of historical information and analytical techniques to estimate the hazard 
at the site. Estimation of some external events with no data relies primarily on analysis. 
If an external event can occur, it is also necessary to understand the level of damage that 
might be induced. For example, different structures and equipment will respond 
differently to the same earthquake. The response of structures and equipment to wind 
must also be analysed. This information, coupled with the frequency and magnitude 
information, allows the identification of specific initiating events that could cause the 
potential for agent release. 

8.2.2. Modelling of Accident Progression 

After the initiators are identified, it is necessary to describe the potential accident 
sequences that could result in a release of agent and subsequent public or worker risk. 
The initial concern is whether an initiator could progress to the point where agent is 
released from its intended confinement. (Some initiators may be so severe that the initial 
confinement is breached directly.) It is also important to consider the conditions 
associated with the initial release (e.g., agent leak or spill, munition explosion, or fire 
with agent involvement). Thus, the initiator analysis may identify the drop of a rocket 
pallet from a forklift, and the accident progression analysis will identify the possible 
outcomes (e.g., no agent release, agent leakage or spill, or rocket explosion). The 
outcomes are most often probabilistic assessments of physical phenomena, such as a 
rocket leak probability after a drop. 

In some scenarios, the initial release may be compounded by further failures. Two 
types of events are generally considered in modelling accident progression: mitigative 
and propagative events. Mitigative events are those actions or systems that operate to 
reduce or prevent an eventual release, such as filters, blast gates, and human actions. 
Propagative events are those events that account for physical phenomena (e.g., 
explosive effects) that cause the accident to involve additional agent sources or to fail 
barriers. Additional agent sources are generally other munitions in the area. 

The analysis of potential accident progression is accomplished through the use of an 
accident progression event tree (APET), shown schematically in Figure 8.3. The goals 
of APET modelling are to delineate the full range of sequences that could result in agent 
release and to characterize the sequence in sufficient detail to permit analysis of the 
amount and characteristics of agent release. The APET is a probabilistic model for 
postulated accidents that lead to agent release. The APET considers accident 
progression from initiation to agent release and includes potential propagation to other 
munitions. The APET also models the status of barriers to release (e.g., room 
confinement) and mitigation systems (e.g., the filter system). The APET provides a 
consistent framework for the accident progression analysis. 
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Figure 8.3 Modelling of accident progression 

The APET consists of a series of questions and potential answers (or outcomes) that 
define how the accident might proceed_ Frequencies are assigned to the initiating event 
in each sequence_ Probabilities are assigned to all subsequent outcomes based on their 
relative likelihoods. The probabilities used in the APET are determined by several 
different approaches, including fault tree analysis, mechanistic analysis, past experience 
or experiment data, and engineering judgment. The APET logic specifically includes 
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any dependencies among events so that each accident sequence is appropriately 
quantified. For example, the potential occurrence of an explosion following an initiator 
would influence the availability of the air ducting and filter system as a potential 
mitigation of the accident. Each path through the tree (or accident sequence) has a 
frequency of occurrence equal to the product of the initiating event frequency and the 
probabilities assigned to each outcome. 

8.2.3. Quantification of Accident Models 

The goal of a QRA is to obtain a probabilistic estimate of risk by quantifying the events 
in the models described previously. This quantification requires assigning probabilities 
or frequencies to each event in the accident sequences. Data collection and model 
development are closely coordinated because the extent to which a model can be 
developed is governed, to some degree, by the availability of relevant data. Similarly, 
the accident progression phenomena in the APET need to be modeled at the level of 
detail matching available mechanistic calculations. Figure 8.4 is a schematic of this 
analysis activity. 

The fault tree and event tree models require three types of quantitative input: 
l. Equipment Reliability. The equipment (and the components making up the 

equipment) are modeled in fault trees for initiators, mitigation systems, and support 
systems. Quantification of the models requires assigning failure frequencies or 
probabilities to each event in those models. For some components, past reliability 
data are sufficient, while for others industrial data must be included. Industrial 
reliability data are developed from a combination of generic data derived from 
process industries and nuclear facilities, U.S. Department of Defense, U.S. 
Department of Energy, and other sources. The equipment reliability database 
developed for the Tooele facility QRA from the information collected during 
operations at Johnston Atoll Chemical Agent Disposal System are also used. 

2. Human Reliability. Human performance affects the potential for accidents. While 
some data for equipment performance might include human failures, unique events 
associated with process operations require an assessment of human reliability. QRA 
techniques developed to assess human reliability can be used while considering 
specific operations, procedures, and facilities. The human reliability events are 
initially assigned conservative screening values to determine if the events, in 
combination with the other events in the accident sequence, are important to public 
or worker risk. Only the significant events are analysed in more detail. 

3. Probabilities for Mechanistic Phenomena. The accident sequence models include 
many events whose quantification depends on mechanistic analyses. For example, 
the responses of furnaces to various perturbations are considered, as are explosive 
propagation phenomena involving structural damage. Some values are developed 
based on models drawing on basic chemical or physical principles. Other values 
may draw on existing experiment or operational experience. The probabilities for 
these events were assigned after mechanistic analyses had been performed, and 
considered both available probabilistic data about the phenomena and engineering 
judgment. Consistent with other data efforts and program goals, the probability 
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Figure 8.4 Quantification of accident sequence models 



assignments frequently involve conservative assessments with refinements of 
the values that were found to be important to risk. 
The external event tasks also require data such as frequencies of the natural 

phenomena that initiate the accident sequences. As described previously, the data are 
derived from historical information or from models reflecting historical and analytical 
data. 

8.2.4. Characterizing Agent Releases 
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The goals of APET modelling are to define the types of sequences that could result in 
agent release and to characterize the sequences in sufficient detail to permit analysis of 
the agent release. The factors that significantly affect a release are therefore determined, 
and the APET logic is designed to explicitly reflect these factors for every release 
sequence. This information can then be used to develop a source term that characterizes 
a release for evaluation of consequences. The expression source term refers to the 
following information characterizing a release of agent: 1) the type(s) of agent released; 
2) the quantity of each type; 3) the physical state of the released agents (vapor or liquid 
aerosol); 4) the rate, timing, and duration of the release; 5) the elevation of release; and 
6) the time of day at which the release is possible. (Because some operations are limited 
to daylight hours and because weather patterns are different day to night, it is necessary 
to consider when the accident could have occurred in order to develop a reasonable 
estimate of health consequences.) Taken together, these characteristics define the source 
term for agent release. 

Figure 8.5 illustrates the source term task. Based on the description of the accident, 
a source term is defined. A source term function uses the information defining an 
accident progression sequence to estimate a source term for the sequence. The source 
term function can be automated through development of a computer code function in 
Quantus. For purposes of development and for use as a stand-alone source term 
evaluator, the source term algorithm can be developed in Excel™ spreadsheets. The 
source term algorithm defines a source term for each sequence by assembling the 
information needed to estimate each of the source term parameters listed previously. 
The source term algorithm includes modelling necessary to specify the actual release 
expected from the accident sequences. For example, the model includes an evaporation 
model that determines the amount of release based on evaporation rates for the agents 
and the conditions of the accident. An explosive release model is included that is used 
to determine the release associated with various types of explosions. The source term 
function also considers the effect of mitigation systems such as carbon filters. The 
release for an accident sequence is the sum of releases from all of the phenomena and all 
of the agent sources involved in the accident. 

The source terms developed for each accident progression sequence form the basis 
for the next steps of the analysis, including atmospheric dispersion modelling, which can 
be computer-resource intensive. Because many calculated source terms have nearly 
identical consequences, it can be more efficient to calculate one set of consequences that 
applies to a group of similar source terms. A function is available to allow grouping of 
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Figure 8.5 Characterizing agent releases 

like source tenns, if necessary. These source tenn groups are the input required to assess 
consequences. 

8,2.5. Estimating Consequences 

The final technical evaluation step in the QRA process is the assessment of potential 
public or worker health consequences. As indicated in Figure 8.6, it is necessary to 
estimate health consequences for each source tenn. The consequences of an accident are 
estimated by evaluating the dispersion of agent in the environment, detennining the 
population exposure to agent (doses), and estimating the probable number of persons 
who would experience the health consequence of interest (in this case, fatality from 
agent exposure, or increased cancer risk from exposure to mustard agent). To obtain a 
probabilistic evaluation of potential consequences, the evaluation considers the 
variability in weather. 

The u.s. Anny has developed a dispersion model contained within the Anny's 
D2PC computer program[27]. The model has been incorporated in a consequence 
analysis code that was originally developed for QRA in the nuclear industry; the result is 
a code specifically applicable to chemical agent risk assessment. This code, 
CHEMMACCS, includes the appropriate D2PC models for chemical agent in a structure 
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that is suited for QRA. The CHEMMACCS code permits input of the local 
population distribution and an hourly set of site-specific weather data over 1 year. 

Using CHEMMACCS, public and worker health consequences for the source term 
groups are calculated. The consequences include estimates of acute fatality and excess 
cancers. 

As indicated in Figure 8.6, there is another consequence evaluation associated with 
close-in effects. To comprehensively cover worker risks, it is necessary to consider the 
effects of the accident on the workers close to the accident. An atmospheric dispersion 
model is not applicable in this circumstance, because workers could be affected directly 
through such mechanisms as splashing or explosion. Thus, another function is used, 
similar to the source term function, that estimates close-in effects. Included in the 
function are calculations of inhalation or skin contact, explosive effects, and possible 
exposures during cleanup of an accident. Consequences are calculated for these close-in 
risk effects and then added to the consequences calculated for other workers who might 
be exposed to agent as it is dispersed from the immediate area, as calculated in 
CHEMMACCS. 

8.2.6. Assembling Risk Results 

Figure 8.7 illustrates the overall risk assessment arranged as a process from initiator 
identification through risk assembly. The process of assembling the risk from thousands 
of individual accident sequences is complex, but is implemented in the Quantus risk 
management workstation. 

The risk assembly process combines inputs and outputs from the fault tree analysis, 
the APET solution, the source term analysis, and the consequence analysis. The source 
term production proceeds as previously described. A source term is estimated for each 
accident progression sequence. Source terms that are similar enough to produce similar 
consequences may be combined into source term groups. The relationship between the 
individual accident progression sequence and the source term is tracked in a set of 
computer files used in the final risk assembly. 

Consequences from each source term are estimated using the CHEMMACCS 
dispersion model and also using a separate algorithm for close-in risks. The results of 
these calculations are the numbers of various types of consequences (fatalities or 
cancers) that would be expected for each accident sequence. This is the second element 
of the risk equation. 

The frequency and consequences associated with each sequence are combined to 
estimate risk. The risks of sequences are summed to arrive at the total risk. 

This description of the risk assembly process is somewhat idealized. The 
consequence values described in the previous paragraphs are actually produced as curves 
of probability and consequence, and the frequencies of the accident progression have 
probability distributions in the uncertainty analysis. 

Once the risk is assembled, the relationships of the model inputs are carefully 
evaluated for insights. Insights are derived from the quantitative assessment of the 
importance of various plant features, operations, or individual failures. The release 
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characterization process yields insights concerning mitigation features. The 
consequence assessment will also help to identify the accidents with the most significant 
potential for public or worker health consequences. The risks of different activities may 
also be compared. For example, the risk of the disposal processes can be compared to 
the risk of continued storage. Sensitivity analyses are used to investigate the most 
important aspects of the facility and its operations and highlight important uncertainties. 

The QRA process also provides qualitative insights. These insights are sometimes 
derived from the quantitative results, such as ranking of the relative importance of events 
in the models. Given a consideration of relative risks, it is possible to derive conclusions 
about the system and its operations. The QRA process itself often yields engineering 
insights that are not based on quantitative assessments, but instead result from the 
assembly of an integrated model of the entire process and its operations. For example, 
POD development can generate insights concerning operational steps and uncertainties 
in the exact nature of the activities. The integrated assessment of support systems can 
suggest means to reduce common dependencies. The investigation of the systems and 
operations also often identifies procedures or support information that could be refined 
or improved. 

8.3. Presentation of Risk Results 

The QRA produces a great deal of information concerning risk. The presentation and 
communication of those risks is an entire field of endeavour. 

8.3.1. Discussion of Numerical Estimates of Risks 

The QRA provides the U.S. Army and systems contractors with a tool for evaluating the 
relative importance of equipment and operations, as measured by the risk to the public 
and workers. While decision making based on the relative importance of different 
contributors is a primary objective, the QRA also produces risk estimates that can be 
viewed on an absolute basis. This estimate includes many numerical values that may 
represent new ways of expressing risk to some audiences. 

One of the ways ofrepresenting risk is the product ofthe frequency of an accident 
(an estimate of the ratio of the expected number of times that the accident would occur 
in a set of repeated trials of the process) and the severity of the consequences (e.g., how 
many fatalities could be expected). Risk can be expressed as either societal [the risk to a 
population as a whole (a society)], or individual (the risk to a single person within a 
population). Both measures are important to decision makers who need to minimize 
impact to the population while also ensuring that no individuals are unduly exposed. 

Table 8.1 lists a few examples of risks, and illustrates how risks seen in everyday 
life translate to numerical estimates of risk, either societal or individual. The entries are 
just examples of risks-there are obviously many other risks that could be included. 
The discussion also highlights the need to carefully describe the desired risk measure. 
For example, the individual risk from hurricanes over the entire U.S. population 
provides little insight concerning risk to the individuals most exposed. Decisions 
regarding the acceptability of the risk from hurricanes should be made by considering 
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TABLE 8.1 Examples of risks 

Average 
Societal Average 
Fatality Individual 

Risk Fatality Risk 
Cause (per year) (per year) Discussion 

Motor 49,000 2 x 10-4 Individual risk assumes 200,000,000 population is 
Vehicles' exposed to motor vehicle risk. 

Hurricanes' 41 2 x 10.7 Individual risk for the U.S. population as a whole. 

2 x 10-6 Individual risk for the approximate 10% of the 
population that are more exposed to hurricanes. One 
could also calculate individual risk to coastal residents in 
hurricane-prone areas, which would indicate 
considerably higher individual risks. 

Lightning' 141 7 x 10-7 Individual risk assumes 200,000,000 population is 
exposed to lightning. Individual risks in specific areas 
would vary substantially due to differences in exposure. 

Canvey 1.3 4 x 10-5 Based on the revised assessment of the risks from 
Island industrial activities on Canvey Island in the United 
Industrial Kingdom. In this case, societal risk is associated with 
Accidentsb the 33,000 residents ofthe island, and the individual risk 

is the average individual risk for all residents . 
. . 

Notes. a - SocIetal fisk data from Cohen, 1991, b - Canvey results from Safety and RelIabIlIty DIrectorate, 
1981. 

the individual risk near specific locations. The last entry in Table 8.1 is an estimated 
risk value, based on a QRA of industrial activities on an island in the Thames River in 
the United Kingdom. This is provided as an illustration of how QRA results can be used 
to examine risks to a very specific population. In this case, the societal risk is limited to 
the island's residents. 

Table 8.1 does not provide all the necessary insights on risk, however, because it 
does not directly indicate the magnitude of the consequences associated with individual 
accidents. Accidents that happen very infrequently but that yield large numbers of 
casualties may have the same numerical average risk value as those that happen 
relatively often with comparably fewer casualties. Average risk values combine all 
accidents and, in the process, important insights may be lost. For example, although 
hurricanes result in 41 deaths per year on the average (based on casualty data from the 
recent past), a decision regarding the acceptability of hurricane risk might also focus on 
the fact that about once every 100 years a hurricane could result in approximately 10,000 
deaths. However, advances in storm tracking and emergency management make it 
unlikely that 10,000 deaths would occur in any current U.S. hurricane. Risk is typically 
illustrated on a complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) plot indicating 
frequency of exceedance (i.e., frequency of exceeding a given level of consequence) 
versus number of consequences. Figure 8.8 is such a plot, which shows how often a 
given level of consequence might be expected for some common risks. 
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(derived from [29]) 

Interpretation of these curves must include consideration of the data used to produce 
them. As discussed in the previous paragraphs, the hurricane curve shows that the 
frequency of exceeding 10,000 deaths in the United States is approximately 1 in 100. 
The upper end of the curve, however, is formed from events that occurred in the early 
part of the 20th century, and it is likely that the current annual probability of exceeding 
10,000 deaths is much lower than 1 in 100. Thus, while the average of the hurricane 
curve in Figure 8.8 would indicate an expected number of several hundred deaths per 
year, the recent statistical evidence supports a lower value. Note that a curve indicating 
historical frequency of exceeding various sizes of hurricanes would probably be 
reasonably accurate; it is prediction and evacuation capabilities that have changed 
over time. 
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Risks to the public and workers are presented for the chemical disposal facilities in 
terms of acute fatalities for all agent types and exposure-induced cancers for mustard 
agent. Acute fatality is death from agent exposure associated with an accidental release. 
Acute refers to the fact that the death occurs soon (within days) after the exposure, as 
opposed to any potential for effects, such as cancer, that could cause death a long time 
after exposure. The risk of acute fatality is described as the frequency of fatalities over 
the duration of interest. In risk studies of industries such as nuclear power, risk is 
usually described as the frequency of fatalities per year. Per-year results are also 
provided for the chemical disposal facilities, but the other emphasis is "frequency over 
the facility or campaign lifetime." (A campaign is a period of processing devoted to one 
type of disposal activity. Because most sites have several types of munitions with 
different agents, there are several campaigns.) This presentation allows an integrated 
examination of risk on a campaign-by-campaign basis and also allows calculation of risk 
for the entire disposal effort. 

The public is defined as any member of the surrounding community that could be 
affected by the accident. Although effects would only be expected close to the facility, 
the calculations are conducted out to 100 km (60 miles) to ensure completeness. In 
addition to public risk, risk is also calculated for workers. The worker risk is further 
refined into risks for two groups: 1) Disposal-Related Workers, defined as workers 
within (or just outside) the security fences surrounding the disposal facility and storage 
yard and 2) Other Site Workers, defined as workers who are not within the previous 
category. The risk measures used in QRA studies are summarized in Table 8.2. 

As described previously, risk to the public is calculated and reported as either 
societal or individual. Societal risk is calculated over an entire affected population as a 
whole. Individual risk is societal risk divided by the number of persons in the 
population at risk. Individual risk represents the risk to an individual in the population at 
risk. The individual risks are calculated for groups residing within various distance 
intervals from the facility. 

These two different measures are provided because they can both be useful for 
decision makers. For example, when making decisions regarding safety programs, it 
may be useful to know that approximately 1,000 vehicle accident deaths occur each year 
in some U.S. states (societal risk). It is also useful, however, to know how likely it is 
that an average individual would die in a car accident-l ,000 deaths per 4.3 million 
people in that state or 0.00023 (2.3 x 10.4) deaths per person per year. The per-person 
death rate is generally used to compare to other causes of death and to gain an 
understanding of how a specific risk is likely to affect a specific population. 
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TABLE 8.2 Summary of risk measures and population types 

Measure Description 

Societal Acute Probability of death over a unit time' in the surrounding population from 
Fatality Risk one-time exposure associated with a postulated accidental release of 

I chemical agent. Any death would occur soon after the exposure.b Public 

I risk includes people who could be affected up to 100 km from the point of 
I release. Societal risks are also provided for specific subpopulations, such 

as societal risk to those people residing within various distance intervals 
from the site. When this measure is applied to workers, societal refers to 
the total population of workers. 

Individual Acute Probability of death over a unit time' per individual in an affected 
Fatality Risk population. It is calculated as the appropriate societal acute fatality risk 

divided by the population of interest. Individual risks are often calculated 
for subpopulations residing within various distance intervals from the site 
(e.g., individual risk for persons living between 5 and 10 km from the site). 
Individual risks for the facility and site workers are also calculated. 

Societal Latent Probability over a unit time' of cancers occurring in the future in the 
Cancer Risk surrounding population from one-time exposure associated with a 

postulated accidental release of mustard agentb Public risk includes 
people who could be affected up to 100 km from the point of release. 
Societal risks are also provided for specific subpopulations, such as 
societal risk to those people residing within various distance intervals from 
the site. When this measure is applied to workers, societal refers to the 
total population of workers. 

Individual Latent Probability over a unit time' per individual of cancers occurring in the 
Cancer Risk future in the surrounding population from one-time exposure associated 

with a postulated accidental release of mustard agent.b It is calculated as 
the appropriate societal latent cancer risk divided by the population of 
interest. 

Population Description 

Public Census-based population residing up to 100 km from the facility that 
contains the chemical dipsosal and munitions storage area. 

Disposal-related People working within the chemical disposal facility and storage area 
workers security fences, plus those workers in offices just outside the fence. Also 

included are those workers responsible for retrieving the munitions from 
storage for delivery to the facility. 

Other site workers People working at the site who are not in the disposal worker category as 
described above. 

Notes: a - For thIS report, the umt tIme IS the total duratIOn ofprocessmg, unless otherwIse noted; b
There are no nonacute (latent) effects (such as cancer) for nerve agent that would cause death after an 
extended duration from the postulated exposure. 
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One value presented for societal risk is a statistical quantity called expected 
fatalities. The annual expected fatality risk for automobiles would be approximately 
1,000 in a state, because about 1,000 people die each year. Because accidents involving 
chemical weapons are very unlikely, the QRA is used to estimate expected fatalities. 

These examples illustrate the information that may be associated with a value 
quoted as the risk. QRA studies typically present cumulative distribution functions, 
because they provide more information concerning severity as a function of probability. 

8.4. Application to Cold War Legacy Facilities 

The chapter describes a full-scale QRA effort. As with most techniques, it is possible to 
scale the assessment to satisfy budgetary or schedule constraints. Although Quantus 
greatly facilitates the creation, maintenance, and use of a QRA model, most of the 
analyses can be done using spreadsheets, especially for simple systems. 

QRAs provide a structure to conduct integrated accident analyses of complex 
processes. Their strength lies in the ability to assess situations and the associated 
uncertainty for which little data exist. Additional benefits include: 
• An ability to assess the relative risks of multiple sites to determine a priority in 

cleanup or disposal activities 
• A basis for evaluating competing technologies and assessing their ability to meet 

risk management requirements 
• An ability to evaluate details of a selected process and identify weaknesses 
• Use as an integral tool in a comprehensive risk management program. 
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9. Environmental Radiation Dose 
Reconstruction for U.S. and Russian Weapons 
Production Facilities: Hanford and Mayak 

Another way to look at Cold War legacies is to examine the major environmental 
releases that resulted from past operation of Cold War-related facilities for the 
manufacture of nuclear weapons. Examining these historical releases and the resultant 
radiation dose to individuals living near these facilities is called environmental dose 
reconstruction. Dose reconstructions have been performed or are underway at most 
large Cold War installations in the United States, such as the Hanfordfacility; several 
are also underway in other countries, such as at the Mayakfacility in Russia. The 
efforts in the United States are mostly based on historical operating records and current 
conditions, which are used to estimate environmental releases, transport, and human 
exposure. The Russian efforts are largely based on environmental measurements and 
measurements of human subjects; environmental transport modelling, when conducted, 
is used to organize and validate the measurements. 

Past operation of Cold War-related facilities for the manufacture ofnuc1ear weapons has 
resulted in major releases of radionuc1ides into the environment. Reconstruction of the 
historical releases and the resultant radiation dose to individuals in the public living near 
these facilities is called environmental dose reconstruction. Dose reconstructions have 
been performed or are underway at most large Cold War installations in the United 
States; several are also underway in other countries. The types of activity performed, the 
operating histories, and the radionuc1ide releases vary widely across the different 
facilities. The U.S. Hanford Site and the Russian Mayak Production Association are 
used here to illustrate the nature of the assessed problems and the range of approaches 
developed to solve them. 

Different approaches to dose reconstruction have been taken at the Hanford Site and 
at Mayak. The U.S. efforts are mostly based on historical operating records used to 
estimate environmental releases, transport, and human exposure. Historical 
environmental measurements have been used to validate the models. The Russian 
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efforts are largely based on environmental measurements and measurements of 
human subjects. Environmental transport modelling, when conducted, is used to 
organize and validate the measurements. 

Of the dose reconstruction projects that have been conducted in the United States, 
the Hanford effort was by far the most expensive. This Hanford effort was the first 
major dose reconstruction related to Cold War activities that was undertaken in the 
United States. As such, the project had to define new processes for both scientific 
analysis and public involvement in that scientific analysis. The approaches and computer 
tools developed in the Hanford effort have been used in subsequent dose reconstruction 
at other sites in the United States. 

The following overview of these dose reconstruction projects includes a 
comparative discussion. These approaches to defining dose and its uncertainty should be 
carefully studied by those planning new reconstruction efforts. Also the references to 
specific computer models will help define the types of such tools that may be needed. 

9.1. U.S. and Russian Production Facilities 

In 1943, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers selected an area of nearly 1450 km2, in 
semiarid southeastern Washington State, to produce plutonium and other nuclear 
materials supporting the United States' effort (known as the Manhattan Project) in 
World War II. This area, called the Hanford Site, was used for uranium fuel preparation, 
nuclear reactor operations, fuel reprocessing, plutonium recovery, and waste 
management operations (Figure 9.1). Nine nuclear reactors for the production of 
plutonium were eventually constructed. Reactor operations began in 1944; the last 
production reactor was placed in cold standby in 1987. Additional support facilities 
were constructed in the 1940s and 1950s; some of these facilities continue to operate. 
There are 149 single-shell tanks and 28 double-shell tanks for the storage of high-level 
radioactive wastes. Hanford Site operations developed and changed as U.S. defence 
needs and the understanding of nuclear energy changed. The Hanford Site operated 
from 1944 through 1988; releases were highest in the early years to the atmosphere and 
during the late 1950s through mid-1960s to surface water, primarily the Columbia River, 
which flows through the Site. 

In what was then the Soviet Union, construction of the Mayak facility began north 
of the city of Chelyabinsk in November 1945; the first reactor became operational in 
June 1948 (Figure 9.2). The complex covers an area of about 90 km2 and currently 
employs about 17,100 people. There used to be six reactors at Mayak for the production 
of weapons-grade plutonium. Of these, five were graphite moderated while the sixth 
was originally heavy-water moderated. The graphite-moderated reactors have now been 
shut down; the heavy-water reactor was later modified to a light-water reactor and 
remains in operation today. A seventh reactor is also operational for civilian isotope 
production. Other facilities currently operating include a reprocessing facility, a 
vitrification plant for liquid wastes, and about 100 storage tanks for high-level waste. 

The designs of the main Russian plutonium production reactors are similar to the 
U.S. reactors at the Hanford Site (Figure 9.3). Both U.S. and Russian reactors were 
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Figure 9.1 Location of the Hanford Site and the Hanford Environmental Dose Reconstruction (HEDR) study 
area in the Pacific Northwest of the United States 
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Figure 9.3 Band C reactors in the early days of the Hanford Site in southeast Washington State 

directly cooled with surface water that was returned to the water body from which it 
came. However, the initial Mayak reprocessing facility differs in many respects from its 
U.S. counterparts. The first U.S. plants used a bismuth phosphate process, which was 
replaced later with the "REDOX" and then the "PUREX" processes. Plant "B," the first 
Russian reprocessing plant, used an acetate precipitation process to separate the 
plutonium from the uranium, and then the plutonium was purified by precipitation out of 
fluoride solutions (this plant ran from 1949 through 1960). A variant of this process was 
used in the second plant (Plant "BB") from 1959 through 1987. A third plant, RT-l, 
which is still operational, began processing in 1972. 

The procedures used for waste management also differed greatly between U.S. and 
Russian facilities. The Hanford Site had more long-term waste storage whereas Mayak 
had more direct releases to the environment. The plant processes and waste 
management differences not withstanding, both facilities released radioactive and 
chemical materials to their local environments. 

Near the Mayak facility, water flows from a series oflakes at the foot of the Ural 
Mountains through the Techa River to the Iset River, a distance of about 240 km. In the 
late 1940s and early 1950s, the Techa River (Figure 9.2) was used as a discharge point 
for low-level and intermediate-level liquid radioactive wastes. However, accidental 
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releases of highly radioactive wastes also occurred, primarily between March 1950 
and November 1951. Total releases were about 76 million m3, with a total activity of 
about 1 x 1017 Bq (3 million Ci), of which about 98% was released during that time 
period[l]. Activity of the released waste was defmed, mainly, by emissions from the 
fission radionuclides, which possess half-lives of from some days to dozens of years. 
The discharged material was inferred to have had an average age of fission products 
(from cessation of irradiation to time of release) of roughly 1 year. 

The actions to minimize spread of contamination were primarily implemented in the 
region between Lake Kyzltash at the headwaters of the river and just below the 
confluence of the Mishelyak River. The reactor operating areas are situated around 
Lake Kyzltash. The reactor operations result in some release of primarily short-lived 
radionuclides to the lake and thus to the upper river. Releases of low-level and 
intermediate-level liquid wastes from the reprocessing plant occurred at the discharge 
point at the indicated location. Discharges of waste tank cooling water also occurred at 
this point, along with the accidental releases, which went with the cooling water. 
In 1951, the magnitude of the accidental releases to the Techa River was discovered. At 
this time, the bulk of the releases were shifted away from the Techa River into the Lake 
Karachai, a closed lake with no surface water outlets. From 1951 through about 1953, 
the villages of Metlino and Techa Brod, as well as several others further downstream, 
were evacuated. 

The continuing flow of water from the upstream lake system through the ponds on 
the Techa River resulted in continuing transport of the contamination downstream. 
Therefore, the river flow system was extensively modified in 1956. This modification 
included construction of Reservoir lOon the Techa River and a series of bypass canals 
to reroute most of the water flow away from the contaminated ponds (see Figure 9.2). 
The left bank canal routes most of the outflow from the upper lake system around the 
Mayak area. This canal is also connected to Lake Bemadesh to the north, through which 
water from the upper lake area was routed around Reservoir 10 to minimize the flow 
through the upper portion of the left bank canal. These actions change the nature of the 
upper Techa River, which complicates the analysis of the quantity and distribution of the 
release[2]. 

A second major accident occurred at Mayak in 1957: the so-called "Kyshtym 
explosion," which occurred in a waste storage tank. This accident released an additional 
7 x 1016 Bq of radioactivity into the environment. A portion of this activity fell into the 
Techa River drainage area, and, in particular, some fell into the catchment of Lake 
Bemadesh, which had been incorporated into the hydraulic bypass canals around the 
upper Techa. 

An additional dam and reservoir, Number 11, were added to the lower system in 
1963. The left and right bank canals were extended at this time. An additional dam was 
added on the northernmost canal from Lake Bemadesh to prevent backflow into Lake 
Irtyash; routine drainage from Lake Bemadesh into the left bank canal was stopped. The 
intent of the entire upper Techa River reservoir system is to prevent flow of 
contaminated water out of the area. Under high water conditions and with special 
permission, releases from Lake Bemadesh were allowed to mix with associated releases 
to the Techa River. Some leakage of water occurs from the lakes into the canals and 
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through the foot of Dam 11, also resulting in releases to the Techa. Residual 
contamination in the Azanov Marshes, caused by the initial releases, also continues to 
leach into the river. Some radionuclides are also being transported through ground water 
from the Mayak site to the Mishelyak River and canal. 

9.2. Approaches to Dose Reconstruction: The Hanford 
Environmental Dose Reconstruction Project 

The Hanford Environmental Dose Reconstruction (HEDR) Project was initiated as a 
result of public interest in the historical releases of radioactive materials from the 
Hanford Site. Over 38,000 pages of environmental monitoring documentation from the 
early years of Hanford operations had been released to the public during 1985 and 1986. 
A special committee, the Hanford Historical Document Review Committee, was 
convened to review the documents and assess the significance of the data contained. 
This review was completed with a recommendation that potential health effects from 
these releases should be assessed to determine what other actions might be deemed 
appropriate. A second committee, the Hanford Health Effects Review Panel, was 
convened and completed its work by proposing about three dozen recommendations. 

Two of those recommendations were to initiate a thyroid disease epidemiological 
study and to initiate a dose reconstruction study. The HEDR Project was initiated by the 
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) in October of 1987. The Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory, operated by Battelle Memorial Institute, was assigned the work. In early 
1986, an 18-member, independent Technical Steering Panel (TSP) was formed to direct 
the work. The Hanford Thyroid Disease Study was initiated shortly thereafter by the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) through a contract with the Fred 
Hutchinson Cancer Research Center in Seattle, Washington. The management of the 
HEDR Project was transferred to the CDC in 1992 under a memorandum of 
understanding between the DOE and the Department of Health and Human Services. 

All aspects of the work-planning, budgeting, performance, and review-were 
conducted in a forum open to public participation and scrutiny. Communication of 
plans, progress, and results of work was a key and significant objective of the project. 
The scope of work included the search for and retrieval of historical operations and 
monitoring information, and demographic, agricultural, and lifestyle information 
necessary to 1) reconstruct source terms, 2) model environmental transport in the 
atmosphere and the Columbia River, 3) model transport and accumulation ofradioactive 
materials in environmental media and food products, 4) determine food consumption and 
lifestyle patterns, and 5) estimate doses to real and representative individuals who may 
have lived near Hanford during its operation. 

The key objective of the project was to estimate the radiation doses that real and 
representative individuals may have received from releases of radioactive materials from 
historical operations at the Hanford Site. Dose estimates include the uncertainties of 
information, such as the lack of information, regarding facilities operations, 
environmental monitoring, demography, food consumption and lifestyles, and the 
variability of natural phenomena. Other objectives of the project included[3]: 
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• Developing an integrated system of state-of-the-art computer codes with 
databases that can be used to calculate doses from several radionuclides released to 
the atmosphere and surface water to people of both sexes and different age groups, 
at different times, in different locations, eating various foods, and living various 
lifestyles. 

• Supporting the Hanford Thyroid Disease Study through calculation of cumulative 
doses to the thyroid of about 1,200 individuals who were born in the mid-1940s in 
the three immediately downwind counties. 

• Searching for, retrieving, evaluating, and declassifying (if necessary) Hanford
originated documents and information needed to reconstruct doses, and making this 
information available to the public. 

• Performing high-quality, technically defensible, and credible science that would 
instil confidence and trust in the public and was acceptable to the technical 
community. 

• Conducting the project in an open, public forum where individuals who have an 
interest in the project can acquire the information they want and need and participate 
in planning, conduct of work, and decision-making processes. 
Meeting all project objectives required innovation, dedication, and persistence on 

the part of management, technical contributors, and the public. Science in a fish bowl 
takes on new meaning when the public and their representatives are invited to openly 
and fully participate in all activities. The TSP was made up of technical experts, 
representatives of state governments, a representative of Native American tribes, and a 
representative of the public. For the first 5 years of the project, the TSP was literally 
independent and exercised full responsibility for directing the study. The DOE 
commissioned the formation of the panel because of the pubic outcry of conflict of 
interest on their part. When the spectre of conflict of interest was not eliminated, 
management of the project was transferred to the Department of Human and Health 
Services. The TSP was maintained in the new contract, with Battelle as the Technical 
Director of the contract. 

Battelle also opened its doors to the public in an unprecedented way for the project. 
Dr. William R. Wiley, then Laboratory Director, personally invited any person with 
interest in the project to visit the laboratory and discuss the ongoing work with the 
scientists and engineers performing the work. Workshops conducted to discuss technical 
approaches and to resolve key issues were open to the public and questions and 
comments were recorded and responded to. The public was invited to review draft 
reports, and individual comments were responded to and included in the final reports. 
Any working papers or other preliminary materials provided to the TSP, regardless of 
state of development, were available to the public. No information or communication 
between Battelle and the TSP was reserved from the public. 

The initial phase of the project demonstrated the feasibility of dose estimation[4,5]. 
However, analysis of the initial dose estimates, based on available data and models, 
revealed several weaknesses in the approach used for modelling[6,7]. As a result, 
environmental dosimetry was substantially advanced. The final codes use a set of source 
term, transport, environmental accumulation, and dose models that are intimately linked, 
allowing transfer of information in such a way that spatial, temporal, and distributional 



characteristics of the data can be transferred across models. The following 
subsections describe these codes in more detail. 

9.2.1. HEDR Source Terms 

Source terms for the HEDR Project came primarily from atmospheric releases and 
releases to the Columbia River. Each type had unique codes associated with it. 

Atmospheric Source Terms 
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Scoping studies indicated that the primary radionuclide of interest from the atmospheric 
pathway was iodine-131 [8]. The project relied on original records generated during the 
time period under study. These records were supplemented with other reports and 
summaries. Knowledge of the physical processes, monitoring techniques used, and 
completeness of records allowed the uncertainty to be estimated for each value. The 
project generated estimates of the iodine-131 releases on an hourly basis for 1944 
through 1949; releases were estimated on a monthly basis for 1950 t01971. 

The creation of iodine-131 in the reactors was calculated from reactor daily power 
records and took into account the day-by-day changes in the amount of iodine-131 
present in the fuel. When irradiated fuel is discharged from the reactors, iodine-131 
decays with an 8-day half-life; the decay time, known as cooling, was inferred from 
records showing when fuel was discharged from the reactor and when it may have 
entered the dissolving process. 

Dissolving the fuel in the separations plants was a two-step process. First, the 
aluminium cladding was dissolved with a caustic solution of sodium hydroxide, then the 
fuel was dissolved with nitric acid. The iodine-131 was released during this step and 
also during processing steps after dissolving. Detailed plant records on the dissolution 
of batches of fuel were correlated with reactor discharge records to determine the 
amount of iodine-131 present during dissolving. The fraction of iodine that was released 
directly to the stack as well as during subsequent processing was taken into account. 
The estimated amount of iodine-131 along with other radionuclides of interest released 
to the atmosphere between 1944 and 1947 are summarized in Table 9.1[9,10]. The 
estimated total release ofiodine-131 from 1944 to 1971 is 2.8 x 1016 Bq (760,000 Ci). 
Because of the wealth of original documentation and redundant sources, there is a high 
degree of confidence that the actual values fall within the computed ranges. 

The source term release model[lO] provides estimates of the hourly releases to the 
HEDR computational system. Uncertainties in the actual amounts released are 
addressed through use of multiple Monte Carlo simulations, each of which represents an 
alternative release history that is consistent with existing knowledge. Together, these 
alternative release histories represent the range of releases that could have occurred. 
One hundred separate realizations of the complete hourly release history were prepared 
with this source term code. Thus, the uncertainty in the amount of each hourly release is 
represented by a distribution of possible released amounts. 
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TABLE 9.1 Mean estimated monthly iodine-131 releases from Hanford separations plants, 
1944-1947 (Ci/month) 

Month 1944 1945 1946 1947 

January 1,221 11,753 6,158 

February 2,126 7,399 3,835 

March 2,082 7,952 5,617 

April 28,746 11,680 4,853 

May 74,482 \3,820 3,989 

June 46,466 4,609 1,652 

July 47,036 5,558 2,297 

August 72,090 8,642 1,249 

September 88,682 7,670 1,206 

October 92,066 4,819 472 

November 37,752 5,525 261 

December 2,139 62,340 7,398 261 

Total 2,139 555,089 96,284 31,848 

Columbia River Source Terms 
The Columbia River passes through the Hanford Site and served as the source of cooling 
water for the original plutonium production reactors. The river water was drawn directly 
through the reactor core and returned to the river after a short retention time. The 
Columbia River is the major pathway for water-borne radionuclides. Radionuclide 
composition and activity level in the discharged cooling water varied considerably as a 
result of several factors [ 11], including the number of reactors and their power levels, 
seasonal changes in the parent elements in the raw river water (i.e., the elements 
activated as they passed through the reactor core), chemicals used in water treatment, 
corrosion rates of piping and fuel element cladding, occasional purging of radioactive 
film from reactor components, and the length of time effluent was retained in basins 
before discharge. Another factor was radionuclide releases from episodic fuel element 
failures. The wide variations in these factors, together with the hydrographic variables 
of the Columbia River and dam construction, produced a complex combination of river 
water and reactor effluent during the years of reactor operation. Scoping studies have 
indicated that the radionuclides of greatest interest to the HEDR Project are zinc-65, 
phosphorus-32, sodium-24, neptunium-239, and arsenic-76[12]. These radionuclides 
provide about 94% of radiation doses to people using the river. Chromium-51 
emissions, although insignificant to dose, were reconstructed to serve as information for 
model validation purposes. Table 9.2[9,10] summarizes the releases of the radionuclides 
of interest. 

The source term river release model[1 0] provides estimates of the monthly releases 
to the HEDR computational system. Uncertainties in the actual amounts released are 
addressed through use of multiple Monte Carlo simulations, each of which represents an 
alternative release history that is consistent with existing knowledge. Together, these 
alternative release histories represent the range of releases that could have occurred. 



TABLE 9.2 Total releases of radio nuclides to the Columbia River from Hanford reactors, 
1944-1971 

Radionuclide Curies released Half-life 
Sodium-24 12,582,196 15 hours 
Phosphorus-32 229,239 14.3 days 
Zinc-65 409,993 245 days 
Arsenic-76 2,519,734 26.3 hours 
Neptunium-239 6,309,150 2.4 days 

Approximately 100 separate realizations of the complete monthly release history was 
prepared with this source term code. Thus, the uncertainty in the amount of each 
monthly release is represented by a distribution of possible released amounts. 

9.2.2. Environmental Transport Modelling 
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The environmental transport models are linked directly to the source term model outputs. 
Each is designed to continue the stochastic simulation begun at the source term level. 

Atmospheric Transport 
The model developed for the HEDR atmospheric transport calculations is called the 
Regional Atmospheric Transport Code for Hanford Emission Tracking (RATCHET) 
[13,14]. The RATCHET computer code is a Lagrangian-trajectory, Gaussian-puff 
dispersion model. Sequences of Gaussian puffs are used to represent plumes released 
from ground level and elevated sources. Time-integrated air concentrations and surface 
depositions are calculated at nodes in the model domain by summing the contributions 
from puffs as they move past the nodes. Movement, diffusion, and deposition of 
material in the puffs are controlled by wind, stability, precipitation, and mixing-layer 
depth fields that vary in both time and space. 

The current project model domain extends about 500 km from north to south and 
400 km from east to west. Geographically, the area covered extends from central 
Oregon State to northern Washington State, and from the crest of the Cascade Mountains 
to the eastern boarder of northern Idaho State. The area includes essentially all of the 
region known as the Columbia Basin and is bounded on all sides by mountains or other 
highlands. 

Atmospheric transport, diffusion, and deposition calculations are based on observed 
meteorological data. Data are available for about 25 reporting stations in or near the 
model domain. RATCHET prepares fields for the entire domain by interpolating the 
observations from the stations to a gridded coordinate system. The model is capable of 
treating four types of material-noble gasses, non-reactive gasses, particulates, and 
reactive gasses. Iodine is treated as a special type of material; it may be partitioned into 
reactive gas, nonreactive gas, and particulate components. RATCHET treats uncertainty 
in three ways. Uncertainties in wind direction, wind speed, atmospheric stability class, 
Monin-Obukov length, precipitation rate, and mixing-layer height are treated explicitly 
within the code. Uncertainties in surface roughness length, source terms, and 
partitioning among physical and chemical forms are treated explicitly in the model input. 
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The explicit treatment of uncertainty in the variables and parameters leads to 
implicit treatment of uncertainty in all model calculations using these variables and 
parameters. 

Columbia River Transport 
The model used for analysis of transport of radionuclides in the Columbia River is called 
WSU-CHARlMA. The CHARIMA code[15] is a commercial surface water hydrology 
and sediment transport model; WSU-CHARlMA is an adaptation created at Washington 
State University. It uses daily river discharge and water surface elevation data to predict 
dilution and travel time to downstream locations. The model is basically one
dimensional, but the HEDR Project has added empirical corrections for lateral dispersion 
at some locations near reactor outfalls. 

The river source term release model prepared 100 realizations of the monthly time
history of the Hanford Site releases. The project used the CHARlMA model in a 
deterministic sense and prepared 100 realizations of the downstream concentrations of 
radionuclides in water without varying the parameters of this transport model[16]. 

Terrestrial Environmental Transport 
The environmental accumulation model provides Dynamic Estimates of Concentrations 
and Accumulated Radionuclides in Terrestrial Environments (DESCARTES)[17]. The 
DESCARTES model tracks and estimates the accumulation and transfer ofradionuclides 
from initial atmospheric deposition and interception through various soil, vegetation, and 
animal products compartments. This model contains a set of four coupled linear 
differential equations that give the model its dynamic nature, generating daily soil and 
vegetation concentrations. Other portions of the model use these daily concentration 
data and equilibrium-type equations to estimate time-dependent radionuclide 
concentrations in animal products. The model also performs ancillary estimates required 
by the core estimations. Environmental concentration data needed by the subsequent 
individual dose model are stored in large binary files. 

The model function may be visualized as a series of sequential operations. The 
biomass submodel generates daily biomass values for each plant type modelled. These 
values are then used in the soil and vegetation submodel to determine the daily 
concentrations of radionuclides in soil and vegetation. Results are estimated for every 
grid node, providing the concentration in vegetables, grains, and fruits directly 
consumed by people and in plants (grass, alfalfa, silage, grain) used for animal feed. 
Animal feed concentrations are then used to determine concentrations in animal products 
(beef, venison, poultry, eggs, milk), also on a grid basis. Finally, the radionuclide 
concentrations in commercially distributed vegetables and milk are estimated. 

The commercial food distribution systems were reconstructed from records and 
reports available from the U.S. Bureau of Census, the Washington State Dairy Herd 
Improvement Association, the Washington State Dairy Products Commission, and other 
governmental and dairy industry organizations[18]. These sources provide some 
information on the amount of milk produced and sold in each county, the locations of 
individual dairies and distributors, and dairy industry practices in the 1940s. Additional 
information was obtained through discussions with dairymen, farmers, ranchers, and 



agricultural extension agents. These key contacts provided information that was 
then supplemented and organized by local experts into a detailed source/distribution 
network by project domain grid cell. A similar undertaking was needed for the 
distribution system for fresh leafy vegetables[19]. 
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Like the preceding source term and transport models, the DESCARTES code 
creates 100 realizations of the environmental conditions at each node for each time step. 
Values of radionuclide concentrations are stored for later use by the individual dose 
model. 

Aquatic Pathway Modelling 
Aquatic organisms in the Columbia River were extensively monitored during the latter 
years of Hanford Site operations. Many thousands of river water and fish samples were 
collected. The HEDR Project has catalogued this information and used it to develop 
location-, seasonal-, and species-dependent bioconcentration factors[20]. The 
bioconcentration factors were developed for three types of resident freshwater fish; 
ornnivors, first-order predators, and second-order predators. Factors were also 
developed for ducks and other birds that might have been contaminated via the 
Columbia River pathway and hunted by sportsmen in the area. The Columbia River 
supports major stocks of anadromous salmon and steelhead. These fish return to the 
river to spawn. However, the limited monitoring data indicate that they do not eat while 
returning upstream, and so their radionuclide concentrations are representative of the 
portions of the Pacific Ocean where they lived before returning to the Columbia River. 
Annual estimates of concentrations of radionuclides were assembled and used for 
estimating doses for all locations along the river for people who caught and ate salmon 
or steelhead. Because of the sparse data, an upper-bound concentration was assumed 
based on the bioconcentration factors for fish near the top of the aquatic food chain. 

Along the Columbia River downstream of the Hanford Site, only the three large 
towns immediately adjacent to the Site (Richland, Kennewick, and Pasco) used 
Columbia River water for domestic drinking water[21]. Drinking water, and potential 
for removal of radionuclides by municipal water treatment plants, was also considered. 

9.2.3. Individual Dose Modelling 

The primary purpose of the HEDR modelling effort was to prepare a complete system by 
which individuals may receive estimates of their doses from past Hanford Site 
operations. The project estimated doses for representative individuals who lived in the 
project domain. Doses have been estimated for real individuals included in the Hanford 
Thyroid Disease Study. Doses for other real individuals who request them are being 
calculated with the same models through a separate project run by the states of 
Washington, Oregon, and Idaho called the Individual Dose Assessment project. 

In the individual dose models, the human receptor is introduced into the estimations. 
The terrestrial dose model CIDER[17] calculates dose for four pathways: submersion in 
contaminated air, inhalation of contaminated air, irradiation from contaminated surfaces, 
and ingestion of contaminated farm products and vegetation[22]. The CIDER code 
treats people differently as they age, including during prenatal and nursing periods. The 
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Columbia River Dosimetry[23] model calculates dose via water immersion, 
drinking, and consumption of resident fish, game birds, salmon, and ocean shellfish. 

9.2.4. Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analyses 

The HEDR Project included concepts of uncertainty and sensitivity analysis from its 
inception[24]. A definitive uncertainty and sensitivity analysis plan [25] was prepared 
and peer reviewed to guide these analyses. 

Uncertainty analyses have been conducted for essentially all dose estimates. These 
analyses lead to the most appropriate interpretation of the estimated doses because they 
provide a measure of the precision of the estimates. A Monte Carlo technique was used to 
estimate all dose uncertainties because it can be applied consistently across all the HEDR 
models, because it is cost effective and accurate, and because it is the appropriate 
technique for such complex models. The sampling strategy used was Latin Hypercube 
stratified random sampling for those model parameters that were infrequently sampled. 
For those parameters that were frequently sampled, for instance on a daily basis, simple 
random sampling was used. 

Sensitivity analyses were performed on all HEDR estimating models. Sensitivity 
analyses provided a method for 1) effectively interpreting the dose estimates, and 2) 
prioritising individual parameters according to the uncertainty they contribute to the 
estimated doses. The results of the sensitivity analyses allowed development of the most 
cost-effective strategy for evaluating the uncertainties in the value of model parameters. 
Sensitivity analyses were performed using measures from multiple regression 
(coefficient of partial determination and the standardized regression coefficient). 
Multiple regressions were performed on both the original parameter values and the rank 
transformed values. Multiple regression was cost-effective because the software was 
readily available and the approach was not labour intensive. The appropriateness of the 
multiple regression approach was measured with the coefficient of determination. For 
the HEDR codes, sensitivity analyses using multiple regression were successfully 
demonstrated for DESCARTES and CIDER. When the coefficient of determination was 
small, sensitivity analyses were performed by holding subsets of the parameters constant 
and measuring the reduction in the uncertainty for each subset. For the complex set of 
HEDR models, the sensitivity analyses were done hierarchically, starting with the dose 
results and working backward through the various pathway, transport, and source term 
models. 

9.2.5. HEDR Model Validation 

Validation can be said to consist of four steps: peer review of the models as they are 
being developed, verification of the computer implementations as the codes are 
developed, verification of the assumptions and parameters going into the codes, and 
comparisons of the results to actual measurements. The HEDR models were subjected 
to numerous reviews by the TSP and others (e.g., TSP/CDC review of the RATCHET 
code, extensive discussions with the TSP during the development of the surface water 
modelling effort). Independent testing of the various codes was completed and 
documented to ensure correct implementation of the models. The assumptions and 



parameters were published separately and have continued to undergo review. A 
pre-approved plan was developed and implemented for comparison of calculated 
estimates with historical measurements. 
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The HEDR models are used to estimate the potential for radiation dose to 
individuals living in a large spatial area, over long periods of time, by a number of 
potentially important exposure pathways. It would be highly desirable to validate the 
various models at points throughout the spatial domain, in areas of high deposition, light 
deposition, and sporadic or minimal deposition. It would be desirable to observe the 
variation in time of radionuclide concentrations in each of the pathways at these various 
locations. A high level of coverage of the various space/time/pathway combinations 
used in the primary dose calculations would lead to the most rigorously defensible 
validation. Data are not available to support such an ambitious validation program. 
Contemporaneous data do not address all the necessary pathways, over space or over 
time, needed to provide a complete validation. The data sets that were selected for 
validation were chosen to provide the best examples of coverage of the domain in time, 
in space, and for as many pathways as possible. The tests defined provided a reasonable 
set for the needs of the project, and sufficient coverage of the spatial, temporal, and 
pathway variables was achieved for the demonstration of the adequacy of the HEDR 
approach and implementation. 

Evaluation of the results of the validation tests was a necessary component of the 
validation[26,27]. The general HEDR philosophy was to compare the estimated values 
of dose, or of the surrogate measurement closest to dose available (e.g., concentrations 
of radioiodine in sagebrush), with measurements. The purpose was to understand the 
differences between the estimated doses and the measurements. Thus, the statistical 
methods used were aimed at describing these differences so that the causes could be 
understood and recommendations for any improvements made. 

9.3. Approaches to Dose Reconstruction: The Techa River 
Dosimetry System 2000 

There were 40 villages on the Techa River downstream from the Mayak Production 
Association when the discharges occurred (see Figure 9.2). The population of the 
contaminated territories was chronically exposed to external and internal irradiation. 
Villagers were exposed through a variety of pathways; the more significant included 
drinking water from the Techa River and external gamma exposure from proximity to 
the Techa River bottom sediments and shoreline[28]. After the extent of the 
contamination of the Techa River became known, all villages on the upper part of the 
Techa River «78 km from the site of release) were evacuated. Some villagers on the 
lower part of the Techa have remained in their homes up through the present time 
(Figure 9.4). 

In 1968 the Techa River Registry was created with the goal of including residents of 
the Techa riverside villages who lived there during the periods of high exposure from 
1949 through 1952. Twenty-five thousand persons who lived in these 40 villages during 
the period of the larger releases and for whom residence records were available were 
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Figure 9.4 Techa River valley 

emolled in a fixed cohort known as the original Techa River Cohort (TRC). In addition, 
5,000 persons who migrated to the villages after the main period of exposure, but before 
1960, have been added to form the Extended Techa River Cohort (ETRC). This 
extended cohort consists of 30,000 persons from whom subcohorts are being drawn for 
epidemiological studies and for whom it is desirable to calculate individual internal and 
external doses. Study of this population will likely provide a good opportunity to 
determine whether a dose-rate-reduction factor exists for the induction of cancer in 
human populations. The TRC is one of a few that represents an unselected population; 
the presence of two distinct ethnic groups (Russians and Tartars-Bashkirs) also provides 
the opportunity to examine the population variability of risk factors. 

Historical evidence indicates that the main contributor to internal exposure among 
the radionuc1ides released into the Techa River was strontium-90, which is accumulated 
in bone tissues and retained for many years. In vivo beta-ray measurements, which have 
been performed since 1959, on teeth and a large number of strontium-90 measurements 
in whole body (based on the measurement of bremsstrahlung, a type of radiation 
emission) have been the basis of internal dose reconstruction[29,30]. The reconstruction 
of internal dose depends on both estimates of the intake and models for the metabolism 
of ingested radionuc1ides. Beta-ray measurements on teeth are utilized to deduce the 
annual levels of intake of strontium-90 in the different villages in different age cohorts. 
The ingestion of other radionuc1ides (strontium-89 and cesium-137, predominantly) 
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occurred mostly with water in the first 3 years of the river contamination. The 
intake rates of these two radionuc1ides were therefore derived from estimates of the 
ingestion of strontium-90 scaled in terms of the radionuc1ide composition of the river 
water. These data were used to estimate age-dependent intake rates for all Techa River 
villages[31]. Calculation of absorbed doses in tissues as a result of radionuc1ide 
incorporation was based on age-dependent metabolic and dosimetric models and the 
corresponding ingestion rates. A large number of measurements of strontium-90 body 
content made with a whole-body counter (WBC) were used to validate the metabolic 
model for strontium retention in human bone[32]. Absorbed doses in red bone marrow 
and bone surfaces have been calculated for all age cohorts; these absorbed doses are 
substantially higher than those in other tissues because strontium-90 is a bone-seeking 
radionuc1ide. 

The absorbed doses from external exposure were estimated on the basis of 
systematic measurements of gamma-exposure rate along the banks of the river and the 
typical lifestyle patterns of the inhabitants of the riverside villages. This approach has 
given the average annual absorbed doses from external sources for different age groups 
in each village. 

Russian and U.S. scientists have been involved in collaborative research programs 
since 1995. As part of studies under the sponsorship of the Russia-U.S. Joint 
Coordinating Committee on Radiation Effects Research, the authors are currently 
engaged in a comprehensive program to develop improvements in the existing dosimetry 
system for the members of the TRC by providing more in-depth analysis of existing 
data, further search of existing records for useful data, model development and testing, 
evaluation of uncertainties, verification of procedures, and validation of current and 
planned results. This work is the result of a first year's pilot study[31] and extensive 
meetings and discussion among the participants in the dosimetric and epidemiological 
studies. The specific aim of this project is to enhance the reconstruction of external and 
internal radiation doses for individuals in the ETRC. The purpose of the enhanced dose 
reconstruction is to support companion epidemiological studies of radiogenic leukaemia 
and solid cancers. 

The details of the methods that are being used in this enhanced dose-reconstruction 
effort are described below. 

9.3.1. Techa River Dosimetry System 

The Techa River Dosimetry System (TRDS) is a modular database processor. That is, 
depending on the input data for an individual, various elements of several databases are 
combined to provide the dosimetric variables requested by the user. The TRDS 
databases consist of three modules. The first module is an environmental module that 
contains, for each of the Techa Riverside settlements, age-dependent mean annual-intake 
levels of radionuc1ides and mean annual external doses in air near the shoreline, 
outdoors in the residence areas, and indoors. 

The second module is a metabolic module that contains the results of age-dependent 
model calculations of doses in different organs per unit intake for all radionuc1ides 
ingested (dose-conversion factors). The third module is an individual-data module that 
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contains the following information for each of the ETRC members: identification 
code, year of birth, year of entry to the epidemiological catchment area, year of 
migration from the catchment area, vital status, year of vital status determination, and 
residence history within the contaminated areas. This third module is prepared and 
updated by epidemiologists working on companion studies. 

The method being used for the TRDS basic dose calculations is relatively simple 
and can be written as a single equation: 

D,,~ i ~ ~"[( ~""DI;AY_}+J",,,,,r. +~'" ·T,+4",,7; JJ (9.1) 

where 
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L 
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DRiv,L,y 

Dout,L,y 

DIn,L,y 

TI 

Absorbed dose (Gy) in organ 0 accumulated to calendar year Y 
The calculational endpoint for a particular individual (can vary within the 
range 1950-2005) 
Year of environmental exposure (external irradiation and intake of 
radionuclides) 
The endpoint of external exposure and intake of radionuclides for a 
particular individual (can vary within the range 1950-1959) 
River location (village) identifier 
Months in year y spent in location L (relative to 12 months) 
Identifier of ingested radionuclide (strontium-89, strontium-90, zirconium-
95, niobium-95, ruthenium-105, ruthenium-106, cesium-137, cerium-141, 
or cerium-144) 
Intake function (Bq/y) for year y, radionuclide r, and location L (function 
of age, related to y) 
Dose-conversion factor (Gy/Bq) for organ 0 in year Y-y from intake of 
radionuclide r in year y (function of age, related to y) 
Conversion factor from absorbed dose in air to absorbed dose in organ 0 

(function of age, related to y) 
Dose rate in air near river shoreline at location L in year y (Gy/y) 
Dose rate in outdoor air within residence area at location L in year y (Gy/y) 
Dose rate in indoor air at location L in year y (Gy/y) 
Time spent on river bank (relative to whole year) (function of age, 
related to y) 
Time spent outdoors (relative to whole year) (function of age, related to y) 
Time spent indoors (relative to whole year) (function of age, related to y). 

In this formulation, the term My,L comes from individual-life-history information and 
is a series of constants. The calculation's endpoint, Y, can vary according to the 
analyst's wishes; for a particular individual it might be the year of death, the year of exit 
from the cohort because of migration, the year of vital status determination, or the date 
of "fixing" the cohort for analysis. Y could also be any or all of the above minus some 
presumed latent period for cancer induction. All of the other parameter values are either 
calculated or approximated and have associated uncertainty. 
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Parameters for Internal Dose Calculations 
The basic data sets and models used to calculate internal doses for the Techa River 
residents were presented in a professionaljournal[33]. As described there, assessments 
of internal dose are based firmly on strontium-90 body burdens and tooth-beta counts 
that have been measured for about half of the ETRC members (including all age groups, 
all villages, and long periods after the onset of contamination). 

Intake function. As indicated in Equation 9.1, a key parameter in determining 
internal dose is the annual average-intake function, Iy,r,L, ofradionuclide r in year y at 
location L. The most important radionuclide from a dosimetric standpoint for the 
affected population is strontium-90; this radionuclide has received special attention for 
the determination of the intake function[30]. Data from beta-ray measurements of teeth 
surfaces for the residents of Muslyumovo Village are used as a reference, as this village 
has a significant population of 3,000 persons and has been investigated in most detail 
because it is the most contaminated of the unevacuated villages. Beta-ray measurements 
of permanent front tooth enamel have been very useful, as the formation of this enamel 
occurs within a short age interval in childhood, and the subsequent rate of metabolism is 
extremely slow. The principle of computation was to express the average values ofthe 
observations for different age cohorts in terms of a comparatively simple model that 
contained unknown dietary contents of strontium-90 for each year and unknown age
dependent uptake factors; the unknown parameters were then determined by a least 
squares fit of the model to the data. The ratios of strontium-90 intake in children to that 
of adults for different years were derived by analysing age-dependent contributions of 
different dietary components (water, milk, fish, etc.) to the total diet[30). Table 9.3 
exemplifies resulting values of annual strontium-90 intake for different age cohorts of 
Muslyumovo residents. 

To reconstruct strontium-90 intake for other settlements, it was assumed that the 
ratio of average intake to the average intake at Muslyumovo is equal to the ratio of the 
mean age-standardized strontium-90 contents in the skeleton (by statistical analysis of 

Year 

1950 

1951 

1952 

1953 

1954 

1955 

1956 

1957 

1958 

1959 

TABLE 9.3 Example values of annual strontium-90 intakes for different age cohorts of residents of the 
reference settlement Muslyumovo on the Techa River 

Intake of Strontium-90 for Cohort Members (by calendar year of birth), Bq/y 

~ 1940 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 

2.08 x 106 1.37 X 106 1.19 X 106 9.78 X 105 7.50 X 105 4.99 X 105 

4.70 x 105 3.76 X 105 3.41 X 105 3.07 X 105 2.68 X 105 2.21 X 105 

4.62 x 105 4.15 X 105 3.93 X 105 3.66 X 105 3.39 X 105 3.10 X 105 

8.61 x 104 8.30 X 104 8.02 X 104 7.75 X 104 7.39 X 104 7.11 X 104 

1.92 x 104 1.91 X 104 1.89 X 104 1.85 X 104 1.82 X 104 1.77 X 104 

1.38 x 104 1.38 X 104 1.38 x 104 1.38 X 104 1.38 X 104 1.38 X 104 

6.90 x 103 6.90 X 103 6.90 X 103 6.90 X 103 6.90 x 103 6.90 x 103 

5.88 x 103 5.88 X 103 5.88 X 103 5.88 X 103 5.88 X 103 5.88 X 103 

4.93 x 103 4.93 X 103 4.93 X 103 4.93 X 103 4.93 X 103 4.93 X 103 

3.39 x 103 3.39 X 103 3.39 X 103 3.39 X 103 3.39 X 103 3.39 X 103 
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WBC data) for the relevant settlement relative to Muslyumovo. Representative 
values are shown in Table 9.4; as can be noted, the relative levels of intake depend on 
the distance from the site of release and the main sources of drinking water. 

TABLE 9.4 Relative annual strontium-90 intake (relative to Muslyumovo) for several settlements 

Distance from the Main Sources of Location 
Settlement Site of Release, km Drinking Water Factor,/L 
Metlino 7 Techa River and wells 0.57 
Asanovo 33 Techa River and wells 0.56 
Nadyrov Most 48 Wells and Techa River 0.19 
Ibragimovo 54 Techa River 1.39 
Isaevo 60 Techa River and wells 0.56 
Muslyumovo 78 Techa River 1.0 
Kurmanovo 88 Techa River 0.65 
Brodokalmak 109 Wells and Techa River 0.16 

Russkaya Techa 138 Wells and Techa River 0.22 
N. Petropavlovskoye 148 Techa River and wells 0.50 
Lobanovo 163 Techa River and wells 0.35 
Anchugovo 174 Techa River and wells 0.34 
V. Techa 176 Techa River and wells 0.46 
Pershinskoye 212 Wells and Techa River 0.16 

Klyuchevskoye 223 Wells and Techa River 0.13 
Zatechenskoye 237 Techa River and wells 0.27 

Age-dependent mean-annual-intake levels for cesium-137 and short-lived 
radionuclides were calculated on the basis of the following assumptions. As most of the 
ingestion of radio nuclides occurred with the consumption of river water in 1950-1952, 
intakes of cesium-137 and short-lived radionuclides were derived from estimates of age
dependent intakes of strontium-90 scaled in terms of radionuclide composition of the 
river water. The ratios of radionuc1ide concentrations to strontium-90 as functions of 
calendar year and distance downstream from the site of release were calculated using the 
Techa River Model[34]. 

Dose-conversion factors. Organ doses, DFr•o. Y-y, for different periods of time 
following radionuclide intake were calculated using age-dependent biokinetic and 
dosimetric models. For strontium-90 (and strontium-89), the biokinetic model 
developed on the basis of measured strontium-90 contents of residents living on the 
Techa River was used, and dose coefficients to target tissues were derived on the basis 
of published data[35,36]. 

For radionuc1ides other than strontium, the age-dependent biokinetic models from 
ICRP Publication 67[37] were used. As this publication contains data for only six age 
groups, dose-conversion factors on a year-by-year basis for these radionuclides were 
calculated using the special software IDSS[38]. The latest version of the TRDS (TRDS-
2000) contains dose-conversion factors for red bone marrow, bone surface, walls of the 
upper and lower parts of the large intestine, wall of the small intestine, stomach wall, 
ovaries, testes, and uterus. 
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Dose Rates Near the Shoreline 
To evaluate external doses near the shoreline all available results of exposure-rate 
measurements on the shoreline were retrieved from the archives and databases[ 1 ,31]. 
Such measurements were carried out since 1952 during summer on the river bank near 
the water. To reconstruct external dose rates in air in 1949-1951 the model[38] 
describing radionuc1ide transport from the site of release along the river and the 
accumulation of radionuc1ides by bottom sediments was used. Dose rates in air were 
calculated on the basis of modelled radionuc1ide concentrations in bottom sediments and 
conversion coefficients obtained by Monte Carlo simulations of air for contaminated 
soil[39] with a dose-reduction factor for river shorelines. Figure 9.5 illustrates modelled 
and measured dose rates in air used for external dose calculations near the Techa River 
shoreline. 
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Figure 9.5 Absorbed dose rates in air along the shoreline of the Techa River. The top plot has modelled 
results, and the bottom plot has monitored data. 

Indoor and Outdoor Dose Rates Within the Residence Areas 
Typical locations of residence areas for the Techa Riverside settlements were on streets 
parallel to the shoreline. Schematic maps for the majority of villages were collected[ 40]. 
The decrease of dose rate with distance from the shore depended on the topology of the 
bank and was specific for each location. Dimensions and configuration of each 
residence area also influenced the distribution of doses. Gamma-exposure rates as a 
function of distance from the shoreline and within residence areas (streets, yards, 
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vegetable gardens, etc.) of several Techa Riverside villages were measured in 
1952-1956[ 1]. Later, detailed surveys and maps of exposure-rate distributions were 
made for the upper Techa locations[41]. Figure 9.6 illustrates early and late 
measurements of dose rate in air for several locations within one example village. On 
the basis of these types of data, weighted ratios of shoreline dose rate to residence area 
dose rate were calculated for each settlement; weighting was determined by the number 
of houses located at different distances from the water's edge within a given settlement. 
Weighted ratios for the 40 settlements vary from 4 to 200[42]. 
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Figure 9.6 Measured absorbed dose rates in air as a function of distance from the shoreline. Data are for the 
example vi\1age ofNadyrov Most. 
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The ratio of dose rate indoors to dose rate outdoors was evaluated from 
measurements carried out in 1954 of indoor and outdoor dose rates for several dwellings 
in Metlino and Muslyumovo. The value for this average ratio is 0.45[42]. 

Model Behavioural Factors 
As discussed above, the distributions of external exposure rates varied within residence 
areas and adjacent flood plains. To calculate doses for individuals, it is necessary to 
know the amounts of time spent by inhabitants at each location of differing dose rate. It 
is impossible to reconstruct accurately the behavioural patterns of the Techa Riverside 
residents 45 years after the fact; rather a simplified model was developed of typical life 
patterns for three types of specified locations within riverside settlements. The first 
location was the river shore, where people drew water, bathed, fished, rinsed linen, 
bathed horses, and bred waterfowl in summer time. The second location was the streets, 
yards, vegetable gardens, and other outdoor areas in the residence areas. The final 
location was inside the dwellings. Such a model was suggested based on questionnaires 
to evaluate periods spent on the Techa River shore[43]. Questions included what kinds 
of work and pastimes were conducted near the river, their duration, and their frequency. 
The study was conducted in the 1950s, and parameters were evaluated (conservatively) 
first for a critical group of subjects for radiation protection purposes[ 43]. Later, the 
author repeated the evaluation on the basis of the same data but for the purposes of 
average dose reconstruction; different estimates were obtained[2]. 

Typical life patterns for Techa riverside residents[2] include four age groups: young 
children, schoolchildren, agricultural workers, and pensioners. Agricultural workers and 
schoolchildren spent some time in fields, meadows, and forests outside of the 
contaminated areas. Young children and pensioners spent most of their time in 
residence areas and more time inside houses. Schoolchildren spent considerable time in 
school. Of course, such a model of life patterns is designed to represent the more 
conventional lifestyles; some kinds of workers (millers, teachers, physicians, etc.) would 
spend at least some of their working time within the residence area. However, for the 
current dose assessments, these generic life patterns have been used. It has been 
assumed that the variation of these estimates is about 20% to 35%[44]. 

Conversion Factors from Absorbed Dose in Air to Absorbed Dose in Organs 
Age-dependent conversion factors for the organs of interest (as noted in the above 
section on internal dose calculations) were taken from the literature[39,45]. While such 
factors are a function of photon energy, there is a large plateau of values between about 
0.08 and 1.3 MeV where the conversion factors can be considered to be essentially 
constant. This is the range that applies to most of the spectra of photons emitted by 
radionuclides absorbed by the Techa River sediments and flood-plain soils. Therefore, it 
has been assumed that dose-conversion factors are independent of energy and 
correspond to Monte Carlo simulations for a 500-keV monoenergetic source. 

9.3.2. Uncertainty Assessment 

Examination of the sources and magnitudes of uncertainty in radiation doses to 
individuals in the ETRC is important. The analysis of uncertainty in the TRDS is 
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incomplete, although the source of information for each term in the TRDS has been 
evaluated. The terms TI and Tz, while ideally coming from individual data, are currently 
assigned generic values, depending on the age of the individual in year y. The external 
dose rates DRiv.L.y, Dout.L.y, and D In.L.y are derived from measurements, or alternatively, 
from the radionuclide contents of sediment calculated from a model[34] multiplied by 
external dose-rate factors (such as those in Ekerman and Ryman[39]). The key term hr.L 
is derived from information in the literature[30]; it has a very complex uncertainty 
structure. The variation of intake levels within the same village and age cohort depends 
mainly on the source of drinking water. Dose-conversion factors, 
D F r.D• Y.y, are calculated using biokinetic models and their uncertainties are determined 
mainly by the variability of metabolic parameters. To estimate the uncertainty of the 
dose estimates calculated using the TRDS, a Monte Carlo version of the TRDS is under 
development. 

9.4. Representative Doses to Members of the Public 

Both dose reconstruction projects estimated doses to members of their respective 
publics. 

9.4.1. Hanford 

The largest doses resulting from Hanford operations occurred in the mid-1940s[ 46]. The 
most important radionuclide was iodine-131 released to the atmosphere. The most 
important exposure pathway was consumption of milk produced by cows on pasture 
downwind of Hanford. The iodine-131 releases were essentially routine and continuous 
during the first period of site operation. Infants and young children who drank milk 
from cows that ate fresh pasture are likely to have received the highest doses. Median 
doses for individuals in this group ranged from about 0.02 to 2.4 Gy to the thyroid. The 
uncertainty on the initial dose estimates is fairly large; for example, the 95th percentile 
reported for Ringold, the location for which the median dose was 2.4 Gy, was 8.7 Gy. 

Recent work has given a better estimate of the overall pattern of iodine-131 
deposition. An estimate of the extent of the deposition, scaled to thyroid dose to a 
reference infant drinking milk from a domestic cow on fresh pasture, is given in Figure 
9. 7[47]. This figure indicates that thyroid doses in excess of 0.085 Gy to infants with 
backyard cows could have extended to the Washington/Canada border. 

Table 9.5 summarizes doses and their uncertainties to maximally exposed 
individuals at several locations throughout the study area. Cumulative radiation doses to 
maximally exposed individuals from releases to the Columbia River range from about 4.6 
to 14.2 mSv for the period 1950 through 1970, which is the period of highest releases 
(Table 9.6). The major radionuclides contributing to doses from the river pathway are 
zinc-65, phosphorus-32, arsenic-76, and sodium-24. The range of doses largely depends 
on the amount of fresh, resident fish consumed. Drinking water contributes only a small 
dose, although nearly all residents of the local downstream communities received one. 
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Figure 9. 7 Iodine-131 thyroid dose from all exposure pathways--milk cows on fresh pasture 
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TABLE 9.5 Median and ranges of thyroid doses to infants in the study area drinking milk from 
backyard cows on fresh pasture (Oy) 

Location Median Range 
Ringold 2.40 0.54-8.70 
Richland 0.93 0.24-3.50 
Eltopia 0.73 0.19-3.00 
Ritzville 0.28 0.074-1.20 

Spokane 0.11 0.03-0.44 
Walla Walla 0.13 0.04-0.44 

Pendleton 0.09 0.02-0.30 
Lewiston 0.04 0.01-0.15 
Yakima 0.03 0.007-0.10 

Ellensburg 0.02 0.005-0.07 

TABLE 9.6 Cumulative doses to the maximally exposed individual from the river pathways, 
1950-1970 (IlSV EDE) 

Location Maximum Typical 
Ringold 14,200 510 
Richland 13,900 290 
KennewicklPasco 13,000 630 
Snake/Wall Walla Rivers 8,800 440 

UmatillaIBoardman 7,100 260 
Arlington 6,800 240 
John Day Dam/Biggs 6,700 230 
Deschutes River 6,300 220 
The Dalles/Celilo 6,200 200 
Klickitat River 6,000 200 
White Salmon/Cascade Locks 5,700 190 
Bonneville Dam to River Mouth 4,600 150 

9.4.2. Mayak 

As described above, internal doses for members of the ETRC are calculated on the 
basis of age- and location-specific mean-annual-intake levels of radio nuclides, age
dependent biokinetic models for radionuclides, and individual-residence histories for 
each subject. Figure 9.8 presents the distribution of internal dose in red bone marrow 
among the ETRC members. As seen, more than half of the people have internal red 
bone marrow doses between 0.1 and 0.5 Gy. Absorbed doses in cells on bone surfaces 
have the same distributions as do the bone marrow doses, but the values are about two 
times higher. 

Example Case Histories 
The process of dose calculation from initial data through TRDS results can be illustrated 
for two cases in the ETRC. A summary of pertinent information for these cases is 
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Figure 9.8 Distribution of dose to the red bone marrow from ingestion of radionuclides for members of the 
Extended Techa River Cohort 

shown in Table 9.7[48]. As seen, both persons lived on the Techa River during their 
entire lives. Calculations of lifetime dose to the red bone marrow are presented in 
Tables 9.8 and 9.9. 

Table 9.8 illustrates the calculation of external dose for Case 1. This person was 
exposed in Medino during 5 years (1950-1954) plus 2 months before death in 1955. 
According to his age at exposure, his behavioural factors (T1, T2, and T3) correspond to 
that of a pensioner. Because the range of attained age for this case belongs to a single 
category (>60 years) during 1950-1955, these behavioural factors don't change during 
the period of exposure. Annual and cumulative doses to the red bone marrow from 
external sources are shown in the last column. 

Table 9.9 illustrates the calculation of internal dose from strontium-90 intake for 
Case 2. The individual calculational endpoint for this case is 1994. This person changed 
his place of residence in 1953; his levels of intake are calculated by multiplying/L, My.L 

and reference annual intake for his age group. Dose-conversion factors corresponding to 
the age at intake and time interval between the year of intake and the calculational 
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endpoint are shown in column 9; annual and total doses to the red bone marrow 
from strontium-90 intake are shown in the last column. 

TABLE 9.7 Case history data for the two example cases; results are presented in Tables 9.8 and 9.9 

Information Case 1 Case 2 
Identification code 611 65737 
Date of birth 1881 4 June 1928 

Sex Male Male 
Residence history Metlino: 1881-Feb.1955 Ibragimovo: June 1928-June 1953 

Muslyumovo: June 1953-Dec. 1994 
Vital status Died Died 
Date of vital status 7 February 1955 4 December 1994 

Validation of TRDS-2000 Doses 
As mentioned, the calculation of internal doses is based strongly upon the direct 
measurements of strontium-90 body burdens by a special WBC designed to measure 
bremsstrahlung from yttrium-90; such measurements have been made for half of the 
members of the ETRC. Strontium-90 body burdens have also been measured in samples 
collected at autopsy, and the two sets of data compare well[49]. Thus, a large body of 
data is available that can be used to verify the calculated body burdens (and, by 
extension, doses). Doses from the short-lived radionuc1ides have not been validated, and 
it seems unlikely that a direct method can be found for validation for the organs 
(gastrointestinal tract) oflarger dose. The doses are being indirectly validated through 
measurements of concentrations of radionuc1ides in water and comparisons to 
strontium-90. 

The validation of the new assessments of external dose is now an issue of major 
importance. The applicability of the use of "natural" dosimeters has been investigated 
within the framework of several international projects. Bricks from abandoned buildings 
located near the Techa shoreline were sampled, the quartz was extracted from the bricks, 
and doses were assessed by using the quartz as a thermoluminescent dosimeter[50]. 
This study has demonstrated the potential of the method in combination with Monte 
Carlo simulations of radiation transport at sampling sites for the validation of 
environmental doses in the upper and middle Techa region. 

A pilot study[ 51] measured dose received by teeth as determined by electron 
paramagnetic resonance analysis. This study confirmed the applicability of that method 
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for retrospective individual-dose evaluation. This method, based upon 
measurements of samples collected for dental health reasons, could also validate 
estimates of uncertainty in assessment of external dose. 

9.5. Conclusions 

The HEDR Project was based extensively on computer simulations. HEDR prepared a 
state-of-the-art set of computational tools for estimating historical doses to 
representative and real individuals. The tools incorporate significant advances in 
tracking spatial and temporal relationships of environmental dosimetry and in the 
application of uncertainty analysis. The models and computer codes were extensively 
peer reviewed, tested, verified, and validated for use in estimating the doses to 
representative individuals who lived in the Columbia Basin from 1944 through 1992. 
They also have been used to estimate doses that real individuals included in the Hanford 
Thyroid Disease Study may have received because of their locations, lifestyles, and food 
consumption patterns. The complete set of configured codes, parameter values, data 
files, and pertinent documentation have been turned over to the CDC, the local States, 
and other interested parties. 

Specific conclusions of the HEDR Project are that: 
• The largest doses were from iodine-131 released to the atmosphere between 

December 1944 and December 1947. The highest were in 1945. 
• The most important radiation exposure pathway for iodine-131 was from drinking 

milk from cows on irrigated pasture close-in and downwind of the site. 
• The median dose for a child at the maximum exposure location is about 2.40 Gy 

(with a range of 0.54 to 8.70 Gy). At the lowest exposure location, the estimated 
dose is 0.0007 Gy (with a range of 0.00012 to 0.0034 Gy). 

• There is a 90% chance that a similar individual's dose would be within a range of 
one-fifth to five times the median values stated. 

• Radiation doses from the release of radio nuclides to the Columbia River were 
highest in the years 1956 to 1965. The peak was 1960. 

• The most important means of exposure from the river pathway was the consumption 
of resident fish. 

• A person who consumed 40 kg of fish per year (about three fish meals per week) at 
Richland would have received a dose of about 1,400 IlSV EDE in 1960. Consuming 
the same amount of fish in the lower river below Bonneville Dam would have 
produced a dose of about 410 IlSv EDE in 1960. 

• A typical adult who ate no Columbia River resident fish would have received a dose 
of about 53 IlSv in 1960 at Pasco, primarily from drinking water. The dose to a 
person not eating resident fish below Bonneville Dam would have received a dose 
of about 13 IlSv in 1960. 
For the Techa River study, the following important tasks were performed to develop 

the TRDS-2000: 
• Development of a source term for releases to the Techa River and a river model that 

describes radionuclide concentrations in water and sediments. This combination 



allowed more realistic calculation of absorbed dose in air near the river shore 
during the 1950-1951 period of massive releases. 

• Reconstruction of intake of short-lived radionuclides and reassessment of organ
specific doses for ETRC members from internal exposure from all radionuclides 
ingested. 
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• Study of the variations in gamma-exposure rate within residence areas of riverside 
settlements according to distance from the river. This study allowed calculation of 
more realistic weighted-average values of external dose within residence areas. 

• Study of the effects of location and time spent in streets, gardens, and homes. Study 
of the first, third, and fourth factors has led to more realistic assessment of organ
specific doses for ETRC members from external gamma exposure. 

• Development of a system to describe accurately the uncertainties (systematic bias 
and random errors) in all models and measurements and to propagate such 
uncertainties through to the final results with proper allowance for correlation 
structures within the data. 

• Calculation of new individual organ doses for all ETRC members using the updated 
TRDS-2000 approach. 

Studies of the possible effects of radiation on those exposed to the releases to the Techa 
River were started in Russia in the 1950s. The basis of the past dose-reconstruction 
efforts for the TRC has been summarized in several publications [30,31,32,48,50,51]. A 
preliminary report on the status of the follow-up of the TRC has also been 
published[53]. It is reported that, despite a number oflimitations, there does appear to 
be a dose-related increase in risk of mortality from leukaemia and other cancers. 
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10. Quantitative Risk Assessment Methods of 
Accounting for Probabilistic and Deterministic 
Data Applied to Complex Systems 

Another aspect of understanding the risks of Cold War legacies is through the 
application ofprobabilistic safety assessments and probabilistic risk assessments, 
largely aimed at calculating and mitigating the risk and severity of accidents. This 
chapter provides a tutorial on accident risk assessment, which has been applied to a 
wide range of legacy weapons and weapon delivery systems. It discusses scenario 
development, merging of deterministic and probabilistic calculations, uncertainty, and 
facility risk management techniques. 

Standard event tree quantification can be used to produce risk estimates and subsequent 
risk importance measures. These risk importance measures identify which component 
failures contribute most significantly to the overall risk for a system. Therefore, risks 
can be reduced or mitigated most effectively by controlling the failures of these 
components. However, this standard approach gives only a static, time-invariant picture 
of risk, which significantly limits the utility to a decision maker. Predictive analyses that 
identify risks over time are very difficult to build into this process. Moreover, in many 
cases, no information is available regarding the physical conditions that actually caused 
the failure to occur. 

The methods presented in this chapter resolve these issues by taking the assessment 
down to the physical parameter level. The strict probabilistic treatment of event tree 
methodology is replaced with a hybridized method containing both deterministic and 
probabilistic components. One requirement for the application of these methods is 
availability of existing deterministic models that characterize the physical response to 
perturbations imposed by initiators. The availability of high-speed computational 
resources along with advances in the understanding of complex physical phenomena 
have allowed the approach presented in this chapter to become a realistic alternative to 
standard event tree methodologies. 
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10.1. Background 

The objectives of a quantitative risk assessment (QRA) are to determine and quantify the 
risks associated with a given system. A system may be any facility or piece of 
equipment that presents a concern as a result of hazards inherent in its operation. The 
concern is often focused on potential system failures as well as on the effects of system 
failures on the environment and the general public. Examples of systems are: 
• Nuclear power plants 
• Coal-fired power plants 
• Civilian aircraft 
• Military aircraft 
• Water treatment facilities 
• Manufacturing facilities that use or produce hazardous materials 
• Military equipment such as missiles, tanks, ammunition, etc. 

The greatest benefit in using QRA is gained when the assessment is performed 
proactively, i.e., before an event occurs that leads to a system failure and a subsequent 
adverse consequence. It is important to note that QRA can also be applied in response to 
events that have already occurred. In either case, the resulting prioritised list of 
significant risk contributors allows analysts to propose measures to reduce or eliminate 
dominant risks. This, in tum, allows decision makers to focus limited funds on those 
areas that will most help to prevent or respond to a system failure. The results of a QRA 
can serve as input to a consequence analysis, which in tum can assess human health and 
environment effects. 

10.2. Assessment Methodology 

Risk assessment methodology for any complex system involves several steps and 
various levels of analysis to quantify the risk. A general flow diagram of the major risk 
assessment steps is shown in Figure 10.1, and a detailed flow diagram of selected steps 
is shown in Figure 10.2. These steps are discussed in the following subsections. 

10.2.1. Data Collection 

The objective of data collection is to compile the knowledge base necessary to conduct 
the study. Some ofthe data collected are used for various calculations, e.g., bounding 
cases for selected initiators and application of screening values. Some data are used to 
develop detailed phenomenological models. These data included drawings, finite 
element models, and existing test data for verification and validation. Other data are 
used to assess the frequencies of events and conditional likelihoods based on those 
events. Data specific to the system and its operations are used, if available. Applicable 
surrogate data are used when the specific data are limited. 

The collection of system-specific data usually requires visits to the site( s) where the 
system operates. The primary tasks performed during the visits are to observe all aspects 
of system operations, obtain necessary and available information relative to the system, 
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speak with key personnel about their activities in support of the system, and identify 
hazards that could possibly lead to adverse environments. 

10.2.2. System Description 

Before hazard identification can begin, it is necessary to understand the system 
operations so that the risk analysis covers all activities of interest. This understanding is 
achieved by reviewing applicable documents and drawings. The operations are grouped 
into System States. A System State is a logical grouping of activities and operations, 
such as transportation, storage, or maintenance. These System States are used to 
organize the risk analysis. 

10.2.3. Hazard Identification and Hazard Scenarios 

Hazard scenarios are defined based on the list of hazards identified during site visits. 
These scenarios describe how a hazard may lead to possibly adverse system 
consequences. Examples of hazards include mechanical events (vehicle collision, 
system drop), thermal events (fuel leak ignition), and electrical events (lightning). 
Hazard scenarios are developed for all identified hazards and combinations thereof. For 
example, a combined hazard scenario might be an aircraft crashing into the system, 
which presents a mechanical as well as a thermal event. 

The hazard scenarios are organized into sets for each System State. Each hazard 
scenario includes information on the hazard, the system location and/or activity, a 
description of how an event is initiated and how it could lead to an adverse system 
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consequence, and a listing of any mitigation systems or procedures that could minimize 
the likelihood or severity. 

The initial event that may subsequently cause a hazard to impact a system is called 
an initiating event, or initiator. Based on the identified hazards, observations made 
during site visits, knowledge of operations, and hazard scenarios, a full set of initiators is 
developed for each System State. 

10.2.4. Preliminary Risk Model 

Scenario progression diagrams (SPDs) are developed based on the identified hazards and 
the hazard scenarios. These SPDs are used to improve the understanding of the possible 
sequence of events following the occurrence of an accident for a system in a given 
System State. The SPD is a multi-branch tree, the purpose of which is to convey the 
accident progression in a brief, succinct manner. It is important to note that, unlike an 
event tree, the SPD is not used to quantify the frequency of the accident. SPDs are used 
to streamline the modelling process by identifying similar scenario environments, 
provide a structured approach to apply screening values, and identify what types of 
models are necessary for a given initiator. The hazard scenarios and SPDs together form 
the preliminary risk model, which guides the subsequent modelling effort. 

10.2.5. Screening Values and Bounding Calculations 

Once the hazards are identified, scenarios are developed, and SPDs are built, the level of 
analysis required to compute the risk is determined. This determination is a staged 
process that uses screening values, bounding calculations, and progressively more 
detailed models to understand the scenario environment. 

Certain hazard environments to which the system may be exposed do not present a 
risk. This information is provided in the form of screening values. For example, there 
may exist a known velocity below which an impact to the system poses no concern, and 
by using this velocity, many scenarios may be eliminated from further analysis. Other 
screens may be based on the ability of a system to withstand a fire or a lightning strike. 

In some instances, the worst-case scenario that can result from an initiator, 
regardless of the frequency of the event, is analysed for its impact on the system. If it 
can be shown that the worst, or bounding, case scenario does not cause an adverse 
consequence, then the initiator is fully or partially screened (depending on the 
calculation) from further analysis. The bounding calculation may focus on mechanical 
energy, thermal energy, electrical energy, or any other hazard source. 

10.2.6. Phenomenological Modelling 

For those initiators that cannot be screened out based on bounding calculations, it is 
necessary to conduct detailed modelling of the environments that may impact the 
system. Because of the complex nature of the environments, the use of sophisticated 
codes and finite element models is required to predict the environment to which the 
system is exposed. Throughout the modelling effort, engineering judgment is applied to 
modelling assumptions and results interpretation. To the extent possible, results should 
be benchmarked against test data. 
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F or example, a fire exhibits complex behaviour that can only be predicted using 
two- or three-dimensional fire analysis codes which model parameters including fuel 
volume, pool size, fire duration, and heat flux. By understanding this behaviour, and 
knowing the proximity of the fire to the system, the impact on the system can be 
determined. For mechanical environments, detailed structural finite element models of 
the system and associated items such as buildings or aircraft may be needed. These 
models are used to assess various impact scenarios, including objects impacting the 
system directly or impacting nearby equipment, as well as the effects of a seismic event 
on the system. 

These models are deterministic in nature rather than probabilistic. This means that 
each analysis focuses on a single environment, providing a point-value result. However, 
the time required to run a detailed phenomenological model is prohibitively long when 
quantifying the risk of numerous accident scenarios. Thus, based on the detailed 
modelling, simplified (i.e., risk-compatible) models are developed that can predict the 
response to an environment. These simplified models are used to generalize the results 
of the detailed calculations to all other scenarios in a form that is compatible with the 
risk model. 

Two general approaches are taken for the development of these risk-compatible 
models. The first approach involves constructing a physical response model based 
directly upon the output of the detailed models and any existing test data. This 
regression approach yields a surface, which is then used to predict the system 
environment for those accidents that are not contained within the existing detailed model 
results and test results. The ability of the response surface to give reasonable results 
depends upon the choice and number of calculations performed with the detailed model 
and the extent of existing test data. 

The second approach used in the development of risk-compatible models involves 
using the detailed models and test data to get an understanding of under what conditions 
certain portions of the physics of the problem dominate the result. This approach 
requires sufficient detailed modelling results to get a firm understanding of the 
sensitivities. Once the dominant physics are identified, they are written directly into the 
models. Therefore, those portions of the detailed models whose contribution only 
weakly impacts the results are dropped from the risk-compatible models. 

10.2.7. Risk Analysis 

The actual risk analysis process includes several substeps, including accident 
scenario description, accident matrix development, risk matrix development, accident 
scenario generation, risk quantification, and risk visualization. These methods are 
applied to each initiator that is not previously screened or that required detailed 
phenomenological modelling. They are the basis for performing the point estimate, or 
base case, analysis as well as the uncertainty analysis described later. 

Accident Scenario Description 
Accident scenarios are developed for those initiators that 
• Remained after applying screening values 
• Remained after performing bounding calculations 
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• Required detailed phenomenological modelling to understand the accident. 
Accident scenarios consist of parameters that characterize the accident environment 

and the system environment. A large number of accident scenarios are required to 
adequately cover the parameter space of all possible accident and system environments 
that may result from a particular initiator. 

The scenario development process results in a set of accident and system 
environments that cover the accident parameter space. The complete characterization of 
these accidents for a given initiator is referred to as an accident matrix. To quantify the 
risk, a corresponding risk matrix is defined. A description of the components of accident 
and risk matrices follows; Figure 10.3 illustrates how the components interface. 
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Figure 10.3 Integration tool structure for scenario development 

Accident Matrix: Accident Environment Description 
An accident environment is a set of parameters that completely defines the initial 
conditions of the accident. It contains all the necessary system-independent input data 
for modelling the accident progression. The accident environment parameters are 
developed using modelling input data and risk-assessment-specific input data. Figure 
lOA depicts the structure of the accident matrix with additional information provided 
below. 

Modelling input data are used to represent the accident progression. These data are 
primarily developed through an examination of historical data, which are used to build 
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distributions on the parameter variability as well as uncertainty. Also, modelling inputs 
can be provided through a combination of regression modelling and historical data. 
Regardless of the technique used, distributions on the variability and uncertainty for all 
applicable modelling inputs are developed. 

Risk-assessment-specific data are used to organize the accident scenarios for risk 
quantification and presentation. Therefore, such data do not directly impact the accident 
progression, but they do have an impact on the display of the final risk results. 

Accident Matrix: System Environment Description 
System environment parameters are developed using system input data, 
phenomenological data, and consequence values. System input data indicate the state of 
the system just before an accident occurs. 

F or each of the accident scenarios used to characterize a complete accident initiator, 
more than one type of phenomenological data may apply (e.g., one collision and two 
fires). Additionally, multiple phenomenological data are often represented within a 
single system environment description (e.g., collision followed by fire). 

The final parameters required to describe a system environment are the consequence 
values. A consequence value generally represents the conditional probability that an 
adverse system consequence will occur given the defined environment. Therefore, as 
defined in the accident matrix, the system consequence vector contains the probabilities 
for each outcome possibility, including the case of no impact to the system. 

Risk Matrix 
To perform risk quantification, a risk matrix must be developed for each accident 
initiator from the corresponding accident matrix. Two key differences exist between an 
accident matrix and a risk matrix: the presence in the risk matrix of the scenario 
frequency and scenario consequence. Figure 10.5 depicts the structure of a risk matrix. 

Accident Scenario Generation 
The complexity of the accident progression requires a tightly integrated framework to 
produce the many accident scenarios that compose accident and risk matrices. A risk 
integration tool is developed for each initiator to automate the construction of the 
matrices. An integral part of the computer tools is the use of Latin-Hypercube sampling 
to account for parametric variation, parameter dependency, and uncertainty replication. 

Referring to Figure 10.3, inputs for the integration tools are accident environment 
data, system environment data, and risk assessment data, as previously described. 
Initiator frequencies, represented by probability distributions, are also inputs to the 
integration tools. In addition, the integration tools interface with the risk-compatible 
phenomenological models. With these data, the accident matrix for a given initiator is 
constructed by running its specific integration tool. The risk matrix is then generated by 
adding a system consequence vector and scenario frequency for each system 
environment. The scenario frequency is computed by dividing the initiator frequency by 
the number of accident scenarios developed for the initiator, given that each accident 
scenario is equally likely to occur. 
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Au Accident Matrix where n is a unique accident initiator identifier and n is sequenced from I 
to the number of accident initiators. 

Su.x Scenario indicator where n is a unique accident initiator identifier and x is the number of 
accident scenarios for a given accident initiator. 

lu.x.d Accident environment modeling or risk assessment specific input where n is a unique 
accident initiator identifier. x is the number of accident scenarios for a given accident 
initiator and d is the number of required input parameters. The value of d varies across 
accident initiators. 

s".x.y System identifier where n is a unique accident initiator identifier, x is the number of 
accident scenarios for a given accident initiator and y is the number of systems involved in 
the specific accident scenario. The value ofy varies across accident scenarios. 

i"",.y.c System environment input where n is a unique accident initiator identifier, x is the number 
of accident scenarios for a given accident initiator, y is the number of systems involved in 
the accident scenario and e is the number of input parameters. The value of e varies across 
accident initiators. 

pn.x.y.r Phenomenon (mechanical, electrical, thermal, chemical, etc.) environment parameter 
where n is a unique accident initiator identifier, x is the number of accident scenarios for a 
given accident initiator, y is the number of systems involved in the accident scenario and f 
is the number of phenomenon environment parameters. The value offvaries across 
accident initiators. 

cn.x.y.h Consequence value where n is a unique accident initiator identifier, x is the number of 
scenarios for a given accident initiator, y is the number of systems involved in the accident 
scenario and h is the number of consequence parameters. Therefore, a given system may 
potentially contribute to multiple outcomes. 

Figure 10.4 Accident matrix structure 
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Where 

Rn Risk Matrix n is a unique accident initiator identifier and n is sequenced from I to 
the number of accident initiators. 

Sn.x Scenario indicator where n is a unique accident initiator identifier and x is the 
number of accident scenarios for a given accident initiator. 

In.x.d Accident environment modeling or risk assessment specific input where n is a 
unique accident initiator identifier, x is the number of accident scenarios for a given 
accident initiator and d is the number of required input parameters. The value of d 
varies across accident initiators. 

Cn.x.h Scenario consequence value where n is a unique accident initiator identifier, x is the 
number of scenarios for a given accident initiator and h is the number of 
consequence parameters. The equation for determining the values for independent 
systems is: 

c.. ... = 1 - D (1- c .. , .• ) 

where y is the number of systems involved in accident scenario n 

Fn.x Scenario annual frequency where n is a unique accident initiator identifier, x is the 
number of accident scenarios for a given accident initiator. 

Figure 10.5 Risk matrix structure 

Risk Quantification 
In addition to quantifying a numerical value for risk, which is the product of the scenario 
frequency and the scenario consequence, the contribution to risk from various sources is 
identified. This risk importance computation is essential to providing the decision 
maker with recommendations on how the quantified risk estimates can be reduced. This 
quantification is accomplished through the development of a ranked list of risk 
importance estimates. The parameters within the risk matrices are used directly and in 
combination to determine their importance to risk. As previously discussed, these 
parameters are grouped into accident environment parameters and system environment 
parameters. Contributors to risk from each grouping are identified, and their risk 
importance is computed. 

Accident environment parameters that contribute to risk are identified using a risk 
quantification computer tool. The process to identify these risk contributors is outlined 
in Figure 10.6. This diagram shows, for the accident environment parameter of fire 
mitigation time, the calculation for computing the importance to risk. This calculation 
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Risk Modeling Tool 
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! Logic 

Figure 10.6 Risk importance calculation for accident environment contributors, fire mitigation example 

begins by accessing the risk matrix for the accident initiator. The logic that breaks the 
parameter space into mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive bins is then defined. 
These bins act as filters in the process of importance evaluation. The filtering process 
then divides the risk matrix into smaller sub-matrices, and risk estimates are produced 
for these sub-matrices. Risk importance for each logic filter is then computed by 
dividing through by the total initiator risk. The resulting set of importance values is 
presented back to the user, at which time the user can determine if the logic filters (i.e., 
bins) identify a prominent parameter range that is key to influencing the risk for that 
parameter. If the bin definitions do not produce insights into the key risk influences, the 
user can redefine the logic filters and compute new importance measures. Through this 
iterative process, risk trends within the parameters can be identified. 

System environment parameters that contribute to risk are also identified using the 
risk quantification computer tool. This process for identification of system environment 
risk contributors as outlined in Figure 10.7 is slightly different from than the process for 
accident environment risk contributors shown in Figure 10.6. Because the risk matrix 
does not contain system-specific data, the accident matrix rather than the risk matrix is 
used as input to the risk quantification computer tool for system environment 
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Figure 10.7 Risk importance calculation for system environment contributors, distance to fire example 

parameters. As such, risk sub-matrices are developed from the corresponding accident 
sub-matrices with the addition of the scenario frequencies. This process begins by 
accessing the accident matrix for the accident initiator. The user defines the logic that 
breaks the parameter space into mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive bins. 
The filtering process then divides the accident matrix into smaller sub-matrices. Risk 
sub-matrices are then developed from each corresponding accident sub-matrix, and risk 
estimates are produced for these sub-matrices. The remaining steps are the same as 
those presented for generating the importance measures for accident environment 
parameters. 

The risk quantification computer tool allows not only for risk computations and 
importance evaluation for each initiator but also across multiple accident initiators. For 
any parameter across a single initiator or across multiple initiators, the importance 
computation is the same. 

Risk Visualization 
Up to this point, the discussion has focused on the mechanics of analysing and 
quantifying the risks. However, an equally important consideration is how these risk 



estimates are presented to the decision maker. This process is referred to as risk 
visualization. 
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The goal of risk visualization is not to present an exhaustive accounting of all risk 
estimates that could possibly be derived from the data. Indeed, this approach would 
produce voluminous output with limited utility. Risk visualization presents only those 
risk results that can be used directly in the decision-making process. Generally, this 
includes providing both the current level of operational risk as well as indicators 
regarding which controllable factors impact this risk. Both graphical and tabular 
representations ofrisk data are valuable to a decision maker. 

A commonly used tool is an event tree, which is defined as an inductive logic model 
that graphically shows the progression of an accident. The detailed structure of the risk 
assessment data for the type of analysis described thus far does not lend itself to standard 
event tree quantification. However, there are benefits in using the graphical aspect of an 
event tree in the visualization and communication of risk. In combination with a tabular 
presentation of the importance measures, an understanding of the risk is presented to the 
decision maker. 

10.2.8. Uncertainty Analysis 

The uncertainty analysis is based on a practical approach that considers uncertainties in 
all areas of the risk assessment at a level that is consistent with their overall importance. 
It uses information generated along the way to increase the level of detail in some areas 
and decrease it in others. 

The process is outlined in Figure 10.8. It begins with a base case calculation of risk. 
It continues with two bounding calculations of risk (upper bound and lower bound), 
which are obtained by propagating bounding assumptions for a number of uncertainty 
issues through the analysis. The combination of base case and bounding risk analyses is 
used to identify regions of the parameter space where uncertainties have little effect on 
the results. For those regions, the base case risk results are considered to be satisfactory 
representations of the risk. In other regions, a more thorough analysis is performed to 
account explicitly for the effects of uncertainties on the risk. The end result is a 90% 
confidence interval (sometimes referred to as a "degree-of-belief' interval) for each 
important measure of risk. A brief description of each box in Figure 1 0.8 is presented 
below. 
• Calculate base case risk estimate. It is assumed that most of the base case risk 

analysis has been completed before beginning the uncertainty analysis. It is not 
assumed that the base case estimate is equivalent to a best estimate, although every 
attempt is made to use best estimate assumptions. 
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Figure 10.8 Uncertainty analysis process 

• Choose uncertainty issues and establish associated bounds. A set of uncertainty 
issues is selected based on expert opinion of the parameters and assumptions in the 
analysis of the base case estimate that contains significant uncertainties. The 
uncertainty issues are defined at broad levels, such as the uncertainty in which of 
several competing models describes a particular set of phenomena or a particular set 

I 

I 
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of statistical observations. A number of issues are selected from each phase of the 
analysis: initiator frequency modelling, event input modelling, environment 
modelling, etc. Using expert judgment, a range of plausible realizations is defined 
for each issue by specifying two bounding representations of the issue. 

• Calculate bounding risk estimates. An upper bound point estimate of the risk is 
generated by propagating the upper bounds of the uncertainty issues through the risk 
calculation. Similarly, a lower bound estimate of the risk is generated by 
propagating the lower bounds of the uncertainty issues. The steps involved in 
determining the upper and lower bound risk estimates are the same as those for the 
base case estimate. 

• Establish screening values for initiating events and initial conditions, 
uncertainty issues, and scenario parameter ranges. By examining the results 
obtained from the base case risk estimate and the two bounding estimates, it is 
possible to identify the events and conditions in the risk matrix that do not have any 
significant effect on the risk or on the uncertainty in risk. Hence, it is possible to 
identify combinations of initiating events and System States, specific uncertainty 
issues, and ranges of scenario parameters that should not require detailed evaluation. 

• Specify sampling distributions. For each of the uncertainty issues, a sampling 
distribution is specified. The distribution is built around the base case and bounding 
representations of the uncertainty issue in question. The form to be selected for 
each distribution depends upon the strength of belief that the experts have regarding 
where, within the range of plausibility, the truth is likely to lie. 

• Take random draws for stochastic variables and modelling uncertainties. Two 
separate matrices of randomly selected probability levels are developed. The first 
matrix contains levels for the parameters with stochastic variability. The second 
contains levels for the issues with modelling uncertainty. 

• Begin modelling uncertainty loop, and begin risk calculation loop. The outer 
loop of the risk analysis corresponds to the variation of uncertainty levels. The 
inner loop represents the variation of scenarios. 

• Determine whether initiating events and initial conditions, uncertainty issues, 
and scenario parameters survive screens. In a particular pass-through, the 
initiating event, initial conditions, uncertainty levels, and scenario parameters have 
specific values that are determined by the corresponding probability levels in the 
matrices of draws for stochastic variables and modelling uncertainties. The 
determination evaluates whether these values place the scenario within the more
important or less-important category for purposes of further evaluation. 

• Set risk realization to base case value. If the scenario at hand is in the less
important category, there is no further development of the scenario. The risk 
associated with the scenario is set equal to the value obtained in the base case risk 
calculation, as though there were no uncertainties for this scenario. 

• Calculate risk realization. If the scenario is in the more-important category, then 
the scenario is developed further by performing calculations to determine the 
phenomenological environments and the system response. The risk associated with 
the scenario is derived from these calculations. 

• End risk calculation loop, end modelling uncertainty loop, and determine 5% 
and 95% bounds. The risk calculation loop completes the evaluation of a set of 
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risk measures for a particular level of uncertainty. The modelling uncertainty loop 
calculates a separate set of risk results for each uncertainty level. The results from 
the outer loop are used to obtain the 90% confidence interval for each measure of 
risk. The 90% confidence interval implies that the experts who participated in the 
study have a 90% degree of belief that the risk lies between the lower and upper 
bounds, a 5% degree of belief that it lies below the 5% bound, and a 5% degree of 
belief that it lies above the 95% bound. 
When the uncertainty analysis has been completed, the final step (not shown on the 

chart) is to use the results to determine whether there are ways to reduce the risk that 
would be effective in light of the uncertainties. 

10.2.9. Major Risk Contributors and Recommendations for Risk Reduction 
and Risk Mitigation 

Once the risks are determined, the accident scenarios are ranked based on their 
contribution to the risk. This ordering provides a process by which the major 
contributors to the risk are identified both in terms of their initiating event as well as the 
sequence of events that make up the accident scenario. 

With this information, the major contributors to the risk are identified as well as 
potential steps that may be taken to reduce or mitigate the risk. The possible options for 
risk reduction and/or mitigation are as follows: 
• Eliminate the accident initiator (i.e., prevent the accident from occurring) 
• Reduce the frequency of the accident initiator (i.e., make the accident less likely to 

happen) 
• Reduce the likelihood of the negative events involved in the accident progression 

(i.e., make the major consequences less likely to occur) 
• Reduce the severity of the environments given an accident occurs (i.e., eliminate an 

accident from resulting in unacceptable consequences or mitigate the potential 
consequences of an accident). 

Processes are recommended whereby the major contributors to the risk may be reduced 
or mitigated by considering cost-effective, practical procedural or system changes. 
Suggested measures to reduce the potential of an event or minimize the effect of an 
event on a system are considered in three categories: operation-specific, environment
specific, and initiator-specific. 

10.3. Conclusion 

QRA methods help to ensure a complete analysis. The process discussed in this chapter 
focuses first on identifying all possible hazards, then describing potential hazard 
scenarios, followed by developing a preliminary risk model. The process continues in 
stages by applying screening values and performing bounding calculations to eliminate 
some initiating events from further analysis. Finally, for the remaining initiating events, 
it is necessary to conduct phenomenological modelling, the results of which then serve 
as input to a probabilistic model. The methods also allow the analyst to account for data 
voids and modelling assumptions by performing an uncertainty analysis. 
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As previously discussed, this analytical tool can be applied proactively or in 
response to events that have occurred. In either case, the resulting prioritised list of 
significant risk contributors can be used to propose measures for reducing or eliminating 
dominant risks. Thus, decision makers can focus limited funds on those areas that will 
most help to prevent or respond to a system failure. The results of a QRA can serve as 
input to a consequence analysis, which in tum can assess human health and 
environmental effects. 



PART III. ANALYSES AND PROGRAMS 
APPLICABLE TO LEGACIES 

We dance round in a ring and suppose 
And the Secret sits in the middle and knows. 
Robert Frost 

"A skilful commander? " replied Pierre. "Why, one who foresees all 
contingencies . . and foresees the adversary's intentions. " 
"But that's impossible," said Prince Andrew as ifit were a matter settled 
long ago. 
Pierre looked at him in surprise. "And yet they say that war is like a game 
of chess?" 
"Yes, " replied Prince Andrew. "But with this little difference, that in chess 
you may think over each move as long as you please and are not limited for 
time and with this difference too, that a knight is always stronger than a 
pawn . ... Success never depends, and will never depend, on position, or 
equipment, or even on numbers, and least of all on position . .. [but} on the 
feeling that is in me and in ... each soldier . .. those . .. gentlemen won't 
win the battle tomorrow but will only make all the mess they can, because 
they have nothing in their . .. heads but theories not worth an empty 
eggshell and haven't in their hearts the one thing needed tomorrow [which 
is the feeling in each soldier}. " 
Leo Tolstoy, War and Peace 

This literature from the East and West warns ofthe danger of being overly 
confident. Details of the problem to be solved, not just the risk to be analysed, must 
guide model and methodology selection. And the problem always includes issues of risk 
perception and societal values, factors often ignored in technical analyses. 
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11. Environmental Risk Assessment of Installations 
and Sites Inherited from the Cold War Period 
in Bulgaria 

Managing legacy waste risks often starts with effective use of resources. This chapter 
explains how one Eastern European country reorganized its resources to address issues 
of risk associated with new and existing facilities and contaminated sites. For example, 
they have moved chemical hazard expertise from military organizations to civilian 
authority. The chapter describes how they are analysing various types of risk and how 
they plan risk management efforts. The chapter further looks at how more democratic 
institutions are empowering the public to challenge government decisions and how 
information can be provided to the public in a way that allows them to join in its 
evaluation. A new national system of emergency response is also described. 

Europe and the world have witnessed significant change over recent years. The world 
has entered a new era of international relations. The fall of the Berlin wall and the 
collapse of the Warsaw Pact started a period of warming of the relations between 
countries of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and central and eastern 
Europe. Within the framework of the United Nations (UN), a number of conventions 
were signed in the hopes of reducing environmental pollution: 
1. Convention prohibiting the development and use of chemical weapons 
2. Convention protecting waters and environment in a transboundary context 
3. Convention confirming the transboundary impact of industrial accidents 
4. Basel Convention for controlling transboundary movement of hazardous waste 
5. European Agreement delineating transport of hazardous loads 
6. Convention limiting long-distance transboundary air pollution 
7. Conventions describing peaceful uses of nuclear energy. 

Through agreements such as these, humankind is trying to reduce deterioration of 
the environment and secure a clean and safe planet for future generations. The issue of 
assessing environmental risks of installations and sites inherited from the Cold War 
period falls within the scope of these objectives. 
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This chapter focuses on the types of facilities left in Bulgaria as a result of Cold War 
activities, the environmental issues associated with the facilities, and the approaches that 
have been used to assess risks for these facilities. The chapter describes the differences 
between the group approach and the differentiated approach, as well as details some of 
the information necessary for conducting a risk assessment under either approach. 

11.1. Types of Installations and Sites 

Numerous sites have been left in Bulgaria as a result of Cold War activities. These sites 
are both industrial and military in nature. Some are still active. The sites can be divided 
into several main groups to better differentiate between the environmental problems and 
the respective approach to them: 
1. Privatised military complex sites serve as sources of environmental pollution. 

Difficulties have arisen in liquidating old pollution from the reduction of their 
output or movement from military to civilian products. 

2. Military sites still existing and closed down include those with environmental 
problems related to the existence of the armed forces or the operation of certain 
installations. 

3. Industrial sites outside the military complex have become a source of pollution 
with lasting consequences because they served as a source of supply to the armed 
forces. 

4. Active military sites can also have pollutants. These sites include those that house 
active units of the armed forces, sites for processing and storage of military stock, 
naval bases, polygons, airfields, missile sites, and others. 
It is important to note that, as a result of certain circumstances, no troops of other 

Warsaw Pact countries have been deployed in Bulgaria. Because military activities were 
on a smaller scale, Bulgaria's position is more favourable than the position of other 
countries in central and eastern Europe. 

11.2. Environmental Issues and Organisations to Deal 
With Them 

If environmental problems in Bulgaria are viewed from their date of origin, it becomes 
evident that they come mainly from the Cold War period. The Republic of Bulgaria 
started industrialization after 1945, and this is precisely the time when the environmental 
problems started appearing. Unfortunately, the leadership of the country during that time 
allowed Bulgarian industry to develop imperfect energy practices and waste-intensive 
technology. Over a period of 45 years, with no environmental legislation in line with 
international standards, serious environmental problems have accumulated. Research in 
this area shows that 3% to 4% of the enterprises account for 96% of the hazardous waste 
in Bulgaria. The environmental programmes that were designed then resolved only some 
of the issues, then only in part, and the funds allocated for introduction of 
environmentally sound technology were extremely scarce. In addition, the coordination 



between the local structures and the industrial units was very poor in terms of 
environmental and health risk reduction. 
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Today in Bulgaria, environmental issues with the potential for catastrophic 
consequences or resulting from accidents or disasters are the province of Civil 
Protection. This organisation carries out a system of humanitarian activities of a social, 
economic, and techno-scientific character aimed at protecting the population. Activities 
include disallowing dangerous enterprises, mitigating harmful consequences of other 
enterprises, conducting relief and humanitarian operations, providing the necessary 
conditions for survival following a devastating emergency, and assisting when 
emergencies arise. 

Over recent years, Civil Protection has proactively participated in a significant 
number of risk reduction initiatives for various industries in Bulgaria in the aspects of 
technology, environment, and health. These initiatives were jointly organized with the 
Ministry of Environment, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, 
Ministry of Labour and Social Policies, Ministry ofIndustry, and other organisations. 

Many programmes were financed and carried out for surveying pollution and, on 
that basis, a number of environmental issues were resolved. For example, Bulgaria had a 
significant problem in the disposal of pesticides that are banned or beyond their safe use 
date. Bulgarian currently holds more than 300 tons of such substances. Currently staff 
from Civil Protection serve on local projects to collect and safely store pesticides until 
conditions are created for their disposal. Bulgaria also launched a joint project with the 
Netherlands to dispose of the first 50 tons of pesticides of the DDT and Lindan type. 
More broadly speaking, the actions related to reduction of risk to the population and the 
environment fall under the scope of two national documents of paramount importance: 
1. National Programme for Prevention and Mitigation of consequences of natural 

disasters and industrial accidents 
2. National Programme Environment and Health. 
These problems were all treated in the Safe and Healthy Working Conditions Act. 

11.3. Approaches to Risk Assessment 

Many of the environmental issues required the use of risk assessment to mitigate or 
eliminate. After Bulgaria's 1987 accession to the Partnership for Peace Programme, and 
subsequently after the country's application for NATO membership, the Bulgarian 
Armed Forces adopted a new approach toward environmental problems: 
1. Establish environmental bodies within the Ministry of Defence, Civil Protection, 

and the structures of the Bulgarian Armed Forces 
2. Introduce ecological training into military higher education curricula 
3. Reorient some experts (chemical) to environmental issues 
4. Provide conditions for access to military sites for representatives of the Committee 

on the Use of Atomic Energy for Peaceful Purposes and of the Ministry of 
Environment and Waters, as well as abandon maintaining an anonymity of their 
environmental problems 
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National System of Emergency Response in the Republic of Bulgaria 

Civil Protection, a specialized structure for emergency response, has been established in the 
Republic of Bulgaria. It carries out a system of humanitarian activities of a social, economic, 
and techno-scientific character aimed at protecting the population, by refusing to permit 
dangerous enterprises and mitigating harmful consequences of other enterprises, conducting 
relief and humanitarian operations, providing the necessary conditions of survival, and assisting 
when emergencies arise. 

The following list defines the specific tasks of Civil Protection: 
I. The Council of Ministers, led directly by the Defence Minister and permanently by the 

Head of Civil Protection, carries out the general guidance of the Civil Protection Service. 
2. National authorities, local governing authorities, and local administrations carry out 

activities on population and property protection in emergencies. 
3. The Standing Committee for protection of the population in disasters, accidents, and 

catastrophes, with the Council of Ministers, carries out and coordinates the relief and 
emergency activities between the ministries, departments, and regional governing 
authorities as well as the preventive work for not permitting activities that would lead to 
negative consequences in emergencies. 

4. The activity of the Standing Committee is assisted by a headquarters, the members of 
which are representatives of Civil Protection, ministries, departments, and 
nongovernmental organizations. 

5. Standing departmental committees for response in emergencies have also been established 
at the ministries and departments. The respective chiefs organize and are responsible for 
the implementation of protection activities. 

6. Standing committees for response in emergencies are established in regions and 
municipalities. Chairpersons of the committees are governors ofregions and mayors. 

7. Trading companies, enterprises, and firms also establish departmental standing committees 
for response in emergencies. 
Management authorities and groups of Civil Protection, the forces and facilities of the 

ministries and departments, and volunteer groups carry out direct tasks to protect the population 
in emergencies. 

As regards organisation, a National Crisis Management Centre has been established with 
Civil Protection. This centre is connected with the ministries, departments, territorial 
administrations, and groups of Civil Protection. Through it, coordination and interaction is 
effected with the local authorities and the management bodies and forces when an emergency 
arises. The centre incorporates an informational and analytical centre that collects, processes, 
analyses, and classifies the complete information on occurrence of an emergency situation and 
informs the national management authorities. 

The system of Civil Protection maintains groups of regularly appointed professional search 
parties, available around the clock, with areas of operation proportionally positioned on the 
territory of the country. The Republic of Bulgaria has also developed a national plan to protect 
the population during disasters, accidents, and catastrophes; and to establish an organisation for 
timely prediction, management, and implementation of relief and emergency operations in 
extreme situations. The plan also defines the ensuing obligations and tasks for the preparedness 
and participation of the management authorities and the resources, the rules of provision, and its 
implementation. Adequate plans for protection of the population have been worked out in the 
ministries, departments, regions, municipalities, and projects of the national economy. 

5. Allow participation of environmentalists from the Ministry of Defence 
interdepartmental commissions established for resolving certain environmental 
problems 



Relief and emergency operations carried out by management authorities and forces of 
Civil Protection, ministries, departments, and local administrative structures are provided for 
by funds allotted for that activity pursuant to the State budget law. The activity to protect 
the population is largely financed in a centralized way by the state budget and a small part in 
a decentralized way by the municipalities. A standing committee with the Council of 
Ministers allocates and exerts control over the expenditure of the funds. 

The national authorities responsible for protection of the population monitor the 
observance of the regulatory acts in the following basic directions: planning, maintaining, 
and implementing the plans for civil protection; organizing the activity of the management 
authorities and resources; organizing the protection activities and carrying out prevention 
activity; keeping the population informed; and providing logistical support of the 
management authorities and forces and interaction between the authorities, forces, and 
institutions. 

Coordination between single institutions and Civil Protection is based on bilateral and 
multilateral contractual agreements for joint work. Many agreements are made at the 
regional level, where managers cooperatively solve emergency problems. 

The practice of carrying out annual joint exercises and training enables the education 
and training of the management authorities of institutions and local authorities and forces 
that participate in the elimination or mitigation of accidents and emergencies. 

The regulatory documents of participation and response in overcoming and eliminating 
the aftermaths of emergencies provide for the attraction of mass volunteer groups from 
nongovernmental organizations. These groups are used to protect the population and the 
environment, and for assistance in relief operations. Civil Protection in its activities 
cooperates with nongovernmental organizations such as the Bulgarian Red Cross, students' 
rescue parties, the ecological organization "Blue Flag," the children's Scout movement, and 
others. Civil Protection bears responsibility for elaborating and maintaining the National 
Plan and the database therein. All specialists who work on various protection problems 
have access to the plan in the part that concerns them. The database is computerized and 
stored at Civil Protection. It is updated at regular intervals when there are changes. The data 
are introduced into the plan with the participation of specialists from all concerned ministries 
and departments. The resources for response in emergencies are also computerized in 
certain ministries and departments. 

6. Develop and implement programmes for reducing risks to the population and 
environment posed by liquidation of Armed Forces-related old pollution. 
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For this last item, Bulgaria then adopted the following approaches for environmental 
risk assessment for installations and sites from the Cold War period: 
1. Group approach for certain types of sites and problems 
L Differentiated approach toward certain sites, production lines, installations, etc. 
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11.3.1. The Group Approach 

The group approach makes it possible to assess the problem as a whole. This holistic 
approach also allows risk assessors to prioritise matters within the main problem, to 
determine the risk components and to decide on their order of priority, and to develop a 
list for resolving the problems. This approach is used when the problems are nationwide 
in scope and relate to entire sectors and branches ofthe national economy, for example 
problems in the following areas: 
• Pesticides 
• Ferrous and non-ferrous metallurgy 
• Related enterprises of the chemical industry 
• Waste water treatment 
• Coal-based power generation 
• Closure of sites with ionising irradiation sources 
• Military polygons (within the Ministry of Defence) 
• Military areas and bases of dissolved Armed Forces units. 

11.3.2. The Differentiated Approach 

The differentiated approach can be an element and a result of the group approach but in 
most cases it is completely independent, in view of the peculiarity of each site and its 
environmental problems. Examples of situations in which this approach was used 
include the Kozlodui Nuclear Power Plant, the National Radioactive Waste Depot, and 
the arsenic pollution in the area ofPirdop from the copper plant there. 

11.4. Commonalities of the Two Approaches 

Both the group and the differentiated approach require complex assessment, including 
adherence to the procedures for Environmental Impact Assessment, as per Ordinance 
No.4 of the Ministry of Environment and Waters. This ordinance broadly considers the 
risk to the environment and the population, in all its aspects. This approach was accepted 
in the European Union member states and is regulated by a law in Bulgaria. Other 
commonalities include the fact that the two approaches are part of a decision-making 
process, and both approaches utilize a set of topics for evaluation and criteria by which 
they are evaluated. 

11.4.1. Risk Assessment as Part of a Decision-Making Process 

Of particular importance to the Bulgarian approach to risk assessment is the fact that 
Environmental Impact Assessments are part of a decision-making process. For new 
facilities, the Environmental Impact Assessments are widely discussed in the 
community, the benefits and the possible damage from a certain type of activity are 
carefully weighed, and, finally, the fate of a certain industrial site is decided upon. The 
process is a bit more specific for the Environmental Impact Assessment of an already 
existing site. Then the involvement of the environmental bodies and the community goes 
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more toward reducing the technological, environmental, and health risk. Demands are 
often raised for introduction of state-of-the-art waste-free technology, for guarantees for 
safe operations by means of rehabilitation and modernisation programmes, and for 
closure of particularly hazardous and high-risk lines of production. In addition, when 
concluding privatisation contracts, one of the tools for reducing risk to the environment 
and people is to introduce clauses for compulsory investment on the part of the new 
owners to liquidate old pollution (if any) and to implement environmental programmes 
in the future. 

11.4.2. Topics for Evaluation 

Environmental Impact Assessments focus on identifying areas in which a particular 
enterprise can reduce risk to people and the environment. In this context, people can 
include workers as well as the public outside the boundaries of the facility. Risk can 
occur through the system operating as usual or abnormally. 

Assessment of the abilities of an enterprise to reduce risk can be carried out on a 
number of topics, for example, the following: 
1. Capability to harness risks 
2. Preventive policies 
3. Movement 
4. Protection of the machinery 
5. Noise and vibrations 
6. Temperature and ambient air treatment 
7. Illumination 
8. Fire, explosion, and electricity-related risks 
9. Hazardous substances - health risk 
10. Collective and personal protection means 
11. Heavy loads transportation 
12. Maintenance 
13. First aid 
14. Interaction of the employees. 

11.4.3. Criteria for Evaluation 

Each item to be evaluated carries with it a set of criteria, which makes it possible for the 
enterprise to be given an evaluation score on each risk individually. For example, criteria 
for the first item in the list in Section 11.4.2 , capability to harness risks, could be: 
• Quality of information available to management with respect to risks related to the 

operations of the enterprise 
• General attitude toward detected risks (i.e., have efficient preventive measures been 

put in place) 
• Quality of the documentation regarding protective measures against various risks 
• Attitude toward existing or potential risk in the enterprise 
• Level of organisation of operations and selected production procedures 
• Safety of raw material used and effectiveness of training of personnel regarding that 

material 
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• Priority of collective or personal protection means and possibility to reduce risk 
before their introduction 

• Availability of safety techniques briefing 
• Possibilities to monitor all measures on the above matters 
• Availability of consultations for the personnel or their representatives on all safety-

and health-related issues. 
The second item on the list, prevention policies, can be assessed according to the 
following criteria: 
• Quality of division of responsibilities in the enterprise (competence, interaction) 
• Level of compliance to the procedures and safety regulations in the enterprise 
• Effectiveness of introduced changes following an occupational accident 
• Effectiveness of disseminating initial information and providing update on accidents 

or calamities at the work place 
• Effectiveness of safety control in the enterprise 
• Effectiveness of operations procedure in the enterprise. 
Similarly, based on a set of criteria, the other assessment items can be checked for the 
enterprise's capability to reduce the likelihood of serious consequences. 

11.5. Conclusion 

This chapter demonstrates that the Republic of Bulgaria has established a reliable system 
of risk assessment for all types of facilities remaining from Cold War activities. The 
system is flexible, in that topics and criteria can be tailored to meet the needs of a wide 
variety of situations, in both group and differentiated approaches. In addition, the 
system meets the international standards set for the European Union. This system is 
seen as a major step in fostering environmental decision making in Bulgaria and 
ensuring a prosperous economic future for the country. 



12. Radiation Factors Risk Assessment Within the 
Chornobyl Nuclear Power Plant Exclusion Zone 

One of the most challenging risk management cases recently is the management of risks 
associated with the 1986 accident at the Chornobyl Nuclear Power Plant. This chapter 
describes the application of risk modelling techniques to provide decision makers with 
information on managing radiation risks within the Exclusion Zone. The chapter also 
provides insight into the development of the nuclear power industry in the former Soviet 
Union, an industry closely related to the development of nuclear weapons production in 
terms of technology and lasting legacies. 

At approximately 50 years old, the history of world nuclear energy development is very 
short when compared with other sources of energy. Nuclear energy, however, went 
through the stigma of association with the nuclear bomb as well as depression periods. 
Now, with the coming of the third millennium, this form of energy still has unsolved 
problems. Nations continue to seek the answer to the unbelievably complicated question 
of whether nuclear energy should be allowed to exist at all. This chapter provides a brief 
history of world nuclear power development and how it was affected by the Chomobyl 
nuclear catastrophe, information about the contamination spread by the catastrophe and 
the pathways along which it spread, and specific pathway modelling results of 
strontium-90. The discussion and calculations show how radioecological factors must 
be considered in effectively predicting and monitoring risks from Cold War legacies. 

12.1. Background 

The former Soviet Union was the first to use nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. 
Starting on June 27, 1954, when the first nuclear power plant (NPP) was opened at 
Obninsk, nuclear energy continued to expand. Reactor power increased to 5 MW, a 
variety of types was developed, and capacity increased. 

A significant stage in nuclear energy development is connected with the Cold War. 
During this period, the former Soviet Union operated a series of nuclear reactors not 
only for peaceful purposes but for the production of weapons-grade plutonium as well. 
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Thus, in the fonner Soviet Union and other countries, the questions of nuclear power 
operation and development were the province of military authority and classified as 
secret until the end of the 1980s. 

The catastrophe at the Chornobyl NPP in 1986 effectively divided development of 
nuclear power into two great stages: before and after the catastrophe. Before the 
accident, nuclear energy made a considerable contribution to electric and thennal energy 
production. Figure 12.1 shows the potential of nuclear facilities in 1986. Around the 
world, 26 countries contained 26 nuclear units for a total of 259 GW capacity; in 
addition, 157 units with a total of 142 GW of capacity were under construction. 

The most intensive nuclear energy development took place from 1970 to 1980; 
during this time NPP capacity grew about 25% per year. However, after a series of 
accidents at NPP around the world, most visibly at Chornobyl, the rate of growth in NPP 
capacity considerably decreased to an average of 6% between 1980 and 1990. 

After the Chornobyl accident, many countries reviewed the safety of their nuclear 
energy development. As a result, a number ofNPP were closed, and less new plants 
were built. Thus, NPP capacity grew just less than 1 % between 1990 and 1999. 

Figure J 2. J Countries with wide use of nuclear power, 1986 
(% indicates portion of electricity production, number under the line indicates total terrawatt-hours) 

According to data from the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), world 
nuclear energy produces more than 17% of the total amount of energy consumed. 
Around the world, 440 nuclear energy units with a total capacity of 351.5 million kW are 
operated. In addition, 43 units (for a total capacity of 35.3 million kW) are under 
construction, and 51 units with a total capacity of more than 39 million kW are planned 
to be built. Table 12.1 presents infonnation on the current status of nuclear energy use 
in different countries (according to IAEA data). 



TABLE 12.1 World use of nuclear energy, 1997 

# Operating # Reactors 1997 Electricity Part in National 
Country Nuclear Under Production, Electricity 

Reactors Construction terrawattlyear Production, % 
Argentina 2 I 7.45 11.40 

Armenia 1 - 1.43 25.67 

Belgium 7 - 45.10 60.05 

Brazil I I 3.16 1.09 

Bulgaria 6 - 16.44 45.38 
Canada 16 - 77.86 14.16 
China' 3 4 11.35 0.70 
Czech Republic 4 2 12.49 19.34 
Finland 4 - 20.00 30.40 
France 59 I 376.00 78.17 
Germany 20 - 161.40 31.76 

Great Britain 35 - 89.30 27.45 
Hungary 4 - 13.97 39.88 

India 10 4 8.72 2.32 
Iran - 2 - -
Japan 54 I 318.10 35.22 
Kazakhstan I - 0.731 0.583 
South Korea 12 6 930 4.08 

Lithuania 2 - 10.85 81.47 

Mexico 2 - 10.46 6.48 

Netherlands I - 2.30 2.77 

Pakistan I I 0.37 0.65 
Rumania I I 5.40 9.67 

Russia 29 4 99.68 13.63 
Slovakia 4 4 10.80 43.99 

Slovenia I - 4.79 39.91 

South Africa 2 - 12.63 6.51 

Spain 9 - 53.10 29.34 

Sweden 12 - 67.00 46.24 

Switzerland 5 - 23.97 40.57 

Ukraine 16 4 74.61 46.84 

USA 107 - 629.42 20.14 

Total 437 36 2276.49 
.. 

Note: a = TaIwan IS Included In total amount: 6 nuclear plants, provIdIng 26.35% of energy 
production. 
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12020 The Chornobyl Catastrophe 

On May 6, 1986, an accident occurred at the Chomobyl NPP, in what was then part 
of the Soviet Union (present day Ukraine). According to the last official data from 
Ukrainian scientists[ 1], the sum activity of radioactive material released during the 
accident consisted of 1.2 x 1019 Bq, including about 7 x 1018 Bq of inert gas. Releases 
included more than 3 % of the fuel concentrated inside the reactor at the time of accident, 
up to 100% of the inert gas, and 20% to 60% of volatile radionuclides. This 
retrospective assessment of the activity at the moment of the accident was performed by 
recalculating the state of the plant before stopping the release process from the 
emergency reactor. The amount calculated exceeds the activity assessment officially 
presented by authorities of the former Soviet Union to the IAEA in 1986[1]. 

Meteorology conditions at the time of the accident led to a wide spread of 
radionuclides across the North Hemisphere. The most contaminated areas were in 
Belarus, Russia, and the Ukraine (46,500 km2, 57,000 km2, and 41,800 km2, 
respectively), with concentrations of greater than 1 Cilkm2 (37 kBq/m2) of cesium-137. 
Areas of contamination were also found in Sweden, Finland, Germany, Australia, 
Switzerland, Rumania, Georgia, and other countries[2]. Figure 12.2 depicts data 
showing European radioactive contamination after the Chomobyl accident. 

The most dangerous area with regards to the environment and human health is 
considered to be the Chomobyl Exclusion Zone (ChEZ) within the administrative part of 
the Ukraine. The ChEZ is shown in Figures 12.3 and 12.4. In 1986, all economic 
activity was stopped there, and the population was evacuated. The Ukrainian part of the 
ChEZ is made up of2,044 km2[1]. Currently, the most dangerous radionuclides that 
determine risk within the ChEZ are cesium-137, strontium-90, and alpha transuranium 
elements plutonium-238, 239, 240, and americium-241. Their levels within the ChEZ 
consist of20 xlO l5 Bq. 

The following densities of radioactive contamination for cesium, strontium, and 
plutonium were accepted as criteria for the population evacuation from the contaminated 
area (",,1,800 km2)[3]: 
• cesium-137 more than 555 kBq/m2 (15 Cilkm2) 
• strontium-90 more than 111 kBq/m2 (3 Ci/km2) 
• plutonium more than 3.7 kBq/m2 (0.1 Cilkm2). 

Specialists from the Ministry of Emergencies summarized data on radionuclides 
distribution in different ChEZ objects[4], as shown in Table 12.2. Most radionuclides 
are concentrated in the "Shelter" object, which contains 180 tons of nuclear fuel with a 
total activity of740 PBq (20 MCi). About 8.2 PBq (0.22 MCi) were released out of the 
destroyed unit. 

Within the ChEZ, about 800 radioactive waste disposal sites and temporary 
radioactive waste storage sites contain about a total activity of 8.1 PBq (0.21 MCi). 

Table 12.3 shows approximate amounts of radioactive waste that must be moved to 
special storage. 
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Figure 12.2 Radioactive contamination of Europe after the Chomobyl catastrophe 

12.3. Transport of Contaminants Through the Environment 

Radionuclides contained in the Chomobyl release penetrated into the environment 
and are now represented in all nature sub-systems. Figure 12.5 schematically depicts 
their migration in the environment and intake into the human body. 

The pathways shown in Figure 12.5 are considered to be the risk factors and should 
be taken into account when developing risk assessment scenarios. These risk factors can 
be studied using radioecological monitoring data, which are often used to model 
radionuclides migration and to predict risk to the population and environment. 

. ( 
\ 
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Figure J 2.3 Contamination of Ukraine with I37CS 

A mUltipurpose system for calculating these factors is the Multimedia 
Environmental Pollutant Assessment System (MEP AS), developed by the Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory, operated by Battelle for the U.S. Department of Energy. 
MEP AS models radioactive and chemical contamination processes in different natural 
environments and, using different scenarios of radionuclide uptake, predicts risk to the 
health of the population. The calculations described below were, for the most part, 
performed using MEPAS[5,6]. 

The question on which radionuclide transfer pathways may result in contamination 
moving out of the ChEZ is of high importance. Figure 12.6 and Table 12.4 show 
potential pathways. 

The data in Figure 12.6 and Table 12.4 show that the main potential source of 
radiation risk within the ChEZ is through surface waters. Radionuclides migrate from 
the ChEZ as a result of their wash-out from water catchments. Through the Prypyat and 
Uzh river basins, radionuclides migrate with surface and underground drainage. Indeed, 
water-borne contamination is the most dangerous radiation factor for the whole River 
Dnieper basin system, to which the River Prypyat estuary drains. Water from these 
sources is used as potable water for 35 million people in the Ukraine. 
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Figure 12.4 Zoning of the territory of Ukraine according to radioactive contamination rate 

TABLE 12.2 Radionuclide distribution in Chomobyl Exclusion Zone objects 

Object 
Activity, Dq 10" (PDq) 

L Cesium-137 Strontium-90 Trans-U elements 
Exclusion Zone land 8.13 5.5 2.5 0.13 
Cooling pond 0.27 0.16 0.1 0.005 
Radioactive waste disposal sites 6.35 3.4 2.8 0.15 
Radioactive waste temporary 1.84 I 0.7 0.04 
storage locations 
Total 16.6 10.2 6.1 0.33 
"Shelter" Object 740 480 260 10 
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. " " . .. 
Note. Shelter IS the name of the fourth destroyed umt of the Chomobyl NPP, so called after actIVItIes on the 
sarcophagus building[7J. 

TABLE 12.3 Radioactive waste volumes in Chomobyl Exclusion Zone objects 

Source 
Radioactive waste volumes, km· 
Minimum Maximum 

"Shelter" 120 400 

"Shelter" ten·itory 11 280 

Radioactive waste disposal sites 21 37 

Radioactive waste temporary localization sites 3 15 

NPP operated and out of operation 3 
Treatment of used nuclear fuel of VVEP reactors ? 
Total 160 730 
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Figure 12.5 Radionuclide transport pathways 

Radionuclides mjgration main pathway, % 

10 1,2 0,8 

88 

Water fiowing-out • Wmd transfer 0 Biogenic trnnSfer 0 Technogenic migration 

Figure 12.6 Potential radionuc1ide (mainly cesium and strontium) transfer pathways 
out of the Chomobyl Exclusion Zone (percent contribution, "," indicates decimal point) 

The intensity of radionuc1ide migration with this water pathway depends on hydro
meteorological conditions and primarily on the water level in the river drainage (e.g., 
during flood conditions, radionuc1ide outflow considerably increases). 

The second most dangerous potential pathway for radionuc1ide transfer out of the 
ChEZ is wind transfer. This factor has a tendency to decrease with time because 



TABLE 12.4 Radionuclide transport from different sources within the 
Chomobyl Exclusion Zone[4] 

Source I Activity, MBq/year 

L .• Cs 

Chornobyl Exclusion Zone (flowing out o/zone) 
Sr 

River Prypyat (margins of fluctuation), 1990-1997 4.4-17.6 1.2-4.6 2.7-14.4 
River Prypyat 1997 4.4 1.7 
Underground filtration from cooling pool 0.37 7.4 

(return 0.02-0.04) 
Wind transfer 0.7 0.2 
Biogenic transfer 0.Q7 0.055 
Technogenic migration 0.029 0.021 

"Shelter" (radionuclides released into environment) 
Planning release 0.011 I 
Non-organized release through cracks 0.0006 0.0005 

Chornobyl Nuclear Power Plant (radionuclides released into environment) 
Gas aerosol release 0.048 0.047 
Release into cooling pool with waste water 0.035 0.026 I 

Note. all flows are constant except wmd transfer, whIch IS occasIOnal. 

of radionuclides fixed in environmental objects at the expense of biological and 
geochemical processes in soil and biota. 

2.7 
2.96 

0.5 
0.015 
0.08 

0.001 
0. 009 
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Biogenic transfer is the third most important radionuclide transfer pathway. Figure 
12.7 shows how different biological objects contribute to radionuclide transfer out of the 
ChEZ. 
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Figure 12.7 Radionuc1ide transfer out of the Chomobyl Exclusion Zone via biological objects 
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Figure 12.8 Technogenic radionuclide transfer out of the Chomobyl Exclusion Zone 

Technogenic factors also allowed radionuclide transfer out of the ChEZ. In order of 
contribution, these factors include auto transport, cargo transport, and personnel 
transport (Figure 12.8). 

A consideration of the contribution of various factors to radionuclide transfer out of 
the ChEZ, must emphasized that total potential risk to the health of the population and 
the environment from radionuclides concentrated in different objects within the ChEZ is 
higher than the possible risk posed by a serious accident at the "Shelter." Analysis of 
these data on potential pathway migration (shown in Figure 12.9) yields the following 
conclusions: 
• When the "Shelter" is properly operating, the contribution to total dose made from 

the total radionuclide transfer out of the ChEZ via natural and technogenic pathways 
exceeds by 1 to 2 times the contribution to total dose from the "Shelter." The 
pathway of least importance proved to be imperfect emergency construction for 
high-activity radioactive waste storage, which requires further improvement to 
ensure safety. 

• In case of an accident at the "Shelter," radionuclide transfer into the environment 
could lead to dose to the population of Ukraine at a level comparable to the sum of 
doses from all others sources of ChEZ radioactive contamination. At that level, 
these doses would be less than those already received from radionuclides flowing 
out during the 10 years following the Chomobyl catastrophe. 
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Figure 12.9 Approximate data on dose assessment for the population of Ukraine 
for different scenarios of radio nuclide transfer out of the Chomobyl Exclusion Zone 

12.4. Modelling Strontium-gO Transport Through Exclusion 
Zone Water Systems 
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The results predicted above can be validated through use of computer modelling. An 
example of such modelling can be seen below to predict strontium-90 transport into 
surface reservoirs through the aeration zone and with underground waters. The results 
shown below were calculated using a Russian version of ME PAS (3.l1RV, 1996-1998). 
This version was developed as a result of an agreement between the Pacific Northwest 
National Laboratory in the United States, Computer Technologies Association of the 
Kurchatov Istitute in Russia, and the State Scientific Center of Environmental 
Radiogeochemistry in the Ukraine. This version was used in the Ukraine to model and 
predict long-term radionuc1ide migration in different sub-systems of the ChEZ 
environment[8]. Whelan et al.[6] describe methods of modelling and prediction in 
MEP AS in detail. 

The modelling considered two types ofmigration[9]: 
• Radionuclide migration from the ChEZ-contaminated catchments through the 

aeration zone and underground waters (area model of contamination) 
• Radionuc1ide migration from radioactive waste disposal sites and temporary storage 

sites (point-source contamination) 
Strontium-90 migration in the aeration zone and underground water is described by 

the following equation: 
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ac +~ ac = Dx a2c + Dy a2c + Dz a2c -AC 
at Rfl ax Rfl ax2 Rfl al Rfl az2 

(12.1) 

R fl = 1 + fJd Kd 
ne 

where (12.2) 

and D = au + Dmol (12.3) 
and where 
Rfl factor of delay (non-dimensional) 

P volume density (g/sm3) 
Kd distribution coefficient (mL/g) 
a dispersity into X-, y-, or z- direction (sm) 
Dmol molecular diffusion. 

Factor of delay was used as a measure of contaminant mobility in a porous 
environment. It represents the ratio of average velocity of porous water to average 
velocity of contaminated material transformation and could be represented several ways 
(for example, with agraph). In reference literature on underground water, the following 
equations for delay factor assessment are recommended: 

R = nln + fJd Kd (12.4) 
f2 e n 

e 

(12.5) 

(12.6) 
where 8 = moisture in the aeration zone (non-dimensional) . 

Equations 12.2 and 12.6 are used in MEPAS, the former for saturated zones and the 
latter for partially saturated zone. After some combinations: 

* 
U 

U = (12.7) 
Rf 

and D* =!?- (12.8) 
Rf 

Equation 12.1 could be modified into simplified type: 

ac + u. ac = D * a2 C + D * a 2 C + D • a 2 C _ AC 
at ax x ax2 y ax 2 z az 2 

(12.9) 
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To solve Equation 12.9 taking into account certain boundary and initial conditions, 
the set of semi-analytical equations was used in MEP AS. These equations allow 
predictive assessments of contaminant migration in saturated and non-saturated 
environments. 

An exponential source model was used to describe radionuclide intake into the 
aeration zone: 

Q(t) = Qo * exp(- a * t) (12.10) 

K, * Ao * S, a = A + K" K, = In2/T riB 

where 
Qo 
Q(t) integral for the source velocity of radionuclide intake into the aeration zone 

(Ci/yr) 
Ao density of surface contamination (Ci/m2) 
S site area (m2) 
Ao*S radionuclide reserve in source (Ci) 
A constant ofradioactive decay (year-I) 
T riB period of semi-decay (years). 

Figure 12.10 shows contaminated catchments isolines of underground water levels 
and directions of strontium-90 migration with underground water currents into water 
systems of the ChEZ (Azbuchin Lake, Prypyat Creek, Semikhodovskiy Creek). From 
these locations, contaminated water flows into the River Dnieper, making it doubtless 
that the population of Ukraine consumed this water. 

Tables 12.5 and 12.6, as well as Figure 12.10, show parameters for strontium-90 
migration calculations as well as data on its reserve in these catchments, radioactive 
water disposal sites, and temporary waste storage sites. 

Figures 12.11 to 12.17 show the results of predictive modelling. Here one can see 
the peculiar features of how strontium might be transported from groundwater to surface 
water of the ChEZ. 

12.5. Conclusions 

The catastrophe at the Chomobyl NPP showed the world that the "peaceful atom" 
can in reality be less than peaceful. However, through the use of predictive modelling, 
risk can be assessed to various ecological factors. This type of modelling allowed 
planning of a budget for radioecological monitoring within the ChEZ. 
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Figure 12.10 River Prypyat right bank catchments and radionuclide transfer pathways 
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TABLE 12.5 Hydrogeological and radiological parameters used for modelling with the 
Multimedia Environmental Pollutant Assessment System 

Source Loading Catchment Distance from Average Aeration 
Site Dimensions, Catchment Flow Zone 

kmxkm Center to Gradient Thick-
Unloading for ness, m 

Site, m Ground-
water 

Prypyat Creek Prypyat 2 xl 500 0.03 5 
catchment Site 1 Creek 

Prypyat Creek Prypyat 2 x 0.5 1,250 0.03 3 
catchment Site 2 Creek 
Prypyat Creek Prypyat 2x2 2,500 0.03 I 
catchment Site 3 Creek 
Azbuchin Lake Azbuchin 1 x 1 500 0.043 1 
catchment Site I Lake 
Azbuchin Lake Azbuchin 1 x 0.2 1,100 0.043 3 
catchment Lake 
Site 2 
Azbuchin Lake Azbuchin 1 x 0.6 1,500 0.043 5 
catchment Lake 
Site 3 
ChNPP industrial site Azbuchin 0.5 x 0.5 1,500 0.043 5 

Lake 
Semikhodovskiy Creek Semikho- 2 x 1.5 750 0.003 5 
catchment Site] dovskiy 

Creek 
Semikhodovskiy Creek Semikho- 2 x 0.5 1,750 0.003 3 
catchment dovskiy 
Site 2 Creek 

Semikhodovskiy Creek Semikho- 2x2 3,000 0.003 1 
catchment dovskiy 
Site 3 Creek 

Radioactive waste Prypyat 1 x 1 2,500 0.003 0 
temporary storage site Creek 
"Red Forest" 
Radioactive waste Prypyat 2x2 2,000 0.003 2 
temporary storage site Creek 
"Yanov" 
Radioactive waste Prypyat 1.5 x J.2 1,500 0.003 2 
temporary storage si te Creek 
"Prombasa" 
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TABLE 12.6 Filtration-migration parameters used in models 

Parameter Units Value 
Aeration Zone 

Infiltration feeding mm/year 200 
Volumetric moisture content in soils doesn't matter 0.1 
Ko 90Sr mUg 1 
Soil density kg/dm3 1.65 

Aquifer 

Thickness m 20 

Filtration coefficient M/CYT 10 
Efficient porosity doesn't matter 0.2 
Ko 90Sr mJlg 0.5 

Soil density kg/dm3 1.65 

Porosity doesn't matter 0.3 
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Figure 12.11 Maximum strontrium-90 transport from three sites into Prypyat Creek 
(J .71 Ci/yr in 66.5 yr according to predictive modelling) 
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Figure 12.12 Maximum strontium-90 transport from three sites to Azbuchin Lake 
(1.73 Ci/yr in 28.7 yr according to predictive modelling) 
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Figure 12.13 Maximum strontium-90 transport from three sites into Semikhodovskiy Creek 
(0.14 Ci/yr in 77.2 yr according to predictive modelling) 
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13. Psychological Aspects of Risk Assessment and 
Management 

Another major challenge to decision makers is communicating risk information to the 
lay public. Key to this communication is the set of perceptions held by the public 
regarding the particular risk. This chapter describes two studies concerning 
psychological aspects of risk perception, which provide insight into developing an 
information strategy that could be more effective in relaying risk information. The first 
study compares two groups of people-experts and lay people. This study can help risk 
managers understand the best ways to communicate with affected populations. The 
second study looked at the attitudes of three groups of residents in areas contaminated 
by the Chornobyl accident. Psychological attitudes are shown to create a motivation for 
relationships and actions. This study can help decision makers understand what 
motivates people. 

The psychological problems related to radioactive contamination markedly intensify 
adverse radiation impacts on human health. To counter these problems, organizations 
and authorities often attempt to provide information to workers and the potentially 
affected population. Such was the case concerning the Chernobyl accident. Information 
prepared by experts on state measures to mitigate accident consequences was initially 
intended to create an attitude of cooperation within the population to overcome the 
accident impacts and normalise the social and psychological climate. However, when 
the population sees such information as inadequate, the results may be unexpected or 
even opposite to those intended. Research in the regions adjacent to Chernobyl, and 
later in the city of Slavutich, showed that psychological support is needed not only for 
power plant personnel but, to a greater extent, for lay people without professional 
knowledge of radiation but at risk from its effects. This chapter describes two studies 
concerning psychological aspects of risk perception and provides insight into developing 
an information strategy that could be more effective in relaying risk information. 
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13.1. Differences in Risk Perception Between Experts and 
lay People 

The first study involved a comparison of two different groups of people-experts, 
represented by personnel of the Chemobyl Nuclear Power Plant (CNPP), and lay people, 
represented by the residents of a radiation-contaminated area in the Kaluga District of 
the Russian Federation, located a considerable distance from the CNPP (further referred 
to as KA). A theoretical basis for the study was a risk perception concept by Rowe[l], 
which involved subjective assessment of an event possibility and hazardous 
consequences and evaluation of the scale ofthose consequences. This basis was 
supplemented by defining the constituents of the perceived risk according to the 
classification of Covello [2]. 

Objectively, risk is a non-linear multidimensional function of interrelated factors 
attributed to various sources. Practically, under specific circumstances, any social 
condition or process can be perceived by a poorly informed person as a risk factor. It is 
therefore important to evaluate a variety of factors to determine risk perception. 

Data were gathered from the following two groups: 
1. Personnel of the CNPP (720 persons), men and women age 23 to 55. They are 

informed on radiation impacts to the organism and experienced in handling 
radioactive materials. They have also experienced operating in an accident setting 
and high dosage loads. The group was studied from May to October 1986. 

2. Population of three subregions in KA totaling 234, 148, and 120 residents, 
respectively (men and women age 17 to 64). With few exceptions, the population 
had no professional knowledge of radiation impacts to the organism. However, they 
live under low dosage loads for a considerable time. The group was studied from 
November 1990 to April 1991. 
Both groups were studied using targeted interviews and questionnaires, standard 

techniques for evaluating personal qualities and psychological status of an individual. 
Table 13.1 shows some results of the study. Results are expressed in terms of a 
deviation indicator that represents the tendencies of the risk perceptions to be higher or 
lower than expected. The subtotal deviation indicator for each risk factor characteristic 
category is given in bold. Selected deviation indicators for subcategories of special 
interest are also included. The reader is referred to the source references for a more 
rigorous definition of the risk indicators and measures that are used in this chapter. 

F or both groups, risk perception is the more acute with less specific data on general 
features of the hazard. The results agree with the findings ofLee[3] on psychological 
mechanisms of exposure to risk: a person adapts to situations related to risk and repeated 
regularly; a cognitive rearrangement of information is oriented to the dissonance effect. 
Psychological protective mechanisms are activated that allow a person to balance the 
nervous system and psyche. The subconscious plays a leading role in ameliorating the 
effect of protective mechanisms. 

In addition, the results show that the risk perception of professionals and other 
persons interested in facility operation has a sophisticated structure and is differently 
expressed before and after an accident. On the other hand, the psychological aspects of 



TABLE 13.1 Comparison of risk factor characteristics between experts (CNNP workers) and lay 
people (KA residents) regarding the risks from the accident at Chemobyl (after V.T. Covello) 

Risk Factor Characteristic Deviation 
Indicator 

CNPP KA 
Residents 

1. Awareness of the risk-Subtotal 0 1.5> 
CN?? personnel were worried about lack of precise information. KA residents 1.2 > 
were worried about possible distortion or muffling of information on hazards. 
2. Understanding-Subtotal 0 2.0> 
For CN?P personnel, ignorance of mechanisms of radiation impacts intensifies 0 > 
a need for scientifically based information. For the population, difficulty in 
understanding the situation (hazardous or not?) results in either in diligent 
action in search of explanation or apathy, and, in acute cases, depression. 
3. Indefiniteness-Subtotal 0 1.7> 
When CN?? personnel personally assessed the situation as indefinite, their 0 > 
feelings of dissatisfaction were increased and they were more likely to become 
afraid. The population acutely reacts to an indefinite situation, particularly 
when assisting the accident victims is delayed. 
4. Voluntary actions-Subtotal 1 1.5 
CN?? personnel preferred perceived and voluntary risk. However, the 0 < 
rescue workers from other locations had an acute feeling of humiliation and 
fear when working in extremely dirty areas in the CN?P. The population 
was worried because it was impossible for them to independently resolve 
problems related to higher radiation impacts in their residential areas. 
5. Personal involvement-Subtotal 0.5< 1.5> 

CN?? personnel expressed guilt for threatening the health of their families < +> 
and children. The population was more worried about clean food and aware 
of their desolate fate. 
6. Possibility of control-Subtotal 0 1.5> 

Rescue workers were indignant at the lack of adequate dosimeter equipment 0 > 
and the impossibility of calculating the risks related to rescue activities. 
Residents mistrusted official information on the dosimeter situation and 
diseases in residential areas. 
7. Disastrous potential-Subtotal 2.0 0 
Acute radiation impacts to the personnel at Unit 4 of the CNP? during the 2.0 0 
night of the accident aggravated the perception that the situation was 
extremely risky. Before the accident, the popUlation feared possible 
consequences of such an event, yet large-scale impacts of the actual event 
ameliorated fears and added a self-reassurance shade to risk perception. 
8. Accident potential-Subtotal 2.5> 1.5> 

Memories of the experience at Unit 4 aggravated risk perception among > > 
personnel; unpredictable nature of future events contributed to an anticipated 
recurrence of the situation. The population was depressed by fears that the 
radiation situation would remain negative for several years and that the 
accident might be repeated. 
9. Immediate hazardous effect-Subtotal 2.0 0 
Because of high dose loads, CNP? personnel and rescue workers were 2.0> 0 
convinced of the actual danger of radiation impacts. Awareness of 
irreversible negative impacts is increasing. For residents, radiation impacts 
are not explicitly evident. However health problems were often associated 
with radiation impacts. 
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TABLE 13.1 (continued) 
Risk Factor Characteristic Deviation Indicator 

CNPP KA 
Residents 

10. Reversibility-Subtotal 1.1 0 

Most eNPp personnel in late 1986 were concerned about personal problems 1.1 0 
(for example, should they continue working at the plant or retire). 
Meanwhile reversibility, in the form of possible irreversible physiological 
problems for young people, was crucial in corporate decision making. For 
residents, the problems of hazardous impacts of radiation are sophisticated 
and do not playa noticeable role in personal decision making. 
11. Fear-Subtotal 0.5< 2.0 

Professionals were relieved from fear when they acquired experience in 0.5< ++> 
handling radiation. On the other hand, habituating and ignoring a hazard 
were reported. Some residents (primarily physicians and teachers) left their 
dwellings at the first opportunity upon being informed of radioactive fallout. 
They were guided by fear and mistrust of official information. 
12-13. Impact on children and future generations-Subtotal 1.5> 2.0> 

The eNPp personnel felt extreme guilt for the environment (plants and +> ++> 
animals) in the accident zone. For residents, the decision to leave the 
contaminated area was largely influenced by a fear for children, including 
unborn babies. 
14. Specific nature of victims-Subtotal 2.0> 2.0> 

eNPp personnel expressed by acute distress at news of the death oftheir +>2.0 ++> 
friends. Perception by the population was rather abstract: they associated 
fatalities among the eNPp personnel with radiation contamination, which 
aggravated negative attitudes. 
15. Justice-Subtotal 1.5 1.5 

eNPp personnel reacted emotionally to a biased mass media coverage of 1.5 1.5 
their activity and fault for the accident. The population was more concerned 
by conflicts between themselves and authorities on unjust (in the popUlation 
view) distribution of bonuses among the accident victims. 
16. Profits-Subtotal 1.3> 2.5> 

Problems of status and future prospects among the eNPP personnel were 1.3> +++> 
considered priorities in May 1986. A month later, when the accident 
situation continued, the priorities markedly shifted. In the months to follow 
the profits from continuing work were evaluated by the professionals as a 
choice between health and welfare. The problems of residents were mostly 
confined to obtaining government compensation. 
17. Trust in organizations-Subtotal 1.5> 1.5> 

eNPp personnel had no trust in the organizations responsible for 1.5> 1.5> 
technological safety at the NPP. The population felt organizations were 
muffling information on the radiation level in residential areas and extent of 
hazard to people's life and health. 
18. Interest of mass media-Subtotal 1.5 0 

Any information supporting personnel fault in the eNPP accident was 1.5> 0 
considered personal assault and aroused a feeling of bitterness and despair. 

Note: The deVJatlOn mdlcator shows the tendency for the nsk perception to be less than «) or greater 
than (» the indicated risk levels; a value of 0 indicates agreement The non-zero numbers, when given, 
indicate the factor by which the risk perception is greater or less than indicated risks. 
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the health of the population in the Kaluga region are largely related to social problems 
typical ofthe entire country's population. In other words, it is often difficult to 
differentiate influence from the radiation factors from influence of background social 
concerns. 

It is also important to note that the constituents that make up perceived risk for 
professionals and lay people are significantly different. Subsequently, risk controls their 
behavior in a different manner, modifying their attitudes and motivations. The most 
important factors for creating distress (in different content aspects) in both groups were 
the following: 
• Ambiguity 
• Voluntary nature 
• Personal involvement 
• Possibility-impossibility to control 
• Impacts on children and future generations 
• Justice. 
The perception of risk is related to the extent the situation is seen as ambiguous. This 
perception is particularly true when the threat has unknown boundaries. 

Intensifying ambiguity simultaneously aggravates the perception of a situation as a 
dangerous one. As these perceptions expand in an avalanche-like pattern, the process 
could result in psychological tension and panic-like behavior patterns. Adequate and 
timely awareness could stop this process. 

13.2. External Factors and Motivation in Risk Perception 
Among the Population 

The second study looked at the motivations and attitudes of three groups ofresidents in 
areas contaminated by the Chernobyl accident. Motifs are directly related to 
psychological attitudes of people and create a motivation for their relationships and 
actions. Attitudes imply a person's readiness to act in a particular way. An attitude also 
expresses a person's position relative to a risk source. For instance, a need to earn 
money may be pressing, particularly in the general population, but when there are no 
conditions to realize this need, its utilitarian motivation cannot be met. Likewise, when 
there are conditions to earn money, but a person does not need money, the utilitarian 
motivation is absent. 

The study identified five principle motivations: cognitive (Ml), evading problems 
(M2), acquisition (M3), prestige (M4), and utilitarian (M5). Residents were evaluated 
through interviews with specialists and special methodology designed by the Prognosis 
Research Center (Obninsk) for this particular study. This methodology on the level of 
satisfying motivation was based on an integration of indicators in replies to questions 
concerning a specific motivation. When results were greater than 60%, the motivation 
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was considered active and a determinant of a person's actions. Results less than 40% 
indicated that satisfaction of the motivation was hampered or the motivation was absent. 

The study was carried out in three districts of the Russian Federation with 
contamination levels from 1 to 5 CiJkm2• The total population in the Bryansk District 
(BD) was 236,400 people, with 140,900 in the Kursk District (KD), and 820,200 in the 
Kaluga District (KA). Population sampling in contaminated areas was based on multi
stage random selection. Sampling in clean areas was based on quota distribution related 
to gender and age of the recipients. 

Table l3.2 summarizes the results of studying the motivational structure ofthis 
population. A range of the appropriate indicator expresses the average degree of 
realization of each motivation. The indicator is an "average degree of interest 
realization" expressed in percentage. Several conclusions can be drawn from the results: 
• The most realized motivations are evading problems and demand for interesting 

activity. In other words, contrary to common opinion, the population feels 
adequately protected. 

• Age played an important part in perception. For each indicator, data increasingly 
deviated up to the age range of 20 to 24 years. There was a further stable decreasing 
trend after that point. 

• Unexpectedly high was the extent of realization of the cognitive motivation. This 
rating testifies that the population is confident in their awareness of risks. The most 
trustworthy sources of reliable information were usually gossip, retelling the stories 
heard from acquaintances, etc. While developing information for the population in 
the studied areas, one should take into account a relatively low level of interest and 
confidence in government sources of information. 

• Extremely important, and the least expressed motivation, is the utilitarian one, i.e., 
satisfying a demand for personal welfare. This information suggests to decision 
makers that, without due account for attitudes related to difficulties in realizing a 
utilitarian motivation, any initiatives to inform the public may only yield negative 
results. 

• Another infrequently realized motivation is that of prestige. The population in the 
studied areas is not satisfied with its social status. Hence, motivation of prestige 
may be the mechanism to compensate an unsatisfied utility motivation. 
Of course, a motivational structure is heterogeneous for population groups of 

different sexes, ages, and residences; therefore, these motivation features should be 
taken into account when developing social protection measures and presenting 
information. Overall, the study found that a balanced system of motivations for personal 
activity that is relatively fully realized allows a person the flexibility to adapt to 
environmental transformations (both natural and social), including risk-related critical 
transformations. 



TABLE 13.2 Range of motivation realization in three districts of the Russian Federation 
contaminated by the Chemobyl accident 

Motivation Category BD KD KA Clean All Study Deviation 
Areas Regions Indicator 

Cognitive motivation (MI) 3 2 2 2 2 0 
Evading problems motivation (M2) I I I I I >2.5 
Acquisition motivation (M3) 2 3 3 3 3 >1.5 
Prestige motivation (M4) 4 4 4 4 4 <2 
Utilitarian motivation (M5) 5 5 5 5 5 <3 
Average degree of interest realization 38.55 54.24 53.81 44.20 49.12 <\.7 
Standard deviation of motivation realization 14.27 13.21 11.02 12.41 14.89 
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" " Note: The IndIcator for the first five data columns IS an average degree of Interest reahzatlOn expressed In 

%. The deviation indicator in the sixth column shows increased (» or decreased «) tendencies relative to a 
risk indicator; 0 indicates agreement with the indicator. The numbers are the factors for the indicated tendency 
(which is a slightly different definition than in Table 13.1). 

13.3. Developing an Information Strategy Based on 
Psychological Aspects of Risk Perception 

Providing information is an important aspect of effective decision making on socio
economic rehabilitation and psychological support of the population. Information on 
events in the surrounding world create an information medium shaping an individual's 
outlook, opinions, system of values, and readiness to act. Thoroughly planned and 
adequately presented information is a tool in a system of measures to reduce 
psychological and emotional stress. Three parts of that tool include using dialogue, 
providing for independent review of population characteristics, and developing an 
effective information strategy. 

13.3.1. Using a Process of Dialogue 

An information strategy should be based on an active dialog between authorities and 
the population. This dialog consists of two units: 
1. Direct flow of information from authorities in the form of instructions, programs, 

and publications 
2. Feedback from the population to authorities. 
The latter comprises the following information: 
• Socio-psychological climate, demands, and necessities of target groups 
• Thoughts on current decision making, possible consequences, and implementation 

of specific programs 
• Expected effects of planned instructions, programs, and publications. 
Thoughts on decision making are particularly important (Figure 13.1). Analysis of the 
current status of the problem is the core and starting point in decision making as well as 
in developing information. 
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Analysis of the current 

status of the problem 

Vision of optimum desirable 

solution to the problem 

t 
Population 

Evaluation of information 

on problem solution 

Figure 13.1 Simplified diagram of population feedback 

Perception of the optimum desirable solution to the problem predetermines the program 
of actions to attain the desirable target as well as the format to present information to the 
population. This format will be more precise if a thorough and comprehensive account 
is made of the psychological factors of information perception (i.e., people's attitudes 
and interests, socio-demographic features, and psychology of perception). 

Transition from the current to desirable state requires a series of practical actions to 
shape adequate information in terms of preciseness, timeliness, and ease of 
understanding. When the population perceives the information as adequate, tension is 
relieved. Information adequacy can be achieved by: 
• Precisely presenting information (Figure 13.2) 
• Taking into account general psychological regularities of information perception by 

an individual and differences in information perception by various population strata 
• Addressing the nature of information to a person's individual features (e.g., social 

status, intellectual level, occupation) 
• Taking into account social and psychological climate and making information 

content correspond to population expectations and needs 
• Presenting information in a timely manner. 
• Using expert sources on actuality and importance of the problem when preparing 

information. 
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Figure 13.2 Criteria for evaluating information precision 
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Criteria for information precision are related to the information's correspondence to 
the objective reality (e.g., absence of errors, fantasies and delusions, and particularly 
distortion of risk factor data). The data supported by scientific research are considered 
the most precise. The more adequate the scientific substantiation of information (the 
more profound the theoretical study of the problem, the greater the number of empirical 
data that confirm the theory), the more precise the data are suspected to be. When 
information delivery is critical, criteria for information precision could be tested and 
confirmed by experts. Great danger lies in erroneous judgments based on everyday 
experience or even on specialists' practical work. 

It is important to note that people make decisions based on how adequately their 
expectations have been met (Figure 13.3). A personal decision unexpected by decision 
makers rarely gives rise to positive emotions among the population because people do 
not believe decision makers consider their concerns in the process. 

It is also important to note that timeliness of information plays a key role in 
determining its adequacy. Figure 13.4 shows two situations-stable and unstable or 
critical. The same information may cause different reactions in a particular situation. A 
stable situation allows time for contemplating, and a delayed reaction is possible. A 
critical situation characterized by a time deficit aggravates such psychological effects as 
attitude to the perceived information, neurotic reaction, negativism, and nihilism. 
Information is timely if it arrives the moment when it is most effective. If information 
arrives too early, people are unprepared for it. If it arrives too late, people are tired of 
waiting. 
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Figure 13.3 Criteria for evaluating the adequacy to meet people's expectations 
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Hence, a dialogue technique that includes direct information flows and feedback is 
necessary to communicate risk. Mutual understanding can be achieved through dialogue 
when a source is aware, through constant and timely communication, of the actual status, 
demands, and problems of target groups and others who contribute to psychological and 
emotional climate. 

Stability of situation 

I ... • 
Stable I Critical 

I .. • .. .. 
Vital, Nobody is Acute demand for Information 

burning issue interested information considered 

superfluous 

Figure J 3.4 Criteria for evaluating timely submission of information 

13.3.2. Gaining a Psychological Perspective 

Socio-psychological expertise is an indispensable component of practically all 
activities related to development and implementation of an information strategy. To 
ensure an appropriate program of information provision, officials can implement an 
independent psychological review of messages. This review requires competence in 
economics, knowledge of actual specific features of the risk, and status in specific 
regions. It is necessary to obtain data on standard ofliving, people's attitude toward the 
problem, and public opinion on the problem. Based on results of this review, officials 
can then correct information, if necessary, in content, method of delivery, and, possibly 
most importantly, time of provision. 

Such a review starts with the classification of the population to whom the 
information is addressed. Expert assessment is aimed at evaluating the information 
against age, gender, education, professional skills, and social status of the addressed 
individuals (Figure 13.5). 

Personal factors influencing Criteria for Information Clarity Clarity 
evaluation 
Age Psychological aspects of Easy to understand 
Gender perception Addition to previous information 
Education Socio-psychological climate Links to previous information 
Occupation Confusion, false scientific 
Social Status nature, incoherence 

Interesting presentation 

Figure J 3.5 Factors used to evaluate clarity of information 
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The Figures 13.4 and 13.5 show logical links between criteria-like features of timely 
and actual information. Individual decisions to adopt or reject government decisions 
concerning actions are related to a personal comprehension of the received information. 

13.3.3. Developing an Information Strategy 

Information from authorities addressed directly to the population is transmitted 
through mass media or regional authorities, staff at industrial facilities, and/or experts at 
scientific institutions fulfilling state contracts for preparing regulatory and information 
documents, statutes, and analytical materials on expected effects of planned programs. 
These methods can be grouped into an information strategy, based on principles of 
organizational psychology. 

Within this strategy, information for the population should: 
• Be easy to understand (expressed in plain language) 
• Complement a comprehensive idea of a stress source (otherwise a person would 

develop his or her own, usually incorporating one's personal and generally 
inadequate meaning of the information) 

• Incorporate the existing information in the context of a new information block so 
that the new will be easy to understand (simple absorbs complex) 

• Carry additional information expanding the old information 
• Meet population expectations 
• Be presented within a period of time not exceeding the threshold of interest and the 

threshold beyond which psychologicaland emotional tension could reach its peak 
following a delay. 

Hence, an information strategy should be: 
• Oriented at actual demands of the population 
• Supported by timely and reliable information on population readiness to perceive 

social decisions 
• Attract broad population strata to discussing and solving social problems on the 

regional level through mass media and creating feedback from the population to 
regional authorities. 

An effective information strategy should also take into account social features and 
psychological aspects of people's perception of information. 

Throughout the implementation of the strategy, psychological expertise as well as 
risk-specific expertise should be used to evaluate the timeliness and effectiveness of 
draft information messages. Based on the evaluation results, experts should decide on 
the message expedience and recommend amendments to content or format. If the 
population is unprepared for innovations, negative results will ensue. In this case, it is 
essential to create adequate public opinion. 
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13.4. Conclusions 

Research into psychological aspects of risk assessment and management[ 4-11] has 
resulted in the following conclusions: 
• At a complete absence of knowledge on sources of hazards, people have no 

perception of risk. The most general indication of a hazard induces various patterns 
of consciousness and perception of risk among people with varying educational 
levels and awareness in risk factors. These patterns are manifested by various 
behaviors: from random action hoping for a lucky chance, to target-oriented search, 
to specific actions to reduce ambiguity, evaluate the hazard extent, and work out a 
program for behavior with minimum risk. 

• In a situation when only an approximate evaluation of the known hazard is possible, 
risk was identified as a method of action with unpredictable consequences. In such 
cases, a distress reaction is inevitable (e.g., fear, negative emotions). When it is 
possible to precisely calculate consequences of activities and phenomena, people do 
not perceive a situation as risky. Emotions are smoothed, and people are aware of 
the advantage of their position and the importance of an individual. In such cases, a 
person is capable of acting reasonably and productively. 
An informed person has a sense of self respect and confidence, and his or her 

actions are target-oriented and productive. One can say that an informed person is 
psychologically prepared for a potential hazard and modifies his or her behavior 
according to a plan in agreement with a person's information status. It is therefore 
important to clearly inform people in a timely manner of specific features of living in 
areas near Cold War legacy facilities and hazards so that people can live a life of full 
value while enduring stress. One positive trend in scientific research of the impacts of 
the Chernobyl accident is an increased attention to psychological and social aspects of 
these consequences. When making important social decisions it is essential to carry out 
a preliminary operational psychological study of population motivation dynamics. 
International cooperation is needed to search for adequate methods of working with 
populations, administrations, and mass media to relieve the serious psychological 
consequences of the Cold War. 
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14. Utilizing a Multimedia Approach for Risk 
Analysis of Environmental Systems 

The environmental legacies of the Cold War have raised concerns over impacts to air, 
water, and soil. In the past, most countries, including the United States, have 
considered each of these media as separate, relatively unconnected, issues. Nature, 
however, does not recognize this artificial compartmentalization. In the 1980s and 
1990s, multimedia modeling developed as a means to obtain a complete picture of risk 
across these media. This chapter describes the need for and the current status of 
computer-based frameworks for conducting integrated multimedia modelling. 

The Cold War environmental legacies include risk-based concerns related to air, water, 
soil, and biomass contamination. Past practice in most countries including the United 
States has been to consider each of these media as separate relatively unconnected 
issues. Nature, however, does not recognise this artificial compartilization. In the 1980s 
and 1990s, integrated models were developed to allow multimedia analysis of the total 
risk accounted for processes within and between these media. 

To adequately address risk issues posed by technological legacies, scientists and 
decision makers need input from environmental systems modelling that can address both 
increasing technical scope and complexity. This modelling requires the integration of 
existing tools and the development of new databases and models, based on a 
comprehensive and holistic view of risk assessments. To meet these needs, scientists 
have developed multiple-media-based modelling systems using advanced computer 
hardware and software to view and assess risks from a comprehensive environmental 
systems perspective, crossing the boundaries of several scientific disciplines. 

The need to perform an integrated multimedia approach to fully understand the 
potential ramifications of complex systems of environmental contamination/releases is 
gaining widespread recognition. The results of some of the early integrated risk 
applications utilizing multimedia models are described in Chapter 6. 

This chapter describes the history and need for integrating risk modelling 
capabilities across disciplines. An example of a holistic framework for assessing risks is 
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the Framework for Risk Analysis in Multimedia Environmental Systems (FRAMES). 
FRAMES was developed by the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory with support 
from the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA), and U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). Versions of this FRAMES 
software have been used for regulatory and risk analysis applications. 

14.1. Initial Development of Risk Modelling Capabilities 

F or over 40 years, medium-specific models were developed in an effort to understand 
and predict environmental phenomena, including contaminant release, fate, and 
transport. In the past, government agencies like DOE and EPA simulated contaminant 
release and subsequent fate and transport, exposure, and risk for a single chemical within 
a single environmental medium. Most recently, these kinds of models were combined 
for either sequential or concurrent assessments [1-5]. 

In 1994, the NRC [6] recommended a three-tiered approach to risk modelling, 
ranging from screening-level assessments to detailed characterization to estimation of 
costs of remediation, alternatives, and risk reduction. EPA is also moving toward a 
multiple-tiered approach, as illustrated by the use of Risk-Based Corrective Action for 
managing contaminated release sites. This approach compares alternatives related to 
resource allocation, urgency of response, target clean-up levels, and remedial measures 
based on reasonable potential risks to human health and environmental resources. 

The tiered approach represents a step-wise protocol for establishing validity of the 
potential risks posed, quantifying the risks by collecting additional data, and applying 
more science-based tools to assess the risks. As the NRC noted in 1998 [7], however, in 
many instances the tiered levels in the assessment are disconnected and therefore results 
are not as useful. Therefore, DOE and EPA are moving toward a more comprehensive 
phased approach by integrating more simplified analyses (e.g., using analytical models), 
which efficiently use fewer resources and help to focus assessments, with the more 
resource-intensive complex analyses (e.g., using numerical models and extensive 
databases). 

14.2. Need for More Complex Systems 

Increasing complexity in risk assessment has led U.S. government agencies to develop 
and implement computer-based tools that view the environment from multiple 
dimensions, accounting for various waste forms, environmental media, and relationships 
between the waste sites and the surrounding sensitive receptors. These tools are 
integrated methodologies based on principles of physics and utilizing latest computer 
advances to view the environment from a more holistic, systematic point [1,2]. Table 
14.1 illustrates the dimensionality involved in simulating environmental systems and the 
evolving increase in complexity associated with risk assessment. 

A number of motivating factors led to the design of more comprehensive risk-based 
frameworks, which can account for increasingly complex modelling systems. First, 
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TABLE 14.1 Dimensionality involved in simulating environmental systems[8] 

Dimension Attributes 
Spatial Local, regional, global 
Temporal Short-term/acute, seasonal, long-term/chronic 
Chemical Organics (pesticides, dioxins, furans, HCH, PAHs, PCBs, etc.) 

inorganics (organo-metals, lead, cadmium, mercury, tin, etc.) 
Environmental media Air, water (precipitation, ground water, surface water), soil, sediment, 

biota (food chain) 
Environmental settings Agricultural, industrial, residential 
Chemicallbiological Speciation, reactivity, degradability, volatility, phase equilibrium 
fate characteristics constants, complexation, bioaccumulation, biomagnification 
Environmental transport Advection, dispersion, deposition, washout, degradation, partitioning, 
and transfer erosion, runoff, volatilization, resuspension, sedimentation 
Receptors Human (children, occupation sensitive, general population), wildlife 

(fish, birds, reptiles, mammals) 
Exposure routes Inhalation (gases, particulates), ingestion (plant, meat, milk, aquatic 

food, water, soil), dermal contact, external dose (radionuclides) 
Risk endpoints Human (cancer, non-cancer), ecological (individual, species, 

communities, habitats) 

there is a need to assess risks in an increasingly complex and "realistic" manner, 
involving multiple disciplines. Second, there is a need to be consistent across levels of 
assessments (i.e., screening to detailed). These two needs spawned the concept of a 
modelling platform, which allows for both screening and complex models to be 
developed and applied within a single system. In such a system, the logical link between 
first-step screening analyses and more complex assessments is clear. In addition, there is 
a need for efficient collection and use of data. The systematic approach associated with 
a tiered assessment ensures that data collected and used in a screening-level analysis are 
consistent with those utilized in the more detailed assessment. 

Another primary need for a framework to incorporate multiple disciplines stems 
from the need to have verifiable modelling protocols. In all of the approaches mentioned 
so far, individual components (or models) are "hard-wired" into the systems, and to a 
certain degree, the scientific and quality legacy of the original model that has to be 
forced into the system is compromised. Any changes to the components will invariably 
result in changes to the system, because these systems were not designed to 
accommodate change. If significant modifications are required in these existing 
systems, the changes tend to be cumbersome, as these models are usually linked to each 
other in the typical "spider-web" arrangement (i.e., spaghetti code). Experience has 
clearly demonstrated that modifications within the "spider-web" construct result many 
times in unnecessary and unexpected changes in other components. 

14.3. An Integrated Risk-Assessment Software System 

A "cleaner" approach for incorporating new models is to reduce the number of variations 
in the connections so that existing and new attributes maintain their original legacy, 
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realizing that some relatively minor modifications may be necessary. If the interaction 
and connection of components are focused at the interface between the components, then 
adding new components or modifying existing ones would not impact the system as a 
whole. By specifying interface specifications, models can now effectively communicate, 
as each one will know a priori the connection requirements for communication. 

A software-based framework for performing environmental risk assessments allows 
for efficient development and implementation of future environmental simulation 
software. A framework-based design also allows for individual components (e.g., air 
transport model) to be developed and inserted directly into a working system that 
includes all other necessary components. The benefits of this framework-based design 
include 1) development and testing of new algorithms in the context of a full risk 
assessment, 2) direct comparison with other algorithms simulating the component 
processes, and 3) access to standard tools for manipulating and presenting data (e.g., 
statistical sampling, graphical plotting, and user interfaces). 

To allow a suite of users the flexibility and versatility to construct, combine, and 
couple attributes that meet their specific needs without unnecessarily burdening the user 
with extraneous capabilities, the development of a computer-based methodology to 
implement a framework for risk analysis in multiple environmental media was begun in 
1994. FRAMES represents a platform that links elements together and yet does not 
represent the models that are linked to or within it; therefore, changes to elements that 
are linked to or within FRAMES do not change the framework [9]. 

FRAMES is an open-architecture, object-oriented framework that 
• Interacts with environmental databases 
• Helps the user construct a conceptual site model that is real-world based 
• Allows the user to choose the most appropriate models to solve simulation 

requirements 
• Presents graphical packages for analysing results. 
FRAMES is intended to 1) provide a forum from which various models can interact with 
each other and 2) facilitate a "plug-and-play" atmosphere for site assessments [9]. 
FRAMES contains "sockets" for a collection of computer codes that will simulate 
elements of the transport, exposure, risk assessment, and risk management process, 
including 
• Contaminant source and release to and through overland soils, vadose and saturated 

zones, air, surface water, and the food supply 
• Intake for human health impacts 
• Sensitivity/uncertainty analyses 
• Ecological impacts 
• Geographical Information System (GIS) graphing 
• Remediation technology evaluation 
• Cost analysis 
• Process life-cycle management. 

Each ofthese modules 1) is object oriented, 2) imports the data required for 
execution, 3) executes the model correctly, 4) correctly exports data to FRAMES data 
files, and 5) does not have data redundancy. To meet these needs and constraints, 
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FRAMES structures its data linkages to allow for data files that 1) are used to transfer 
infonnation between modules; 2) house all user input infonnation, including input from 
the overall framework user interface (e.g., framework database); and 3) house other 
infonnation, including output from model simulations, imported data, boundary 
conditions, and maintained databases. 

Figure 14.1 presents a simplified picture of the structure of FRAMES and illustrates 
file specifications to describe how all infonnation is stored within the framework and 
passed between modules. Input data are saved to, stored in, and accessed from Global 
Input Files, which contain all the data required to run the sequence of modules (e.g., 
source to vadose zone, to saturated zone, to river, to cropland, to exposure, to risk). Only 
required data are extracted and used by each module. Output data are stored in Global 
Output Files. These data specifications allow the different modules to communicate and 
transfer infonnation. 

The system helps the user conceptualise the problem by visually expressing the 
assessment and indicating sources of contamination, contaminant travel pathways 
through the environment, linkages between contamination and people or wildlife, and 
impacts associated with the contamination. The framework user interface graphically 
illustrates this conceptual model and allows the user to see the flow of infonnation and 
contaminant routing from a source tenn to releases into the air and subsurface. The 
interface also illustrates contaminant deposition from the air to agricultural areas as well 
as contaminated water leaching through vadose zones and local saturated zone to and in 
nearby rivers. Under this design, a user can choose from a list of models representing 
different levels of scale and resolution. Scale refers to the physical size and attributes of 
the problem (e.g., waste unit, watershed, region, or global), and resolution refers to the 
temporal and spatial resolution of the assessment (for example numerical models have 
different requirements than analytical models). The appropriate models can be chosen, 
and the assessment direction can be visually presented, which describes the models and 
their linkages from source through receptor to the decision-making endpoint. Modules 
are linked as the direct result of user selection. 

14.4. Using an Integrated System for a Complex Analysis 

The FRAMES modelling framework was applied by the EPA to a national risk 
assessment methodology for hazardous waste sites. Typically, screening-level tools 
(models, databases, methodologies) are used to perfonn national-scale assessments for 
the purpose of establishing regulatory thresholds, representing "safe" levels of potential 
contaminant release to the environment. Screening tools are primarily used because 
sufficient data on a national scale do not exist, and the computational burden of 
executing complex models on a national scale is too great, even with advancing 
technological capabilities. 

The assessment associated with the Hazardous Waste Identification Rule (HWIR) 
[10], however, required a comprehensive environmental transport, exposure, and risk 
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analysis software system for site-specific, regional, and national application. The 
geographic scales associated with most applications range from local (e.g., associated 
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with a single waste management unit) to urban to watershed. Within an urban area or a 
watershed there may exist multiple point and nonpoint sources. Regional and national 
applications reflect scales of regulatory concerns, as opposed to fundamental geographic 
scales of analysis. For example, a national assessment must include the simulation of 
exposure and risk at numerous sites located throughout the nation, the intent being to 
characterize the distribution of exposures and risks as a function of the national 
collection of individual sources. 

Figure 14.2 presents an overall structure of the software framework, which consists 
of a user interface and a series of data processors. The software structure outlined in this 
figure is designed to allow for the processing of thousands of individual sites for a 
national assessment. The framework contains sophisticated screening-level tools/models 
and allows performance of deterministic and Monte-Carlo-based assessments. 
Processors (represented by circles in the figure) process information accessed from 
databases and stored in data files. Some data files (represented by vertically elongated 
rectangles) are used by succeeding processors. Others (represented by rectangular 
boxes) are populated externally to supply data to the system. 

Each database may contain any or all of the parameters that are needed to conduct a 
risk assessment and are thus designed to be structurally similar. The distinguishing 
characteristic of the databases is the source of information and applicability of the data. 
The collection of databases is utilized in a hierarchical manner. The objective is to build 
the necessary data files reflecting an individual site by scanning and extracting all 
available data from the Site-Specific Database. It is typically the case, however, that a 
complete set of data for a site does not exist. To fill the missing data gaps, the regional 
database, which is part of the Regional and National Variability Statistics Database, is 
scanned with a value randomly selected for each parameter missing from the Site
Specific Database. Finally, when regional data do not exist, the national database is 
scanned with values again randomly selected for data missing from both the site-specific 
and regional databases. Although Figure 14.2 may imply that the databases and data 
files might be associated with one processor or another, they actually represent linkages 
between these processors. 

Final risk values are calculated in the Exit Level Processor. This processor actually 
has two components, as shown in Figure 14.3 (i.e., ELP I and II). The first component 
retrieves information from the Global Output Files and processes it to produce a Risk 
Summary Output File. The y axis associated with the table matrix in Figure 14.3 refers 
to the number of randomly selected sites, indexing from one to "N." The columns (as 
indexed across the top of the matrix) refer to the number of statistical sampling 
iterations, implementing a discrete deterministic input file (as extracted from the Global 
Input Files), indexed from one to "M." Each deterministic run produces a risk that is 
arrayed to the site and sampling iteration. For each column, the percentages of the risk 
values that are below a predetermined safe limit (e.g., risk of 10-6) are summed and 
stored along the bottom of the matrix. This summation at the bottom of each column 
represents a level of protection. For example, 80% means that 80% of the randomly 
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selected sites (i.e., "N" number of sites), which do not have to be similar, contain risks 
that are below a predetermined safe limit. 

The second component of the Exit Level Processor takes the Risk Summary Output 
File and generates the Protective Summary Output Figure, a series of curves representing 
percentiles for the percent protection with a given regulatory waste concentration. The 
percentiles, as indicated in Figure 14.3, include the 95th, 50th, and 5th percentiles of the 
percent protection. In the case where a regulatory concentration limit is set at "e" (see 
the x axis of the figure in Figure 14.3), the percent protection for a given degree of 
uncertainty can be identified. For example, for a regulatory concentration limit of 0.1 
mg/L [i.e., Log(1/C)=l] and a probability of protection of 80%, the chance that the 
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corresponding protection level would be below 80% would be 95%. In other words, 
there is a 5% probability that the corresponding protection level would be greater than 
80%. 
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This site-based exposure and risk information could be used to establish a national 
distribution of risks. The national distribution of risks, and all related data, would form 
the technical basis to select chemical-specific exit levels in the waste stream that, if 
exceeded, define whether the entire waste stream is hazardous or nonhazardous, or 
whether it represents a de minimus impact. The simplest output of the Exit Level 
Processor would be a list of chemical-specific exit levels. However, because so many 
factors influence the actual concentration determined as an exit level, the Exit Level 
Processor could output additional information that describes the dimensions of the exit 
level. 
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14.5. Conclusions 

The increasing complexity of risk analyses often mandates the integration of national, 
regional, and site-specific characteristics into a cogent, scientifically defensible, yet cost
effective approach for setting standards and clean-up levels and assessing alternatives to 
remediate problems. Technology has advanced such that the assessment of human and 
ecological health risks must include the simultaneous release of contaminants from a 
waste unit to each environmental medium, the fate and transport of the chemical through 
a multimedia environment, and the receptor-specific exposures that result. The 
assessment must also include an estimation of the potential exposures per exposure 
pathway/receptor, and an estimation of the resulting health impacts/risks. To meet these 
needs, software systems must incorporate flexibility. The FRAMES platform provides a 
current example of the type of computerized approach that can be invaluable in 
managing the risks related to legacy waste. 
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15. Using Integrated Quantitative Risk Assessment 
to Optimise Safety in Chemical Installations 

Across Cold War facilities, management and organizational factors have often been 
cited as the cause of accidents. This chapter presents a methodology to estimate release 
frequencies of hazardous substances in chemical installations. The methodology extends 
accident risk analysis into an examination of safety management systems. 
Organizational models describing the characteristics of the management system are 
employed with the ultimate objective of developing these models along with the technical 
ones to a level where the effect of the management systems on the parameters of the 
model will be clear and quantifiable. 

Past accidents in industrial plants involving hazardous processes indicate that 
management factors are a frequent underlying cause[1-4]. Therefore, management and 
organization play an important role in achieving and maintaining a high level of safety. 
Most chemical and petrochemical companies have already adopted Safety Management 
Systems (SMS). Furthermore, such systems are required by the Seveso II Directive 
(96/82/EC) in the European Community for certain establishments storing hazardous 
substances. The need to evaluate SMS on site is well established, and great effort has 
gone into analysing the elements of SMS that might affect system safety[5]. This 
analysis is usually achieved through some kind of audit[6,7]. 

On the other hand, quantitative risk assessment (QRA) provides quantified risk 
indices characterizing the level of safety in the plant and takes into account hardware 
failures and human actions[8]. It identifies causes of accidents and ways to reduce the 
likelihood of accidents. If the results of the evaluation of the SMS could be linked to a 
QRA, quantitative indices taking into account the elements of the SMS could be derived. 
Various attempts to include organizational and management effects into QRAs of 
chemical installations were confined into direct judgmental modifications of the 
frequencies of releases according to the results of audits of the safety management 
systems of an installation[9, 10], or to sensitivity analysis of the management factors 
affecting risk[ 11]. 
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The chapter presents a methodology to estimate release frequencies of hazardous 
substances in chemical installations; this methodology is able to incorporate the effects 
of a particular SMS employed in the installation. Such SMS can affect systems and 
actions involved in mitigating consequences, but they are not considered in this risk 
assessment. The work reported is part of an overall project to quantify the effects of 
management and organizational factors and incorporate them in QRA in chemical 
industries[12]. Project I-RISK[12] aims at advancing the state-of-the art by employing 
detailed "technical" models to estimate the release frequency of hazardous materials in 
terms of parameters that characterize the stochastic aspects of performance of hardware 
and humans. Next "organizational" models describing the characteristics of the 
management system are employed with the ultimate objective to develop these models 
along with the "technical" ones down to a level where the effect of the former on the 
parameters of the latter will be clear and quantifiable. 

15.1. Master Logic Diagram 

In a QRA, the basic approach to identify events is the Master Logic Diagram 
(MLD)[13]. This logic diagram resembles a fault tree but without the formal 
mathematical properties of the latter. It starts with a "Top Event," which is the 
undesired event (like "Loss of Containment"). It continues decomposing into simpler 
contributing events. Events of one level will, in some logical combination, cause the 
events of the level immediately above. The development continues until a level is 
reached where events are identified that directly challenge the various safety functions of 
the plant. For chemical installations, such as event could be the potential of release of a 
hazardous substance to the environment. Loss of containment (LOC), for example, 
means a discontinuity or loss of the pressure boundary between the hazardous substance 
and the environment, resulting in a release of hazardous substances. 

A generic MLD for LOC in installations handling hazardous substances is shown in 
Figure IS.l. This diagram is partly based on the "Generic Fault Trees" concept[14]. 
Most of the events in the last level of development in the tree describe categories of 
causes that, alone or in some combination, result in a LOC of the hazardous substance. 
Some of these causes can be further developed into joint events consisting of an 
initiating event and the failure of one or more safety functions. Examples of such event
trees are these leading to failure from overpressure. Other events, however, require 
different models (e.g., Multistate Markov model). 

Two major categories of events lead to LOC: those resulting in a structural failure of 
the containment and those resulting in containment bypassing because of an inadvertent 
opening of an engineered discontinuity in the containment (e.g., valves, hatches). 
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15.1.1. Loss of Containment as a Result of Structural Failure 

Structural failure of the containment can be caused in seven general ways: overpressure, 
underpressure, corrosion, erosion, external loading, high temperature, and vibration. 
Each of those fundamental physical processes can induce stresses that will exceed the 
strength of the containment or can reduce the strength of the containment to levels that 
cannot withstand normal stresses. Each of these causes of failure can be considered the 
result of an "initiating event" coupled with the failure of one or more safety functions. 
The latter are combinations of engineered systems and human actions based on specific 
procedures to prevent the initiating event from causing containment failure. Note that 
the frequency of each initiating event can vary from extremely low values (e.g., the 
frequency of a large earthquake) to very high values (e.g., almost continuous operation 
in a corroding environment). The following subsections describe those structural events 
that can be further subdivided into additional detail. Corrosion, erosion, high 
temperature, and vibration are not considered further. 

Overpressure 
The second level of decomposition of the MLD in Figure 15.1 follows the possibility of 
failure from overpressure. In overpressure, the internal pressure increases to such a level 
that the stresses induced on the containment overcome its strength. Overpressure may 
be created through an internal pressure increase, rollover, or pressure shock. 

An internal pressure increase may occur in four ways: 1) a direct pressure increase 
from gas material, 2) cooling malfunction, 3) excess heat, or 4) overfilling. A fourth 
level of decomposition is possible for the cause "Excess heat," which can be 
decomposed into "internally generated" and "externally generated" excess heat. The 
former of these two causes can be further decomposed into two contributing causes: 
"run-away reaction" and "combustion." 

Thus, the generic development of the MLD for LOC from overpressure stops after 
having identified the following subcategories of causes: a) direct pressure increase from 
gas material, b) cooling malfunction, c) run-away reaction, d) combustion, e) external 
excess heat production, f) overfilling, g) rollover, and h) pressure shock. Further 
development of models to identify and quantify which of these causes is possible and in 
what ways requires more specialized understanding of the particular installation under 
analysis. 

Underpressure 
Underpressure, meaning lower internal pressure than external pressure, can lead to 
containment failure if the induced stress by the pressure difference becomes larger than 
the strength of the containment material. The result is an implosion. Underpressure can 
be caused by a low level of liquid in the containment or low temperature in the 
containment. Further development of the MLD requires more specialized understanding 
of particular systems. 
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External Loading 
Structural failure of containment from external loading occurs when such external loads 
induce stresses to the containment exceeding material strength. External loading can be 
caused by loading form natural phenomena, failure of supports, or external loads on the 
containment. The first category can be further subdivided into four types of natural 
phenomena: 1) earthquakes, 2) flooding, 3) high winds, and 4) snow or ice. Further 
development of the MLD requires a more specific understanding of the system. 

15.1.2. Loss of Containment as a Result of Bypassing 

Opening of an engineered feature of the containment during operations (e.g., manual 
opening of a valve or hatch by an operator), or failure to close such a feature when 
operations start, amounts to LOC. For example, manual or power valves or hatches 
might be left open for other causes and not closed before operations start. 

15.2. Event Tree-Fault Tree Analysis 

A number of direct causes of LOC can be further analysed and modelled as a joint event 
consisting of an "initiating event" and failure of one or more safety functions. Detailed 
models for this type can be built in terms of event trees and fault trees. To quantify logic 
models, three major categories of parameters must be estimated: frequencies of initiating 
events, component unavailability, and probabilities of human actions[8]. Frequencies of 
initiating events are either estimated directly from historical data or from detailed logic 
models (e.g., fault trees). This latter approach is necessary when there are dependences 
among the initiating events and the successful operation of one or more systems. 

Component availability is distinguished as continuously monitored and non
continuously monitored. The state of continuously monitored components is always 
known and their average unavailability is given, as shown in Table 15.1. The state of 
components that are not continuously monitored can be revealed only through periodic 
tests. Four conditions contribute to the unavailability ofthese components: 1) hardware 
failure between tests, 2) repair of detected failures, 3) routine maintenance, and 4) other 
maintenance, as shown in Table 15.1, Case A. Case B in Table 15.1 shows the 
unavailability of untested monitored components. (Cases C and D for non-repairable and 
repairable components, respectively). 

In the logic models, human errors are assumed to occur if 1) an operator does not 
perform an action (foreseen in the operating procedures) and 2) this error is not detected 
and recovered by another operator. The probability of this combination is set equal to 

where 
QOI 

Q02 

probability of not performing the action 
probability of not detecting and recovering the error. 

(15.1) 
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TABLE 15.1 Average unavailability for different types of components 

Case A: Non-continuously monitored, periodically tested components 
- - - - -
U=Ut +U 2 +U3 +U4 

I) Hardware failure between tests 
1-e 

-1. T 
A:failure rate Ut =!-
T: mean time between tests AT 

ifAT«l 
- 1 
Ut ==-AT 

2 
2) Repair of detected failures e-1.(T+TR) + A(T + TR)-\ 
T R: duration of the repair - A(T+TR) 1_e- ATR 

U2 = 
1+(l-e-ATR )e- AT 

+ 
eAT +I_e-ATR 

- I 
if A(T R+ T)«l U2 "'-AT + ATR 

2 
3) Routine maintenance - - 1 fmTm 
fm: frequency of maintenance U3 = U2 +---

TO': duration of maintenance 1 +fmTm 1 +fmTm 

- -
iffmTm«l U3 =U 2 +fmTm 

4) Other maintenance 
U4 = U3(1- QMIQM2) + QMtQM2 QMI :prob. of committing an error 

QM2:prob. of not detecting - -
ifQMIQM2«1 U4 = U3 + QMtQM2 

errors 
Case B: Noncontinuously monitored, untested components 

A: failure rate - 1-e-ATp 
Tp: fault exposure time U=1--

ATp 

Case C: Monitored, non-repairable components 
A: failure rate 
T M: duration of maintenance -

U = l-exp(1.. TM) 

Case D: Monitored, repairable components 
A: failure rate - A. 
f.l: repair rate U=--

1..+J.l 

15.3. Accident Sequence Quantification 

The next major procedural step of quantitative risk assessment includes all the tasks 
associated with the quantification of accident sequences. This quantification implies 
manipulation according to the laws of Boolean algebra. The frequency ofthe accident 
sequences is then expressed in terms of the number of accident sequences (cut sets) of 
the form. 
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d = 2:>i (rare event approximation) with cj = fj . IlUj . IlHk (lS.2) 
j~l k~l 

Each basic cut set can be expressed in terms of parameters comprising the frequency 
of the initiating event (fd, failure rate ("-), duration ofrepair (TR), mean time between 
tests (T), frequency of maintenance (fm), duration of maintenance (TM), probability of 
committing an error (QMl), probability of not detecting errors (QMZ), human error 
probability of an action (Qol), and probability of not detecting and recovering the error 
(Q02)' These parameters are modified according to the quality of the SMS, as discussed 
in the following section. 

15.4. Modification of the Frequency of Loss of Containment 
According to the Safety Management System 

All basic events and their corresponding technical parameters are grouped in such a way 
that all members of a group are influenced by a common management system (Le., 
operation, maintenance, or emergency, and then, for example, maintenance of 
mechanical components, of electrical components, etc.). Each of the resulting groups is 
in general influenced by the following eight management delivery systems: 1) 
availability of personnel, 2) commitment and motivation to carry out the work safely, 3) 
internal communication and coordination of people, 4) competence of personnel, S) 
resolution of conflicting pressures and demands antagonistic to safety, 6) plant interface, 
7) plans and procedures, and 8) delivery of correct spares for repairs[lS]. The overall 
influence of the SMS on a technical parameter is quantified by 

where 

8 

mj = LYjW jj 
i=l 

mj modification factor of the /h technical parameter 
y quality of the ilh delivery system (i=1, ... ,8) 

(1S.3) 

Wjj weighting factor assessing the relative importance of the ilh management 
delivery system on the influence of the /h technical parameter 
an index running over the basic events of the klh group. 

The dependence on k is not shown here because the application under discussion 
assumes that all basic events are influenced by only one management subsystem. 

Once the modification factors are assessed, the technical parameters are modified 
according to: 

(lnf -lnf) 
Inf.=lnf + u 1 m. 

J I 10 J 
(lS.4) 

where 
fj modified value of the /h technical parameter 
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f\ lower value of each parameter, for the installation with the poorest SMS in 
the industry 

fu upper value of each parameter, for the installation with the best SMS in the 
industry. 

The weighting factors Wij are based on expert judgement; the values shown in Table 
15.2 have been used for the application at hand[ 16]. The quality of the delivery systems 
Yi are assessed according to an audit[8]. Lower and upper values ofthe technical 
parameters are based on expert judgement (see [16]. Once the modified technical 
parameters are obtained, the frequency of LOC is obtained through classical 
quantification. 

TABLE 15.2 Weighting factors of the delivery systems affecting basic event parameters 

'" .. .. 
= = 

'" .S '0 '" c OJ Q 

-= '" ~ <:> <:> .... 
OJ Q .. E-< 

~ 
= '" '" =-.. '"' " .. '0 
§ '= = .. ... '0 c c :0 = 

Q.I 

'" " c '" ~ ~ 's = ~ ~ '" '" c.. ;;: '" .. 
" 'eo = = = .. .. .... = = ~ :; '" = .. <:> <:> <:> <:> c.. ... < u u u u .s 1=1:: rfJ 

QOJ 0.06 0.15 0.07 0.16 0.18 0.2 0.18 0 

Q02 0.05 0.14 0.05 0.21 0.21 0.2 0.14 0 

QMI 0.08 0.19 0.06 0.14 0.14 0.08 0.17 0.14 

QM2 0.05 0.13 0.05 0.22 0.18 0.18 0.15 0.04 

Ii 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0.4 0 

A 0.08 0.12 0.12 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.16 0.28 

T 0.05 0.24 0.14 0 0.28 0.05 0.19 0.05 

fm 0.05 0.21 0.16 0 0.32 0.05 0.16 0.05 

TR 0.12 0.07 0.21 0.09 0.1 0.19 0.1 0.12 

TM 0.12 0.08 0.21 0.08 0.12 0.17 0.08 0.14 

15.5. Case Study 

The methodology described so far is exemplified through its application to the risk 
assessment of a liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) scrubbing tower of an oil-refinery. A 
detailed technical model simulating the response of the system to various initiating 
events can be developed along with a detailed model simulating the influence of the 
plant-specific management and organizational practices. The overall effect is quantified 
through the frequency of release of LPG as a result of a LOC in scrubbing towers of the 
refinery. 
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In such a case study, the unit in question contains three towers (T6654, T6655, and 
T6656) where LPG is scrubbed to remove hydrogen sulphide. In the first tower (T6654) 
(see Figure 15.2) methylethylamine (MEA) absorbs most of the hydrogen sulphide 
contained in the LPG stream. When the stream enters the second tower (T6655), 
hydrogen sulphide is further scrubbed by caustic (NaOH). The LPG stream leaves this 
tower and enters the last tower (T6656), where water washes any entrained caustic. This 
last tower is equipped with two safety valves, which open in case of high pressure (see 
[17] for details). 

LPG 
'" 1 
,. 

,2:120 .... 

H2O ... 
T6656 

, 

NAOH 
" 

T6655 

NAO~ 

"MEA 
...... 

T6654 
MEA,. 

LPG :;,. ,. 

Figure 15.2 Simplified diagram of a liquefied petroleum gas scrubber 

15.5.1. Designing the Master Logic Diagram of the Situation 

Following the MLD methodology, the following direct causes for LOC can be identified 
for this case study: 
• Tower failure from material aging or corrosion 
• Tower failure from overpressure through pressure increase caused by heat flux from 

an external heat source 
• Tower failure from overpressure as a result of overfilling 
• Tower failure from freezing 
• Extra loads from a road accident. 

15.5.2. Combining Initiating Events and Safety Functions/Systems 
Failures 

Each "direct cause of LOC" in the MLD can be considered a joint event consisting of 
one initiating event and the failure of one or more safety functions that are served by 
either systems (hardware) and/or operator procedures. In certain circumstances, no 
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safety functions are present, and the direct cause will be the initiating event itself. Two 
direct causes (tower failure from material aging and tower failure from freezing) are 
actually combinations because the safety function in this case is the structural strength of 
the tower material that by definition is exceeded by stress. Two other direct causes 
(tower failure from overpressure through pressure increase caused by heat flux from an 
external heat source and tower failure from overpressure as a result of overfilling) are 
considered as joint events consisting of one initiating event and failure of one or more 
safety systems. These two events are further analysed to identify all the initiating events 
of this system, which are presented in Table 15.3. The safety systems required to 
prevent the occurrence of LPG release for all initiating events are presented in Table 
15.4. 

TABLE 15.3 Initiating events 

I. Operating conditions off specifications 
2. External fire 
3. High inlet of MEA from valve failure 
4. No outlet of MEA 
5. High inlet of caustic (NaOH) 
6. No outlet of caustic (NaOH) 
7. High inlet of water from valve failure 
8. No outlet of water 
9. High inlet of LPG 
10. No outlet of LPG 

TABLE 15.4 Safety systems 

I. Pressure detection system 
2. Fire suppression system 
3. Pressure safety valves 
4. Low-level protection system in Tower T6654 
5. High-level protection system in Tower T6654 
6. Low-level protection system in Tower T6655 
7. High-level protection system in Tower T6655 
8. Low-level protection system in Tower T6656 
9. High-level protection system in Tower T6656 
10. Tower integrity 

Next, event trees can be constructed for all initiating events presented in Table 15.3, 
defining the response of the plant and the spectrum of the resulting damage states. A 
typical event tree constructed for one such initiating event is presented in Figure 15.3. 
This tree is for the scenario in which a high inlet of MEA from valve failure causes a 
LOC. The first two tree paths (#1, #2) lead to a safe state; the third leads to tower 
rupture from overpressure. A total of 10 event trees corresponding to 10 initiating 
events could be developed. Failures of systems are modelled through the Fault Tree 
technique. Nine Fault Trees could be constructed for the first nine safety systems 
presented in Table 15.4. 
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High inlet of MEA Outlet fully open PSV 

(1 ) 

(2) 

(3) 

Figure 15.3 Event tree for initiating event "High inlet of MEA from valve failure" 

15.5.3. Modifying Data According to the Plant Management Model 

The frequency of LOC in any of the three scrubbing towers is expressed in terms of 41 
basic events. The safety management audit team would determine that all these events 
are affected by a single management system. As a result, only eight management 
delivery systems need to be assessed and quantified (for details, see Hale et al.[I5]). 
The qualities of the eight outputs Yi (i=I, ... ,8) when combined with the weighting factors 
Wij given in Table 15.2 provide the modification factors given in Table 15.5. 

TABLE 15.5 Modification factors of technical parameters 

Technical Description Modification 
Parameter Factor 

Qol Probability of not performing an action 9.1 

Qo2 Probability of not detecting and recovering from an error 9.0 

QMl Probability of committing an error during maintenance 9.3 

QM2 Probability of not detecting an error during maintenance 9.0 

fi Frequency of initiating event 9.5 

A Failure rate 9.3 

T Mean time between tests 9.4 

fm Frequency of maintenance 9.3 

TR Duration of repair 9.1 

TM Duration of maintenance 9.2 

15.5.4. Quantifying Accident Sequence 

Three large fault trees with top events "Tower T6654 Failure," "Tower T6655 Failure," 
and "Tower T6656 Failure" could be created, each consisting of an "OR" gate with 
accident sequences leading to the corresponding top event as inputs. Each accident 
sequence would then be developed in terms of an "AND" gate with system failures and 
the initiating event of each accident sequence as inputs. Quantification would be 
performed for three cases according to the specific management system of the 
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installation. The first case would use the values of the parameters corresponding to the 
best management system or fl. The second case would use the values of the parameters 
corresponding to the worst management system or fu' The third case would use the 
modified values of the parameters fj according to Equation (2) and the values of Table 
15.5. Lower and upper values of the technical parameters for the equipment of this 
tower are presented in Table 15.6. The results of the three sets of calculations providing 
the frequencies offailure of Towers T6654, T6655, and T6656 are presented in Table 
15.7. 

15.5.5. Assessing Consequence 

The three LPG towers (T6654, T6655 and T6656) contain flammable LPG, which will 
be released to the environment in case of a LOC. If LPG is ignited immediately, a 

TABLE 15.6 Lower and upper values of technical parameters 

Equipment Parameter Lower Upper 

Safety valves, remote control valves T" Tm (hr) 24 8,760 
All equipment T Plant data x 0.9 Plant data x 100 
Safety valves, remote control valves A. I.7lxlO- 3.15 xlO-
All equipment Qml 1.00x10- 0.5 
All equipment Qm2 5.00xI0- I 
Safety valves fail in open position A. 8.50 xlO- 3.40 xlO-
Manual valves A. 2.74xI0- 5.04 xlO-
Manual valves Tr, T m, T (hr) Plant data x 0.9 Plant data x 100 
Flow instruments A. 8.30 xlO- 5.59 xlO-
Flow instruments T" Tm(hr) 24 336 

Instruments where equipment has to T" Tm(hr) 24 8,760 
be taken apart for repair 
Level instrument A. 2.50 xlO- l.l0 xlO-
Pressure instrument A. 2.50 xlO- 2.94 xlO-6 
Temperature instrument A. 3.00xlO- 2.97 xlO-
Process pump A 4.50 xlO- 2.28 xlO-
Process pump T" Tm (hr) 24 8,760 
Human error Qol 1.00 xlO 5.00 xlO-
Human error Qo2 5.00 xlO- 1.00 
Corrosion A 5.00 xlO- 5.00xI0-
Corrosion Tr (hr) 24 8,760 
Water of fire fighting system A 5.00xI0- 5.00 xlO-
Water of fire fighting system Tr(hr) 2 331 
Heater A 5.00xI0- 5.00 xW-
Heater Tr(hr) 24 8,760 
External fire fi 1.00xlO- 1.00 xlO-
High inlet ofNaOH in tower fi 1.00 xlO- 1.00 xlO-
High inlet of LPG in tower f; 1.00 xlO- 1.00 xlO-
Ambient temperature very low fi 1.00 xlO- 1.00 xlO-
Conditions off specifications fi 1.00 xlO- 1.00 xlO-
Impact from road f; 1.00 xlO-· L 1.00 xW-
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boiling liquid expanding vapour explosion will occur. Otherwise, LPG will disperse to 
the atmosphere as a dense cloud and either a flash fire or an explosion will occur. It is 
assumed that, in case of delayed ignition, there is a probability of 113 for flash fire and 
2/3 for explosion[ 18]. All the possible sequences that might occur in case of tower 
failure are presented in Table 15.8. In all cases, individual conditional risk of death does 
not exceed lxl0'4/yr at a distance of300 m away from the towers. 

15.5.6. Risk Integration 

The area above certain risk levels can be calculated for three management assessments: 
the specific system of this installation and the two bounding values for the best and 
worst possible systems. This level of area versus risk is presented in Figure 15.4. 
Interpreting this figure, if the best management system were used, the area with 
unconditional individual risk higher than lO,8/year would be equal to 0.143 km2• If the 
worst management system were used, this area would be equal to 3.36 km2• In the actual 
case with a management system judged to be very good, this area is equal to 0.231 km2• 

TABLE 15.7 Frequencies offailure 

Catastrophic Failure of Tower T6654 
a) Best possible case 1.1 x 10' Ihr 
b) Worst possible case 1.2 x 10 Ihr 
c) Plant as assessed 4.7 x 10' Ihr 
Catastrophic Failure of Tower T6655 
a) Best case 1.3 x lO- w /hr 
b) Worst case 2.6 x 10 Ihr 
c) Specific model 5.3 x 10-w /hr 
Catastrophic Failure of Tower T6656 
a) Best case 1.1 x 10- Ihr 
b) Worst case 3.1 x 10-'/hr 
c) Specific model 3.9 x 10- Ihr 

TABLE 15.8 Accident sequences of plant 

Catastrophic Failure of Tower T6654 
I. Boiling liquid expanding vapour explosion (2,700 Kg LPG) 
2. Flash fire (2,700 Kg LPG) 
3. Explosion (2,700 Kg LPG) 
Catastrophic Failure of Tower T6654 
4. Boiling liquid expanding vapour explosion (1,200 Kg LPG) 
5. Flash fire (1,200 Kg LPG) 
6. Explosion (1,200 Kg LPG) 
Catastrophic Failure of Tower T6654 
7. Boiling liquid expanding vapour explosion (800 Kg LPG) 
8. Flash fire (800 Kg LPG) 
9. Explosion (800 Kg LPG) 
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Figure 15.4 Area (km') above certain risk levels (10'\ to 10,s/yr) 

15.6. Conclusions 

3.5 4 

The I-RISK methodology provides a step-by-step approach for integrating the 
effects of SMS into the quantification of risk for an installation handling hazardous 
materials. The methodology consists of a technical model and a management model 
linked at a point where specific managerial tasks influence specific parameters 
determining the probability of occurrence of specific basic events affecting the 
quantified risk indices. The ability to integrate these management aspects into risk 
quantification provides some guidance into determining the importance of maintaining 
or improving safety on certain systems. 
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16. Site-Specific Modification of Ground-Water 
Generic Criteria as Applied to a 
Contaminated Site 

In Western countries in particular, and in the growing Green movement in the Eastern 
countries as well, how risks are regulated is a key component to the management of 
Cold War legacies. Regulatory approaches that allow site-specific risk analysis must be 
considered because regulations and associated guidance are often the basis for defining 
acceptable cleanup levels. This chapter provides an example of how one regulatory 
group has approached this issue. The example shows how generic regulatory guidelines 
can be implemented in a manner that allows for site-specific risk-based evaluations of 
cleanup levels. 

The definition of what is "clean" or "acceptable" in tenns of residual environmental 
concentrations after remediation is a fonnable task facing those undertaking the 
remediation of sites with radioactive or hazardous chemicals stemming from Cold War 
activities. The cost of cleanup is nonnally directly related the selected target cleanup 
level. Experience in the United States has been that very stringent cleanup levels can 
often result in prohibitive remediation costs, even for relatively small sites. 

National or regional (state, province, etc.) regulations and associated guidance have 
historically been based largely on defining a single standard or nonn for acceptable 
environmental concentrations. Although often risk-based in their origin, the "one-size
fits-alI-sites" approach generally means these standards or nonns are conservative values 
designed to protect in extreme situations. When applied generically at all sites, many 
sites have to clean to unnecessarily restrictive levels. 

This chapter provides an example of how one regulatory group has approached this 
issue. The example shows how generic regulatory guidelines can be implemented in a 
manner that allows for site-specific risk-based evaluations of cleanup levels. Although a 
number of federal and state agencies in the United States have, or are working towards, 
such an approach, an example from Canada was selected to illustrate a state-of-the-art 
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implementation. The provincial government of Ontario, Canada, has implemented 
relatively unique generic guidance. Although most of their sites are not the result of 
Cold War activities, the principles are applicable to other such contaminated sites. Their 
approach allows the use of site-specific risk information, which can potentially help 
focus remediation efforts on sites with the highest actual or potential risk to people and 
the environment. 

Considerable time and effort can go into determining the particular contaminants of 
concern and establishing appropriate restoration levels. Wrestling with streamlining this 
process, the Ontario Ministry of the Environment and Energy published guidelines[l] in 
1996. These guidelines are applicable to any contaminated site in the province, except 
Potentially Sensitive Sites. Generic criteria for 115 organic and inorganic chemicals 
were derived and listed in four tables, depending on intended land use, type of required 
ground water restoration, and depth of required soil restoration. In addition, different 
values for each soil criterion were provided depending on the soil texture (i.e., coarse 
and medium/fine soil texture). The generic criteria development process was described 
in detail in a separate document[2]. Additional documents[3,4] were also published to 
establish the cleanup procedures to be followed in the province. 

The generic criteria are based on conservative assumptions and models and provide 
protection for all contaminated sites in the province. However, remediation activities up 
to these levels often result in overprotection and may require extensive effort, time, and 
funding. To avoid unnecessary remediation and/or restrictive risk management 
measures, the Ministry of Environment and Energy allowed proponents to develop site
specific criteria by following the procedure applied in the derivation of generic criteria 
and by substituting the default conservative parameter values with site-specific ones. 
Also, the proponent was given the opportunity to apply a relevant risk management 
decision, especially in cases where contamination exceeded the developed site-specific 
criteria. 

In the discussions of this presentation at the NATO Advanced Study Institute (that 
provides the basis for this textbook), significant misunderstandings occurred based on 
judging this contribution as a comprehensive research approach rather than a resource
limited screening application. Several participants clearly did not appreciate the 
innovative and useful aspects of the regulatory guidance approach-and as result were 
highly critical. Although such regulations need to be based in "sound science," the 
constraints of such actions are often misconstrued as not having such a basis. These 
reactions are similar to those discussed in Chapter 6 relative to the early attempts to 
adopt risk based approaches in United States, showing this problem of misunderstanding 
by "scientific experts" of risk-based approaches occurs in other countries as well. 

The consideration of regulatory approaches that allow site-specific risk analysis is 
critical because the regulations and associated guidance are often the primary basis for 
defining acceptable cleanup levels. The following regulatory guidance example 
illustrates of the type of approach that can allow derivation of site-specific criteria for 
defining acceptable site-specific cleanup levels. This particular regulatory guidance 
approach is relatively unique because it includes several media-to-media linkages such 
as is discussed in terms of multimedia risk-based modelling in Chapter 14. 



16.1. Development of Generic Criteria for Ground Water
Component Selection 
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A modification of criteria starts with the development of generic criteria. This 
development is based on a component approach. The Ministry of Environment and 
Energy assumed three principal pathways in the derivation of generic criteria for ground 
water: 
• Use of ground water as drinking water 
• Migration of ground water vapour to indoor air 
• Migration of ground water to surface water. 
Accordingly, three components have been designed. Figure 16.1 demonstrates the 
derivation. 

The derivation process consists of three steps. In the first step, all existing values 
for Criterion Components must be collected and entered into the process. The 
parameters used to estimate each criterion component are as follows: 
• GWI (Drinking Water Quality) Component is represented by the Ontario Drinking 

Water Objective or, if that objective does not exist, by the health-based and 
odour/taste value for the chemical of interest 

• GW2 (Migration: ground water vapour to indoor air) Component is based on the 
background indoor air value, the health-based indoor air value, and the odour 
recognition value in air 

• GW3 (Migration: ground water to surface water) Component is based on the lowest 
toxicity value for freshwater species. 
During the second step, called the Value Selection Process, the values of the 

criterion components are identified and the lowest value is selected. In the third step, 
Risk Management Decisions, this value is compared to several numbers to arrive at the 
final criterion value: 
• The lower of half of the solubility and the ceiling value (selected to minimize the 

potential for continuous degradation of the ground water in the province) 
• The higher of the method of detection limit (MDL, selected on the basis of 

enforceability) 
• The ground-water background concentration for the contaminant of interest 

(selected on the basis of enforceability). 

16.2. Site-Specific Modification Of Generic Criteria
Value Selection 

Site-specific criteria provide a tool that assists risk managers in evaluating and 
comparing alternatives for site development and remediation. The following case study 
illustrates the suggested procedure of site assessment and risk modelling. 
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16.2.1. Site Assessment 

The site used for the case study (Figure 16.2) is located in a mixed residential, 
commercial, and industrial area of a big city. The nearest ecological receptor is a creek 
located 1.5 km southeast of the site. The site was developed as an industrial property in 
1957; before that, the land was agricultural. The facility built on this site manufactured 
electric heaters and controls. The facility building was demolished in the later half of 
1996 to prepare for future residential development. The site plan included 129 lots, 115 
of which were proposed for townhouses/linkhomes and the remainder for various other 
residential, commercial, and public uses. 

The environmental and geo-technical findings allowed classifying the site as non
sensitive. The soil consisted of silty clay and sand and was classified to be coarse. The 
ground water appeared to be heavily contaminated. Different ground-water remedial 
options were evaluated at the site. However, the analytical results from many rounds of 
sampling demonstrated that ground water could not be remediated to acceptable levels of 
contamination (assuring protection of human health and ecological receptors) in a cost
efficient way. As a result, it was decided to evaluate the site contamination risk and to 
apply risk management controls if necessary to redevelop the site. The ground water 
satisfied the requirements for non-potable use because 1) the area was serviced by 
municipal water, 2) present or future surface or ground-water sources would not be 
affected, and 3) the municipality was notified about the proposal to restore the site to 
non-potable levels[ 1]. 

Conceptual Model 
A limited area of soil polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) contamination was discovered and 
later excavated and treated ex situ. The ground water was found to be located in an 
upper and lower aquifer. The ground-water flow was determined to be in a southeastern 
direction toward the creek; flow velocity was calculated to be approximately 9 miyr. 
Volatile organic compound (VOC) contamination was identified in ground water in the 
upper aquifer beneath a former chemical storage area. In addition, a discontinuous 
perched water table was discovered in a sand unit found above the upper aquifer unit. 
The lateral extent of the ground-water contamination is shown on Figure 16.2 

Contaminants of Interest 
Ground-water samples were collected and analysed from the monitoring wells installed 
in the area of contamination. The measured concentrations were compared to the 
corresponding generic criteria (Table 16.1). Any substances that exceeded their generic 
criteria in any sample were selected for detailed assessment. In addition, all non
detected chemicals (i.e., vinyl chloride) with detection limits higher than the generic 
criteria were also chosen for detailed analysis. The analysis of the data allowed the 
following conclusions: 
• Generic criteria for all chemicals of interest exist 
• Five chemicals (trichloroethylene, trichloroethane, and related degradation 

products) were found above their generic criteria in ground water. 
These five chemicals were selected for further specific evaluation. 
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TABLE 16.1 Chemicals that exceeded the generic ground-water criteria, in ~g/L 

Chemical ---+ TCE I,I,I-TCA I,I-DCE cis-I,2-DCE VC 
Well and Unit ,J.. 50.0* 200.0* 0.66* 70.0* 0.5* 

OW827, UA 2,300.0 594.0 27.0 -- ND,5.0 
OW826, SU 4,920.0 3,260.0 212.0 ND,IOO.O ND,5.0 
OW825, SU -- 346.0 22.4 -- --
OW824, UA -- -- 1.4 -- --
OW823, SU 4,150.0 3,230.0 178.0 -- ND,5.0 
OW833, UA 3,930.0 4,330.0 194.0 82.0 ND,5.0 
BHI03, UA 1,300.0 2,130.0 76.0 -- ND,8.0 
BHI06, UA -- -- 0.8 -- ND,I.3 
OWI15A, UA -- -- -- -- ND,0.5 
MWI,UA 2,030.0 2,710.0 208.0 ND,200.0 ND,500.0 
Notes: TCE - trIchloroethylene; * - generIc CrIterIa for non-potable ground water; 1,1,I-TCA -1,1,1-
trichloroethane; 1, I-DCE = I, I-dichloroethylene; cis-I ,2-DCE = cis-l ,2-dichloroethylene; VC = vinyl 
chloride; OW, BH, MW = monitoring wells; UA = upper aquifer; ND = not detected, less than generic 
criteria;. SU = Sand Unit. 

Pathways and Receptors 
No soil pathways were identified at this site since the contaminated soil was excavated 
and removed. Because ground water would not be used as a source of potable water, all 
pathways relevant to that use were excluded. Ground-water pathways of concern 
included migration of ground-water vapour to indoor air and migration of ground water 
to surface water. 

Appropriate receptors on this site were selected based on their exposure potential. 
Child and adult individuals living onsite were selected as representative human 
receptors. The exposure duration is 30 years, everyday, for human receptors. [5] 

All ecological receptors were excluded based on the following reasons: 
• The site is a former industrial facility undergoing redevelopment for residential! 

commercial uses. There are no sensitive ecological receptors within or near the site. 
• The limited area of contamination, habitat and lifestyle characteristics, duration of 

potential exposure, and cement/asphalt cover over the contaminated area negate the 
exposure of plants, animals, and birds. 

• The distance between the source and fish and other water organisms in the nearest 
creek (nearest potential receptors, located 1.5 Ian southeast of the site), ground
water velocity of9 mlyr and contaminants' biodegradation half-lives (maximum 
half-life ofless than 8 years[6] made their exposure unlikely. 

16.2.2. Site Restoration Approach 

The framework shown on Figure 16.3 was developed to demonstrate the most 
appropriate restoration approach for this case study and the rationale followed to identify 
it. There are three options for restoration of a site for a specific use. One approach is to 
restore the site up to the generic criteria levels. Another approach is to restore the site up 
to background levels. However, in some situations, both of these approaches can be 
costly, not feasible, and/or not permissible (for example, the generic criteria approach 
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can not be used for sensitive sites). In such cases, a site-specific risk assessment should 
be performed and appropriate engineered risk management techniques may be applied, 
where necessary. This third approach allows the development of a site in a manner that 
is protective of human and environmental health, and which considers aesthetic factors 
such as odour, without requiring the site to be cleaned up to the generic or background 
levels. In this way, it is also cost efficient. 

A summary of all possible scenarios, steps, and outcomes with their corresponding 
risk management decisions is shown on Figure 16.3. The case study restoration pathway 
is shown in bolded lines. It starts with evaluation of the site conditions, as was described 
in the preceding sections of the chapter. The evaluation is followed by a determination 
of site sensitivity. The site can be identified as not potentially sensitive[l] for three 
reasons: 
• It does not include or have an effect on a nature reserve, environmentally sensitive 

area, habitat of endangered species, park, etc. 
• More than 2 m of overburden overly the bedrock 
• The background concentrations for inorganic parameters were not exceeded, and the 

soil pH is between 5.0 and 9.0. 
The next step determines whether generic criteria are available. Generic criteria are 
available for all chemicals of interest, as shown in Table 16.1. The next determination 
involves land use. The land use will be changed from industrial to residential type. 
Next comes the determination about the resolution of factors. No factors differ from 
those considered during the development of the generic criteria. Factors to be 
considered include presence or likelihood of adverse effect (on and off property), 
receptors and pathways different from those considered in the development of generic 
criteria, quantitative dose-response relationships for sensitive receptors from all 
exposure pathways different from that used in the development of generic criteria, and 
site conditions impacting the contaminant migration different from those considered in 
the development of generic criteria[ 1]. 

The next determination involves exceeding criteria. The generic ground-water 
criteria are exceeded at different locations, as shown in the Table 16.1. In answering the 
next question, it was determined that the analytical results from many rounds of 
sampling demonstrated that the ground water could not be remediated to acceptable 
levels of contamination (assuring protection of human health and ecological receptors) in 
a cost-efficient way. 

Following the shown procedure, a decision was made to modify the existing generic 
to site-specific criteria to evaluate the existing risk in a more realistic way. 
Unfortunately, no ground-water background criteria are available for the Province of 
Ontario. The development of background criteria is optional and was not deemed to be 
beneficial. As a result, the site-specific criteria were followed in the procedure. 

Comparing the Maximum Observed Concentrations (at the site) and the 
corresponding site-specific criteria (described later in this chapter) showed that criteria 
were not exceeded for a number of chemicals at specific areas of the site. For such 
chemicals/areas, no cleanup was deemed necessary. However, chemicals did exceed 
criteria at other site areas. Because it had already been determined not to be feasible to 
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cleanup the ground water under the site, a Level II risk management approach was 
applied to all areas where unacceptable risk was identified. 

16.2.3. Selection of Criterion Component(s) for Modification 

Figure 16.4 presents the process of selecting criteria component( s) for modification. 
This process consists of comparing the component value to the Maximum Observed 
Concentration. All exceeded criteria components are eligible for site-specific 
modification. 

r:ele~ 
! for :-------Yes--

'~:1 

. .. ·1 

Develop flowchart I 

I ~howing ~he .generic values i, 

Lor all cntena components I 
I i 

Is the 
GW2 value lower than the 

Maximum Observed 
Concentration? 

Is the 
GW3 value lower than the 

Maximum Observed 
Concentration? 

No- Screen-out 

(\ 
No-~-~ Screen-out! 

Figure /6.4 Selection of non-potable ground-water criteria components for modification 

Exceeding a criteria for a certain component means that a risk of the corresponding 
effects exists. Because conservative "worst-case" values were used in the generic 
criteria development (possibly overestimating the risk), the component can be modified 
by applying the more realistic site-specific parameter values. If the component value is 
not exceeded, no risk is expected and no modification is necessary. Table 16.2 compares 
the Maximum Observed Concentrations and the values for GW2 and GW3 components 
for the five chemicals of interest. The analysis of the table data allowed the following 
conclusions: 
• The GW2 Component can be modified (for all chemicals of interest) 
• The GW3 Component must rely upon criteria component values established in the 

development of the corresponding generic criteria (for all chemicals of interest). 



TABLE 16.2 Components of the non-potable ground-water criteria and maximum observed 
ground-water concentrations at the site (in l!g/L) 

Chemicals of Interest TCE 1,1,1- 1,I-DCE cis-l,2-DCE 
TCA 

Maximum Observed 
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VC 

Concentration or highest 4,920 4,330 212.0 82.0 ND,500.0 
detection limit for non-detects 
GW2* (ground-water 
concentration corresponding to 
the allowable indoor air 30.0 4,200 0.66 N/A 0.01 
concentration; basis is volatility 
risk) 
GW3 (ground-water 
concentration corresponding to 
the allowable surface water 220,000 180,000 120,000 120,000 3,600,000 
concentration; basis is A WQC) 
Criterion component selected for 
modification GW2 GW2 GW2 GW2 GW2 
Notes: TCE - trIchloroethylene; I, 1,1-TCA - I, I ,I-trIchloroethane; I, I-DCE - I, I-dlchloroethylene; cis-I ,2-
DCE = cis-I ,2-dichloroethylene; VC = vinyl chloride; ND = not detected; * = U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency data; NI A = Not Available; A WQC = U.S. Environmental Protection Agency fresh water aquatic 
criteria. 

Figure 16.5 shows a flowchart of the generic values for all criterion components for 
1,1- dichloroethylene. The procedure for development of site-specific criteria may be 
summarized as presented on Figure 16.6. It consists of replacing the generic component 
values with modelled site-specific ones followed by application of the Value Selection 
and Risk Management Decisions steps. 

16.2.4. Site-Specific Modelling of Vapour Migration from Ground Water to 
Indoor Air 

The site-specific GW2 concentration was calculated from the allowable indoor air 
concentration using the formula shown in the guideline[l]: 

where 
OHMgw 

OHM.ir 

a 

d 

OHMgw = OHMair 
axdxHxC 

(16.1 ) 

Calculated ground-water concentration that would not result in an indoor 
air concentration greater than OHM.ir (llg/L) 
Allowable target indoor air concentration (llg/m3) 
Calculated soil gas attenuation factor that relates the indoor air 
concentration to the concentration in soil gas directly above the ground 
water source based on the heuristic model[7] 
Modification factor to convert the theoretical equilibrium concentration of 
ground water to soil gas to a realistic environmental concentration 
(equilibrium conditions are assumed to be unlikely) 
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I. 
Develop flowchart showing all generic values, with the exception ofGW2; 

~ 

2. 
Model site-specific GW2 value; 

3. 
Insert the modelled GW2 value into the flowchart; and 

4. 
Use the value selection and risk management decision processes 

applied in the derivation of generic criteria to recommend site-specific criteria. 

Figure 16.6 Summary of site-specific criteria deviation process 

Chemical-specific, dimensionless Henry's Law constant 
Unit conversion factor of 103 Llm3. 

283 

The calculation of a relies on calculation of several equations providing values for 
its parameters. Those equations rely in tum on a number of site- and building-specific 
parameters. The application of site- and building-specific values allowed the derivation 
of site-specific criteria. 

( D:jl AB) ( QsoilLcrack ) 
QbuildingLr X exp Dcrack A crack 

a = (QsoilLcrack) ( D:jl AB ) (D:jl AB)[ (QsoilLcrack) 1] 
exp Dcrack Acrack + QbuildingLr + QsoilLr exp Dcrack A crack -

(16.2) 
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where 
DT eff 

Qbuilding 

LT 

Qsoil 

Ler•ek 

Aerack 

Overall effective porous media diffusion coefficient for the contaminant 
between the contamination source and the building foundation (cm2/ s) 
Cross-sectional area of the building, equivalent to the total below-grade 
area (floor and walls) of the building (cm2) 
Building volumetric ventilation rate (cm3 /s) 
Distance between the contamination source and the building foundation 
(cm) 
Volumetric flow rate of soil gas into the building (cm3 /s) 
Length of cracks/openings in the foundation through which contaminant 
vapours enter the building, equal to the foundation thickness (cm) 
Effective vapour-pressure diffusion coefficient for the contaminant 
through the cracks/openings (cm2/s); Der•ek is assumed to equal DTeff 

Area of cracks/openings through which contaminant vapours enter the 
building (cm2). 

Table 16.3 shows the site- and building-specific parameters are applied in the 
derivation of the soil gas attenuation factor u. 

TABLE 16.3 Parameters applied in the derivation of the soil gas attenuation factor 

Site-Specific Parameters Building-Specific Parameters 
ET Total porosity As Cross-sectional area of the building 

(floor and walls) 
8m Soil moisture content Lcrack Length of cracks/openings in the 

building foundation 

Ph Bulk soil density ACH Building air exchange rate 
K Saturated hydraulic conductivity V Building volume 
LT Distance between the contamination source Xcrack Total floor/wall seam perimeter 

and the building foundation 
P, Pressure in vadose zone Zcrack Depth of crack below ground surface 
T Absolute temperature of the vadose zone 

Figure 16.7 demonstrates the site-specifically modified ground-water criterion for 
1,1-dichloroethylene. The generic GW2 Component value of 0.66 was replaced by the 
modelled site-specific value of 481.0. This value became a site-specific criterion as a 
result of following the Value Selection and Risk Management decisions steps. 
Similarly, site-specific criteria were derived for all substances of interest at all locations 
ofconcem. 

16.2.5. Dealing with Uncertainty 

Uncertainty must be factored into any risk calculation. The most important 
potential sources of uncertainty are as follows: 
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• Accuracy of Supporting Site-Specific Information. All required procedures for 
quality assurance/quality control were followed during the collection, transportation, 
and analysis of samples. 

• Toxicity Information. Toxicity information provided in this chapter was derived 
from credible sources. In addition, the derivation process assumed identical end 
points and effects levels as those assumed when establishing the corresponding 
generic criteria. 

• Modelling of Vapour Migration into Basements. Model and parameter values 
used in establishing generic criteria are inherently conservative and tend to 
overestimate the potential for exposures via inhalation of indoor air. The same 
model was employed with site-specific data. The use of site-specific data reduced 
the magnitude of uncertainty in the model predictions. 

• Short-Term Exposures During Construction Activities. Risks to construction 
workers and nearby off-site receptors during construction were not assessed because 
there was insufficient information concerning timing, methods, and other relevant 
factors. However, it was not anticipated that exposures to receptors associated with 
construction would be significant. This assumption was supported by the fact that 
all substances in soil were at levels below the corresponding generic criteria. 
Furthermore, exposures during construction, if any, were expected to be relatively 
brief and intermittent. 

16.3. Risk Management Decisions Based on the Site-Specific 
Modified Ground-Water Criteria 

The exposure potential depends on three factors, namely: 
L Intended land use (home or open space, including park, walkway, roadway, etc.). 

The open space is expected to have lower air concentrations because of the 
contaminant dispersion in the air. 

2. Magnitude of contaminant concentration. The higher the ground-water 
concentration, the higher the indoor air concentration (i.e., the higher the risk level 
all other conditions being equal). 

3. Soil properties conditioning the vapour migration potential. Soil properties with a 
higher migration potential are expected to generate higher indoor air concentrations 
and higher risk. 
Considering these three factors, three different areas of the site were identified 

(Figure 16.8), as follows: 
• Lots 45, 46, and 47 located above the Sand Unit. 
• All other residential lots excluding Lots 20 through 33. Lots 20 through 33 are 

subject to a development freeze (because of other than environmental reasons). 
• Parkland, walkways, and roadways. Because no buildings will be constructed on 

these areas, there is no potential for the substances present in the ground water to 
gain entry into the indoor air. 
Accordingly, different sets of site-specific ground-water criteria were derived for 

each area of the site (Tables 16.4 to 16.6). Table 16.4 shows that the site-specific 
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TABLE 16.4 Recommended site-specific criteria and risk management level at the sand unit 

Maximum Recommended Site-
Analysed Site-Specific Specific Criteria 

Chemicals of Concentrations, Criteria, in with Clay Layer, Recommended Risk 
Interest in IlgiL Ilg/L in IlgiL Management Level 

TCE 4,920.0 50,000.0 50,000.0 
I,I,I-TCA 3,260.0 50,000.0 50,000.0 

Level II (clay layer 
I,I-DCE 212.0 118.0 505.0 installation) 
cis-l,2-DCE ND,IOO.O 424.0 2,046.0 
VC ND,5.0 57.0 218.0 
Notes: TCE - tnchloroethylene; 1,1,1-TCA - 1,1, I-tnchloroethane; 1,I-DCE - 1, I-dlchloroethylene; 
cis-I ,2-DCE = cis-I,2-dichloroethylene; ND = not detected; VC = vinyl chloride 

TABLE 16.5 Recommended site-specific criteria and risk management level at the upper aquifer 

Chemicals of Maximum Recommended Site- Recommended Risk 
Interest Analysed Specific Criteria, Management Level 

Concentrations, in IlgiL 
in Ilg/L 

TCE 3,930.0 50,000.0 
1,1,I-TCA 4,330.0 50,000.0 
I,I-DCE 194.0 393.0 Level I (application of site-

specific criteria) 
cis-I,2-DCE 82.0 1,564.0 
VC ND,5.0 174.0 
Notes. TCE - tnchloroethylene, 1,1,1-TCA - I,I,I-tnchloroethane, 1 ,I-DCE - I,l-dlchloroethylene, 
cis-I ,2-DCE = cis-I,2-dichloroethylene; VC = vinyl chloride; ND = not detected. 

TABLE 16.6 Recommended site-specific criteria and risk management levels at parkland, 
walkways, and roadways 

Chemicals of Maximum Recommended Site- Recommended Risk 
Interest Analysed Specific Criteria, Management Level 

Concentrations, in Ilg/L 
in Ilg/L 

TCE 3,930.0 50,000.0 
1,1,I-TCA 4,330.0 50,000.0 
I,I-DCE 194.0 419.0 Level I (application of site-

specific criteria) 
cis-I,2-DCE 82.0 1,927.0 
VC ND,5.0 550.0 
Notes: TCE - trIchloroethylene; 1, 1,1-TCA - 1,1, I-tnchloroethane, 1,I-DCE - 1, I-dlchloroethylene; cls-l ,2-
DCE = cis-I,2-dichloroethylene; VC = vinyl chloride; ND = not detected 

criterion for 1, I-dichloroethylene is exceeded. Because the criterion for this chemical 
was exceeded, and because of the potential for a future increase of vinyl chloride (which 
is a degradation product), risk managers decided to apply Risk Management Level II by 
installation of an artificial clay layer beneath the basements of Lots 45 through 47. The 
recalculated site-specific criteria based on the installation proved that this clay layer 
would provide satisfactory protection against vapour migration. 
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Table 16.5 shows no calculated site-specific criterion was exceeded. As a result, no 
engineering or administrative controls in these areas were needed. For the parkland, 
walkways, and roadways, monitoring of the migration from ground water to the ambient 
air demonstrated that none of the corresponding Ontario ambient air standards were 
exceeded, ensuring lack of outdoor inhalation risk. Site-specific criteria were developed 
to assess the vapour migration potential if houses were later built on these areas. As 
shown on Table 16.6, the derived site-specific criteria are not exceeded. Once again, 
remediation was not needed for these areas. 

16.4. Conclusions 

The procedure presented in this chapter: 
• Affords protection to human health, ecological receptors, and the environment at a 

level equivalent to that provided by the corresponding generic criteria 
• Provides a fast and cost-efficient alternative to site cleanup (saving money from 

cleanup, additional site investigations, etc.) 
• Can be applied wherever generic or background criteria are used and a different 

solution is sought, because it relies on risk assessment principles and chemical
specific information. 

In addition, the procedure can be easily adapted or improved. The exposure models 
(equations) can be replaced by others that better fit the specific needs of the site. The 
toxicity data should be updated as soon as newer valid data become available. Also, 
different risk management decisions can be applied under different conditions (ceiling, 
Maximum Detection Level, background, 112 solubility, or others). Similar procedures 
can be developed for other media (e.g., soil, surface water, and air). 
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PART IV: FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Men reject their prophets and slay them, but they love their martyrs and 
honour those whom they have slain. 
Fyodor Dostoyevsky 

If we open a quarrel between the past and the present, we shall find that we 
have lost the future. 
Winston Churchill 

Many are focused on the contamination that is the legacy of the Cold War. In the United 
States, Canada, and Western Europe, approaches are being developed to return the land 
to other uses and ensure the protection of human life. Eastern Europe is just beginning 
the process of addressing their legacies. Analysts in both the East and the West who are 
new to the risk assessment process can find guidance on how to proceed effectively with 
limited budgets in the methods expounded in the NATO Advanced Study Institute. The 
recommendation from the institute on which this book is based was to use a holistic 
multimedia, multi-hazard approach that considers uncertainties. This approach can be 
used to set priorities with respect to accidents, contaminants, locations, and time frames. 
This understanding is the only way to be confident that limited resources can provide 
maximum health benefits to populations and the environment. 
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17. East Meets West: Teaming on 
Risk Assessment 

One of the outcomes of this NATO Advanced Study Institute was the recognition that 
those charged with assessing, managing, and communicating risks in the East and West 
have unique challenges and approaches worthy of sharing. This chapter describes one 
mechanism being developed to facilitate this sharing, an International Risk Network. 

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Advanced Studies Institute on Risk 
Assessment of Cold War Facilities and Environmental Legacies, held in Bourgas, 
Bulgaria, 2 to 11 May 2000, brought together risk assessment, management, and 
perception experts from eastern and western countries. It should come as no surprise 
that when so many educated, experienced scientists meet in one place, additional ideas 
are born. One such idea was proposed by representatives from the United States (Dr. 
Alvin L. Young, Center for Risk Excellence, Department of Energy) and Russia (Dr. 
Vitaly Eremenko, Department of the International Chair Network on Transfer 
Technologies for Sustainable Development under the United Nations Education, Science 
and Culture Organization, and Educational Centre TRAOMD, Moscow). They saw the 
need to establish an international risk assessment network for Cold War facilities and 
environmental legacies. This chapter discusses the need for such a network, the goals of 
the network, its organization, its initial successes, and future directions. 

17.1. Why Here, Why Now? 

As mentioned elsewhere in this book, the United States and eastern block countries have 
been faced with remediating hundreds of facilities and thousands of square kilometres of 
land associated with Cold War activities. This remediation effort includes 
decommissioning, decontaminating, and dismantling facilities used for military purposes 
(such as producers of nuclear, chemical, and bacteriological weapons); disposing of 
hazardous waste; and either remediating or providing stewardship for contaminated 
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areas that may not be clean enough for even industrial use in our lifetimes. In the 
eastern countries in particular, remediation also carries with it a social cost, with a 
deteriorated standard of living for former government and industry specialists, retired 
servicemen and women, and their families. 

This Cold War legacy poses a number of risks to both the countries in which it is 
found as well as other countries around the world. The Chernobyl disaster proved that 
environmental contamination does not respect national boundaries. A disaster of similar 
scale involving legacy waste could easily result in contamination elsewhere. Even if 
contamination were confined to the host country, the subsequent cleanup efforts could 
ultimately result in an international SOS to secure citizen safety and a heavy price tag for 
countries responding. 

On the other hand, advances in risk analysis methodologies could help identify and 
resolve contamination problems before they spread. Some of these advances were 
shared at the NATO Advanced Study Institute in Bourgas, but conversations with 
participants indicated an even richer field of risk techniques waiting to be shared. Such 
an exchange could 
• Assist with planning and prioritising environmental and Cold War facility protection 

activities 
• Establish a baseline for determining the residual risks present from Cold War 

facilities and for measuring the progress of the cleanup efforts 
• Determine level of risk and! or hazard reduction appropriate for different materials 

and settings 
• Enhance the leveraging of funds and the focusing of current and new international 

efforts that support these objectives. 
Such an exchange could be developed through an international network of risk analysis 
experts from academia, industry, and government. 

This concept was presented to western and eastern government agencies and other 
interested organizations by the two project directors, Dr. Alvin L. Young and Dr. Vitaly 
Eremenko. Dr. Young briefed leadership in both the U.S. Department of Energy's 
Environmental Management Office and the Department of Defense's Office of the 
Deputy Undersecretary of Defense for Environmental Security. In addition, Dr. Young 
gathered support from existing risk programs at three of the Department of Energy 
national laboratories (Argonne National Laboratory, Illinois; Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory, Washington; and Brookhaven National Laboratory, New York), the Medical 
University of South Carolina, and a consortium of six universities (Environmental Risk 
Management Alliance- ERMA). The ERMA institutions include Purdue University, 
New Mexico University, Colorado State University, Carnegie Mellon University, 
University of Virginia, and Harvard University. Together, these federal agencies, 
laboratories, and universities provide tremendous expertise and capabilities essential to 
the success of the network. 

Simultaneous with the efforts in the United States, Dr. Vitaly Ermenko briefed 
Russian leadership and began to establish ties with coordinators in the initial interested 
countries for implementing the network. Many of these countries are mobilising their 
own pools of academic, industrial, and governmental resources (see insert on Armenia). 
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17.2. Network Goals and Objectives 

The goal of the Risk Assessment Network is to establish a functional, self-sustaining, 
risk assessment capability within each participating country to support national decision 

The International Risk Assessment Network-an 
Armenian Perspective 
In August 2000, the National Group of Risk 
Assessment Experts of Armenia was established. 
It comprises 16 specialists from the Ministries of 
Energy, Education, and Agriculture; Departments 
of Nuclear Control and Emergency Situations; 
Engineering Academy; and National Academy of 
Sciences of Armenia. Items of highest priority 
include science, information support, and 
personnel training. 

The first step was to compile as quickly as 
possible information on scientific developments 
and risk assessment methodologies in Armenia. 
About 30 topics representing important areas for 
exchange of information with other network 
countries were selected and approved, including 
developments of the assessment of economical 
and social, technological, and medico-hygienic 
risks and defence profiles, as well as risks 
relevant to natural catastrophes (earthquakes), 
nuclear energy, and agriculture. 

The work performed by experts and analysts 
has enabled Armenia to choose the areas and 
ways for the realization as follows: 
• Select the best developments, analysis, and risk 

management methodologies on the level of 
national and international models 

• Organize scientifically justified support of risk 
assessment in the governmental decision-making 
system in natural resource management and 
environmental conservation 

• Establish an information service for risk 
assessment and a system of personnel training. 
The environmental aspect of education is 

very important in Armenia. One of the first 
interchanges with the United States brought muc 
needed literature, methodological material, 
practical recommendations, and audio- and 
videocassettes on environmental risk assessment 
from the Medical University of South Carolina. 

making and to secure 
international financial 
contributions for Cold War 
environmental legacies of 
national and international 
significance. Cold War facilities 
may include, but not be limited 
to, former military-industrial 
complexes producing weapons 
of mass destruction or sites at 
which the by-products from 
these activities were disposed. 
Environmental legacies of 
national and international 
concern may include facilities 
presenting transboundary 
pollution problems. Facility and 
legacy issues to be examined 
within each country will not 
encroach on the national 
security of the participating 
countries and will not require 
the use or release of classified or 
country-sensitive information. 

The multilateral objectives 
of this program include: 
• Cooperatively engage 

governmental and 
nongovernmental entities 
responsible for management 
of Cold War legacy sites 
and facilities 

• 

• 

Forge relationships among 
multidisciplinary and multi
agency teams within 
network countries 
Identify risks within the 
participating countries, 
especially trans boundary 
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issues, and benefits of alternative management strategies 
• Identify areas of priority concern where protective or remediation efforts are needed 

to reduce both domestic and transboundary hazards 
• Focus international attention and assistance on Cold War legacy sites in areas with 

the highest risks threatening health of present and future generations, and 
threatening international relationships 

• Provide training through classroom, web-based courses, workshops, and internships 
for current and future (e.g., student interns) decision makers 

• Share decision tools (e.g., risk management software) and best management 
practices needed to conduct risk assessments. 

• Ensure that the assessment process is done in an open and lawful manner so that 
national security of the participating countries is not threatened. 

17.3. Network Organisation 

The initial countries within the network include Armenia, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, 
Greece, Hungary, Kyrgystan, Lithuania, Republic of Georgia, Romania, Russia, Turkey, 
Ukraine, and the United States. In addition, in a NATO meeting of the Science 
Committee on 20 October 2000, additional countries were given the opportunity to join. 
Kazakhstan, Albania, and Macedonia expressed initial interest. Each country provides a 
focal point or country coordinator, which in tum are led by the two project directors. 
Table 17.1 lists the country coordinator for the initial countries participating. 

These coordinators will form country teams, which will familiarize themselves with 
software, technologies, and methodologies that have been applied across the network to 
deal with risk issues associated with Cold War legacy sites. 

TABLE 17.1 Participants in the International Risk Assessment Network 

Country Coordinator 
Armenia Olga A. Juharyan, Group Manager, Ecocenter, Academy of Sciences 
Bulgaria Marusja Ljubcheva, Associate Professor, Scientific Advisory 
Czech Republic Jaroslav Volf, Director, Health Officer 
Greece Olga N. Aneziris, Group Manager, National Centre for Scientific Research 
Hungary Tamas Madarasz, Group Manager, University of Miskoic 
Kyrgystan Azamat Tynybekov, Head, International Science Centre 
Lithuania Kestutis Kadunas, Head, Hydrological Division 
Republic of Georgia Petr l. Metreveli, Group Manager, Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Romania Florin Glodeauu, Head, Health Physics and Environmental Protection 

Department 
Russia Petr L. Gusika, President, International Association of Ecological Safety 

i Turkey Ah Esat Karakaya, President, Turkish Society of Toxicology 
Ukraine Georgy v, Lysychenko, Director, Ukrainian Society for Sustainable 

Development 
United States James G, Droppo, Group Manager, Multimedia Environmental Assessment, 

Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 
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17.4. Initial Successes 

Since the Advanced Studies Institute and the birth of the network, the individual 
countries have participated in a number of information exchanges. The first exchange 
occurred on 17 May 2000, less than a week following the initial conference. Additional 
information exchanges occurred on 21 June, 24 August, and 5 October 2000. More than 
20 publications on all aspects of risk assessment, risk management, and risk 
communication have already been provided through these exchanges. 

In addition, the bi-monthly newsletter, Risk Excellence Notes, published by the 
Center for Risk Excellence, was a vehicle for initiating and maintaining contact with this 
network of nations. The June/July 2000 issue of the newsletter contained the 
International Memorandum of Agreement and was published in Russian and English. 
Each subsequent edition included a section published in Russian and English of 
activities submitted by scientists in the various nations. 

17.5. The Future 

Building on its successes and goals, the network hopes to move forward both 
organizationally and scientifically. As mentioned, the first step will be to develop 
country teams within each participating nation. Each country team will be 
multidisciplinary in composition and include representatives from governmental and 
nongovernmental entities engaged in the management of Cold War facilities. These 
representatives will be principally applied scientists who have technical skills and 
interest in the overall risk assessment process. Potential customers (e.g., regulators or 
funding organizations/investors) may also be invited to participate in the teams. 

Participating countries nominated sites to the project directors for preliminary risk 
characterization studies. Country teams presented information on the nominated sites at 
the May 2001 ECO-INFORMA Conference held in the United States in Chicago, 
Illinois. 

The network also plans to establish an intern program to support training and 
student exchange programs. Skilled technicians are needed to perform the basic 
requirements of environmental compliance such as workplace safety and health 
monitoring, daily sampling, analysis, manifesting, training, and record keeping 
associated with environmental compliance. Trained management personnel are also 
needed to oversee and develop policies and procedures as part of environmental 
management systems. Lastly, students who have completed their Bachelors Degree, for 
example in risk management or environmental science or engineering, need the 
opportunity to visit first hand the challenges involved in the cleanup and management of 
the legacies of the Cold War. The design of this internship program must allow students 
to have appropriate three-month projects with "hands on" experience that will be 
relevant to their country's needs as identified by their country team. To ensure this 
relevance, students must be carefully selected, given an opportunity to experience risk 
assessment in a real-world situation, and then returned to their respectively country to 
continue serving the activities of the network. This transmittal of information will 
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ensure that these young people take responsibility for continuing these programs into the 
next generation. 

In addition, the network plans to establish a virtual network to enhance 
communication; consolidate and integrate efforts; minimize travel; organize and 
disseminate risk management methodologies and lessons learned; provide access to top
level expertise and resources among the network countries; and facilitate training and 
technology/information transfer. The last point will be very critical to the success of the 
network. Thus, large efforts will focus on providing interactive training for tools, 
models, and methods. 

Finally, the network will focus on the need to resolve risk-based scientific issues 
that are common to the participating nations. These issues include the following: 
• Impact of transportation and storage of spent nuclear fuel and nuclear waste 
• Magnitude and severity of risks and the level of cleanup needed at former military 

sites engaged in nuclear, chemical, or biological weapons research and production 
• Risks associated with trans boundary consequences from natural accidents, (e.g., 

floods) and human-related events (e.g., operator accidents or terrorism) involving 
nuclear, chemical, or biological materials stored at former military installations 

• Risks associated with deteriorating structures (science issues of concern to multiple 
countries will become points of more detailed study for network countries and 
participants) 

• Applied methods for rapid assessment ofrisks and for making operative 
remediation-based decisions. 

Breakthroughs in any of these areas may serve as subjects of annual meetings in Eastern 
Europe of the country teams from each of the participating countries. 

The project directors are currently seeking to leverage funding to support these and 
other activities. International interest is high, and the need is pressing. It remains to be 
seen whether the subject nations can rise to this important challenge. 



18. Where Are We Going? 

Another outcome if the NATO Advanced Study Institute was the identification of a 
number of areas in which risk assessment, risk management, and the understanding of 
risk perceptions are in their infancy. This chapter suggests possible directions for the 
future of these disciplines in meeting the challenges of managing Cold War legacies. 

Decision makers in all countries with hazardous facilities, stored waste, environmental 
contamination from the Cold War and similar challenges should find this book helpful in 
understanding the potential use of different applied risk methodologies to protect people 
and the environment. The information in the book was provided by experts in collecting 
and analysing data for making decisions related to industrial safety, environmental 
protection, and public health and safety, who gathered together at the Advanced Study 
Institute (ASI) on which this book is based. They came from Eastern and Western 
countries, including Armenia, Georgia, the Kyrgys Republic, Lithuania, Russia, the 
Ukraine, and other countries of the former Soviet Union (FSU), as well as Bulgaria, the 
Czech Republic, Hungary, Romania, Greece, Turkey, the U.S., and Canada. They 
discussed the possible benefits to applying Western experience in using risk 
methodologies to ensure safe management of waste storage and environmental 
contamination and agreed that major risks exist associated with the management of Cold 
War legacies. 

In the case of environmental contamination, participants from the Eastern countries 
felt that they were already suffering exposure and health effects, with efforts just starting 
to inventory and characterize the risks. Participants from the West felt that risks in their 
countries are largely characterized, and efforts are now moving forward with activities to 
reduce these risks. However, in both the East and the West, large risks remain, and 
much work remains to be done to ensure the public's safety. In this chapter, the material 
in previous chapters is used to project what can be done to realise a wider use of applied 
risk assessment and management to address the legacy issues. 
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Two views of the future are given - one from the Western viewpoint of evolving 
methodologies and their appropriate applications and the other from the Eastern 
viewpoint of implementation in countries of the FSU and Eastern Europe. 

18.1. View from the West: Methodologies and Applications 

To set the direction for future applications, this book provided a unified view of risk 
methodologies for decision makers and their experts. The recent Western experience is 
that often some combination of approaches is necessary to meet the needs of decision 
makers. The effective and appropriate use of these methodologies has been referred to 
as a Complementary Risk Management approach. The following sections layout 
additional requirements for implementing Complementary Risk Management. 

18.1.1. Conduct Flexible Application-Specific Approaches 

A Complementary Risk Management approach balances flexibility within specific 
applications. Various chapters in this book provided examples of successfully applied 
risk assessment and management efforts with very different endpoints-each of which is 
appropriate for the particular issue being addressed in that specific case. These case 
studies show the flexibility of using the risk analysis methodologies to address different 
situations in quite different, but appropriate ways. 

For such a complementary approach to be effective, decision makers must clearly 
define in advance exactly what issues are being addressed. Experience has shown that 
clear definitions of the products and their application are essential before starting to 
conduct an applied risk analyses, if results are to be meaningful in the context of the 
decisions to be made. 

18.1.2. Consider Many Aspects of Risk 

The proactive consideration of the many aspects of risk is a relatively new development. 
During the Cold War, the emphasis was on production; risks to people and the 
environment were at best secondary considerations. Only since the latter part of the 
1970s has risk become widely recognized as a major concern. The Reactor Safety Study 
(Rasmussen Report)[l], a landmark document for conducting probabilistic risk 
assessments (PRA), was published in 1975. The Three-Mile Island Accident in the 
United States in 1978 further stimulated application of the Reactor Safety Study and 
PRA methodology. 

Chapter 6 of this book provides insights into the early efforts and the institutional 
barriers and challenges to implementing Cold War waste management and remediation 
policies based on computed risk. One of the important outcomes of this period was the 
realisation that decisions makers must understand the many facets of risk; they cannot 
rely on a single risk number as was once proposed. [2] Since the early 1980s, a single 
risk number was proposed for accident analyses related to production reactors and waste 
storage and processing facilities. As early as the 1970s, such a number was proposed, 
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based on the expected number of deaths (or injuries, etc.) for assessing nuclear reactor 
accidents. In this same period, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency developed 
and promulgated the idea of risk analyses that assume the release occurs (i.e., release has 
a probability of 1.0) and that evaluate the risk to individuals. While some proponents 
still argue for the use of the single number for accident risk assessment, most have 
moved to a more holistic approach. 

An even broader outcome of these early years of risk analysis was the realisation 
that computed risks are only one of many factors which decision makers must balance. 
This realisation also led to a more holistic approach. For example, Chapter 4 describes a 
risk profile information system used by the U.S. Department of Energy to consider 
major waste management and contamination sites at Cold War facilities. In addition, 
Chapter 16 provides insights into how risk criteria have been implemented in West. 

The trend for the future is clearly away from using single measures of risk and 
simple upper bounds as input to decision makers. As much as a single number is an 
appealingly simple approach, decision makers must consider many aspects of risk - and 
make decisions as a balance of the different types of risk. Furthermore, a single number 
can, at best, offer a vague comfort, if the number is low. It provides no understanding of 
the causes of risk, the uncertainty in the results, or what can be done to control the risk. 

18.1.3. Broaden the Applications of Accident Risk Analysis 

Accident risks from the storage and destruction of chemical weapons have been studied 
since the early 1990s, but, as shown in Chapter 8, those characterization analyses are just 
being completed. Risk analyses at contaminated sites in the FSU are just beginning and 
can benefit from the risk methodologies developed previously. However, as shown in 
Chapter 10, the application of accident risk modelling techniques to weapons handling is 
relatively new, even in the West. 

In the world of commercial nuclear power (and soon in the nuclear reactor world of 
the U.S. Department of Energy as licensing by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
begins again), regulations are being changed to be "risk-informed." Not previously an 
explicit requirement, risk analysis now becomes one aspect of the licensing decision 
process. Many regulatory guides and Standard Review Plans have been issued by the 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission through the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations. Of 
these, Part 50 is considered "risk-informed." 

18.1.4. Provide a Better Balance of Risks, Cost, and Technical Factors 

In the West, the cost of remediation and long-term management of legacy wastes has 
proved to be very high. Countries of the FSU cannot afford the magnitudes of costs 
being experienced in the West, and thus must carefully invest what resources they can in 
keeping risks to a minimum. The Western approach using a balance of risk 
management, risk analysis, and risk perception is seen as a means of effectively directing 
priorities for management and cleanup efforts based on maximizing potential population 
safety. 
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The U.S. remediation efforts are being variously conducted under rules and 
guidelines for the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (current operations) and 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (past 
operations). Although the former is largely a process control regulation that protects the 
environment based on process-specific emission limits, it does include provisions to 
consider risk in certain land disposal options. The latter, on the other hand, has a clearly 
defined process for handling remediation, which calls for a balance of cost, risk, and 
technical factors. As a result of the widespread implementation of remediation efforts at 
facilities such as mines, mills, weapons factories, test areas, research areas, reactors, 
waste tanks, and military bases, a great wealth of experience and knowledge exists in 
addressing such issues in the United States. 

18.2. View from the East: Implementation 

Risk methodologies are currently seldom used in decision-making processes in the 
countries of the FSU. In addition to the normal lag in implementation of new methods, 
there are reasons specific to these countries for this situation: 
1. Unfamiliar Concepts and Approaches: The applied risk methodologies discussed 

in this book were developed for conditions peculiar to the Western world 
infrastructure and cultural outlook. Scientists in the FSU and Eastern Europe have 
put considerable effort into developing theoretical approaches. Many of the 
principles and potential advantages of the Western applied risk methodologies are 
unclear to the managers of the FSU and Eastern Europe. One of the objectives of 
this book is to communicate information on the Western risk analysis 
methodologies and recommend how they might be adapted to the conditions of 
Eastern Europe. 

2. Economic Pressures: There has been little demand for risk methodology 
applications in the FSU and Eastern Europe with these counties facing economic 
problems of survival. Decisions related to increasing population safety or 
improving the environment are postponed. A second objective of this book is to 
show that these problems need to addressed and understood. Good decisions can be 
made with or even in spite of an obvious absence of economic resources. The most 
cost-effective time to understand these problems is now so that even meagre 
resources can be most effectively used. 

3. Local Infrastructure: The use of the proven Western applied risk methodologies 
in countries of Eastern Europe is limited by insufficiently formed democratic 
procedures to address the most important social problems. Although the situation is 
improving, everywhere risk methodologies are used to a lesser degree, democratic 
relations between authorities and the population are more primitive. This book is 
not meant to influence local political situations. However, the opinion was 
expressed at the ASI that a wider use of applied risk methodologies is seen in these 
Eastern countries as a natural part of the development of the democratic process. 
The editors of this book understood and carefully considered these difficulties in 

applying risk methodologies. The promotion, communication, and implementation of 
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the methodologies contained in this book will require consideration of and respect for 
political and national preferences in decision-making processes. The materials in this 
book were jointly prepared by applied scientists from both the West and East. All share 
the concerns for environmental legacies of the Cold War in their and neighboring 
counties. Each, however, developed the risk approach within certain political and 
military situations that wil1limit what problems can be addressed. 

The recommendation from the ASI is that proven applied risk methodologies can be 
used in these East European countries for Cold War legacies that do not involve major 
national political or military restrictions/secrets. Such test subjects are not easy to 
identify, and it is often harder still to get the required approval of national authorities to 
go forward. The location of appropriate sites may well be the most difficult problem for 
implementing Western risk methodologies. 

The discussions at the ASI suggested five possible location types: 
1. Storage for irradiated and spent nuclear fuel as unwanted by-products of the Cold 

War. 
2. Transport of the irradiated and spent nuclear fuel to and from storage. 
3. Other types oflong-term nuclear and chemical waste storage sites. These sites are 

of special concern because many are old, in need of maintenance, and located in 
residential areas. 

4. Legacy sites and military-industrial activities resulting in trans-boundary hazard 
transport. 

S. Contaminated zones outside borders of closed administrative territories related to 
numerous Cold War activities and facilities. The Russian dose reconstruction study 
described in Chapter 9 is an excellent example of such an application. 
The challenge is for risk analysts from the FSU and East European countries to 

carry out analyses relative to risks to workers and the population. These applications 
should satisfy any established national norms and standards of an acceptable risk. 
Successful applications will result in optimal risk-based decisions, taking into account 
available domestic resources and social factors. 

Risk analysis results have been proposed to provide a basis for defining protective 
safety, remedial, or alternative actions. One of the most important proposals is to 
estimate incremental health treatment costs for populations as well as the size of 
appropriate insurance guarantees for those living in these zones. Such a use ofrisk 
analysis would be a departure from the Western view that the only acceptable risks are 
those with trivial risk levels. Another important proposal that does have an analogue in 
U.S. air emissions management is to use risk results to define optimal measures to 
protect the population--even if that new protection is not directly connected with the 
proposed new activity or facility. The idea is to reward the region that agreed to accept 
the new hazardous activity by reducing large existent current risks produced by other 
sources. 

These types of risk analyses, recommended for decision makers of Eastern Europe, 
cannot be limited to a single risk analysis methodology. The ASI identified a general set 
of methodologies that must be considered as part of a Complementary Risk Management 
effort. These methodologies share many of the same factors as Western types of 
analysis but differ in the purpose for the effort: 
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• Facility-Centred Risk Analysis is used mainly to define or demonstrate acceptable 
risk-based operating parameters for facilities. 

• Human-Centred Risk Analysis is used mainly to study and understand the human 
exposures and risk for environmental contamination. These studies normally are 
based on fixed operating parameters for hazardous facilities. 

• Risk Perception Assessment is the analysis of the perception of risks by the 
involved parties (decision makers and local populations). 
Misunderstandings about the roles of these analyses can lead to apparent 

inappropriate competitive views. In fact, all three are needed as part of a 
Complementary Risk Management approach. 

18.2.1. Support for Complementary Risk Management 

As this book was completed, the first application of Complementary Risk Management 
was begun in Russia. Local decision makers and the population see a high perceived 
risk (Risk Perception Assessment) in the future operations of the facility in question. 
The design studies for the proposed facility (Facility-Centred Risk Assessment) indicate 
that operations should be relatively safe for those working and living around the site. 
The risk assessment for the local populations (Human-Centred Risk Assessment) 
confirms that expected emissions will have trivial impacts on the surrounding 
populations. This assessment also indicates that there are likely significant impacts to 
surrounding populations from the current ambient environmental quality. With these 
complementary results, the challenge to the decision makers is to define solutions that 
will be acceptable to the involved parties. The path forward is to implement the applied 
risk methodologies, adapted for local conditions, to protect populations and the 
environment for the initial set of five types of Cold War legacy sites listed above. 
Some materials and tools are available to support the implementation of these 
methodologies. English-to-Russian and English-to-Bulgarian glossaries of general 
terminology related to risk assessment and cleanup efforts were provided to the 
participants at the AS!. A version of the English-to-Russian glossary is included as an 
appendix to this book to provide Russian language readers with extended explanations of 
some of the new concepts presented. 

For Facility-Centred Risk Assessment, several tools are available: 
• Severe Accident Risksfor VVER Reactors: The Kalinin PRA Program[3], adapted 

into the Russian language by Vitaly A. Eremenko (1994) 
• Set of computer programs SA VE I, II, and III (System for Quick Calculation of 

Physical Effects and Risks, The Netherlands), designed by Esko Blokker for Russian 
users (1995) 

• Categorizations and Priorities of Risk from Severe Accidents in Non-Nuclear 
Technological Processes[4], adapted into the Russian-language by Vitaly A. 
Eremenko for Russian users (1996) 

• Software and documentation for an emergency preparedness model RASCAL by the 
International Atomic Energy Agency and U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(1997). 



For Human-Centred Risk Assessment, the following tools are available: 
• Multimedia Environmental Pollutant Assessment System (the software MEP AS, 

described further in Chapters 6 and 14 (MEPAS is available as a 1998 Russian 
language version.) 
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• Digest of RAAS' English-Russian Glossaries, an unpublished document based on an 
American software system for conducting remediation efforts, contain unique 
Russian language explanations of American technologies used for Human-Centred 
Risk Assessment (prepared by Vitaly A. Eremenko, 1997). 

• Other relevant software packages, or newer versions of the above packages, 
available in their original languages or in semi-adapted packages (e.g., COSIMA 
1994) 
The most important role of groups such as the International Risk Network created as 

a result of the NATO ASI will be in the circulation of risk analysis and application 
support materials during seminars and training sessions. The concepts for the 
methodologies need to be understood before national risk analysts can expect any 
movement toward concept acceptance and implementation. 

18.3. As Challenges Evolve 

At the time of publication of this book, many of the efforts to address technological 
legacies of the Cold War can be best characterized as ''underway.'' In the United States, 
the characterization and cleanup efforts have been underway for more than a decade. A 
number of legacy studies have attempted to defIne the nature and challenges of the 
legacies (see, for example, the Department of Energy Environmental Survey[5] and the 
Baseline Environmental Management Reports[6]). Cleanup and weapons destruction 
have started at major U.S. Department of Defense and U.S. Department of Energy 
facilities. 

It is also encouraging that a number of activities have been conducted, or are 
underway, in the counties of the FSU and Eastern Europe that are signifIcant steps in 
implementing a wider use of risk analysis. This book provides examples of such 
activities. Chapter 7 describes a cleanup effort that has been successfully completed. 
Chapter Ildiscuses developing institutional structures. Chapter 15 addresses widening 
the concern from nuclear to other types of hazardous facilities. Efforts are also 
underway to understand perceived risks (see Chapters 5 and 13). In addition, initial 
assessments have been conducted, such as the radiation factor assessment described in 
Chapter 12. 

The U.S. agencies have cleaned up and restored an impressive volume of waste and 
area ofland (see Chapter 4). These, however, largely represent the "easy" issues 
remaining from the Cold War. The efforts for sites with high-level radioactive wastes 
and the destruction of weapons are proving to be much slower and much more expensive 
programs. The factor driving these high costs and slow progress is the desire to conduct 
these operations with minimal risks to the workers and surrounding populations. 

In counties where risks from Cold War legacies are just beginning to be considered, 
new unexpected pathways will likely be found for health impacts. The researchers in the 
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United States, Russia, Ukraine, and other affected countries continue to recognize new 
issues and pathways (such as new areas of contamination or new contaminants). Good 
examples are the expanding list of contamination at Department of Energy sites and the 
recognition of the potential impact of beryllium. 

The overall risks in the counties of the FSU and Eastern Europe may be potentially 
greater than that found in the United States. There are two main differences: 1) many of 
the Russian-built facilities were located within or nearby population centres, and 2) at 
the more remote facilities in the FSU, the waste management policies allowed much 
more material to be discharged to the local environments. 

Future efforts will likely employ a multimedia approach that involves multi
contaminant, multi-pathway multi-effect integral analysis of risks and other indexes of 
hazard. First-generation versions of software models to support this approach[2] have 
been available and used for more than a decade. Second-generation models have been 
developed and applied in the past few years by the Environmental Protection Agency. In 
2001, the Environmental Protection Agency, Department of Defense, Department of 
Energy, and others signed a memorandum of understanding that calls for multi-agency 
collaboration and cooperation in the development of the next generations ofthese 
"multimedia models." 

An important advance in these multimedia models is the consideration of 
contaminant concentrations, doses, hazard indicators, and risks from both radioactive 
and hazardous chemicals in a single analysis system. As seen in the chapters in this 
book, the current risk analysis largely emphasizes nuclear materials in the countries of 
the FSU. Multimedia analyses have proven to be valuable in highlighting the 
importance of previously overlooked contamination of hazardous chemicals from 
nuclear operations. Based on the United States experience, many of these chemical 
materials typically move faster in the environment than radionuclides and can pose 
major health and environmental effects much sooner than the radionuclides. 

Similarly, the application of a multimedia environmental assessment approach will 
result in the understanding of the importance of alternative exposure pathways and the 
consideration oflinkages between pathways (for example, see Chapter 14). 

Based on current trends, the future will see a wider use of the different aspects of 
risk analysis for important applications. The NATO ASI and this book are important 
steps in describing contemporary risk methodologies. Through this information, the 
potential application of these methodologies to Cold War legacy sites should be better 
understood, allowing decision makers in the East and West to make more optimal use of 
the limited resources available to address the important population safety issues. 
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Appendix A 
Programme from NATO Advanced Study Institute, 
Risk Assessment Activities for the Cold War 
Facilities and Environmental Legacies 

Hotel Bulgaria, Bourgas, Bulgaria, 2 to 11 May 2000 

Tuesday, 2 May 2000 

Breakfast: 8:00-9:00 

Registration Desk in Lobby: 8:00-18:30 

Morning Lecture Hall Programme: Formal Opening ofInstitute 11:00-12:00 

11 :00-12:00 Formal Meeting Opening 
Opening: 
Dr. Dennis C. Bley, Buttonwood Consulting, Inc., USA 
Director, NATO ASI (5 minutes) 
English, translated into Russian and Bulgarian 

Welcome Speeches: 
Mr. loan Kostadinov, Mayor of Bourgas (10 minutes) 
Bulgarian translated into English and Russian 

Mr. Ivan G. Karapenev, Bulgarian Ministry of Defense (5 minutes) 
Bulgarian translated into English and Russian 
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Dr. Simeon Simeonov, Representative of Bulgarian Ministry of 
Environment (5 minutes) 
Bulgarian translated into English and Russian 

Dr. Alvin Young, US DOE, Center for Risk Excellence 
(5 minutes) 
English, translated into Russian and Bulgarian 

Dr. Georgy Lisitchenko, The Ukraine State Scientific Center of 
Environmental Radiogeochemistry, (5 minutes) 
Russian, translated into English and Bulgarian 

Mrs. Beyza Untuna, General Consulate of Turkey in Bourgas 

12:00-13:00 Break 

Lunch: 13:00-14:00 (at hotel) 

Afternoon Lecture Hall Programme: Keynote Lectures 14:30-17:00 

14:30-15:30 Advanced Study Institute Introductions 
Directors: Drs. Dennis Bley, Vitaly Eremenko, and Jim Droppo 
Review Lecture Programme and Introduce Lecturers 

15:30-16:00 Coffee/tea 

16:00-17:00 Session 
History of risk assessment methods 
Dr. Vitaly Eremenko, International Center of Educational Systems, RF 

Open time: 17:00-18:30 

Dinner: 18:30-19:30 (at hotel) 

Wednesday,3 May 2000 

Breakfast: 8.00-9.00 (at hotel) 

Registration Desk in Lobby: 8:00-10:00 

Morning Lecture Hall Programme: Integrated Risk Assessments 9:00-12:30 



9:00-10:00 Session 
Facing the Risk Issues ofthe Cold War Legacy: A U.S. View 
Dr. Alvin Young, US DOE, Center for Risk Excellence, USA 

(45 minute lecture, 15 minute discussion). 

10:00-10:30 Coffeeltea 

10:30-11:30 Session 
Risk Assessment - European View of Key Principles 
Judith Lowe, CLARINET, UK 
(45 minute lecture, 15 minute discussion) 

11:30-12:30 Session 
Integrated Risk Assessment - Technologies for Risk Assessment for 
Optimization of Management Decisions 
Dr. Vitaly Eremenko, ICES, RF 
(45 minute lecture, 15 minute discussion) 

Lunch: 12:30-13:30 (at hotel) 
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Afternoon Lecture Hall Programme: Integrated Risk Assessments (cont.) 14:00-17 :30 

14:00-15:00 Session 
Management of Risk Portfolios for Weapon Site Cleanup 

William Andrews, PNNL, USA 

15:00-15:30 Coffee/tea 

15 :30-17 :30 Session 
Round Table #1. Challenges of Risk Assessments in East and West 
Each participant will be asked to give their opinion on the challenges. 
Led by Directors and Lecturers 

Open time: 17:30-18:00 

Reception with Cocktails, Dinner, and Entertainment (at hotel) 18:00-20:00 

Thursday,4 May 2000 

Breakfast: 8.00-9.00 (at hotel) 

Morning Lecture Hall Programme: 9:00-12:30 
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9:00-10: 15 Session 
Accident Risk Assessment 
Dr. Dennis Bley, Buttonwood Consulting, Inc., USA 

10.15-10:45 Coffee/tea 

10:45-12:30 Session 
Accident Risk Analyses and Applications for the Disposal of Chemical 
Agents and Munitions 
Susan Bayley, SAIC, USA 

Lunch: 12:30-13:30 (at hotel) 

Afternoon Lecture Hall Programme: 14:00-17:30 

14:00-15:00 Session 
Integrating Management Effects into Quantitative Risk Assessment 
Dr. Olga Aneziris, Demokritos, Greece 

15:00-15:30 Coffee/tea 

15:30-17:30 Session 
Round Table #2. Facility-Centered Risk Assessment. Small groups. 
Facilitators (Directors/Lecturers) ask students to propose problems from 
their home regions. Groups will define issues and discuss solution options. 
Led by Directors and Lecturers 

Open time: 17:30-18:30 

Dinner: 18:30-19:30 (at hotel) 

Friday, 5 May 2000 

Breakfast: 8:00-9:00 (at hotel) 

Morning Lecture Hall Programme: 9:00-12:30 

9:00-10:00 Session 
Programmatic Risk Assessment 
Dr. James Droppo, PNNL, USA 
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10:00-10:30 Coffee/tea 

10:30-11 :30 Session 
Site-Specific Modification of Ground Water Generic Criteria as Applied 
to a Contaminated Site - a Canadian Approach 
Dr. Hristo Hristov, Ontario Ministry of the Environment, Canada 

11:30-12:30 Session 
Comprehensive Risk Management Programs for the Disposal of Chemical 
Agent and Munitions 
Susan Bayley, SAIC, USA 

Lunch: 12:30-13:30 (at Hotel) 

Afternoon Lecture Hall Programme: 14:00-17:30 

14:00-15:00 Session 
Risk Perception: The Psychological Aspects 
Dr. Vladilena Abramova, Obninsk Institute of Nuclear Power 
Engineering, RF 

15:00-15:30 Coffee/tea 

15:30-16:30 Session 
Environmental Pollution and Environmental Health: Dynamic of Risk 
Perception and Risk Communication over the Last 15 Years 
Daniela Kolarova, Sofia University, Bulgaria 

16:30-17:30 Session 
Facilitated Exercises in Risk Perception 
Dr. Vladilena Abramova, RF and Daniela Kolarova, Bulgaria 

Open time: 17:30-18:30 

Dinner 18:30-19:30 (at hotel) 

Saturday, 6 May 2000 

Breakfast: 8:00-9:00 (in hotel) 

Morning Lecture Hall Programme: 9:30-12:30 
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9:30-11 :00 Session 
Approaches through Multimedia Assessment [Facilities-Centered Health 
Risk Assessment 
Dr. Gene Whelan, PNNL, USA 

11 :00-11 :30 Coffee/tea 

11:30-12:30 Session 
Methods and Tools in the Management of Technological Risk 
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Lyubcho Lyubchev, University "Prof. Dr. Assen 
Zlatarov," Bourgas 

Lunch: 12:30-13:30 (at hotel) 

Local sight-seeing; excursion to the old city Nesebar: 14:00-18:30 

Dinner 18:30-19:30 (at hotel) 

Sunday, 7 May 2000 

Breakfast: 8:00-10:00 (at hotel) 

Free time for study, informal discussions, and other activities. 

12:30-13:30 Lunch (at hotel) 

Afternoon Special Event, 14:00 to 18:00 

International Gymnastics Competition, Bourgas 

18:30-19:30 Dinner (at hotel) 

Monday, 8 May 2000 

Breakfast: 8:00-9:00 (at hotel) 

Morning Lecture Hall Programme: 9:30-12:30 

9:00-10:00 Session 
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Cleanup ofVromos Bay 
Dr. Simeon Simeonov, Director, Regional Inspectorate to Environmental 
Protection and Water of Ministry of Environment in Bourgas 
Dr. Eng. Ilko Bonev, Director, Bourgas Copper Mines, Bulgaria 

10:00-l3:00 Site Visit 
Vromos Bay, Drs. Simeonov and Bonev 
Excursion to old city Sozopol 

Lunch: l3:00-14:00 (at hotel) 

Afternoon Lecture Hall Programme: 14:00-17:30 

14:00-15:00 Computer lab 
Risk assessment software workshop 
Jim Droppo, Coordinator 

15:00-15:30 Coffee/tea 

15:30-17:30 Software Demonstrations 

Open time: 17:30-18:30 

Dinner 18:30-19:30 (at hotel) 

Tuesday, 9 May 2000 

Breakfast: 8:00-9:00 (in hotel) 

Morning Lecture Hall Programme: 9:00-12:30 

9:00-10:30 Session 
Potential for Risk Assessment Research in the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone 
Aleksey Ryabuskin, International Radiology Lab, Ukraine 

10:30-11 :00 Coffee/tea 

10:30-11 :30 Session 
Modular Risk Assessment-Hanford Example 
Dr. Gene Whelan, PNNL, USA 

11:30-12:30 Session 
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Chernobyl Catastrophe Problems: Radiation Factor Risk Assessment 
within the Exclusion ChNPP Zone 
Dr. Georgy Lisitchenko, State Scientific Center of Environmental 
Radiogeochemistry, Ukraine 

Lunch: 12:30-14:00 (at hotel) 

Afternoon Lecture Hall Programme: 14:00-17:30 

14:00-15:30 Session 
Quantitative Risk Assessment of Peace-Time Activities 
Associated with Complex Weapon Systems in Military Installations 
Steve Fogarty, ARES Corporation, USA 

15:30-16:00 Coffee/tea 

16:00-17:30 Session 
Model selection 
Dr. Jim Droppo, PNNL, USA 

Open time: 17:30-18:30 

Dinner: 18:30-19:30 (at hotel) 

Wednesday, 10 May 2000 

Breakfast: 8:00-9:00 (at hotel) 

Morning Lecture Hall Programme: 8:30-12:30 

9:00-10:30 Session 
Radiation Legacy Of The Former Soviet Union (Weapon Complex) 
Yuri Gorlinsky, Science and Technology Association "Computer 
Technologies and Information Systems for Science and Research 
Development," RF 

10:30-11:00 Coffee/tea 

11:00-12:00 Session 
US Weapons Production-Hanford Dose Reconstruction 
Bruce Napier, PNNL, USA 



12:00-13:00 Session 
Collaborative Risk Assessment in the Russian Federation 
Bruce Napier, PNNL, USA 

Lunch: 13:00-14:00 (at hotel) 

Afternoon Lecture Hall Programme: 14:00-17:30 

14:00-15:00 Session 
Risk Assessment and Risk Management in the Netherlands 
Dr. Esko F. Blokker, DCMR Environmental Protection Agency, The 
Netherlands 

15:00-15:30 Coffee/tea 

15:30-17:00 Session 
Regulatory Rule Making Example - US EPA Rule Making 
Dr. Gene Whelan, PNNL, USA 

Open time: 17:30-18:30 

Dinner: 18:30-19:30 (at hotel) 

Thursday,l1 May 2000 

Breakfast: 8:00-9:00 (in hotel) 

Morning Lecture Hall Programme: 9:00-12:30 

9:00-10:00 Session 
Civil Protection in Bulgaria 
Dipl. Eng. Svetoslav Andonov, Deputy Director of Civil Protection, 
Bulgaria 

10:00-10:30 Coffee/tea 

10:30-12:00 Session 
Round Table #3. Risk Assessment Problems and Programs in Home 
Countries. 
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Facilitator (Directors/Lecturers) asks students to propose problems from 
their home regions. Groups will define issues and discuss solution 
options. 
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12:00-13:00 Closing Panel 
Organizers - Drs. Dennis Bley, Vitaly Eremenko, Jim Droppo, and Esko 
Blokker 

Summary Statements 
Lecturer and Participant Input and Recommendations/Statements 
Closing 

Lunch: 13:00-14:00 (at hotel) 



Appendix B 
Acronyms and Abbreviations Used in Text 

The following acronyms and abbreviations are used in the text, figures, and tables of this 
book. Acronyms and abbreviations used in equations are described for each equation 
and are not included here. 

Nonletters 
% 

llR 
llSV 

A 
APET 
ASI 

B 
BD 
BEMR 
Bq 

C 
CDC 
CERCLA 

ChEZ 
ChNPP 
Ci 
cm 

percent 
per 
microRoengten( s) 
microSievert( s) 

accident progression event tree 
Advanced Study Institute 

Bryansk District 
Baseline Environmental Management Report 
Bequerel 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability 
Act 
Chomobyl Exclusion Zone 
Chomobyl Nuclear Power Plant 
curie(s) 
centirneter( s ) 
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CMF 
CNPP 
Cs-137 
CSv 

D 
DESCARTES 

DM's 
DOD 
DOE 
DPM 
Dr. 
Drs. 

E 
EDE 
e.g. 
EM 
Eng. 
EPA 
ERMA 
ETRC 

F 
FCRA 
FRAMES 

FS 
FSU 

G 
g 
OBq 
GIS 
OW 
Oy 

H 
ha 
HCRA 
HEDR 
hr 
HRS 

common mode failures 
Chemobyl Nuclear Power Plant 
cesium-137 
xS ievert( s ) 

Dynamic Estimates of Concentrations and Accumulated Radionuclides 
in Terrestrial Environments 
decision makers 
U.S. Department of Defense 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Defense Priority Model 
Doctor of Philosophy (U.S) or Science (Europe) 
Doctors of Philosophy (U.S) or Science (Europe) 

estimated dose equivalent 
for example 
U.S. Department of Energy Office of Environmental Management 
Engineering 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Environmental Risk Management Alliance 
Extended Techa River Cohort 

facility-centred risk assessment 
Framework for Risk Assessment in Multimedia Environmental 
Systems 
feasibility study 
Former Soviet Union 

gram(s) 
gigaBequerel( s) 
geographic information system 
gigawatt( s) 
Oray(s)--check 

hectare(s) 
human-centred risk assessment 
Hanford Environmental Dose Reconstruction (Project) 
hour(s) 
Hazard Ranking System 



HVAC 
HWIR 

I 
IA 
IAEA 
IIASA 
ICRP 
l.e. 
IE 
Inc. 

J 

K 
KA 
kBq 
Kd 
KD 
keV 
kg 
km 
km2 

km3 

Kt 
kW 

L 
L 
LOC 
LPG 

M 
m 
m3 

Max 
mBq 
MCi 
MDL 
MEA 
MEPAS 
MeV 
Min 

heating, ventilating, and air conditioning 
Hazardous Waste Identification Rule 

Industrial Association 
International Atomic Energy Agency 
International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis 
International Commission on Radiation Protection 
in essence 
initiating events 
Incorporated 

Kaluga District 
kiloBequerel( s) 
distribution coefficient 
Kurst District 
kilo-electron-volt( s) 
kilogram( s) 
kilometre( s) 
square kilometre( s) 
cubic kilometre( s) 
kilotonne( s) 
kilowatt( s) 

litre( s) 
loss of containment 
liquefied petroleum gas 

meter(s) 
cubic meter(s) 
maximum 
millibequerel( s) 
megaCurie 
method of detection limit 
methylethylamine 
Multimedia Environmental Pollutant Assessment System 
mega-electron-volt( s) 
mImmum 
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Minatom 
mL 
MLD 
mm 
mSv 
MW 

N 
NATO 
NEPA 
NM 
No. 
NPL 
NPP 
NRC 
NV 

o 

P 
PBq 
PCB 
PElS 
PL 
PMCD 
PNNL 
POD 
PRA 

Q 
QRA 

R 
226Ra 

R&D 
RA 
RAAS 
RAMEH 
RATCHET 
RCRA 
ReOpt 
RID 
RH 

Ministry of the Russian Federation for Atomic Energy 
millilitre( s) 
Master Logic Diagram 
millimeter( s ) 
milliSievert( s) 
megawatt(s) 

North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
National Environmental Policy Act 
State of New Mexico 
Number 
National Priorities List 
nuclear power plant 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
State of Nevada 

petaBequerel (page 198-check) 
polychlorinated biphenyls 
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement 
Public Law 
Program Manager for Chemical Demilitarization 
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 
process operations diagrams 
probabilistic risk assessment 

qualitative risk assessment 

radium-226 
research and development 
risk assessment 
Remedial Action Assessment System 
Risk Analysis Methodology for Environment and Health 
Regional Atmospheric Transport Code for Hanford Emission Tracking 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 
Remediation Option System 
reference dose 
relative hazard 



RI 
RIfFS 
RM 
RR 

S 
SAIC 
SARA 
SC 
SD 
SMS 
SNF 
SPD 
Sv 

T 
TN 
TRC 
TRDS 
TSP 

u 
UN 
URF 
U.S. 
USA 
USSR 
UTF 

v 
VOC 

W 
WA 
WBA 

x 

remedial investigation 
remedial investigation/feasibility study 
risk measure 
relative risk 

Science Applications International Corporation (check) 
Superfund Amendment and Reauthorization Act 
State of South Carolina 
sustainable development 
safety management system 
spent nuclear fuel 
scenario progression diagrams 
Sievert(s) 

State of Tennessee 
Techa River Cohort 
Techa River Dosimetry System 
Technical Steering Panel 

United Nations 
unit risk factor 
United States of America 
United States of America 
United States of the Soviet Republic 
unit-transfer factor 

volatile organic compounds 

State of Washington 
whole-body counter 
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Y 
yr 

z 

year(s) 



Appendix C 
Cross-Cultural Guide to the Book 

This appendix is derived from an English-Russian cross-culture terminology guide that 
was provided to the native Russian-speaking participants at the Advanced Study 
Institute. 

In the last decades of the twentieth century in United States, risk analysis 
methodologies started being used in waste management and environmental remediation 
efforts. The chapters in this book describe some of these applications for facility 
operations and environmental restoration. The former includes the design of storage, 
handling, and treatment/destruction facilities related to both weapons and environmental 
efforts. Relative to the latter cleanup of sites contaminated by nuclear and chemical 
materials, laws have been passed, regulations written, and guidance prepared for both 
waste practices (CERCLA) and current operations (RCRA). The result of the 
implementation of these actions is that there is a large amount of experience in the West 
relative to the East on how to approach and accomplish site cleanups. One of the 
objectives of the Institute was to provide decisions makers in the East access to that 
experience base relative to the use of risk methodologies. 

To understand the motivations and drivers for inclusion of risk in the American 
environmental remediation culture, one needs to understand the Remedial Investigation! 
Feasibility (RIfFS) processes specified by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 
Similar regulatory-based approaches have not been implemented in the regions of the 
former Soviet Union. To help bridge this information gap, the Russian-speaking 
participants were given supplemental background material to help them understand the 
American culture for conducting cleanup efforts. 

The following English-Russian cross-culture terminology guide is adapted from the 
ASI handout prepared by Vitaly A. Eremenko for the Russian-speaking participants 
attending the Institute. The English-Russian cross-culture terminology guide is provided 
to define selected American concepts for native speaking Russians that are unfamiliar 
with the American environmental remediation culture. Selected environmental 
remediation concepts are included that require more than a simple word-to-word 
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translation to be understood. These extended Russian-language descriptions provide 

native-language background material for understanding the various risk-based 

applications described in this book. 

BcnOM02ameJlbflbie py6pUKU, UlpUrjJmbl U COKpaU{eflUfl. A.rrH paCIIIHpeHIDI 

TBOp'IeCKOH aKTHBHOCTH H CaMOCTOHTenbHOCTH '1HTaTeneH, HaH60nee Ba)KHbIe nOHHTWI 

H Onpe)l,eneHHH B fnOCCapHH COnpOBQ)K)l,aIOTCH )l,OnOnHHTenbHOH HH<popMaUHeH. l.{aIUe 

Bcero Hcnonb3YIOTCH cne.ll,yIOIUHe BCllOMoraTenbHbIe py6pHKH: [ ... ] - HCTO'lHHK 

CBe)l,eHHH no )l,aHHOMY TepMHHY, B3HTbIH H3 npnnaraeMoro cnHCKa ny6nHKaUHH; MO)l(eT 

pacnOJIaraTbCH, JIH60 HenOCpe)l,CTBeHHO nOCJIe nepBoro KOPOTKOro nepeBO)l,a Ha 

PYCCKHH H3bIK, JIH60 nOCJIe KOMMeHTapIDI nnH )l,OnOJIHHTeJIbHbIX )l,aHHbIX; TaM, r)l,e 

HCTO'lHHKOM HBJIHeTCH JIH'lHOe MHeHHe EpeMeHKO, HCnOJIb3yeTcH COKpaIUeHHe B BH)l,e; 

'TeHe3HC" 0603Ha'laeT npOHCXO)l()l,eHHe H palBHTHe onpe)l,eJIHeMoro TepMHHa nnH 

<pH3H'1eCKOrO 06beKTa; "MaTeMaTHKa"- 03Ha'laeT, 'ITO onpe)l,eJIeHIDI TepMHHa HMeeT 

<pOPMaJIbHYIO MaTeMaTH'leCKYIO OCHOBY; "KOMMeHTapHU" OTKpbIBaeT nOCJIe.ll,yIOIUHe 

aBTopCKHe peKOMeH)l,aUIDI no HCIIOJIb30BaHHIO 3Toro TepMHHa; "COBeT" HJIH 

"3aMeqaHHe" - IIO)l, 3TOH Py6pHKOH IIPHBO)l,HTCH 3aMeqaHIDI H COBeTbI B Tex cnyqaHX, 

KOr)l,a MHeHHe aBTopa CJIOBapH He COBIIa)l,aeT C TPaKTOBKOH )l,aHHOrO TepMHHa B 

OpHrHHaJIe; "ll,HI}>PbI"- UH<pPOBbIe )l,aHHbIe, HOPMbI H )l,p. <paKTbI. 

B rJIOCCapHH HCnOJIb3YIOTCH cne.ll,yIOIUHe THIIbI IIIPH<pTOB: ")I(HPHbIU"- )l,JIH 

BbI)l,eJIeHIDI TepMHHOB H CIIeUHaJIbHbIX cnOB Ha aHrJIHHCKOM H3bIKe, IIpH YCJIOBHH, 'ITO 

HX IIOJIHble IIepeBO)l,bI H OIIpe)l,eJIeHIDI MO)l(HO HaUTH XOTH 6bI B O)l,HOH H3 py6pHK 

)l,aHHoro fJIOCCapIDI; "KYPCU6" IIpHMeHHeTcH )l,JIH BbI)l,eJIeHIDI B KHpnnnHue, HaH60nee 

3HaqHMbIX - KJIIOqeBbIX TepMHHoB, H KOr)l,a, XOTH 6bI B O)l,HOH H3 py6pHK )l,aHHOrO 

cnOBapH, HMeeTCH TOJIKOBaHHe TepMHHa Ha PYCCKOM H3bIKe. 

American RIfFS process (BbI60p pea6WlUma/fUOflflblX U 60ccmafl06UmeJlbflbiX Mep, H 

aHaJIH3 llX OIITHMaJIbHOCTH 110 CTOHMOCTH H 3<p<peKTHBHoCTH [10)) - IIpOBe)l,eHHe 

KOMnneKca HCCJIe)l,OBaHHH 110 ypOBHHM H BH)l,aM pea6wzUma/fUOflflblX U 

6occmafl06UmeJlbflbiX Mep, YMeHbIIlaIOIUllX OIIaCHOCTH H IIOHH)I(aIOIUllX pUCK )l,JIH 

HaCeJIeHHH H IIepCOHaJIa Ha H3yqaeMOM onaCHOM IIpe)l,IIpIDITHH HJIH 3arpH3HeHHOH 

TeppIITOpHH, C IIapaJIJIeJIbHbIM aHaJIH30M llX OCYIUeCTBHMOCTH H 3KOHOMH'leCKOH 

ueJIeC006pa3HOCTH, - TO eCTb, B IIpOBe)l,eHHeM MoiJepflu3up06aflfl020 meXflUKO-

3KOflOMU'ieCK020 060Cfl06aflUfl (MT30) IIpoeKTOB HX peaJIH3aUHH. 

KOMMeHTapHH: CMbICJI H CO)l,ep)l(aHHe Ka)l()l,OH TaKOH IIpoue.ll,ypbI (RIfFS), 
IIpe)l,BapHIOIUeH IIpaKTH'leCKOe peIIleHHe IIp06JIeMbI 3aIUHTbI OKp.Cp. H 3)l,OPOBbH 

JIIO)l,eH, COCTOHT B CJIe.ll,yIOIUeM: 

• BO-IIepBblx, - )l,aTb KOJIH'leCTBeHHYIO xapaKTepHcTHKY IIp06JIeMbI B ueJIOM. 

HaIIpHMep, KOJIH'leCTBeHHO oueHHTb CTeIIeHb 3arpH3HeHIDI oKpY)I(aIOIUeH Cpe)l,bI H 

OIIaCHOCTb HaKOIIHBIIIllXCH OTXO)l,OB. fIPH 3TOM IIpHHHMaIOTcH BO BHHMaHHe Bce 

HMeIOIUHeCH Ha )l,aHHOH TeppHTopHH onaCHble IIpe)l,IIpIDITHH H )l,p. UCmO'iflUKU 

pHcKa, KOHKpeTHble reOJIOrH'leCKHe, MeTepeOJIOrH'leCKHe H )l,p. ycnoBIDI, a TaK)I(e 

TeKYIUee COCTOHHHe oKpY)l(aIOIUeH Cpe)l,bI, H IIp., H IIp. TaKHM cIIoc060M 
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• Bo - BTOphIX, - paCqJIeHHTh np06JIeMY Ha OT,neJIhHhIe cerMeHThI no umy H BH,ny 
TaKHX pea6W1umal{UOHHblX U 60ccmaH06UmeJlbHbiX MeponpURmuu, B paMKax 
KOTOPhIX 6hIJIO 6hI B03MO)J(HO - npaKTWIeCKH ocymecTBHMO OpraHH30BaTh 
OT,neJIhHhle, KOHKpeTHO opHeHTHpOBaHHhle ,neHCTBHH no YJIyqrueHlIIo COCTOHHHH 
TeppHTopHH H 3,nOPOBhH, npO)J(HBaJOmHX TaM JIIo,neH ,no HeKOToporo npHeMJIeMOrO 
ypOBHH, C yqeTOM cneumlJHKI1 KOHKpeTHhIX reocpe,n, CBOHCTB KOHKpeTHhIX 
3arpH3HJlIOIUHX BeIUeCTB, H KOHKpeTHhIX npe,nnpHHTHH 11 3arpH3HeHHhIX 
TeppHTopHH, - UCmOlJHUK06 pa,nHaUHOHHOH H TOKCWIeCKOH onaCHOCTH. 3,neCh, no 
CyTH, <P0PMYJIHpyeTcH 3a,naqa ynpaBJIeHHH COCTOHHHeM CJIO)J(Horo MHorOMepHoro 
06beKTa. 

• HaKOHeu, B-TpeThHX, - OCHOBhIBaHCh Ha npe,nhI.nyIUeM aHaJIH3e, BhI6paTh ueJIH H 
YCTaHOBHTh COOTBeTCTBYIOIUHe 3a,naqH no peaJIH3aUHH OnTHMaJIhHhIX 
pea6W1Umal{UOHHbIX U 60ccmaH06UmeJlbHbiX MeponpURmuu, a TaK)J(e onpe,neJIHTh, 
Ha OCHOBe meXHUKO-3KOHOMUlJeCK020 aHaJlU3a - MT30, KaKHe KOHKpeTHhIe HX 
THnhI H BH,nhI 6y.nyT B HaH60JIhrueH CTeneHH y,noBJIeTBOpHTh nOCTaBJIeHHhIM ueJIHM 
H 3a)laqaM. Ha :nOH <pa3e RIfFS process aHaJIHTWIeCKH peruaeTcH 3a)laqa 
OnTHMaJIhHOrO ynpaBJIeHHH COCTOHHHeM CJIO)J(Horo MHoroMepHoro o6beKTa. 

American RIfFS process analysis framework (aHaJIH3, npOBO)lHMhIH B paMKax RUFS 
npol{ecca [10,13]) - rrpe.nycMarpHBaeT BhmOJIHeHHe CJIO)J(HOH KOM6HHaUHH 
BhIQHCJIHTeJIhHhIX onepaUHH C HCnOJIh30BaHHeM ITHTH OueHOQHhIX, aHaJIHTWIeCKHX H 
OITTHMH3aUHOHHhIX Mo.nyJIeH: site conceptual model; contaminant transport; 
technology selection and performance; human health effects; restoration 
alternative effects. 

Carcinogenic risk (PUCK KaHl{ep02eHHbIX 3a6oJIeBaHHH [5,8,18]) - B MeTO)lOJIOrHH 
HCRA onpe)leJIHeTCH )lByMH COCTaBJIHIOmHMH: UHlJU6UOYaJIbHblM PUCKOM 

KaHl{ep02eHH020 3a6oJIeBaHHH OT pa)lHaUHH (CM. nOHJITHe Risk Analysis); 
UHOU6UOYaJIbHbiM PUCKOM KaHl{epo2eHHo2o 3a60JIeBaHHH OT B03)leHCTBHH XHMWIeCKHX 
KaHueporeHoB. 

Carcinogenic risk: MaTeMaTHKa [5,18] I1PH onpe)leJIeHHH BeJIWIHHhI nepBoH 
COCTaBJIHIOIUell., HCnOJIh3YIOT <P0PMYny Rr,rp = H * Drp * 2.555*10E+4, 
peKOMeH)lOBaHHYIO HaUHOHaJIhHOH AKa)leMl1eH HaYK ClilA (1992r). 3)lech: * - 3HaK 
npOH3Be)leHI1H; Rr,rp - pUCK B TeQeHl1e )J(H3HI1 npl1 MOUfHocmu eJICeOHe6HOU 

3KCn03Ul{UOHHOU 003bl pa)lHOaKTI1BHOrO 06nyQeHHH - Drp (peHTrf)leHh); H -
KOH6epCUOHHbiU paKmop pUCKa, a UH<ppa 2.555* 10E+4 onpe)leJIHeT QI1CJIO )lHeH B 70 
rO)lax ()lH). BTopaH COCTaBJIHIOIUaH, no peKOMeH)laUHHM EPA 1982r, paCCQI1ThIBaeTcH 
nOCpe)lCTBOM BBe)leHHH paKmopa nOmeHl{UaJlbHOU 603MOJICHOCmU 3a6oJle6aHUR paKOM 

q: Rc,rp = 1 - exp(- D,rp * q), rile: * - 3HaK npoH3Be,neHHH; Rc,rp - BepXHJlH rpaHl1ua 
pUCKa rrpl1 e)J(e)lHeBHOH 3Kcn0311UHH qeJIOBeKa 0030U MOIUHOCThIO D,rp (6e3pa3MepHaH 
BeJIWHma), B TeQeHl1e BceH ero 70-JIeTHeH )J(113HH, a q - 3HaQeHHe <paKTopa CPF )lJIH 
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)],aHHoro XIIMl1'leCKOrO COe)],IIHeHlUI B (Kr* )]'eHb/Mr). CpaBHeHIIe nOTeHUIIaJIbHbIX 

OnaCHOCTeU paKOBbIX 3a6oJIeBaHIIU OT pa)],IIOH)'KJIII)],OB II KaHuepOreHHbIX XIIMIIKaTOB 

rrpOII3BO)],HT Ha OCHOBe ycpe)]'HeHHOU BeJII1'lIIHbI UHOU6UOYClJlbH020 pUCKa 
KaHl1ep02eHH020 3a6oJIeBaHIIH 'IeJIOBeKa B Te'IeHIIe ero )l(II3HII (R,rp), KOTOPYIO 
Bblpa)l(alOT BeJII1'lIIHaMII - UHOU6UOYClJIbH020 pUCKa KaHl1ep02eHH020 3a6oJIeBaHIIH rro)], 

B03)]'eUCTBIIeM 3Kcn03Ul1UOHHblX 003 IIOHII3IIPYlOrueu pa)],IIaUIIII (Rr ,rp), JIII60 -

UHOU6UOYClJIbH020 pUCKa KaHl1ep02eHH020 3a6oJIeBaHIIH no)], B03)]'eUCTBIIeM XIIMl1'leCKIIX 

KaHueporeHOB (Rc,rp) COOTBeTCTBeHHO. ,D;JIH npaKTII'IeCKOrO IICrrOJIb30BaHIIH 

rrpIIBe)],eHHbIX BbIIIle <P0PMYJI Heo6xo)]'IIMO oueHIITb BeJII1'lIIHbI <paKTOPOB H II CPF. 

<!>0PMYJIbI )J,J1H IIX paC'IeTOB MO)l(HO HaUTII B cnpaBO'IHIIKaX no)], Py6pIIKaMII risk 

conversion factor - H, II risk cancer potential factor - q. 

Chernobyl NPP, ChNPP, Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant (QepHo6bIJIbCKaH A3C, 

QA3C, QepHo6bIJIhCKaH aTOMHaH 3JIeKTPOCTaHUIIH). 

Competitive Risk Management - CRM (KoHl,),peHmHoe ynpa6J1eHUe PUCKOM, KYP [1]) 
- CM. TaK)l(e MHOrO'IIICJIeHHhle onpe)],eJIeHIIH II )],onOJIHeHIIH K TepMIIH)'. 

Risk Containment technologies (TeXHOJIOrl1'leCKIIe npol1eccbl K)inupo6aHUR 
XIIMl1'leCKIIX 3a2p513HeHUU II pa)],IIoaKTIIBHoCTII, ucmO'lHUK06 o6ny'IeHIIH [5,6,7,10,11, 
12,13]). 

Contaminant effectiveness parameters (rrapaMeTPhI rrpIIro)],HocTII 3a2p513HUmeJleU K 

o6pa6oTKe - IT30 [10,13]) 

Contaminant screening (aJIbTepHaTIIBbI TeXHOJIOrIIU [7,14]) - IIMeeTCH B BIIJJ,y BhI6op, B 

npol1ecce RUFS, TeXHOJIOrIIU, 0pIIeHTIIpoBaHHblx Ha TIIn II CBoucTBa pa)],IIoaKTIIBHhIX II 

XIIMl1'leCKIIX 3a2p513HUmeJleu. 

Contaminant transport (pacnpocmpaHeHuelMU2pal1UR XIIMl1'leCKIIX 3arpH3HeHIIu II 

pa)],IIoaKTIIBHoCTII [7]) - Y)],aJIeHIIe OT IICXO)],Horo MeCTOnOJIO)l(eHIIH IICTO'IHIIKa C6pOC06 
IIJIII 6bl6poC06 orraCHoro pa)],IIoaKTIIBHoro IIJIII XIIMl1'leCKOrO BerueCTBa, KOTopoe 

BhI3BaHO rrpoueccaMII )]'II<P<PY3IIII B OKp.Cp. pacTBopeHHhlx IIJIII B3BellIeHHblX B 

reocpe)],ax npIIMeceu, JIII60 nepeHoc rrpIIMeceu )],BII)l(yruIIMII reocpe)]'aMII OKp. Cp., 
JIII60, HaKOHeu, rrepeMerueHIIe onaCHblX BerueCTB TPaHcnopTHhIMII cpe)],cTBaMII II 

JIIO)],hMII, pa6oTalOruIIMII B KOHTaKTe C HIIMII. TepMIIH "MU2pal1UR" BBe)],eH cTaH)],apToM 

6107/6-86 Me)l()],YHap0)],Hou OpraHII3aUIIII no CTaH)]'apTaM (MCO) KaK 

"caMOnpOII3BOJIhHOe IIJIII npIIH)')],IITeJIhHOe rrepeMerueHIIe pacTBopeHHhIx IIJIII 

B3BellIeHHhlX BerueCTB IIJIII opraHII3MoB B BO)],HOM 06'heKTe." ITapaMeTPhI 

pacnpocmpaHeHU51IMU2pal1UU oueHIIBalOTCH C rrOMoruhlO Mo)],eJIeU pacnpocTPaHeHIIH 

(rrepeHoca, )],II<P<PY3IIII) XIIMl1'leCKIIX 3a2p513HeHUU U paouoaKmu6Hocmu [2]. 

Contaminants (3a2p513HUmeJlU [3]) 
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Daily exposure rate - D,rp (e:JICeOHe6HaR MOll/Hocmb 3Kcn03UlfUOHHOU 003bl) -

rrOJIY'laeTCn cpe.n;HeCTaTlICTlI'leCKIIM rrpe.n;CTaBIITeJIeM .n;aHHOll: rpyrrIThI HaCeJIeHHn ITO 
Ka)l(.n;OMY 003060MY MapUlpymy, II OL(eHIIBaeTcn B paMKax CO-AP KaK: D,rp = 
U,r*C,rp*F,r, me: * - 3HaK YMHO)l(eHIIn; 3aWlTan, rrpe.n;BapneT IIH.n;eKC (3.n;eCh, rp, r); r -
IIH.n;eKC 00306020 MapUlpyma (I, 0, D, E - IIX Bcero 'leThlpe); p - IIH.n;eKC rrJIOTHOCTII 

HaCeJIeHHn OL(eHIIBaeMoro peruoHa IIJIII a.n;MIIHIIcrpaTIIBHOll: TeppIITopIIII (p = 1,2, •• P); 
D,rp - e:JICeOHe6HaR MOll/Hocmb 3Kcn03UlfUOHHOU 003bl (Mr/Kr* .n;eHh MIl rem/.n;eHh); U,r 

- 06hI'lHan cpe.n;Hnn e)l(e.n;HeBHan CKOPOCTh IIocryITJIeHHn B opramI3M, MIl IIOrnOlL(eHHn, 

IIJIII o6ny'leHHn ITO 003060MY MapUlpymy "r" .IJ;JIn .n;aHHoro 3a2pR3HUmeJlfl (B Kr/.n;eHh -

.n;JIn opanhHoro rrocryITJIeHHn, M3/.n;eHh - .IJ;JIn IIHrannL(IIOHHOro IIocryITJIeHHn, 'lac/.n;eHh -

BpeMn 3KcrrOHIIpOBaHHn .IJ;JIn BHellIHero 06JIY'leHHn); C,rp - KOHL(eHrpaL(Hn 

3a2pfl3HUmeJlfl B cpe.n;e, KOHTaKTIIpyeMOll: C 'leJIOBeKOM (B rrIIlL(e, Bo.n;e, II rrp), IIJIII 

rrpo.n;OJI)I(IITeJIhHOCTh 3KcnOHup06aHUfl (B Mr/Kr MIl IIKKwKr - .n;JIn IIepopanhHoro 

IIocryIIJIeHIIH, Mr/M+ 3 IIJIII rrKKwM+ 3 - rrpII IIHrannL(IIOHHOM rrocryIIJIeHIIII, IIKKwM+ 2 -

IIpII BHellIHeM o6ny'leHIIll OT 3eMJIII, IIKKwJI - IIpII BHellIHeM o6ny'lemHI OT BO.n;hI, 

IIKKwM+3 - I1pll BHellIHeM o6ny'leHllII 113 aTMoc<j:lepHoro B03.IJ;yXa); x+2, y+3, Kr-l -

0603Ha'laeT B03Be.n;eHlle "x" B CTeIIeHh +2, "y" B CTeIIeHh +3, a "Kr" B CTeIIeHh -1; F,r -

.n;030BhIH KOH6epcuoHHbiU paKmop .IJ;JIn 00306020 MapUlpyma "r" (B Kr-l IIJIII rem/rrKKII -

.n;JIH IIHrannL(IIOHHoro II IIepopanhHoro rrocryITJIeHHn; rem/'lac /Ha IIKKWM2 - IIpII 

BHellIHeM o6ny'leHIIII OT 3eMJIII; rem/'lac /Ha I1KKWJI - IIpII BHellIHeM o6ny'leHllli OT 

BO.n;hI, II rem/'laC/Ha IIKKwM3 - IIpli BHellIHeM 06JIY'leHIIII II3 aTMoc<j:lepHoro B03.IJ;yXa). B 
rrpaKTIIKe 'laCTO IICrrOJIh3yeTcH 60JIee IIOJIHOe IIOHnTIIe Daily exposure rate to an 

average member of the population for each exposure route - D,rp (e:JICeOHe6HaR 

MOll/Hocmb 3Kcn03ulfuoHHOU 003bl OJlfl cpeoHe20 npeoCma6UmeJlfl oaHHou nonYJlfllfuu U 

no Ka:JICooMY 003060MY MapUlpymy) - B TOM 'lIlCJIe, KOHe'lHO, ll.IJ;JIH paC'leTa 

3Kcn03UlfUOHHOU 003bl OT pa.n;IIoaKTIIBHoro o6ny'leHHn. 

Emission rate (CKOpOCTh, pacxo.n; MIl MOIL(HOCTh reHepaL(IIII OIIaCHhIX MaTepiianOB 

WIIJIII 3HepruII WIIJIII OTXO.n;OB, rrpII co6mo.n;eHIIII pernaMeHTa 3KcrrnyaTaL(IIII 

rrpOII3Bo.n;CTBeHHhIX 06'heKTOB [2]) - IIMeeTCH B BII.IJ;y IIOKa3aTeJIII rrocryIIJIeHIIn 

3arpH3HIITeJIeH B cpe.IJ;y 06IITaHHn 'leJIOBeKa, - TO eCTh, B OKp. Cp., rrpII llITaTHOM 
COCTOHHIIII WIIJIII 3KCITJIyaTaL(IIII IIX UCmO'IHUK06. 

Environment (oKpY:JICalOll/aR cpeoa - OKp.Cp. [12], MIl, 6HeUlHflfl cpeoa - BHe.Cp. [2]) 
- cOBoKyrrHocTh <j:lII3lI'leCKIIX, XIIMlI'leCKIIX, 6IIOJIOrlI'leCKIIX xapaKTepIIcTIIK, a TaK)I(e 

COL(IIanhHhIX <j:laKTopoB, cIIoco6HhIX OKa3hIBaTh IIpnMoe MIl KOCBeHHoe, HeMe.IJ;JIeHHOe 

IIJIII OT.n;aneHHoe B03.n;ell:CTBIIe Ha )l(IIBhle CYlL(eCTBa II .n;enTeJIhHOCTh 'leJIOBeKa; MIl 

cpe.n;a, OKpY)l(alOlL(an 6IIOL(eH03hI, <j:l1l3lI'leCKan OCHOBa IIX 6IIOL(eHIIOTlI'leCKOll: cpe.n;hI -

aTMoc<j:lepa II ee L(IIpKYJInL(Hn, COJIHe'lHhIll: CBeT II TeITJIOTa, MaTepIIHCKaH rropo.n;a rrO'lBhI, 

ee XIIMII'leCKIIe BelL(eCTBa, ra3hI II paCTBophI, Bo.n;a II BJIa)l(HOCTh aTMoc<j:lephI II 

rro.n;rrO'lBhI, 061L(IIH KJIIIMaT TeppIITopIIH II aKBaTOpIIll:. 

Environmental Media (rrpIIpo.n;Han cpe.n;a [5,13,18]) 
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Environmental Restoration processes - (CnOC06bl 60CCmaH0611eHll5l O«p.Cp. [5,18]): 
rrpoue~pa, YCTaHOBJIeHHaJl !fJe.ll,epaJIbHbIM 3aKOHO.ll,aTeJIbCTBOM ClllA (CERCLA), II 

orrpe.ll,eJIJlIOIUaJl rrOCJIe.ll,OBaTeJIbHOCTb oueHOK II .ll,ellCTBIIll rrpH pemeHHII .ll,aHHOll 

rrp06JIeMbJ. 

Ex situ media (yOOJleHHble nep6U'lHOZO UCmO'IHUlW 3arpJl3HeHHble H II3nyqaIOIUHe 

Cpe.ll,bI II MaTepIIaJIbI [7,13])- 3arpJl3HeHHble HJIH II3nyqaIOIUHe reOCpe.ll,bI II MaTepHaJIbI, 

HaxO.ll,JlIUHeCH BHe MeCTOrrOJIO){(eHHH UCmO'IHUK08 nepBnqHbIX 8b16poC08, C6pOC08 H 

06nyqeHIIll, a TaK){(e nepBnqHOrO nocrynJIeHIIJI OTXO.ll,OB. 

Ex situ media: KOMMeHTaplIH: I1pe.ll,nOJIaraeTCH, qTO 3azpR3Humellu y){(e 

MUZPUP060JlU, II pacnpocrpaHlIJIHCb 3a npe.ll,eJIbI 3nIIueHrpa nep6U'lHblX UCmO'IHUK06. 

TaKIIM 06Pa30M, RIfFS process H HCRA 0pHeHTHpYIOT HCCJIe.ll,OBaTeJIell pHcKa Ha 

pacrrpe.ll,eJIeHHble UCmO'IHUKU orraCHOCTII. PaCqeTbI, BbInOJIHJleMbIe Ha MEP AS, 

n03BOJIHIOT oueHHTb pacnpocrpaHeHHe 3arpH3HJ1IOIUHX npHMecell no reOCpe.ll,aM Ha 

paccToHHHH .ll,0 80 KMOT 3rrHueHrpa rrepBnqHOll orraCHOCTH B cnyqae B03~mHbIx 

nepeHocoB, H Ha HeorpaHnqeHHbIe paCCTOJlHHJI npH nepeHoce 3azpR3HeHuii 

rroBepxHocTHbIMH II rrO.ll,3eMHbIMH BO.ll,aMH. Bce MuzpupylOUf,ue 3azpR3Humellu, a TaK){(e 

nepeMeIUaIOIUHeCJI 3arpH3HeHHble Cpe.ll,bI H MaTepHaJIbI 06H3aTeJIbHO Y'lUmb16alOmCR 

TaK){(e II B CueHapHJIX CHCTeMbI RAAS. I10HJITHe "Y'lem" (contaminant inventory) 

rroLlpa3YMeBaeT pemcTpauHIO 3arraCOB 3azpR3Humelleii, a TaK){(e !fJH3nqeCKHX H 

XHMnqeCKHX HX CBOllCTB (paLlHoaKTHBHoCTH, TOKCnqHOCTH) H xapaKTepHcTHK (media 

properties ). 

Exposure (3KcnoHupo8aHue [3]) - B 06IUeM CMbICJIe - o611Y'leHUe, KaK He06xoLlHMoe 

YCJIOBHe LlJIH rronyqeHHJI 3KCn03uljuOHHOii 003bl. 

Exposure pathways (nyTH pacnpocTpaHeHHJI UCmO'IHUK06 3KcnoHupo6aHuR/06nyqeHHJI 

[5,8,18]) - BKJIIOqaIOT rrpHpO.ll,HbIe Cpe.ll,bI: nO.ll,3eMHbIe H nOBepxHocTHble BOLlbI, nOqBa H 

B03LlYX; o03oo6pG3ylOUf,ue cpeObl (BKJIIOqaIOT, KpoMe npHpoLlHbIX, 3arpH3HeHHble 

npO.ll,YKTbI norpe6JIeHHJI, B qaCTHOCTH - rrHTaHHJI); 3arpJl3HeHHbIll rpY30BOll II 

rraCCa){(HpCKHll TpaHcrropT, MaTepHaJIbI; H T.n.- Bce, qTO MO){(eT 6bITb cpeLloll LlJIH 

pacrrpocrpaHeHHJI XHMnqeCKHX 3arpH3HeHHll H paLlHoaKTHBHocTH, H, B KOHue KOHUOB, 

CJIY){(HTb HCTOqHHKOM 3KcnOHup08aHUR JIIO.ll,ell. 

Exposure point analysis (aHaJIH3 JIOKaJIbHbIX 3Kcn03UljUOHHbiX 003 [7,18]) 

Exposure route (00306ble MapUlpymbl [7,18]) - npeLlCTaBJIHIOT B03MO){(Hble BapHaHTbI 

KOHTaKTOB qeJIOBeKa H 3azpR3HeHuii rrpH MO.ll,eJIHpOBaHHH pucKa. K 00306blM 

MapUlpymaM MOryT 6bITb OTHeceHbI, HanpHMep, nHIUeBbIe uenH, BHemHee 06nyqeHHe 

(TOJIbKO LlJIH pa.ll,HoHYKJIHLlOB), a TaK){(e Pa3JInqHbIe BH.ll,bI !fJH3HOJIOrnqeCKHX KOHTaKTOB 

qeJIOBeKa, TaKHX KaK HHraJIJlUHOHHbIll, nepOpaJIbHbIll H KO){(HbIll. 

Exposure scenario (00306blii cljeHapuii [7,18]) - COCTaBJIHeTCH H3 uenOqKH HeCKOJIbKHX 

00306blX Mapwpymo6, KOTopbIe Bblpa){(aIOT .ll,BlI){(eHlIe 3arpH3HeHHJI qepe3 nllIUeBble 
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uer1l1 B qeJIOBe'IeCKlill OpraH1I3M, II OnliChiBaeT cnyqallHhle 34>4>eKThI lIX B03,11,ellCTBIiH Ha 

JIlO,1I,ell. ITpliMep HanliCaHlIH 00306020 clfeHapUR: "OT 3arpH3HeHHhIX nOBepXHOCTHhIX 

BO,1l, -> BO BpeMH KynaHIiH -> qepe3 nepOpaJIhHOe/1i IIHraJIHUIIOHHOe CJIyqallHhle 

nOCTynJIeHlIH -> BHyTph OpraHII3Ma." 

Facility (npoMhIIIIJIeHHhIlllIJIli 3HepreTlIqeCKlill 06beKT[S,7,18]) - TlIn~HhIll 

TexHoreHHhIll IICTOQHIIK xlIM~eCKOlllIJIli pa,1l,HaUIIOHHoll onaCHOCTII II pucKa; 

0606IUeHHoe HalIMeHOBaHlie nOTeHUlIaJIhHO onaCHoro rrpOII3BO,1l,CTBeHHoro KOMIIJIeKca. 

Facility-Centered Risk Assessment (06beKmHo - OpueHmup06aHHbtU AHaJlU3 PucKa, -

OO-AP [1,10,14V- rrepBhIllli cTapellllIlIlllI3 mpex KJlaCC06 npUKJlaOHblX 0lfeHoKpucKa, 

06be,1l,IIHHlOIUlill MeTO,1l,hI II KOMrrhlOTepHhle CIiCTeMbI oueHoK, aHaJIlI3a II orrTlIMlI3aUlili 

pe3YJIhTaTOB, rr03BOJIHlOIUlie nO,1l,roToBIiTh 060cHoBaHHhle pellIeHIIH rro MeporrplIHTlIHM 

II ,1I,ellCTBlIHM, HarrpaBJIeHHhIM Ha cOBepllIeHcTBoBaHlie 6e30rracHocTII H,1I,epHhIX, 

pa,1l,lIaUIIOHHhIX II XIIM~eCKlIX 06beKToB II 3arpH3HeHHhlx TeppliToplill. I1crrOJIb3yeTcH 

KaK O,1l,IIH lI3 6a30BhIX MeTO,1l,OB npli pellIeHlI1i np06JIeM JIIIKBII,1I,aUIiIi HaCJIe,1l,lIH npOllIJIOll 

XOJIO,1l,HOll BOllHhI (past Cold War Legacy). 

Facility-Centered Risk Assessment: KOMMeHTapHH IlepBblu U3 MemoooB KJlacca 00-

AP, Ha3BaHHbIll 06beKmHo - OpueHmupoBaHHblM BepOJlmHOCmHblM AHaJlU30M 

PucKa/Se30nacHocmu, (w/U 00 - BAP WlU BAS), 6hIJI pa3pa60TaH MH aTOMHhIX 

::meKTpoCTaHUlill B 70-x ro,1l,ax npOIIIJIOrO BeKa, HO llIHPOKO npHMeHHJICH BIIJIOTh ,11,0 

HaCTOHIUero BpeMeHII, II He TOJIbKO MH A3C, HO II MH MHorlIX ,1I,pyrlIX onaCHhlX 

rrpOlI3BO,1l,CTB. BTOPOll MeTO,1l, 3Toro KJIaCca, TaK Ha3hIBaeMhIll 06beKmHo -

OpueHmupoBaHHblu AHaJlU3 PucKa oIm 300pOBbJl (w/U 00 - AP3) , lI3Y'laeT PUCKU KaK 

BepoHTHocTHhle rrOCJIe,1l,CTBlIH PYTIIHHOlllIJIIi llITaTHoll 3KcrrnyaTaUlili O,1l,IIHOQHhIX 

TeXHOJIOr~eCKlIX 06beKToB. 3TlIM )l(e MeTO,1l,OM oueHIIBalOTCH PIiCKII OT 

He3HaQlITeJIhHhIX aBaplIllHhIX cliryaUlIll, CBH3aHHhlX C OTKa3aMII 060pY,1l,OBaHIiH IIJIIi 

CIiCTeM 6e30nacHocTII Ha OT,1I,eJIbHhIX 06beKTax. B ClllA 3Ta 06JIaCTh IICnOJIb30BaHlIH 

plicKa HBJIHeTCH npepOraTlIBOll AreHTcTBa no 3aIUHTe OKpY)l(alOIUell Cpe,1l,hI (EPA). 

HalI60JIee pacnpoCTpaHeHHhIe 3a,1l,aQII MH MeTO,1l,OB OO-AP - OlfeHKU nOmeHlfUaJlbH020 

pUCKa oIm 300POBbJl U OKp. Cpo om aBapuu Ha eOUHU'IHbIX 06beKmax; om 3MUCCUU 

paoualfuoHHblX U XUMU'IeCKUX BeUfecmB npu UlmamHou 3KcnJlyamalfuu eOUHU'IHbIX 

06beKmoB; a maKJlCe pmpa60mKa npeBeHmuBHblx Mep 6e30nacHocmu OJlJl eOUHU'IHbIX 

06beKmoB. I1cnOJIh3yeTcH KaK O,1l,IIH H3 6a30Bhlx MeTO,1l,OB rrpli pellIeHlI1i rrp06JIeM 

JIIIKBII,1I,aUIiIi HaCJIe,1l,lIH npOllIJIOll XOJIO,1l,HOll BOllHbI (past Cold War Legacy). 

Facility-Centered Risk Assessment: KOMMeHTapHH [1,10] OCHOBHhIMII ueJIHMII 

MeTO,1l,OB OO-AP HBJIHlOTCH 06eCneQeHlIe orrTlIMlI3aUlili pellIeHlIll npe6eHmuBH020 

xapaKTepa ,1I,JIH eOUHU'lHbIX 06beKmoB. TaKlie pellIeHlIH HanpaBJIeHhI Ha 

npe,1l,OTBpaIUeHlIe nomeHlfUaJlbHblX aBapuu lIJIli orpaH~eHlIe pymuHHblx Bbl6poCOB WlU 

C6pOCOB. MemOOOJl02UJl OO-AP IICnOJIh3yeTcH TaK)I(e MH nJlaHUpOBaHUR oeucmBuu Ha 

aBaplillHoM 06beKTe lIJIli nplIJIe)l(aIUell TeppliTopli1i rrpli B03HlIKHOBeHlIli '1pe3Bbl'laUHbIX 

U HeUlmamHblX cumyalfuu. PellIeHlIH, pmpa60TaHHbIe Ha OCHOBe MeTO,1l,OB OO-AP, 

peaJIl13YlOTcH nyTeM cOBepUleHcmBoBaHUR cucmeM 6e30nacHocmu aHaJIH3lIpyeMhlx 
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06beKTOB, a TaK)Ke lIocpe).:(CTBOM nOOOepJICaHUR npeOBapUmeJlbHOU 20mOBHocmu 
qpe3BhIqaHHhIX c.rry)K6 B 30Hax HX IIOTeHIUIaJIhHOrO B03).:(eHCTBIDI. 

Facility-Centered Risk Assessment: 3aMeqaHHe [1]. EcnH Ha HHTepecYIOIUeH 

3aKa3qHKa TeppHTopHH paCIIOnO)KeH He O).:(HH, -e).:(HHuqHhIH, a HeCKonhKO IIOTeHI.{HaJIhHO 

onaCHhIX 06beKTOB, TO aHaJIH3 MeTo).:(aMH OO-AP rrpOH3BO).:(HTCH OT).:(enhHO ).:(llH Ka)K).:(oro 

H3 TaKHX o6beKToB. TIpol.{eLIYpa onmUMUJaZ{uu ynpaBJIeH'IecKux peUleHuu no 

npeBeHmuBHblM MepaM H ).:(eHcTBIDIM CTaHOBHTCH 3HaQHTenhHO 60nee 3<p<peKTHBHoH, 

ecnH nepBhIMH HCIIonh30BaTh B03MO)KHOCTH MeTO).:(OB CO-AP OM BCex UCmO'lHUKOB 
onaCHocmu, a 3aTeM Y)Ke HHCTpYMeHT OO-AP ).:(llH oco6eHHo 3Ha'lUMbIX eOUHU'IHbIX 
o6beKToB. 

Facility-Centered Probabilistic Risk Assessment (06'beKmHO - OpueHmupoBaHHblu 
BepoRmHocmHblu AHaJlUJ PucKalSe30nacHocmu, OO-BAPIBAS [1,17]) - CTapeHWHH H3 

MeTO).:(OB Ol.{eHKH pHcKa 3TOro Knacca 6hm paJpa60TaH ).:(llH aTOMHhIX 3neKTPOCTaHI.{HH B 

1974. HaQHHaH C H).:(epHoH aBapHH Ha A3C ClllA TMA B 1978, BAS WHPOKO 

npHMeHHncH H ).:(llH MHorHX ).:(pyrHX TexHonornH B TeqeHHe lIocneLIYIOIUHX 25 neT. BAS 
(BAP) 6hm paJpa60TaH ).:(llH Ol.{eHKH PHCKOB 1I0TeHUHaJIhHhIX aBapHH Ha O).:(HHOQHhIX 

TeXHonoruqeCKHX o6beKTax, rrpuqHHaMH, KOTOPhIX MOryT 6hITh KaK BRYTPeHHHe, TaK 

BHeWHHe C06hITIDI. Pe3ynhTaThI TaKHX Ol.{eHOK HCIIonh3YIOTcH rrpH IVlaHUpOBaHuu Mep, 
YMeHhwaIOIUHX nOTeHI.{HaJIhHhIe PHCKH 1I0cpe).:(cTBoM YBeJlU'IeHUR HaOeJICHOCmU U 
6e30nacHocmu mexHOJI02U'IeCKUX 06'beKmoB. Y).:(enhHaH CTOHMOCTh TaKHX Mep).:(llH 

60nhlIIHX H).:(epHhIx, XHMuqeCKHX H ).:(pyrHX rrpoMhIIIIDeHHhIx IIpe).:(rrpIDITHH QaCTO 

Ol.{eHHBaeTCH B MHnnHOHaX ).:(onnapoB. MCIIonh3yeTcH KaK O).:(HH H3 6aJOBhIX MeTO).:(OB 

npH peweHHH rrpo6neM nHKBH).:(aI.{HH Hacne).:(IDI rrpOIIIDOH xono).:(HoH BOHHhI (past Cold 

War Legacy). 

Facility unit (paJHoTHnHhIe 06beKThI, HMeIOIUHe CXO).:(HhIe pernaMeHThI o6eCneqeHIDI 

6e30naCHOCTH [5,8,18]) - 06be).:(HHHeMhIe, npH HCIIonh30BaHHH MeTo).:(onorHH CO-AP, B 

O).:(RY rpynrry o6beKThI no TOMY IIpH3HaKY, qTO pea6wlUmaZ{uoHHble Mepbl ).:(llH HHX 

6nH3KH IIO l.{emlM cIIoc06aM H cpe).:(cTBaM peaJIH3aUHH. KaK cne).:(CTBHe, B 

KOMnhIOTepHhlx CHCTeMax THlIa MEP AS/RAAS, r).:(e Hcnonh3yeTcH 3Ta 

KnaCcH<pHKaI.{IDI, rrpe).:(nonaraeTcH, QTO pea6wlUmaZ{uoHHble MeponpURmUR ).:(llH rpylIIIhI 

TaKHX o6beKToB 6YLIYT oCYIUecTBAAThCH IIO e).:(HHoMY unaRY. Tpe6yeTcH, O).:(HaKO, QT06hl 

TaKHe o6beKThl, rrpe).:(cTaBnHIOIUHe pa3Ho06paJHhle UCmO'lHUKU Bbl6poCOB/c6poCOB HnH 

BmOpU'IHble nomOKU OmxOOOB, TeM He MeHee, HaXO).:(HnHCh B rrpe).:(enax O).:(HOH IlHT, 
npoMunoIUa).:(KH HnH rrpOM30Hhi (installation, site, waste site). 

Facility-Centered Health Risk Assessment (06oeKmHo - OpueHmupoBaHHblu AHaJlUJ 
PUCK OJ/51 300POBbR, - 00 - AP3 [1,10,14,17]) - BTOPOH H3 MemoooB KJlacca OO-AP, 
3a).:(aQa KOTOPOro COCTOHT B H3YQeHHH H Ol.{eHKe PHCKOB OT PYTHHHOH (wTaTHoH) 

3Kcrr.rryaTaI.{HH O).:(HHOQHhIX TeXHonoruqeCKHX o6beKToB. Pe3ynhTaThI Ol.{eHOK H aHaJIH3a 

Ha OCHOBe OO-AP3 Hcnonh3YIOTcH rrpH YCTaHoBneHHH cTaH).:(apToB H HOpM ).:(llH 

npeOeJlbHO - oonycmUMblx Bbl6poCOB UJ/U C6pOCOB BO BHewHIOIO cpeLIY, a TaK)Ke rrpH 

Ha3HaQeHHH npeOeJlbHO- oonycmUMblx KOHZ{eHmpaZ{uu 3arpH3HHIOIUHX BeIUeCTB B 
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OKPY:JICaIOUfeU cpeoe. I1cIIonb3yeTcH KaK oLum II3 6a30BbIX MeTO.L\OB IIpII pelIIeHIIII 
IIp06neM nIIKBII.L\aUIIII HaCne.L\IIH IIpOlIInofi xono.L\Hofi BofiHbI (past Cold War Legacy). 

Facility-Centered Health Risk Assessment: KOMMeHTapuii. B ClllA, P<D, YKpaIIHe, 
HaIIpHMep, :na 06nacTb HCIIonb30BaHIIH pIIcKa HBnHeTCH IIpeporauiBaMII 
COOTBeTCTBeHHO AreHTcTBa IIO 3amIITe OKpY)I(aIOmeM Cpe.L\bI, [OcKoMIITeTa P<D II 
MIIHHcTepcTBa YKpaIIHbI. 3TOT MeTO.L\ IIO cpaBHeHIIIO C OO-AP TIIIIa BAE/BAP 
.L\onycKaeT OrpaHlI'IIITbCH 60nee IIPOCTbIM aHanII30M. Pe3ynbTaTbI oueHOK II TaKoro 
aHanII3a IIcrronb3YIOTcH rrpII YCTaHOBneHIIII HOpM II CTaH.L\apTOB .L\nH rrpe.L\enbHO -
.L\OnyCTIIMbIX BbI6poCOB IInII C6pOCOB OT orraCHblX 06beKToB BO 8HemHIOIO cpeoy, a 
TaK)I(e ,L\nH rrpe.L\enbHO- .L\OnyCTIIMbIX KOHueHTPaUIIM 3arpH3HHIOmIIX BemeCTB B 
oKpY)I(aIOmefi cpe.L\e. TaKIIe oueHKII TaK)I(e ne)I(aT B OCHOBe orrpe.L\eneHIIH lIITpa<pOB .L\nH 
06beKTOB - HapYlIIIITenefi HOpM. He pe.L\KII cnyqaII, KOr.L\a Y.L\enbHbIe rO.L\OBble lIITPa<pbI, 
YCTaHoBneHHble Ha OCHOBe OO-AP3, ,L\nH HeKoTopbIX 60nblIIIIX H.L\epHbIX, 
pa.L\IIaUIIOHHbIX II XIIMlI'IeCKIIX 06beKToB - HapYlIIIITenefi .L\OCTIIraIOT COTeH TbICHq 
.L\OnnapOB. B pe3ynbTaTe CnO)I(HnaCb rrapa.L\OKCanbHaH cIIryaIIIIH: B y6bITKe HaXO.L\HTCH 
KaK c06CTBeHHIIKII orraCHbIX rrpe.L\rrpIIHTIIfi (rpOMa.L\Hble lIITPa<pbI !), TaK II 6nII3ne)I(amee 
HaceneHIIe, rrOCKonbKY, comaCHO cymeCTBYIOmeMY 3aKOHO.L\aTenbCTBY, rrpe.L\rrpIIHTIIH 
"KyrrIInH IIH.L\YnbreHUIIII" Ha OTPaBneHIIe nIO.L\eM II IIPIIpO.L\bI. 

Feasibility study - FS (aHanII3 ocymecTBIIMOCTII IIpe,L\naraeMbIX IIpoeKToB [7,8,18]) -
II3BeCTHaH rrpoue.L\Ypa TeXHIIKO-3KOHOMlI'IeCKOrO 060cHoBaHIIH, HaII60nee 6nII3Ka IIO 
cO.L\ep)I(aHIIIO K FS. Aanee FS rrOHIIMaeTCH KaK aMepIIKaHcKIIM BapIIaHT 
MO.L\epHII3IIpoBaHHoro T30 - MT30 BKnIOqaeT: rrOCTaHOBKY ueneM; oueHKY 
CTOIIMOCTII; a TaK)I(e rrpe.L\IIOnaraeMoro BbIXO.L\ rrpO.L\YKIIIIII, 3.L\eCb - 3<p<peKTHBHOCTII 
CHII)I(eHHH pIICKa; rrpIIHIIMaeTCH BO BHIIMaHIIe KOHKpeTHbIM IIoTPe6IITenb IIpoeKTa II 
crrpoc Ha rrpoeKTbI TaKoro TIIIIa; oIIeHIIBaIOTCH crroc06bI oTcryrrneHIIM B cnyqae 
HeY.L\aqII. I1crronb3yeTcH KaK O.L\Ha II3 6a30BbIX IIpoue.L\Yp rrpH pelIIeHIIII rrp06neM 
JlIIKBII.L\aIIIIII HaCne.L\IIH IIpOlIInOM xono.L\Hofi BOMHbI (past Cold War Legacy). 

Features of American RIfFS process, characterizing an order of a technology 
selection (oc06eHHOCTH BbI60pa TeXHOnOrIIM 8 PaMKax RI/FS npol/ecca) - B 3TOM qaCTH 
RIlFS npolJecca BbI6IIpaIOTcH TeXHonorIIII pea6WlUmalJUOHHbiX Mep II oueHIIBaeTCH IIX 
3<p<peKTIIBHoCTb. HaII60nee 3HaqIIMbIMII COCTaBnHIOmIIMII )TOM qaCTII rrpouecca, 
pa3pa60TaHHbIMII B US DOE PNNL, HBnHIOTCH [7]: Ba3a 3HaHIIM rro B03MO)I(HbIM 
pea6WlUmalJUOHHbiM MepaM, cO.L\ep)I(amaH CBe.L\eHIIH rro 60nee qeM 100 crreUIIanbHbIM 
TeXHonorIIHM, opIIeHTIIpoBaHHbIM Ha 60nee qeM 400 pa3nlI'IHbIX 3azpR3HUmeJIR II 
cO.L\ep)I(amaH OIIIIcaHIIH OrrbITa B 14 pa3nlI'IHbIX cnyqaHX IIX rrpIIMeHeHIIH. B3 HBnHeTCH 
qaCTbIO KOMIIbIOTepHblx CIICTeM ReOpt u RAAS. PeKoMeH.L\YeMble B3 TeXHOnOrIIII 
pea6WlUmalJUOHHbiX MeponpURmuu MOryT 6bITb peanII30BaHbI KaK B 3rrIIueHTPe 
8bl6poC08 IInII C6pOC08 3azpR3HeHuu, TaK II Ha 3HaqIITenbHOM paccToHHIIII OT HIIX, a 
TaK)I(e rrpII pa3H006pa3HbIX COqeTaHIIHX 3aZp513HUmeJleU, 3azpR3HeHHbiX cpeo, II 
3azpR3HeHHbix MaTepIIanoB (technology applicability for 400 contaminants). B 
rrpouecce rrpe.L\BapIITenbHoro paccMoTPeHIIH TexHonorIIM .L\nH KOHKpeTHblx 
pea6WlUmalJUOHHbiX Mep rrpOII3BO.L\IITCH oueHKa MOmHOCTII 8mOpU'lHbIX nomOK08 
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omX0006 (secondary waste stream) H MeTO,[(OB o6pa6omKu U nepepa60mKu 
rrOCJIe,[(HIIX. 

Features of American RI/FS process, characterizing module of evaluation of 
potential efficiency chosen technologies (oco6eHHocTH oueHKH rrOTeHUHaJIhHOll 
3<p<peKTHBHoCTH BhI6paHHhlx TeXHOJIOrHll B npolJecce RIfFS) - 3aKJIIOtIaIOTCH B 
rrpOBe'[(eHHH ,[(ByX 3TarrOB CrreUHaJIhHOll rrpoue.[(yphI oueHKH. HaH60JIee 3HatIHMhIMH 
<PYHKUHHMH ,[(aHHoll tIaCTH npolJecca RIfFS HBJIHIOTCH: I). Alternative effectiveness -
oueHKa 3<p<peKTHBHoCTH aHaJIH3HpyeMhIx BapHaHTOB, H 3HatIeHHll residual 
contaminant inventory/mobility/human health effects; H 2).Alternative 
performance- corrOCTaBJIeHHe aHaJIH3HpyeMhlx BapHaHToB, BKJIIOtIaIOIUee orrpe,[(eJIeHHe 
H cpaBHeHHe He MeHee IIIeCTH HaH60JIee BaJKHhIX rrOKaJaTeJIell, xapaKTepH3YIOIUIIX 
pe3YJIhTaTHBHOCTh BhI6paHHOll TeXHOJIOrHH. OCHOBHhle H3 HIIX - CTOHMOCTh, 3aTPaThI 
BpeMeHH, 06beM o6pa6aThIBaeMhIX 3aZp5l3HeHHbiX cpe,[(, H rrpOtI. (cost, time, 
permanence, volume, toxicity, mobility reduction). 

Features of HCRA concerning assessment of human health (oco6eHHocTH OlJeHKU 
pucKa Oll51 300p06b51 B paMKax RUFS npolJecca (7)) - ytIHThIBaIOTcH KaK pe3YJIhTaT 
rrpoBe,[(eHHH BhltIHCJIHTeJIhHhIX orrepaUHll Ha "Mo.[(yJIe YUfep6a Oll51 300p06b51 '1el106eKa" 
(human health effects). HaH60JIee 3HatIHMhIMH COCTaBJIHIOIUHMH oueHKH B 3TOM 
csrytIae HBJIHIOTCH: 1). pUCK KaHl/epozeHHblX 3a6oJIeBaHHll (carcinogenic risk), 2). K60mbl 
onaCHocmu (hazard quotient), 3). xapaKTepHCTHKH pelJenmopa (variable receptor 
characteristics), 4). 003bl, rrosrytIaeMhle rrpH rrpe6hIBaHHH Ha 3aZp5l3HeHHbix 3eMJIHX 
(land use variable dose). 

Ground-water exposure routes (Oo306ble MapUlpymbl B rrO,[(3eMHhIX BO'[(aX [7])- 3,[(eCh 
orrepHpYIOT C TPeMH 00306blMU MapUlpymaMU (r=1,2,3), KaJK,[(hIll H3 KOTOPhIX 
3aKaHtIHBaeTCH TPeMH BH,[(aMH <pH3HOJIOrHtIeCKIIX KOHTaKTOB pelJenmopa - 1J(!.1l06eKa 
(ingestion, dermal, inhalation), a TaK)I(e C IIHThIO o03oo6pmylOUfUMu cpe,[(aMH (3 
through Ingestion; 1 through Dermal; 1 through Inhalation). 

Hazard quotients (K6ombl onaCHocmu [5,8,18]) - 6e3paJMepHhle BeJIHtIHHhI, 
orrpe'[(eJIHIOIUHe Mepy yUfep6a Oll51 300p06b51 '1el106eKa. B ,[(oKYMeHTax Ha aHrJIHllCKOM 
H3hIKe 0603HaqaeTCH KaK HQ, B MaT. <popMYJIaX - KaK In,rp. Hazard quotients: 
MaTeMaTHKa [5,8, 18]: BeJIHqHHa HQ orrpe'[(eJIHeTCH KaK tIaCTHOe, - OTHOIIIeHHeM 
MOUfHocmu eJICeOHe6Hou 3KCn03UlJUOHHOU 003bl D,rp K MUHUMaJlbHO - onacHou 003e 
mOKCU'leCKOZO BeIUeCTBa RID,k, TO eCTh: In,rp = D,rpIRID,k. 

Hazard quotients: KOMMeHTapuu: B MeTO,[(OJIOrHH HCRA )TOT rro,[(Xo'[( 
HCrrOJIh3yeTclI ,[(JIH yqeTa BJIHHHHH He - KaHueporeHHhIX XHMHtIeCKHX TOKCHKaHTOB Ha 
3'[(opOBhe qeJIOBeKa. ,LVIH rrpaKTHtIeCKoro HCrrOJIh30BaHHH rrpHBe'[(eHHOll <P0PMYJIhI 
Heo6xo,[(HMO 3HaTh BeJIHtIHHhI RID, k. I1CTOtIHHKOM TaKIIX cBe,[(eHHll MH 
rrOJIh30BaTeJIell B CIllA lIBJIHeTCH <pe'[(epaJIhHaH ,[(HpeKTHBa AreHTcTBa 3aIUHThI OKp. Cpo 
CIllA (EPA, 1989r.). 
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Human factor a source of risk ("'leJl06e'leCKUU paKmop" KaK HCTOqHl1K pUCKa 

[6,9,16]) - 3Ta COCTaBJUIlOma5I nOJlllOzo pUCKa, Bo-rrepBhlx, MO)J(eT 6hITh 06YCJIOBJIeHa 
HepaUHOHaJIhHOCThlO HJIII IIppaUIIOHaJIhHOCThlO ,lI,eifcTBIIH CrreUIIaJIIICTOB, pa60Ta 
KOTOPhIX CB5I3aHHa C TOH HJIII IIHOH CTa,ll,IIeH )J(II3HeHHoro UIIKJIa orraCHhlX TeXHOJIOrIIH 
(CM. Stages of "life cycle" of hazardous technologies). BO-BTOPhIX, reHepaTOpaMII 
TaKIIX )J(e ,lI,eHCTBIIH, rrpIIBO,ll,5ImIIX K HeraTIIBHhIM rrOCJIe,ll,CTBII5IM, II rroToMY C rrOJIHhIM 
rrpaBoM OTHOCIIMhIX K IICTOqHIIKaM pucKa, MOryT 6hITh II JlUlfa, npwlUMalOU/ue 

peUleHU5l, - JIIIP (Decision Makers, DM's). Boo6me )J(e. He TOJIhKO TeXH~eCKIIe 
CrreUIIaJIIICThI H yrrpaBJIeHUhI pa3Horo YPOBH5I, HO II JI1060H qeJIOBeK rro pa3HhIM 
rrpHqIIHaM (B TOM qIICJIe, HarrpIIMep, B CIIJIY "KOMIIJIeKCa repOCTPaTa") MO)J(eT 6hITh 
HCTOqHIIKOM caMhIX II30mpeHHhIX IICXO,ll,HhIX 3aMhICJIOB, KOTophle, rrpII orrpe,ll,eJIeHHhIX 
YCJIOBH5IX, rrepepaCTalOT B T5I)J(KIIe rrOCJIe,ll,CTBII5I. HMeHHO B TaKOM KOHTeKCTe 
rrOTeHUHaJIhHOrO HOCIITeJI5I aHTPorroreHHoro pUCKa "'lel106e'leCKUU paKmop" 

H3yqaeTC5I, a COOTBeTCTBYlOmIIH pUCK Oll,eHIIBaeTC5I B MeTO,ll,OJIOrIIII KYP (CRM, -
Competitive Risk Management), CM. B [1]: Analysis of "Perception" of the objective 
Risk by DM'S - PRA-DM'S. MeTo,ll" rr03BOJI5I1OmIIH BhIIIOJIHIITh Heo6xo,ll,IIMhle 
oueHKII Ha KaqeCTBeHHOM ypoBHe, II3JIO)J(eH B II3BeCTHOM ,lI,OKYMeHTe MArA T3 
"ASCOT Guidelines"[16]. HCrrOJIh3Y5I 3TOT ,lI,OKYMeHT, B03MO)J(HO rroJIYqHTh 
3KcrrepTHYlO oueHKY "YPOBH5I KYJIhryPhI 6e30rraCHOCTII" CrreUIIaJIIICTOB H JIIIP. 
06merrpII3HaHHoro MeTO,ll,a qIICJIeHHOH oueHKH pUCKa OT "'lel106e'leCKOZO paKmopa" 

rrOKa He cymecTByeT. EOJIhIIlIIHCTBO II3 C03,l1,aHHhIX B 80-90-Thle rO,ll,hI MeTO,ll,OB 
qHCJIeHHOrO aHaJIH3a rrpe,ll,HaJHaqaJIIICh, 3a He60JIhIIlHM HCKJIlOqeHIIeM, ,lI,JI5I oueHKH 
Ha,ll,e)J(HOCTH orrepaTopOB orraCHhIX rrpOII3BO,ll,CTB [APJ(Absolute Probability 
Judgement,1983); TESEO (Tecnica Empirica Stima Errori Operatori,1982); THERRP 
(Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction,1984); HCR (Human Cognitive Reliability, 
1983); Facility- Centered Risk Assessment from Human Factor, 1995 ]. HCKJIlOqeHIIe 
rrpe,ll,CTaBJI5IeT rrOCJIe,ll,HIIH H3 rrepeqIICJIeHHhIX BhIIIIe MeTO,ll,OB - Facility- Centered Risk 
Assessment from Human Factor, - FCRA-HF (06beKmHO - OpueHmupo6aHHblu 

AHGllU3 PucKa om lJel106e'leCKOZO C/JaKmopa, - OO-AP-lJC/J). Cymb 3Toro MeTO,ll,a 
KpamKO npeocma611eHa 6 ny611uKalfURX [1,4,6,17,18,19]. O,ll,HaKO OHH eme He 
orrpo60BaHhI B rrpaKTIIKe, TaK KaK IICCJIe,ll,OBaHII5I ITO HHM rrpeKpameHhI B 1995r.,H3-3a 
OTCYTCTBII5I tPIIHaHCIIpOBaHII5I. 

Human health effect (yU/ep6 300p06blO 'lel106eKa [7,18]) - HapYIIleHHe 3,l1,OPOBh5I 
OT,lI,eJIhHOrO qeJIOBeKa HJIII rpyIIII JIlO,lI,eH OT B03,l1,eHCTBHH TeXHoreHHhIX UCmO'lHUK06 

orraCHOCTH rrpH pemaMeHTHoH 3KcIIJIYaTall,IIII rrOCJIe,ll,HIIX, TO eCTh, BHe OCTPOH tPa3hI 
aBapHH. BhIpa)J(aeTC5I B MeTO,ll,OJIOrIIII HCRA ,lI,ByM5I rrOKaJaTeJI5IMII: 1). KaK 
UHOU6UOYGllbHblU pUCK KaHlfepozeHHOZO 3a6oJIeBaHII5I B TeqeHIIe ero )J(H3HII (70 JIeT) rro,ll, 
B03,l1,eHCTBIIeM pa,ll,HoHYKJIII,lI,OB WHJIH XHMHqeCKIIX KaHueporeHoB, II 2). KaK 
UHOU6UOYGllbHblU yU/ep6 ,lI,JI5I 3,l1,OPOBh5I OT He KaHueporeHHhIX XIIMIIKaTOB, Bhlpa)J(aeMhIH 
qepe3 K60mbl onaCHocmu. 

Human health effect: KOMMeHTap"u: TIocpe,ll,CTBOM 3TIIX ,lI,ByX rrp5IMhIX 
KOJI~eCTBeHHhlX rroKaJaTeJIeH Ha TepMIIHaJIaX CIICTeMhI MEP AS rrpe,ll,CTaBJI5I1OTC5I, II 
,lI,aJIee, B CHCTeMax ReOpt II RAAS IICrrOJIh3YlOTC5I: Bo-rrepBhIx, pe3YJIhTaThI Oll,eHKII 
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Yll{ep6a 300p08blO 'leJI08eKa, H, BO-BTOPbIX, - HHTerpaJIbHble nOKa3aTeJIH TeK)'ru;erO 

COCTOHHIDI TeppHTOpHH, TeXHOJIOrWieCKHX YCTaHOBOK, OT,J:(eJIbHbIX npOH3BO,J:(CTB H HX 

KOMnJIeKCOB. 

Human-Centered Risk Assessment/Analysis (Cy6beKmHo-OpueHmup08aHHbl'U AHaJlU3 
PucKa, - CO-AP [1,10,14,17]) - MeTO,J:(OJIOrIDI CO-AP rrpe,J:(Ha3HaqeHa MH nOMep)KKH 

JlU14, npuHUMalOll{ux peUleHUR, - JIIlP (DM's): 1) ,J:(aHHbIMH no oueHKe TeKyru;ero H 

6Y.lJ:Yru;ero COCTOHHIDI HCCJIe.lJ:YeMblx rrpOM30H HlHJIH HaCeJIeHHbIX TeppHTopHH no 

nOKa3aTeJIHM 3azpR3HeHHocmu KOMnOHeHTOB oKpy:JICalOll{eu cpeobl H onacHocmu/pucKa 
OJIR 300P08bR JlIOOeU, 2) OT60pOqHbIMH cueHapIDIMH BceB03MO)KHbIX nOCJIe,J:(CTBHH 

X03HHCTBeHHOH aKTHBHocTHI 6e3,J:(eHcTBIDI B YCJIOBHHX rrpHMeHeHHHioTKa3a OT 

rrpHMeHeHIDI pea6UJ1uma14UOHHblX Mep, 3) ,J:(aHHbIMH H onTHMH3HPYIOru;HMH 

rrpoue.lJ:YpaMH MH KOMIIJIeKCa pea6UJ1uma14UOHHblX Mep H ,J:(eHcTBHH no 

80CCmaH08J1eHUIO oKpy:JICalOll{eu cpeobl, H T.,J:(. IIpe,J:(IIOJIaraeTCH, 'ITO, B pe3YJIbTaTe 

BbIIIOJIHeHIDI CO-AP, KpoMe TOro, 6Y,J:(eT nO,J:(rOTOBJIeHbI MH JIIlP (DM's) 

peKoMeH,J:(aUHH, BOIIJIoru;eHHe KOTOPbIX n03BOJIHT: 4) CHH3HTb IIocryIIJIeHHe B cpe.lJ:Y 

06HTaHIDI qeJIOBeKa onaCHblX OTXO,J:(OB cOBpeMeHHoH HH.ll:YCTPHH, a TaK)Ke MaTepHaJIOB 

HlHJIH onaCHblX H3nyqeHHH, cnoc06HbIX HapymHTb CPYHKUHH OKpY)KaIOru;eH cpe,J:(bI; 5) 
YMeHbmHTb onaCHocmu U PUCKU OT nocrynaIOru;HX B cpe.lJ:Y 06HTaHIDI qeJIOBeKa 

MaTepHaJIOB HlHJIH nOTOKOB H3ny'leHHH, nocpe,J:(CTBOM CHH)KeHIDI HX KOHueHTPaUHH B 

oKpy:JICalOll{eu cpeobl; 6) y,J:(aJIHTb onaCHble MaTepHaJIbI OT MeCT IIJIOTHOrO rrpO)KHBaHIDI 

JIIO,J:(eH, cpaYHbI H CPJIOPbI, a TaK)Ke OCJIa6J1HTb nOTOKH onaCHblX H3ny'leHHH, nepeMeru;aH 

MaTepHaJIbI HX B MeCTa YIIpaBJIHeMOrO xpaHeHIDI H C03,J:(aBaH 30HmUKU 6e30nacHocmu 
(Umbrella of Safety) MH oCJIa6JIeHIDI B03,J:(eHcTBIDI onaCHblX MaTepHaJIOB HlHJIH 

H3nyqeHHH; 7) CPOPMYJIHpOBaTb TPe60BaHIDI K MeCTOnOJIO)KeHHIO H TeXHWIeCKHM 

xapaKTepHcTHKaM OIlTHMaJIbHbIX no CTOHMOCTH H 3cpcpeKTHBHocTH XpaHHJIHru; H 

30HmUK08 6e30nacHocmu. ECTecTBeHHo, 'ITO TaKOH nepe'leHb B03MO)KHOCTeH 

MeTO,J:(OJIOrHH CO-AP II03BOJIHeT 3cpcpeKTHBHO Y'IaCTBOBaTb B pemeHHH rrp06JIeM 

JIHKBH,J:(aUHH HaCJIe,J:(IDI npOmJIOH XOJIO,J:(HOH BOHHbI (past Cold War Legacy). 

Human-Centered Risk Assessment/Analysis: reHe3Hc l-beH 3Toro IIO.ll:XO,J:(a B03HHKJIa 

B ClllA eru;e B 1986 r. Tor,J:(a, B npouecce nepBoro rrpaKTWIecKoro ocyru;ecTBJIeHIDI 

American RlIFS process, npe.lJ:YcMaTPHBaeMoro aMepHKaHcKHM 3aKOHO,J:(aTeJIbCTBOM 

no 3aru;HTe oKpY)KaIOru;eH cpe,J:(bI CERCLA -1980 H SARA -1986, BblHCHHJIOCb, 'ITO 

BbIIIOJIHeHHe TOJIbKO Ha'laJIbHOH CPa3bI RIlFS process (Risk Assessment) TPe6yeT 

3HaqHTeJIbHbIX 3aTPaT cpHHaHcoBo-MaTepHaJIbHbIX cpe,J:(cTB H BpeMeHH ,J:(a)Ke B 

rrpocTeHmHX cny'laHx: B cpe,J:(HeM OT 36 ,J:(O 40 '1eJI*Mec. BCJIe,J:(CTBHe orpaHWIeHHocTH 

cpe,J:(cTB Ha 3TH ueJIH, npaBHTeJIbCTBOM ClllA (DOE, EPA) 6bIJIa nOCTaBJIeHa 3a,J:(a'la 

3aMeHbI PYTHHHOH H3MepHTeJIbHOH H HCCJIe,J:(oBaTeJIbCKOH pa60TbI rryTeM C03,J:(aHIDI 

CneUHaJIbHbIX MeTO,J:(HK H nOMep)KHBaIOru;HX CHCTeM MH YCKopeHHoH oueHKH, aHaJIH3a 

H OIlTHMH3aUHH nO,J:(rOTaBJIHBaeMbIX B RIlFS process pemeHHH. K TaKHM MeTO,J:(HKaM H 

nO,J:(,J:(ep)KHBaIOru;HM CHCTeMaM npe,J:(bHBJIHJIHCb TPe60BaHIDI y,J:(06cTBa, rrpOCTOTbI H 

,J:(eIIIeBH3HbI B 06paru;eHHH npH ,J:(ocTaTO'lHOH HaY'lHoH 060cHoBaHHocTH. B 

COOTBeTCTBHH C 3THMH TPe60BaHIDIMH B PNNL B nepHo,J:( 1993-1998, 6bIJIO C03,J:(aHO 

ceMeHCTBO KOMIIbIOTepHblx IIo,J:(,J:(ep)KHBaIOru;HX CHCTeM MEPAS - ReOpt - RAAS, 
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peaJIlI3YlOlljJIX CJIe,lJ,YIOll(llii IIepeqeHb OCHOBHbIX 3a,lJ,aq: 1) MaKCIIMaJIbHO ,lJ,OCTOBepHoii 

II o6beKTIIBHoii OIIeHKll COCTOHHIDI 3azpR3HeHHocmu Bcex KOMIIOHeHTOB oKpY)l(alOll(eii 

Cpe,lJ,bI B llCCJIe,lJ,yeMoM perlloHe (B03,lJ,yxa, IIOqBbI, IIoBepxHocTHbIX II IIO,lJ,3eMHblX BO,lJ" II 

T.,lJ,.), II, KaK KOHeqHblii pe3YJIbTaT, - OIIeHKll IIoKa3aTeJIeii onaCHocmu II pucKa oJm 

300P06bR JlIooeu, IIpO)l(llBalOll(llX ll/llJIll pa60TaIOll(llX Ha KOHKpeTHoii TeppllTopmI (B 

IIOllilTlle "PUCK OJm 300P06bR " BKJIa,lJ,bIBaJICH CMbICJI KaHIIepOreHHOrO llCXO,lJ,a OT BCeX 

B03,lJ,eHCTBllii, B IIOllilTlle )l(e "OnaCHOCmU OJ/51 300P06bR" - HeKaHIIepOreHHOrO 3QJQJeKTa 

TOJIbKO OT 6110JIOrM:qeCKllX II XIIMM:qeCKllX TOKcIIKaHToB); 2) BbI60pa OIITIIMaJIbHbIX IIO 

CTOIIMOCTII II 3QJQJeKTIIBHoCTll Mep, CHll)l(alOll(llX onaCHocmu II pUCK OT BCeX 

UCmO'lHUK06 paCIIOJIO)l(eHHbIX B rpaHlliiaX llCCJIe,lJ,yeMOii TeppllTOpllll (,lJ,0 10000 
UCmO'lHUKo6); 3) aHaJI1l3a IIpaKTM:qeCKOii oCYll(eCTBllMOCTllll 3KOHOMllqeCKOii 

ueJIeC006pa3HOCTII HaMeqaeMbIX MepoilpIDITllii (B HallIeii TepMIIHOJIOrIIll - meXHUKO-

3KOHOMU'leCKOe 06ocHo6aHue IIpoeKTa, - T30), II, HaKOHeII, 4) OIITIIM1l3aIIllll 

a,lJ,peCHOCTll II IIOCJIe,lJ,OBaTeJIbHOCTll ,lJ,eiiCTBllii IIO BOCCTaHOBJIeHllIO KaqeCTBa 

oKPY)l(alOll(eii Cpe,lJ,bI. 

Human-Centered Risk Assessment/Analysis: KOMMeHTapHii. JbpOM KOMIIJIeKCHOii 

CllCTeMbI KOMilblOTepHoii IIO,lJ,,lJ,ep)l(KH CO-AP HBJIHIOTCH QJ1l3M:qeCKll 060CHOBaHHble 

BblqllCJIlITeJIbHble IIporpaMMbI ,lJ,JIH IIepCOHaJIbHoro KOMilblOTepa. Ha IIJIaTQJopMe 

INTEL WINDOWS. HopMaTIIBHaH qaCTb IIporpaMM 6a311PyeTcH, B OCHOBHOM, Ha 

CTaH,lJ,apTaX EPA. MO,lJ,eJIllpYIOll(aH qaCTb IIocTPoeHa Ha OTHOCIITeJIbHO CTaH,lJ,apTHblx 

IIO,lJ,XO,lJ,ax B pacqeTax IIepeHoca II B03,lJ,eiicTBIDI. I10,lJ,aBJIHIOll(ee 60JIbllIIIHCTBO 

llCilOJIb3yeMblx QJ1l311KO-XIIMM:qeCKllX MO,lJ,eJIeii He OpllrllHaJIbHbI, II, HailpOTIIB, 

MHorOKpaTHO IIpOBepeHbI B IIPOllIJIOM, II comaCOBaHbI C COOTBeTCTBYIOll(llMll MO,lJ,eJIHMll 

ll3 apXIIBOB Me)l(,lJ,YHap0,lJ,HbIX AreHTCTB OOH (WHO, UNEP, IAEA). I10)l(anyii, 

e,lJ,llHCTBeHHoii OTJIM:qllTeJIbHOii qepToii MO,lJ,eJIllpYIOll(eii qaCTll KOMIIJIeKCHOii CHCTeMbi 

lIBJUIeTClI TO, qTO pa3Hoo6pa3Hble MO,lJ,eJIll COCTbIKOBaHbI II 06be,lJ,llHeHbI B e,lJ,llUYIO 

CIICTeMY. Pa3pa60TqllKll KOMIIJIeKCHOii CIICTeMbi KOMilblOTepHoii IIOMep)l(Kll CO-AP 
HallIJ1I1 cBoii BapllaHT pellIeHIDI B cpe,lJ,e CIIeIIllaJIll311pOBaHHbIX aHaJIIITllqeCKllX 

MO,lJ,eJIeii. 3TOT BapllaHT XOPOllIO IIOllilTeH He TOJIbKO IIOJIb30BaTeJIIO C 

IIpOQJeCCIIOHaJIbHblM 06pa30BaHlleM, HO II, qTO IIPIIHIIllIIllaJIbHO Ba)l(HO, - JIIlP. B 

pe3YJIbTaTe C03,lJ,aHHaH B PNNL CIICTeMa IIO,lJ,,lJ,ep)l(Kll CO-AP CTaJIa YHIIKaJIbHbIM II 

IIOIIYJIHPHbIM IIOMOll(HlIKOM JIIlP (DM's) B pellIeHllll IIp06JIeM JIIIKBH,lJ,aIIllll HaCJIe,lJ,ID1 

rrpollIJIoii XOJIo,lJ,Hoii BoiiHbI (past Cold War Legacy). KpoMe TOro, BHe,lJ,peHlle II 

llCrrOJIb30BaHlle IIHQJopMaIIlloHHo - OIITIIM1l311PYlOll(llX TeXHOJIorIIii Tllrra OO-AP U CO
AP rr03BOJIHeT CBeCTll,lJ,O MIIHIIMYMa B03MO)l(HOCTll JI06611pOBaHIDI rocY,lJ,apCTBeHHblx 

61O,lJ,)l(eTOB, a TaK)l(e YMeHbllIIITb 60JIe3HeHHocTb IIepepaCrrpe,lJ,eJIeHIDI OrpaHM:qeHHbIX 

JIHqHbIX II MeCTHblX 61O,lJ,)l(eTOB, 06YCJIOBJIeHUYIO,YBbI, Hell36e)l(HbIM ,lJ,aJIbHeiillIIIM 

pa3BIITlleM IIIIBllJI1l3aIIllll IIO nyTll rrpOMbIllIJIeHHOrO II 3HepreTllqeCKOrO pa3BIITIDI. 

HaKoHeII, BHe,lJ,peHlle II llCrrOJIb30BaHlle TeXHOJIorIIii OO-AP U CO-AP II03BOJIlIeT 

HaqaTb ,lJ,eiiCTBIITeJIbHOe, a He ,lJ,eKJIapaTIIBHoe, BbIIIOJIHeHlle peKOMeH,lJ,aIIllii "I1oBecTKll 

,lJ,lliI XXI BeKa" PlIO 1992, II IIpe,lJ,CTOHll(eii KOHQJepeHIIllll "10 JIeT rrOCJIe PlIO," Ha 

ypoBHe MeCTHblX WllJIll qaCTHbiX 61O,lJ,)l(eTOB, B TOM qllCJIe H CTPaHax 6b1BllIerO CCCP II 

BOCTOqHOH EBporrbl. 
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In situ media (3arp1l3HeHHhle II ll3JI)'qaJollIlle cpe,uhI "Ha Mecme" [7])- 3arp1l3HeHHhIe II 
ll3JI)'qaIOllIlle cpe,uhI II MaTepllaJIhI, Haxo,ull11IlleCll B Henocpe,ucTBeHHoH 6JIll30CTll K 
llCTOqHllKY nepBnqHOH onaCHOCTll. TIpe,unOJIaraeTCll, qTO MuzpalfUR 3arp1l3HllTeJIeH He 
npOll3011IJIa. B American RIfFS process :no nOH1lTlle BBe,ueHO AJIll 0plleHTaUllll 
nOJIh30BaTeJIeH npll onpe,ueJIeHllll MeCTa BHe,upeHJ1jJ: ll36llpaeMhlx TeXHOJIOrllH. 

In situ treatment technologies (TeXHOJIOrnqeCKlle npolfeccbl nepepa60mKu UJlU 

o6pa6omKu "Ha Mecme" 3azpfl3HeHHbix cpeo, MaTepllaJIOB II UCmO'lHUK08 06JI)'QeHllll 
[7]) - 'IaCTh ll3 nepeQHll TeXHOJIOfllH B paMKax RIfFS npouecca, co,uep)l(allIllXCll B oa3e 
3HaHllH KOMnhIOTepHoH CllCTeMhI ReOpt, II peKoMeH,uyeMhIx AJIll npllMeHeHJ1jJ: "Ha 

Mecme," TO eCTh, B Henocpe,uCTBeHHOH 6JIll30CTll OT UCmO'lHUK08 nepBU'IHbiX Bbl6poC08 

UJlU C6pOC08 pa,ulloaKTllBHhIX llJIll TOKCnqeCKll onaCHhIX BellIeCTB. 

Initial technology screening criteria (Kpumepuu OJ/51 Bbl60pa cmpamezuu B paMKax 
RIfFS npouecca [7,13]), - oueHllBaIOTCll BapllaHThI npe,uIIOQTllTeJIhHhIX TeXHOJIOfllH 
.llJIll peaJIll3aUllll pea6UJ1umalfUOHHbiX Mep. 

Institutional control technologies (HopMllpyeMhle onepaUllll KOHrpOJIll II 
06CJIY)l(llBaHJ1jJ: [7]) - YCTaHOBJIeHHhIe HopMaTllBHhIMll ,u0KYMeHTaMll onepaUllll 
KOHTPOJIll II o6cJI)')I(llBaHJ1jJ: 3arp1l3HeHHhlx IIJIOllIa,uOK, npOM30H, T.,u. 

Land use variable dose (003bl, nOJI)'QaeMhIe npll IIpe6hIBaHllll Ha 3arp1l3HeHHhlx 
3eMJIllX [,5,7,8,18]) - B RIfFS process BhIQllCJIlIIOTClI IIO Ka)l(,uoMY 3azpfl3HUmeJIIO, II Ha 
Ka)l(.llhIH 0030BbiU Mapmpym, no <p0pMYJIe: Drp (MrfKr* ,ueHh llJIll remf,ueHh) = 

Ur*Crp*Fr, r,ue: * 3HaK YMHo)l(eHJ1jJ:; r - llH,ueKc ,uo30Boro MapllIpyTa (r = 1,2 3,4); P -
llH.lleKC TeXHonaToreHOH 30HhI (p = 1,2, .. P); Ur - cpe,uH1lll e)l(e,uHeBHall CKOPOCTh 
nocTYnJIeHJ1jJ: B opraHll3M - nOrJIOllIeHJ1jJ: ,uaHHoro 3arp1l3HllTeJIll, llJIll 06JI)'QeHJ1jJ: no 
.l1030BOMY MapllIpyTY r (Krf,ueHh - AJIll OpaJIhHOrO IIocTYIIJIeHJ1jJ:, M3f,ueHh - ,llJI1l 
IlHraJIllUllOHHOro, B Qacf,ueHh - ,uJIll BHelliHero 06JI)'QeHJ1jJ:); Crp - KOHueHrpaUJ1jJ: 
3arp1l3HIlTemi B KOHTaKTllpyeMoH C QeJIOBeKOM cpe,ue (3.lleCh B nOQBe), Fr - 0030BbiU 

KOHBepcuoHHblU paKmop (dose conversion factor). 3HaQeHJ1jJ: D,rp oueHllBaIOTCll AJIll 
Ka)l(.llOrO 3arp1l3HllTeJIll, cnoco6Horo IIOTeHUllaJIhHO 3KcnoHllpoBaTh QeJIOBeKa llJIll 
)l(llBOTHOro, Il .llJIll Ka)l(,uoro ,u030Boro MapllIpyTa. 

Levels of Protection from Non-rational & Irrational Deeds of Specialists (ypOBHll 
3allIllThI OT HepaUllOHaJIhHOH llllppaUllOHaJIhHOCTll ,uellTeJIhHOCTll CneUllaJIllCTOB -
Y3HH)J;C [4,6, 16]), - UCmOIJHUKU onaCHOCTll, co,uep)l(aTCll B rpex OCHOBHhIX 06JIaCTllX 
QenOBeQeCKOH ,uellTeJIhHOCTll: IIpo<peccllOHaJIhHOH; nCllXOJIOrnqeCKOH MOTllBaUlloHHoH, 
a TaK)I(e B paMKax onpe,ueJIeHHhIX CTPYKTYP opraHll3aUllll ,uellTeJIhHOCTll. 
BhIQIlCJIllTeJIhHhle aJIropllTMhI Y3HH)J;C, pa3pa60TaHHhle B JIa60paTopllll B. EpeMeHKo 
(P<l», npe,uycMarpllBaeT IIolliaroBhIH aHaJIll3 II BhI1lBJIeHlle UCmOIJHUKOB onaCHOCTll Ha 
Bcex CTa.llJ1jJ:X )l(ll3HeHHoro UllKJIa onaCHhlX TeXHOJIOfllH (R&D, Project making, 
Manufacturing & Construction, Assembling; Installing, Operation, 
Decommissioning, Preserved). BhIXO.llHhIMll IIOKa3aTeJIllMll aHaJIll3a lIBJIlIIOTClI 
Bep01lTHOCTll nOllBJIeHJ1jJ: OTKa30B IIO o611IeH npnqllHe (common mode failures - CMF) 
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II IICXO)],HbIX C06bITliH (Initial Events - IE)., II, KaK CJIe)]'CTBlIe, - BepoHTHoCTb II 

MaCIIITa6 aBapHH, TO eCTb IICKOMYIO oueHKY pliCKa OT TaK Ha3bIBaeMoro qeJIOBeqeCKOrO 

cpaKTopa (HF). 

Maximum exposed individual risk estimate (HaH60JIbWHH pUCK )],JIH IIH)],HBH)],a H3 

)]'aHHOH rpynnbI 3KcnOHup06aHHblXfo6JlY'leHHbIX JIIO)]'eH, oueHlIBaeMaH B paMKax RIfFS 
npol1ecca [5,8,18]) - HaH60JIbWaH BepoHTHoCTb KaHueporeHHoro 3a60JIeBaHHH )],JIH 

IIH)],HBH)],a H3 )],aHHoH rpynnbI 3KcnoHupo6aHHblx, B qaCTHOCTH - 06nyqeHHhIX JIIO)]'eH, 

KOTopaH oueHHBaeTCH C yqeTOM cBe)],eHHH 0 Ka)!()],OM cy6'beKTe - peuenTope, 

nO)],Bep)!(eHHOM B03)],eHcTBHIO pa)]'HaUHoHHoH H TOKcwqeCKOH onaCHOCTH, Koop)],HHaTax 

II xapaKTepHcTIiKax MeCTa ero pacnOJIO)!(eHHH, a TaK)!(e 0 xapaKTepe H BpeMeHII 

npe6bIBaHHH B )],aHHOM MeCTe- nOBe)],eHHII peuenTopa. 

Maxiwum exposed individual risk: ll.UIilPhI [15]: COBpeMeHHbIMH HopMaTHBHbIMH 

)],oKYMeHTaMIi POCCUH YCTaHOBJIeHbI noporoBhIe 3HaqeHHH UHOU6UOYaJIbHOZO pucKa: 
npe)]'eJI u//OU6UOYaJIbHOZO paOUal1UOHHOZO pucKa - 1 *10E-3 /ro)],*qeJI H 5* lOE-5 

/ro)],*qeJI - )],JIH nepCOHaJIa H HaCeJIeHHH COOTBeTCTBeHHO. TIPH paccMoTPeHHH :nHX 

BeJIwqHH CJIe)],yeT HMeTb B BH)].y, qTO B P<I> HopMHpyeTcH nOJlHblU PUCK, BKJIIOqaIOIUHH 

PUCKU OT CMepTeJIbHOrO paKa, cepbe3HbIX HaCJIe)],CTBeHHbIX 3cpcpeKTOB H He 

CMepTeJIbHOrO paKa, npHBe)],eHHoro no Bpe)].y K nOCJIe)],CTBHHM OT CMepTeJIbHoro paKa. 

To eCTb, KaHl1epOZeHHblU pUCK COCTaBJIHeT TOJIbKO qaCTb OT nOJIHOro. 

Media/location (3arpH3HeHHaH cpe)]'a,npo)].yKT, MaTepHaJI/ee MeCTOnOJIO)!(eHHe [7,18]) 

Media properties (CBoHcTBa 3azpR3HeHHbix cpeo H MaTepHaJIOB [7, 13,18]) - O)],HH H3 

qeTblpex OCHOBHbIX cpaKTopoB B nepeqHe orpaHwqeHHH H BbIXO)],HbIX xapaKTepHcTHK, 

KOTopble HrpaIOT rJIaBHYIO pOJIb B npHHHTHH peweHHH Ha npHMeHeHHe npe)],BapHTeJIbHO 

BbI6paHHblx TeXHOJIOrHH pea6WlUmal1UOHHbiX Mep OJlR CO-AP. 

Multimedia Environmental Pollutant Assessment System,-MEP AS (CHcTeMa 

KOMnJIeKCHOH OueHKH COCTOHHHH 3arpH3HeHHblx TeppHTopHH, - MI1TIAC [5,8,18]) 

Multi-Media System (KoMnbIOTepHaH nporpaMMa )],JIH KOMllJIeKCHblX oueHOK OKp. Cpo 
[4,8]) - THna MEP AS, HCnOJIb3yeMaH npH peweHHH np06JIeM BOCCTaHOBJIeHHH 

oKpy)!(aIOIUeH cpe)],bI, nOKpbIBaIOIUaH BeCb cneKTP npHpO)],HbIX cpe)]" HBJIHIOIUHXCH 

nOTeHUHaJIbHbIMH nyHKTaMH aKKYMYJIHUHH, nym5lMu pacnpocmpaHeHU5l U 
o03oo6pa3ylOU{-UMu cpeoaMu )],JIH pa)],HaUHoHHbIX H TOKCHqeCKHX XHMwqeCKHX 

3arpH3HeHHH. Ha TepMHHaJIaX CHCTeMbI oT06pa)!(aIOTCH KOJIwqeCTBeHHble )],aHHbJe no 

COCTOHHHIO OKp. Cpo H 3)]'OPOBbIO JIIO)]'eH )],0 H nOCJIe peaJIH3aUHH pea6UJlUmal1UOHHbiX 
Mep B paMKax RI/FS npouecca, no OTHOCHTeJIbHOH onaCHOCTH pa)],HaUHoHHbIX H 

XIIMwqeCKHX npe)],npHHTHH H 3arpH3HeHHblx TeppHTopHH, no 3¢¢eKmy npUMeHeHU5l 
BOCCTaHOBHTeJIbHbIX TeXHOJIOrHH, H np., HCnOJIb3yeMbJe npH aHaJIH3e np06JIeMbI H 

no)],rOTOBKe peKoMeH)],aUHH no OnTHMaJIbHbIM )]'eHcTBHHM. 
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Multimedia transport (pacnpocmpaHeHue!MuzpalfUR XHMWleCKHX 3arpH3HeHHH H 
pa,nHoaKTHBHOCTH H pa,nHoaKTHBHOCTH B reocpe,nax [7]) - pacTIpocTPaHeHHe 
XHMWleCKHX 3arpH3HeHHH H pa,nHoaKTHBHoCTH H pa,nHoaKTHBHoCTH B aTMocifJepHoM 
B03.nyxe, TIOBepXHocTHbIX H TIo,n3eMHbIX BO,nax, a TaIOKe TIO cyme. TIoHHTHe HBJIHeTCH 
TIPOH3BO,nHbIM OT paHee BBe,neHHbIX TIOHHTHH - transport of contaminants, pathways, 
transport pathways, H release pathways. 

Normal operating procedures (PYK0800cm8a OM HOPMaJlbHOU WlU UlmamHOU 
3KcnnyamaZ/uu). B 3arOJIOBKaX TIpOeKTHbIX, HaJIa,nO'lHbIX H 3KcnnyaTaIl,HOHHbIX 
,nOKYMeHTOB BCTPe'laIOTCH TaKHe Pa3HOBH,nHOCTH HaHMeHOBaHHH Pa3JIWlHbIX 
PYK0800cm8, KaK: P. no PYHKlfUOHaJlbHblM ucnblmaHURM (Functional test procedures); 
P. npoeKmup08aHUeM (Design management); P., 0PUlfUaJlbHO ym8ep;}ICOeHHOe 
(procedure, formally approved). 

Operable unit (O,nHoTHTIHble 3KcnnyaTHpyeMble 06'beKTbI, HMeIOTIIHe cxo,nHbIe 
pernaMeHTbI 06eCTIe'leHHH 6e30TIaCHOCTH [5,8,18]) - npoMbIUIJIeHHble 061>eKTbI, MH 
KOTOPbIX MeponpHHTHH, peaJIH3YIOTIIHe pea6WlumalfuoHHble Mepbl OJ/R CO-AP, 
npe.nycMoTPeHbI HX 3KcnnyaTaIl,HOHHbIMH HHCTPYKIl,HHMH. TIPH OIl,eHKaX ypOBHH 
3arpH3HeHHocTH H PUCK08 MH 3,nOPOBbH JIIO,neH Ha OCHOBe RI/FS process 
paCCMaTPHBaIOTCH KaK O,nHHO'lHble, TaK H rpYTITIbI TaKHX 061>eKTOB, npH YCJIOBHH, 'ITO 
CO-AP 6y,neT HCTIOJIb30BaTbCH npHMeHHTeJIbHO K O,nHOTHTIHbIM HCTO'lHHKaM 8b/6poC08 
H C6pOC08, JIH60 K O,nHOTHTIHOMY TeXHOJIOrWlecKoMY 060py,noBaHHIO, JIH60 K 
rro,n06HbIM HCTO'lHHKaM 8mOpU'lHblX nomOK08 Omx0008, H BKJIIO'IaTb O,nHOTHTIHble 
OrrepaIl,HH, HaTIpHMep, KOHTPOJIH Ha,n xapaKTepHcTHKaMH HCTO'lHHKa 8bl6poC08 H 
C6pOC08, HJIH MOHHTopHHra COCTOHHHH 06cnyiI<HBaeMblx XpaHHJIHTII, JIH60 
KOHTPOJIHpyeMblx TIo,n3eMHbIX BO,n, reOJIOrWleCKHX TIJIaCTOB H npO'l. 

Pathways (nymu [5,8,18]) - TepMHH MH 0603Ha'leHHH nymeu pacnpocTPaHeHHH 
XHMWleCKHX 3azpR3HeHuu H pa,nHoaKTHBHocTH npHMeHHeMbIH B MeTo,nOJIOrHH HeRA 

Population exposure estimate (3KcnoHupo8aHHoe/o6J/Y'leHHOe HaCeJIeHHe [3,7])
YCJIOBHe MH TIony'leHHH KOJIJIeKTHBHbIX 3Kcn03UlfuOHHblX 003. 

Practicality limits (zpaHulfbl nOJ/e3Hocmu [7,13]) 

Probabilistic Risk Assessment (BepoRmHocmHblu aHaJlU3 pucKa, BAP [10,17]) 

Probabilistic Safety Assessment (BepoRmHocmHblu aHaJlU3 6e30naCHOcmu,-BAE 
[10,17])- KOMTIbIOTepH3HpoBaHHble MeTo,nbI paC'IeTa H aHaJIH3a a8apuuHozO pucKa. 

Probability Risk Assessment: MaTeMaTuKa [10,17]. B CaMOM rpy60M npu6JIIDKeHIUf 
BbI'IHCJIHTeJIbHbIH aJIrOpHTM COCTaBJIHeTCH H3 CJIe.nyIOTIIHX co06pa)l(eHHH: I. ECJIH 3HaK 
"si" 6y,neT BbIpa)l(aTb orrpe,neJIeHHe HJIH OTIHCaHHe HeKoToporo CIl,eHapHH pa3BHTHH 
aBapHH; a TIO,n 3HaKOM "ifJi" 6y.nyT TIOMeTIIeHbI cny'laHHble BeJIWlHHbI BepOHTHOCTeH 
aBapHH rro ,naHHoMY CIl,eHapHIO (B rrpaKTHKe HCrrOJIb3yeTcH He BepOHTHOCTb, a'laCTOTa 
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peamnall,HH .uaHHOrO Cll,eHapIDI), H 3TOMY Cll,eHaplfl{) COOTBeTCTBYIOT HeKOTOphle 
OTpHll,aTeJIhHhle rrOCJIe.uCTBIDI, HarrpHMep, KOJIWIeCTBeHHhle Bhlpa)l(eHHJI yIll,ep6a "x," TO 
H3 qHCJIeHHhIX 3HaqeHHll BhIllIerrepeqHCJIeHHhIX BeJI~HH MO)l(HO COCTaBHTh TaKYIO 
Ta6JIHu,y: 

Cll,eHapHll qacToTa IIocJIe.ucTBHe COBoKyrrHml qaCTOTa 

Sl cpl xl <1> 1 =<1>2 +cp I 
S2 cp2 x2 <1>2=<1>3+cp2 

Si cpi xi <1>i=<1>i+ I +cpi 

S,N-I cp,N-I x,N-I <1>,N-I =<1>,N+cp,N-l 
S,N cp,N x,N <1>,N=cp,N 

Terreph, Ka)l(.uaH i-TaH cTPoKa .uaHHoll Ta6JIHll,hI MO)l(eT 6hITh rrpe.uCTaBJIeHa B BH.ue 
KOM6HHall,HH TPex ee OCHOBHhIX BeJI~HH. To eCTh, .llJlH Ka)l(.uoll i-Toll CTPOKH MO)l(HO 
3amIcaTh KOM6HHall,lfl{) <si,lili,xi>, CMhICJI KOTOPOll, rro CYTH, Y)l(e H 6y.ueT 
KOJI~eCTBeHHhIM Bhlpa)l(eHHeM aBapHllHoro pHcKa .llJlH i-Toro Ha60pa 3HaqeHHll 
cooTBeTcTBYIOIll,HX BeJI~HH: R = <si,lili,xi>, i=l, 2, •••• N. 2. BMecTe C TeM, rrpe.uh1nyIll,ee 
Bhlpa)l(eHHe He rrOJIHO rro ceMaHT~eCKOMY orrpe.ueJIeHlfl{). ComaCHO rroCJIe.uHeMY, 
rrOKa3aTeJIh pHCKa .uOJI)l(eH Bhlpa)l(aTh He TOJIhKO rrpaKT~eCKYIO BepOHTHOCTh 
rrOHBJIeHHH .uaHHoro Cll,eHapIDI, H TaK)l(e BepOHTHOCTh KOHKpeTHhIX OTPHll,aTeJIhHhIX 
rrOCJIe.uCTBHll - rrOTeph, COrrpOBO)l(.uaIOIll,HX .uaHHhIll Cll,eHapHll. IIpHHll,HrrHaJIhHhIM 
CqHTaeTCH Heo6xo.uHMOCTh yqeTa Heorrpe.ueJIeHHOCTell TaKHX orrpe.ueJIeHHll, TaK KaK 
CeMaHTH'-leCKOe Bhlpa)l(eHHe pHCKa eCTh: R = <"HeorrpeJJ:eJIeHHOCTb" u "noTepu">. 
II03TOMY pa60ry C Ta6JIHll,ell rrpo.uOJI)l(aIOT B HarrpaBJIeHHH yqeTa Heorrpe.ueJIeHHOcTell. 
3. ,lVIH 3Toro: Cll,eHapHH aBapHll pacrrOJIaraIOT B Ta6JIHll,e B rropH.uKe B03paCTaHIDI 
cephe3HocTH rrOTeph, TO eCTh: xl <x2<x3<xN; IIJJOTHOCTh BepoHTHoCTH .llJlH "cpi" B i-ToM 
Cll,eHapHH Bhlpa)l(aIOT CPYHKll,Hell "Pi(cpi)" (KaK rrpaBHJJO, qaCTOThI peaJIH3all,HH TOll HJJH 
HHOll KaTeropHH Cll,eHapHeB "Si" HeH3BecTHhI), a Heorrpe.ueJIeHHOCTh B orrpe.ueJIeHHH 
pa3Mepa yIll,ep6a 0603HaqaIOT "qi(xi)." Terreph 3HaqeHHe aeapuIlHo2o pUCKa, Y)l(e C 
yqeTOM "Heorrpe.ueJIeHHOCTH" B orrpe,lleJIeHHH qaCTOThI H YIll,ep6a, HIu,yT B BH.ue: R = 
<si,Pi(lili),qi(xi». TaKoe Bhlpa)l(eHHe,llM pacqeTa aeapuIlHo2o pUCKa OTHOCHT e BAP U 
BAE K rrepBOMY ypOBHIO rrpH6JIH)l(eHHll. 

Realise unit (ucmoliHuK eb/6pocoe /c6pocoe [5,18]). 

Receptor characteristics (xapaKTepHcTHKHpel/enmopa [5,7,18]) - rrOHHTHe, 
rrpoH3Bo.uHOe OT orrpe.ueJIeHHll receptor locations, remediation strategy, H receptor 
exposures. 

Receptor characteristics: KOMMeHTapuH. TepMHH receptors HCrrOJIb3yeTcH B 
JIHTepaType H PYKOBo.ucTBax rro RIfFS process HeO,llH03HaqHO. I1Hor.ua HM 0603HaqaIOT 
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HerrOCpe.L\CTBeHHhIe UCmOlJlIUKU OrraCHOCTlI, rrpHMO B03.L\eHCTBYIOmlie Ha qeJIOBeKa 

[5,18]. 

Receptor exposures (3Kcnollupo6alluefo6nyqeHlIe pelfenmopa - qeJIOBeKa, paCTeHllH, 

)KlIBOTHOro, 1I T . .L\. [18]) - Heo6xo.L\llMoe YCJIOBlie rronyqeHllH 3Kcn03UlfU01l1l0U 003bZ B 

rrpaKTlIqeCKOH )K1I3HlI, 1I .L\OCTaTOqHOe - .L\JIH BbIITOJIHeHllH cooTBeTcTBYIOmllX paCqeTOB B 

paMKax RIfFS npolfecca (HarrpliMep, Ha 6a3e KOMrrbIOTepHblx CliCTeM MEPAS, RAAS). 

Reduced human health effects (cHlI)KeHlIe YUlep6a OJlJl300P06b51 qeJIOBeKa) -

rrpOll3BO.L\HOe OT orrpe.L\eJIeHllH human health effects (CM.). 

Release (6bZ6poc/c6poc [5, 8,18]) - BbIXO.L\, llJIlI, rro TepMlIHOJIOflllI, rrplIHHToH B 

paCqeTaX rro rrpOMbIIIIJIeHHOH 6e30rracHocTli - "6bZ6poc" B aTMoccpepy, llJIli "c6poc" B 

BO.L\OeMbI, a TaK)Ke Ha rroBepxHocTb CYIIIlI, llJIli B rrO.L\3eMHble BO.L\OHOCHble rop1I30HTbI 

orraCHoro TOKcuqHoro (xliMlIqeCKoro) BemeCTBa llJIli pa.L\lIOaKTlIBHoCTli B 

ra3006pa3HoM, rrapoBoM, )KlI.L\KOM, rrbIJIeBOM llJIli TBep.L\OM COCTOHHllHX 3a 

rrepBOHaqaJIbHbJe rpaHliUbI JII06oro lICTOqHlIKa orraCHOCTlI, B qaCTHOCTli - BbIXO.L\ 

XllMuqeCKllX 3aZp51311e1lUU U paouoaKmu611ocmu 3a rrpe.L\eJIbI caHliTapHoH 30HbI 

TeXHOJIOfllqeCKllX YCTaHOBOK llJIli arrrrapaToB (lIHOr.L\a .L\06aBJIHIOT, - nep6UlJ1IbZU 6bZ6poc 
UJ/U c6poc - primary release), KaK rrpli pemaMeHTHoM, IIITaTHOM, TO eCTb, 

6e3aBaplIHHOM lICrrOJIb30BaHlili (release, routine), TaK 1I, B oco6eHHocTlI, rrpli 

HapYIIIeHlIlIllX repMeTuqHocTli (release, accidental). 

Release Mechanisms (MeXaIlU3MbZ 6bz6pocalc6poca 3arpH3HeHlIH [13,18]). 

Release pathways (rryTlI pacrrpocTPaHeHllH 6bZ6poC06 /c6pOC06 [7,18]) - COCTaBHOe 

rrOHHTlle; orrpe.L\eJIeHllH COCTaBJIHIOmllX rrplIBe.L\eHbI B release, 1I pathways. 

Release site ("rryHKT" [5,7]) - Ha1I6oJIee o606meHHoe HallMeHOBaHlie rrOTeHUlIaJIbHO 

orraCHoro KOMrrOHeHTa lICTOqHlIKa orraCHOCTlI; qame Bcero 3TOT TepMlIH lICrrOJIb3YIOT 

MH 0603HaqeHllH rrpOMIIJIOma.L\KlI, 3arpH3HeHHoro yqacTKa rrp01I3BO.L\CTBeHHoH 

TeppliToplIll, B TOM qlICJIe CeJIbCKOX03HHCTBeHHoro Ha3HaqeHllH. 

Release site assessment (3arpH3HeHHbIH nYIIKm, B CJIO)KHbIX cnyqaHX - IIHT, 
paCCMaTPllBaeMble KaK llCTOqHllK 6bZ6poC06 llJIll C6pOC06 B paMKax RIfFS npolfecca 
[5,8]) - yqlITbIBaeTcH BeCb crreKTp B03MO)l(HbIX 6bZ6poC06 1I C6pOC06 OT 

ll.L\eHTlIcpliUlipoBaHHhIx orraCHblX UCmOlJ1IUK06 1I llX COqeTaHlIH, pa3MemeHHblx B 

rpaHlIuax .L\aHHbIX rrpOMIIJIOma.L\KlI, rrpOM30HbI, B o6meM cnyqae - IIHT 
(rrpoMbIIIIJIeHHOH HaCeJIeHHOH TeppHToplIH), llJIli BHe llX, HO C03.L\aIOmllX yrp03y .L\JIH 
cy6beKToB - pelfenmop06, HaXO.L\HmllXCH BHYTPli IIHT, Ha ee rpaHlluax llJIli B 

HerrOCpe.L\CTBeHHoH 6JI1I30CTli OT HllX. 

Release site assessment: KOMMeHTapliH [7]: TIoHHTlie "Bcero CrreKTPa" 6bZ6poC06 II 
C6pOC06 IIHTBKJIIOqaeT 6bZ6poc B aTMoccpepy, C6pOCbI B BO.L\OeMbI, Ha rroBepxHocTb 

CyIIIll, lIJIli B rrO.L\3eMHble BO.L\OHOCHble rOpll30HTbI O.L\HOrO 1I3 60JIee qeM 600 orraCHblX 
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TOKCWIHbIX - XI1MWIeCKI1X IIJIH pa):(110aKTI1BHbIX BemeCTB - :meMeHTOB, 1130TOIIOB, 

KOTOpble cO):(ep)KaTCH B Ea3ax ,lJ;aHHblx 11 3HaHI1H KOMIIbIOTepHbIX CI1CTeM MEP AS H 

ReOpt. I1PI1 Mo):(eJIHpOBaHI1I1 pacIIpocrpaHeHHH 3a2p513HeHUii, a TaIOKe ):(030BbIX 

HarpY30K, KaHl1epo2eHHblx PUCK06 11 K60m mOKCU'lHOCmU, OIIaCHble IIpl1MeCI1 MOryT 

paCCMaTpl1BaTbCH B ra3006pa3HoM, IIapoBoM, )K11):(KOM, IIbIJIeBOM IIJII1 TBep):(oM 

COCTOHHI1HX. B TaKOM BI1):(e OHI1 HaXO):(HTCH Ha MeCTe I1X 3apO)K):(eHHH (in situ), JII160 

BbIXO):(HT 3a IIepBOHaqaJIbHble rpaHI1L(bI Jl1060ro I1CTOqHI1Ka IIOTeHUl1aJIbHOH OIIaCHOCTI1 

(hazardous sourses), B qaCTHOCTI1 - 3a IIpe):(eJIbI CaHI1TapHOH 30HbI (ex situ) 

3HepreTWIeCKI1X, IIpOMblrnJIeHHbIX I1JII1 TpaHcIIopTHbIX YCTaHoBoK (operable/facility 

units), XpaHI1JIl1m OTXO):(OB (waste storages), JII160 IIPOCTO 3arpH3HeHHblx Teppl1TOpl1H 

(release site). 

Remedial Action Assessment System - RAAS (MeTo):(OJIOrHH OueHKI1 

pea6UJ1umal1UOHHblX Mep B paMKax CO-AP [7]) - IIporpaMMHoe 06eCIIeqeHI1e 

KOMIIbIOTepHoH CI1CTeMbI IIo):():(ep)KKI1 IIpl1HHTHH perneHI1H IIO IIp06JIeMaM 3arpH3HeHHoH 

oKpY)KaIOmeH cpe):(bI, OTXO):(OB 11 6e30IIacHocTI1 HaCeJIeHHH, pa3pa60TaHHoe B 

HaUl10HaJIbHOH Tl1XooKeaHcKoH CeBepo - 3aIIa):(HoH JIa60paTopl111 MI1H3Hepro ClllA 

(PNNL DOE, Battelle) ):(JIH OKa3aHHH IIpocpeCCI10HaJIaM 113 ):(aHHoro Be):(OMCTBa ClllA B 

060cHoBaHHoM BbI60pe MeXaHI13MOB CIIeUl1aJIbHbIX TeXHWIeCKI1X MepOIIpHHTI1H -

pea6UJ1umal1UOHHblX Mep (remedial action), KOTopble 6bI COOTBeTCTBOBaJIl1 Hal160JIee 

IIOJIHOMY perneHHIO np06JIeMbI, QTO 06eCIIeQl1BaeTCH OIITI1MI13aUI1eH I1X IIOKa3aTeJIeH IIO 

TeXHOJIOrWIeCKoH 11 3KOJIOrWIeCKOH 3cpcpeKTI1BHOCTI111 CTOI1MOCTI1, BbIIIOJIHHeMbIX 

comaCHO YCTaHOBJIeHHOH 3aKOHo):(aTenbCTBOM ClllA (CERCLA, SARA) CIIeUl1aJIbHOH 

IIpoue):(ypbI aHaJII13a (RI/FS). 

Remedial Action Assessment System: reHe3HC TepMHHa: MI1H3Hepro ClllA B 

TeQeHl1e Y)Ke 60JIee ):(eCHTI1 JIeT cepbe3Ho 03a60QeHO He06xo):(I1MOCTbIO IIepMaHeHTHoro 

perneHHH ):(OporocToHmeH 11 HeOTnO)KHOH IIp06neMbI, CBH3aHHOH C OQI1CTKOH 11 

BOCCTaHOBJIeHl1eM IIpl1eMJIeMOrO COCTOHHHH COTeH 3arpH3HeHHbIX OIIaCHbIMI1 

BemeCTBaMI1 Teppl1TOpl1H 11 06beKTOB - IIpe):(IIpHHTI1H, pa36pocaHHbIX IIO BceH crpaHe. 

PerneHl1e 3TOH np06JIeMbI B ycnoBHHx orpaHWIeHHoro BpeMeHI1 11 OTHOCI1TeJIbHO 

CKpOMHoro cpl1HaHCl1pOBaHHH OKa3aJIOCb B03MO)KHbIM IIpl1 BbIIIOJIHeHl111 

MHOrOQI1CJIeHHbIX 11 cepbe3HbIX I1CCne):(OBaHI1H IIO pucry B03):(eHCTBI1H XI1MWIeCKI1X 

3arpH3HeHI1H 11 pa):(110aKTHBHOCTI1 Ha 3):(opOBbe JIIO):(eH 11 060CHOBaHI1H ueneC006pa3HOH 

CTeIIeHI1 ero CHI1)KeHHH, KOTopble II03BonHIOT OIITI1Ml13l1pOBaTb IIO CTOI1MOCTI1 11 

3cpcpeKTI1BHOCTI1 ):(eHCTBHH COOTBeTCTBYIOml1e MeXaHI13MbI pea6UJ1umal1UOHHblX Mep, a 

TaK)Ke BbIIIOnHI1Tb aHaJII13 ocymeCTBHMOCTI1 HaMeQaeMbIX IIpoeKTOB, - IIO CYTI1 

03HaQaIOml1H IIpOBe):(eHl1e Mo):(epHl13l1pOBaHHoro TeXHI1KO - 3KOHOMWIeCKoro 

060CHOBaHHH - MT30 (IIpI1HHTaH B ClllA a66peBI1arypa ):(JIH 0603HaQeHI1H 3TOH 

rrpoue.uypbI - RI/FSs). Pa3pa60TKa RAAS MeTo):(onOrHl1 6bIJIa HaQaTa B PNNL, Battelle 

B 1990r. H 3aBeprnl1naCb B 1995r. I1pouecc pa3pa60TKI1 BKJIIOQaJI C03):(aHl1e 11 

I1CIIbITaHl1e IDITI1 IIOCJIe):(OBaTenbHbIX IIPOTOTI1IIOB. Ka)K):(bIH IIPOTOTI1II 6bIJI 

rrpOTeCTl1pOBaH IIpocpeCCI10HaJIaMI1 113 MI1H3Hepro ClllA 11 AreHTcTBa IIO oxpaHe 

OKpY)KaIOmeH cpe):(bI, a TaK)Ke IIpe):(cTaBI1TenHMI1 QaCTHOH npoMblrnJIeHHOCTI1. 

OCHoBHoe BHI1MaHl1e 6bIJIO 06pameHo Ha TO, QT06bI MeTo):(onorHH OIITI1MI13HpOBaJIa 
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-rpY,ll JIllP 11 cneumlJIl1CTOB no BHe,llpeHlflO pe3YJIbTaTOB CO-AP npl1 BbIllOJIHeHl111 

RUFS npol1ecco6, CBO,llH K MI1HI1MYMy q,I1HaHCOBbIe, MaTepl1aJIbHbIe 11 BpeMeHHhIe 

3a-rpaTbI. KOMaH,lla o6yqeHHhIX pa60Te C HeRA CneUI1aJIHCTOB, BbIllOJIHHIOIu;aH pa60TbI 

no RIfFS, MO)KeT 06ocHoBaHHo peKOMeH,llOBaTb OmHMaJIbHhIe KOM6HHaUl1H 

TeXHOJIOrl1H ,llJIH pea6wlUmal1uoHHblX Mep. IIpH :HOM rapaHTHpyeTcH, qTO TaKl1e 

peKOMeH,llaUI111 6y.uyT Hal160JIee nOJIHO peaJII130BbIBaTb HOPMbI l1JI11 -rpe60BaHHH, 

YCTaHOBJIeHHbIe q,e,llepaJIbHhIMI1 3aKOHaMH, l1JIH OT,lleJIbHhlMI1 Be,llOMCTBaMH, l1JI11 

MeCTHbIMI1 a,llMI1Hl1c-rpaTI1BHhIMI1 PYKOBO,llHTeJIHMH (Bce nepeqHCJIeHHhIe OTHOCHTCH K 

JlUl1aM, ynOJIHOMOqeHHhIM npUHUMamb COOTBeTCTBYIOIu;l1e perneHHH, - JIllP). KOMaH,lla 

aHaJIl1TI1KOB ,llOJI)KHa 6Y,lleT OueHI1Tb aJIbTepHaTI1BbI pea6WlUmal1UOHHblX Mep, 
I1CrrOJIb3YH npe,llOCTaBJIHeMbIe B I1X paCrrOpH)KeHl1e CI1CTeMOH RAAS ,llaHHbIe no 

nOKa3aTeJIHM 3q,q,eKTHBHOCTI1, peaJIbHOCTI1 BHe.upeHHH, CTOI1MOCTI1 11 npl1eMJIeMOCTI1, a 

TaK)Ke MeTO,llI1KI1 pa60TbI C 1136paHHbIMI1 MepaMH. 

Remedial alternatives (BapHaHTbI pea6wlUmal1uoHHblX Mep [7,13]) - aHaJII13HpyeMbIe B 

PaMKax RUFS npol1ecca TeKYIu;He BapHaHTbI TeXHOJIOrJ1qeCKI1X npoueccoB, KOTopbIe 

HBJIHIOTCH OCHOBOH 11 cO,llep)KaHl1eM pea6W1umal1uoHHblX Mep, 11 BbI6HpaIOTCH, 

OueHI1BaIOTCH, conOCTaBJIHIOTCH, aHaJII13I1pYIOTCH, KoppeKTHpYIOTCH no TeXHJ1qeCKI1M, 

3KOJIOrJ1qeCKI1M 11 3KOHOMJ1qeCKI1M nOKa3aTeJIHM, nOCJIe qero, HaKOHeu, 

peKoMeH.uyIOTcH MeTO,llOJIOrl1eH CO-AP K BHe,llpeHlflO. 

Remedial investigation, RI (HCCJIe,llOBaHHH no MepaM, CHI1)KaIOIu;l1e onaCHocmu U pUCK 
[7,13]). 

Remediation site (o6"beKT ,llJIH nOTeHUl1aJIbHhIX pea6W1umal1UOHHblX Mep 6 PaMKax 
RUFS npol1ecca[7]) - BKJIlOqaeT l1,lleHTHq,I1UHpOBaHHbIe orraCHbIe UCmO'lHUKU 
XI1MJ1qeCKI1X 3arpH3HeHI1H 11 pa,ll110aKTI1BHOCTH l1JI11 o6nyqeHI1H, a TaK)Ke I1X COqeTaHHH, 

KOTopbIe pa3MeIu;eHbI B rpaHl1uaX npOMllJIOIu;a,llKI1, npoM30HbI, 11 T.,ll., B o6Iu;eM cnyqae -

B rpaHl1uaX llHT, HO I1HOr,lla 11 BHe 3Tl1X rpaHHU, O,llHaKO eCJII1 OHI1 C03,llaIOT yrp03y ,llJIH 

pel1enmopo6, pacrrOJIO)KeHHbIX BHY-rp11 llHT, Ha ee rpaHl1uaX H ,lla)Ke BHe llHT, O,llHaKO, 

B HenOCpe,llCTBeHHoH 6JIl130CTH OT HI1X. 

Removal technologies (TeXHOJIOrJ1qeCKl1e npoueccbI ,llJIH pU3U'IeCK020 ycmpaHeWUJl.l 
JluK6uoal1uu 3arpH3HeHHbIx cpe,ll, MaTepHaJIOB l1JI11 UCmO'lHUK06 113nyqeHHH [13]). 

Residual human health effects (YMeHbrneHHe )'UIep6a ,llJIH 3,llOPOBbH qeJIOBeKa [7,13]) -
nOHHTl1e, np0I13BO,llHOe OT TepMI1Ha human health effect. 

Residual source inventory (uH6eHmapU3al1UJl OCTaTOqHbIX UCmO'lHUK06 [7,13]) -
COCTaBHaH qaCTb 3-x npoue.uyp, KOTopbIe BbIllOJIHHIOTCH npH aHaJIH3e napaMe-rpoB, 

onpe,lleJIHIOIu;11X npHro,llHOCTb 3arpH3HeHHhIx cpe,ll K o6pa6oTKe, npH conOCTaBJIeHl111 

aHaJIl13HpyeMbIx Bapl1aHTOB CO-AP, 11, KOHeqHO, npH oueHKax 3HaqeHHH pucKa, 
KOTOPbIH ,llOCTl1raeTCH B pe3YJIbTaTe npoBe,lleHHH pea6W1umal1uoHHblX Mep. K 

o03006pa3ylOU{UM cpeoaM (exposure media) B RIlFS process OTHOCHT 3arpH3HeHHbIe 

COCTaBJIHIOIu;l1e OKp. Cpo - B03.uyX, BO,llbI, cyrna; onaCHbIe ,llJIH 3,ll0POBbH qeJIOBeKa 



BeIUeCTBa H MaTepmlJIhI, B TOM qHCJIe UCmO'IHUKU H3.rryqeHHH; 3arpH3HeHH)'1O llHlUY, 

paCTHTeJIhHOrO H )!(HBOTHOro llPOHCXO)!()],eHHH, H T.)],. H T.ll. - BCe, qTO B KOHTaKTaX C 

llOTeHIJ,HaJIhHhIMH peUHllHeHTaMH, - qeJIOBeKOM, llpe)],CTaBHTemIMH CPJIOPhI H cpaYHhI, 

CTaHOBHTCH llPJ1qHHOH HX 3KcnOHup06aHUR, a, CJIe)],OBaTeJIhHO, C03)],aeT YCJIOBHH )J,JIH 

llo.rryqeHHH )],03 H llOCJIe)],ylOIUHX YIUep60B, BhIpa)!(aeMhIX PUCKGMU H K60mGMU 
onaCHocmu 06.rryqeHHH. 
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Rio 1992 Conference Recommendations (PeKoMeHoa1jUU KOHrjJepeH1jUU PHD -1992)
Pe% H)],eT 0 peKoMeH)],aUHHx KOHcpepeHIJ,HH OOH llO OKpy)!(alOIUeH Cpe)]'e H 

Pa3BHTHlO, COCTOHBIIIeHCH B PHo-)],e-)I{aHeHpo B 1992r. OHH CBO)],HTCH, B rJIaBHOM, K 

CHCTeMe llOCTaHOBJIeHHH H TPe60BaHHH llO TaK Ha3hIBaeMoMY "YcmOU'IU6oMY 
pa36umUlo" - YP (Sustainable development). 

Rio 1992 Conference Recommendations: reHe3Hc. OPHrHHaJIhHhIM HCTOqHlIKOM 

peKoMeH)]'alJ,HH HBHJIaCh "KOHlJ,eriIJ,HH YP, " pa3pa60TaHHaH paHee Me)!()),)'Hapo)],HoH 

KOMHccHeH OOH llO oKpy)!(alOIUeH cpe)]'e H pa3BHTHlO, H3BeCTHOH llO)], HMeHeM 

"KOMHCCHH EpYHTJIaH)],." KOHlJ,elllJ,HH B lJ,eJIOM Bhlpa)!(aJIa OllTHMH3M B llPHHIJ,HllHaJIhHOH 

B03MO)!(HOCTH COrJIaCOBaHHH )],eHTeJIhHOCTH qeJIOBeKa C 3aKOHaMH llPHPO)],hI. Ha 3TOM 

6a3HpOBaJICH OllTHMH3M B llpOIJ,BeTaHHH qeJIOBeqeCTBa B 6Y)),)'IUeM. lI)],eH KOMHCCHH 

EpYHTJIaH)]" llO CyTH, OCHOBhIBaeTCH Ha HaT)'p CPHJIOCOCPCKOH cxeMe llpe)],CTaBJIeHHH 

MHpa KaK HeKoero e)],HHoro opraHH3Ma, KOTOPhIH MO)!(eT pa3BHBaThcH B CBH3H C 

pacT)'IUHMH lloTPe6HOCTHMH qeJIOBeqeCTBa H y)],OBJIeTBOpHTh 3TH lloTPe6HOCTH. U,eJIhlO 

TaKoro opraHH3Ma HJIH CHCTeMhI HBJIHeTCH "YCTOllqHBOe pa3BHTHe" C yqeTOM 

CYIUeCTBYlOIUHX H HapaCTalOIUHX 3KOJIOrJ1qeCKHX, 3KOHOMJ1qeCKHX, llPOMhIIIIJIeHHhIX H 

pecypcHhlX H llPoqHX orpaHJ1qeHHH. 

Rio 1992 Conference Recommendations: MaTeMaTHKa. lI)]'eH peKoMeHoalfuu 
KOHrjJepeHlfuu PHD -1992, CCPOPMYJIIIpOBaHHaH B peIIIeHHHx "IlOBeCTKa)],HH Ha XXI 
BeK," MO)!(eT 6hITh CPOPMaJIhHO CCPOPMYJIHpOBaHa B TepMHHax MaTeMaTJ1qeCKOH 3a)],aqH 

HeJIIIHeHHoro llporpaMMHpoBaHHH, r)],e OllTHMH3HpyeMhIMH llapaMeTPaMH lJ,eJIeBOH 

CPYHKIJ,HH HBJIHIOTCH: KaqeCTBO )!(H3HH, ypoBeHh 3KOHOMJ1qeCKoro pa3BHTHH H 

3KOJIOrJ1qeCKOrO 6JIarollo.rryqHH, a B KaqeCTBe orpaHJ1qeHHH HCllOJIh3YlOTCH llOKa3aTeJIH 

COCm051HUR oKpY;)ICalOU/eu cpeobl (state of environment), 3KOCHCTeM H oxpaHHeMhlx 

TeppHTopHH. O)],HaKo TaKaH 3a)],aqa CTOJIh cpaHTaCTJ1qeCKH CJIO)!(Ha, qTO 6e3 

3HaqHTeJIhHhIX llpH6JIH)!(eHHH H YllpoIUeHHH peIIIHTh ee He npe)],CTaBJIHeTCH 

B03MO)!(HhIM. KpOMe TOro, OTCYTcTByeT llOJIO)!(HTeJIhHhIH OllhIT peIIIeHHH llo)],06HhIX 

3a)],aq H3 llPOIIIJIOH HCTOPHH HaYKH, )],a)!(e )J,JIH ropa3)],o 60JIee llPOCThIX HCXO)],HhIX 

YCJIOBHH, qeM BhlIIIeYlloMHH)'Thle. ,[(0 CHX llOP coxpaHHlOTCH He TOJIhKO pa3JIJ1qHhIe 

B3rJIH)],hl, KaK Ha caMY llp06JIeMY, TaK H Ha Clloc06hI ee peIIIeHHH. IlPHHIJ,HllHaJIhHhIM, Ha 

Haw B3rJIH)]" HBJIHeTCH pa3HaH OlJ,eHKa COCTOHHHH YCTOllqHBOCTH 6HoccpephI. MO)!(HO 

BCTpeTHTh, HallpHMep, neCCUMUCmU'IeCKUe OlfeHKU [JIoceB, POCCHHJ. B COOTBeTCTBHH C 

HHMH, 6Hoccpepa 3eMJIH y)!(e HaxO)],HTCH B YCJIOBHHX )!(eCTKOro 3KOJIOrJ1qeCKOrO 

KpH3Hca, TaK KaK BCT)'llHJIa B llepHO)], KaTaCTPocphI. Ilopor YCTOllqHBOCTH qeJIOBeqeCTBO 

llepeIIIJIO B HaqaJIe BeKa, Kor)],a OHO llpeBhICHJIO BeJIJ1qHH)' lloTPe6JIeHHH llepBJ1qHOH 

6HOJIOrHqeCKOH llpO)),)'KIJ,HH, )],OnyCTHMYlO )J,JIH KPYllHhIX ll03BOHOqHhIX, H 
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COCTaBJUliomyIO OKOJIO 1 % OT BceH 611onpo):(),KIl,IlIl. KCTaTll, JTOT nopor MO)KHO 

Bhlpa311Th B e)],IlHllIl,aX JHepnIH, TO'lHee MOmHOCTH. KpHTH'leCKaH MOmHOCTh 6y)]'eT 

COCTaBJIHTh, npHMepHo, 1 TBT. 3TO Ta JHeprllH (MomHocTh), KOTOpyIO '1eJIOBeK, He 

HapYIIIaH H He )],e<popMllPYH OKpY)KaIOmyIO cpe):()" MO)KeT llCnOJIh30BaTh B CBOUX Il,eJIHX, 

JTO - KpllTH'leCKllH nOKa3aTeJIh npe)]'eJIhHOH MOmHOCTH, KOTopaH OTBe)],eHa .!lJlH 

pa3BllTllH 3eMHOH Il,HBllJIIl3aIl,1l1l no - JIoceBY. O)]'HaKO, cymeCTBYIOT II 

onmUMUCmUl[eCKUe OlfeHKU [Po MaKHaMapa. "CoxpaHeHHe 3eMJIH. CTpaTerllH 

no)],)]'ep)KHBaeMoro npO)KHBaHllH," 1991]. ComacHo HM, KpHTH'leCKHH nopor HecymeH 

eMKOCTll 3eMJIll eme He HapYIIIeH. CJIe):(),eT JIHIIIh )],ep)KaThCH B npe)],eJIax HecymeH 

eMKOCTll 3eMJUI II Bce 6y)]'eT B nopH)],Ke. KCTaTH, BhlIIIeynoMHHYTaH KOMllCCllH 

EpYHTJIaH)], B Il,eJIOM TaK)Ke Bhlpa3HJIa onTllMll3M 0 6y):(),meM '1eJIOBe'leCTBa, npll 

YCJIOBllll COrJIaCOBaHllH ero )],eHTeJIhHOCTll C 3aKOHaMll npllPO)],hI. KpOMe TOro, 

nOHllMaHlle 3aKOHOB II nOKa3aTeJIeH pa3BllTllH Boo6me, II ycmOUl[U6020 B '1aCTHOCTll, 

Bll)],IlMO He MO)KeT 6hlTh e)],IlHhIM .!lJlH Bcex HapO)]'OB II CTpaH [CM. C60PHllKll "IIYTll 

EBpa31111, PYCCKaH llHTeJIJIllreHIl,llH II cY)],h6hI POCCHH," 1992 II "PyccKaH <pHJIOCO<pllH 

co6CTBeHHOCTIl18-20 BB.," 1993]. B COOTBeTCTBllll JTllMllll)]'PYrHMIlll3BeCTHhIMll HaM 

oueHKaMll JTHOJIOrOB, HapO)],hl CTPaH 3ana)]'a llMeIOT BpO)K)],eHHoe 3KcnaHCUOHucmCKoe 

MuponOHUMaHue, TOJIKaIOmee UX K cBoeo6pa3HOM)' OCMhICJIeHllIO npllpO)],hI II HY)K)], 

)],pyrux HapO)]'OB. KaK CJIe)],CTBllH noro MllponOHllMaHllH - llH)]'HBll):(),aJIllCTH'leCKllH 

KanllTaJIll3M, ll)],ell "MllPOBOH Il,IlBllJIIl3aIl,IlIl" no 3ana)],HOMY 06pa3UY, CTpeMJIeHlle K 

HeorpaHH'leHHOMY POCTY npOIl3BO)],CTBa II nOTPe6JIeHllH II T.n. IIoKa H nOCKOJIhKY 3ana)]' 

coxpaHHeT TaKoe MllponOHllMaHlle, OH He cnoco6eH nOBepllTh B peaJIhHOCTh yrp03hI 

COIl,llaJIhHO JKOJIOrH'leCKOH KaTaCTpo<phI (OTCIO)],a H OnTllMH3M MaKHaMaphI II 

EpYHTJIaH)],). O)]'HaKo TaKaH KaTaCTpO<pa He HeH36e)KHa B CTPaHax 3ana)]'a, a TaK)Ke, II 

MO)KeT 6hITh )],a)Ke paHhIIIe, - B CTPaHax, nO)],'1HHeHHhlx 3ana):()' JKOHOMll'leCKll II 

ll)],eOJIOrll'leCKll. BMeCTe C TeM ll3BeCTHO, 'ITO )],pyrHe JTHOChI llMeIOT llHoe BpO)K)],eHHoe 

MllponOHllMaHlle. 51noHIl,aM, HanpllMep, npllcyma HaIl,eJIeHHOCTh Ha 

cOBepIIIeHcTBoBaHlle CBoero X03HHCTBa II npllpo)],Horo oKpY)KeHllH B KopnopaTllBHhIX, 

HO He llH)],IlBll):()'aJIhHhIX llHTepecax. B JTOH CBH311 51noHllH llMeeT 60JIee eCTeCTBeHHhle 

3THOKYJIhTYpHhle npe)],noChIJIKll nepexo)],a K ycmOUl[U6oMY pG36UmUlo. PyccKaH 

3THH'leCKaH ll)],eH TaK)Ke HaIl,eJIeHa He Ha JKCnaHCllIO, a Ha ynopJliJOl[eHUe xaoca 

06tl1UHHblMU yCUJlUJlMu. IIo3TOMY ll)],eH ycmOUl[U6020, mo ecmb 60Jlee ynopJliJOl[eHH020, 

l[eM iJo cux nop, pG36UmUJl c03By'lHa II PYCCKOMY MnponoHllMaHllIO. Ba)KHO llMeTh B 

Bll):()" 'ITO 3THOKYJIhTypHoe MllponOHllMaHlle II OTBe'laIOmee eMY nOBe)],eHlle HapO)]'OB II 

CTpaH cymecTByeT 06beKTllBHO, II He nOMaeTCH npOll3BOJIhHOMY "YJIY'IIIIeHllIO." C 

n0311Il,IlH 06beKTllBHoro 3THOJIOrll'leCKOrO 3HaHllH 3ana)], TaKOB, "KaKllM OH pO)K)]'eH," II 

ero CTPeMJIeHlle Bcex II Bce "BeCTepHIl3HpOBaTh" TaK)Ke eCTeCTBeHHO, KaK eCTeCTBeHHhl 

CTPeMJIeHllH II npllopllTeThI )],pyrux KYJIhTYP, H oco6eHHOCTll )],pyrux JTHOCOB. [JI. 
lllecToB, II )],p. IIo)]'po6Hee CM. C60PHllKH "IIYTll EBPa31111, PYCCKaH llHTeJIJIllreHIl,llH II 

cY)],h6hI POCCllll," 1992 II "PyccKaH <pHJIOCO<pllH co6cTBeHHOCTll 18-20 BB.," 1993.] 

Rio 1992 Conference Recommendations:KoMMeHTapuu. IIoHHTHO, 'ITO Ha)],eHThCH Ha 

peaJIll3aIl,llIO PeKOMeHiJalfuu KOHrjJepeHlfuu PHD -1992 Ha npaKTllKe Ha rJI06aJIhHOM 

ypoBHe HallBHO. BMecTe C TeM, Il,eHHOCTh TaKOU nOCTaHOBKH CTOJIh )Ke O'leBll)],Ha, B TOH 

Mepe" B KaKOH ee pe3YJIhTaThI MOryT 6hITh llCnOJIh30BaHhl KaK 3a)]'aHllH, llJIll "ycTaBKll" 
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M5I OpHeHTaLl,HH H KOJIWIeCTBeHHOrO IIJIaHHpOBaHH5I pa60T Ha HHJKeJIeJKaIlJ,lIX ypOBH5IX. 
I1MeHHo 3)leCb OHH )lOJIJKHbI 6bITb IIpeo6pa30BaHbI B KOHKpeTHbIe IIJIaHOBbIe 
IIOKa3aTeJIH, H TOJIbKO Ha MeCTHbIX MH JIOKaJIbHbIX ypOBH5IX MOrYT 6bITb IIpeBpaIlJ,eHbI 
B peaJIbHble pe3YJIbTaTbI, COOTBeTCTBYIOIlJ,He 06IlJ,IIM PeKOMeHOal/UJlM KOHcpepeHl/uU 
PHD -1992. 3Ha'-JHTeJIbHYIO pOJIb B 3TOM MOJKeT cbIrpaTb peIIIeHHe npo6JIeM 
JIHKBH)laLl,1I1I HaCJIe)lH5I IIPOIIIJIOM XOJIO)lHOM BOMHbI (the past Cold War Legacy), H 
IIpHMeHeHHe )lJI5I IIO)lrOTOBKH OIITHMaJIbHbIX peIIIeHHM MemOOOJl02UU KYP (OOAP v 
COAP v OBP; FCRA v HCRA v RPA). BXO)lbI CHCTeM KOMIIblOTepHoM IIO)l)lep)l(KH 
(CKII), C03)laHHble Ha OCHOBe :)TOM MeTO)lOJIOrHH, rOTOBbI BOCIIplIHIIMaTb 
cooTBeTcTBYIOIlJ,He P eKOMeHOal/UJlM KOHcpepeHl/UU PHD -1992 3a)laHH5IfycTaBKH. Ha 
BbIXO)laX CKII M5I JIHLl" IIpHHHMalOIlJ,lIX OTBeTCTBeHHbIe peIIIeHH5I IIO ycmou'Iu6oMY 
pa36umUiO TeppHTopHM H IIPOH3BO)lCTB, 6y.uyT <pOpMHpOBaTbC5I cooTBeTcTBYIOIlJ,He 
npe)lJIO)l(eHH5I. I1cIIOJIb30BaHHe 3TlIX CKII (MEPAS, RAAS, ReOpt, etc.) II03BOJI5IeT 
IIO)lroTaBJIHBaTb H IIpHHHMaTb 06ocHoBaHHbIe H Ka'-JeCTBeHHble peIIIeHH5I Ha MeCTHOM H 
perHOHaJIbHOM ypOBH5IX, B paMKax peKOMeH)laLl,HM IIO ycmou'Iu6oMY pa36umUlO, C 
yqeTOM orpaHWIeHHbIx pecypcoB H Tpe60BaHHM 06IlJ,eCTBeHHocTH K IIOBblIIIeHHIO 
3<p<peKTHBHoCTH 3aTPaT Ha peaJIH3aLl,HIO TaKlIX peKOMeH)laLl,HM. 

Risk (PUCK [ 3,5,13,18V, - IIOH51THe, H)leHTH<pHLl,HpOBaHHoe HH)l(e B py6pHKax Risk 
Analysis H Risk estimation; IIOH51THe pUCK B IIpaKTHKe HaH60JIee '-JacTO HCIIOJIb3yeTc5I 
CO CJIe.uyIOIlJ,HMH OIIpe)leJIeHH5IMH: Ol/eHeHHblu (assessed); n06ceoHe6Hbiu (everyday); 
n06mOp5l1OU/uUC5I (recurrent); n06blUleHHblU, 6 cpa6HeHUU C CPOHOM (elevated); 
noooalOU/uuc5I KOJlU'IeCm6eHHou 0l/eHKe (quantifiable); nOCm05lHHO npucymcm6YIOU/uu 
(ever-present); nOmeHl/UaJlbHblU (potential); npeHe6pe:JICUMO MaJlblU (negligible); 
npUeMJleMblU (acceptable); HenpUeMJleMblU (unacceptable); npuHUMaeMblu (accepted); 
npupooHblU (natural); npocpeccUOHaJlbHblU (occupational); HenpocpeccUOHaJlbHblU 
(non-occupational); np5lMou UJlU Henocpeocm6eHHbiu (direct); paC'IemHblU (calculated, 
estimated); pymuHHblu (routine); c6513aHHblu C pa36umueM meXHUKU (technology
assodated risk); c060KynHbiu (integrated, overall); CYMMapHbiu (total);COl/UaJlbHbIU 
(social); cpa6HUmeJlbHbiU (comparative); cpeoHuu (average); cyU/ecm6eHHblu 
(substantial); meXHOJl02U'IeCKUU (technological); oeuCm6UmeJlbHblU, cpaKmU'IeCKUU UJlU 
peaJIbHblU (actual); cmamuCmU'IeCKUU (statistical), npo2Ho3HbiU (forecasting), 
'1pe36bl'laUHbIU (extraordinary, emergency); 3KclVlyamal/UOHHblU (operational); 
51K06bl cyU/ecm6YIOU/uu UJlU npeOnOJla2aeMbiu (alleged); OJl5l300P06b51 '1eJl06eKa (health 
risk); OJl51 HaCeJleHU5l (public risk); OJl51 oKpY:JICalOU/eu cpeobl (environmental risk); 
cMepmu UJlU CMepmeJlbHblU (mortality); a6apuuHbiU (accidental); 60cnpuHUMaeMbiu 
(perceived); 2eHemU'IeCKUU (genetic); 2unOmemU'IeCKUU (hypothetical) ;006P060JlbHbIU 
(voluntary); Heoo6p060JlbHbiU (involuntary); oonycmUMblu(allowed); U3JlUUlHUU 
(undue); UCKYcCm6eHHbiu UJlU aHmpono2eHHbiu (artificial); KOHmpOJlUpyeMbiu 
(controlled); KpamKOCpO'lHbIU (short-term); OOJl20CP0'lHblu(long-term); HaKolVleHHblu 
(cumulative); OmOaJIeHHblX nOCJleOCm6Uu (delayed effect risk); OmJlO:JICeHHbIU 
(delayed); HYJle60U (zero); omHOCUmeJlbHblU (relative). 

Risk Analysis (aHaJlU3 pucKa[3,7,13,18V - 6a30BOe IIOH51THe CIIeLl,HaJIbHOM 06JIaCTH 
3HaHHM. Cpe)lH OCHOBHbIX 3a)laq 3TOM 06JIaCTH, peIIIaeMbIx B paMKax RIfFS IIpOLl,eCCa H 
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MeTO,lJ;OJIOnm. HCRA: 1) BhHIBJIeHHe, Y'IeT H uoellmUpUKallUJl pa,lJ;HaUHOHHhIX H 

XHMHlJeCKIIX onaCHOCTeH Ha ,lJ;aHHOH TeppHTopHH (inventory, identification),no 

npOBe,lJ;eHlUI BOCCTaHOBHTeJIhHhIX MeponpIDITHH; 2) paClJeT cooTBeTcTBYlOIuero HM 

pucKa (baseline risk estimation), H H3YlJeHHe ero pacnpe,neJIeHIDI B npocTPaHcTBe H BO 

BpeMeHH; 3) pall:J/Cup06allUe UCmO'lllUK06 onaclIocmu no HCXO,nHhIM nOKaJaTeJIHM pucKa 

(baseline risk analysis); 4) nOBTopHhIH YlJeT H uoellmUpUKallUR pa,lJ;HaUHOHHhIX H 

XHMH'IeCKHX onaCHOCTeH Ha ,lJ;aHHOM npe,nnpIDITHH (facility, installation) IIJIH ,lJ;aHHOH 

3arpH3HeHHoH TeppHTOpHH (site, release site, waste site) nOCJIe npOBe,lJ;eHIDI 

BOCCTaHOBHTeJIhHhIX MeponpIDITHH, HaKOHeu, paC'lem pucKa OT onacHocTeH, 

OCTaBlllIIXCH nOCJIe npOBe,lJ;eHIDI pea6UJlUmallUOllllblX Mep (residual risk estimation) H 

HOBhIX, KOTophle MOryT nOHBHThCH KaK n060lJHhIH npo,nyKT BHe,lJ;peHIDI HeKoTophIX 

BOCCTaHOBHTeJIhHhIX TeXHOJIOrHH (secondary stream); nOBTopHoe H3YlJeHHe 

pacnpe,lJ;eJIeHIDI pucKa B npocTpaHcTBe H BO BpeMeHH, H paHJKHpOBaHHe ocmamO'lllblX 
UCmO'lllUK06 onaCHOCTH no ,lJ;OCTHrHYThIM nOKa3aTeJIHM pucKa (residual risk analysis). 

Risk Analysis: COBeT: ,IVrH nOJIh30BaTeJIeH MeTo,nOJIOmeH HCRA H3 cTPaH 

BOCTOlJHOeBpOneHcKoro pemoHa, B TOM 'IHCJIe -H3 6hIBlllIIX pecny6JIHK CCCP, MOryT 

6hITh nOJIe3HhI HeKOTophle nO,lJ;p06HOCTH H3 ,naHHOH 06JIaCTlI 3HaHHH. Bo-nepBhlX, no,n 

py6pHKOH Risk BhI HaH,IJ;eTe nepeBO,lJ; Ha PYCCKHH H3hIK 60JIhlllHHCTBa nOHHTHH, 

HCnOJIh3yeMhlx B BAE U BAP. OHH, BH,IJ;HMO, He TPe6ylOT ,naJIhHeHlllIIX KOMMeHTapHeB. 

BO-BTOPhIX, HHJKe paCCMOTPeHhI 60JIee CO,lJ;epJKaTeJIhHhle KaTeropHH pHCKa, KOTophle 

Mhi nOJIaraJIH ueJIeC006paJHhIM cHa6,nHTh 06111HPHhIMH KOMMeHTapIDIMH. 

Risk Analysis: KOMMeHTapHu 1: Pe3YJIhTaThI aHaJIH3a, BhITIOJIIDIeMhle C npHMeHeHHeM 

nOKaJaTeJIell pucKa, XOPOlliO 3apeKOMeH,IJ;OBaJIH ce6H B npoue,nypax nO,lJ;rOTOBKH H 

onTHMH3aUHH ,lJ;aHHhIX MH npHIDITIDI 060cHoBaHHhlx pellleHHll. OHH B oc06eHHocTH 

y,n06HhI npH oueHKe H conOCTaBJIeHHH COUHaJIhHO- 3KOHOMHlJeCKIIX 3<p<peKToB 

HeraTHBHoro B03,nellcTBIDI TeXHoreHHhlX onacHocTell Ha 3,1J;0pOBhe H JKH3Hh, KaK 

OT,neJIhHoro lJeJIOBeKa, TaK H rpynn JIIO,nell, B npe,nnOJIOJKeHHH n03HTHBHoro BJIIDIHIDI 

pea6UJ1umallUOllllblX Mep. BMecTe C TeM, HCnOJIh30BaHHe MeTo,nOJIOrHH H nOKaJaTeJIell 

pucKa ueJIeC006pa3Ho TOr,lJ;a, H, MOJKeT 6hITh, TOJIhKO TaM, r,ne peaJIH3aUIDI 

pea6UJ1umallUOllllblX Mep anpHopH npe,nnOJIaraeT 3aTPaT 3HalJHTeJIhHhIX <pHHaHCOBhIX, 

MaTepHaJIhHhIX H COUHaJIhHhIX pecypcoB. I1MeHHo B TaKIIX cnylJaHX, ollellKa U allaJIU3 
pucKa n03BOJIHeT conOCTaBHTh B03MOJKHhle COUHaJIhHO- 3KOHOMHlJeCKHe nOCJIe,ncTBIDI H 

npHHHTh e,lJ;HHCTBeHHo npaBHJIhHOe pellleHHe 0 ueJIeC006paJHOCTH ,nellCTBHH, - TO eCTh, 

npHMeHeHIDI pea6UJ1umallUOllllblX Mep IIJIH 6e3,nellCTBIDI - OTKa3a OT HIIX. TaKHM 

06pa30M, all aJI U3 pUCKa MOJKHO paCCMaTPHBaTh KaK OCHOBY MaKCHMH3HpYlOIUero 

nOBe,neHIDI cy6'heKTOB PaJHhIX HepapXHlJeCKIIX ypOBHell B YCJIOBHHX PhlHOlJHhIX 

OTHOllleHHll. 

Risk Analysis: MaTeMaTHKa 1 [11]. He,nocTaTo'IHo KoppeKTHhIM C MaTeMaTHlJeCKOll 

TO'IKH 3peHIDI, HO XOPOlliO oTPaJKalOIUHM JIOrHKY 60JIhlllHHCTBa Bhl'IHCJIHTeJIhHhIX 

rrpoue,nyp, MOJKeT CnyJKHTh npe,nCTaBJIeHHe 0 paClJeTe UlIOU6UOYaJlbllblX PUCK06 lJepe3 

npOH3Be,lJ;eHHe TPex KOMnOHeHT: R = Rl *R2*R3. B 3TOM BhlpaJKeHHH H3 [8,9,10,11]: R 

- yp06ellb pucKa; Rl - BepOHTHOCTh (,nJIH YJKe cBepIIIHBlllIIXCH C06hITHll - 'IaCToTa) 
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B03HlIKHOBeHIDI C06hITIDI mIll HBJIeHIDI, KOTophIe 06YCJIOBJIlIBaJOT CPOpMlIpOBaHlIe 11 
.a,eHCTBlIe Bpe.a,HhIX cpaKTopOB; R2 - BepOHTHOCTh CPOpMlIpOBaHlIH onpe.a,eJIeHHhIX 
YPOBHeH cpll3l1qeCKlIX rrOJIeH, y.a,apHhIX HarpY30K, rrOJIeH KOHI.l,eHTpaI.l,lIl1 Bpe.a,HhIX 
BeIUeCTB B pa3JI~HhIX cpe.a,ax 11 lIX .a,030BhIX HarpY30K, B03.a,eHCTBYlOIUlIX Ha JIlO.a,eH 11 
.a,pYrHe 06beKThI 6110ccpephI; R3 - BepOHTHOCTh TOro, 'ITO YKa3aHHhle BhIIlle ypOBHlI 
rrOJIeH 11 HarpY30K rrpllBe.a,yT K orrpe.a,eJIeHHOMY YIUep6y: yxy.a,IIIeHlfiO COCTOHHIDI 
3.a,OPOBhH 11 CHlI)!(eHlIlO )!(1I3He.a,eHTeJIhHOCTlI JIlO.a,eH, B TOM qllCJIe JIeTaJIhHOMY 
rrOpa)!(eHlIlO, rrOpa)!(eHlIlO Tex lIJIlIlIHhIX rrorryJIHI.l,lIH )!(lIBOTHhIX 11 paCTeHlIH, C.a,BlIry 
paBHOBeCHoro COCTOHHIDI 3KOClICTeM, 3KOHOM~ecKoMy YIUep6y 11 T. rr. 

Risk Analysis: KOMMeHTapuH 2. B aHaJI1I3e orrepupYlOT TpeMH 6UOaMU PUCK06: 

UHOU6UOYaJIbHbIM, KOJlJleKmU6HbiM UJlU CYMMapHblM (total), U COlfUaJlbHbIM. Pa3JI~alOT 

TaK)!(e rro.a, - BlI.a,hI PllCKOB, KaK UHOU6UOYaJIbH020, maK U KOJlJleKmU6H020 - 3mo 

cmoxaCmU'leCKUU U oemepMuHupo6aHHbiu pUCKU. Bce onpe.a,eJIeHIDI, rrpuBo.a,lIMhle 
HlI)!(e, 6YAYT OTHOClIThCH K rrepBoMY rro.a,BlIAY, rrOCKOJIhKY 6 PaMKax RIlFS npolfecca, a 
TaK)!(e B 06eCrreqllBalOIUlIX )TOT rrp0I.l,eCC KOMrrhlOTepHhIX rrporpaMMax (HarrpllMep, 
MEP AS), a TaK)!(e B MeTo.a,OJIOrIm HeRA, onepupYlOT TOJIhKO co cmoxaCmU'leCKUMU 

PUCKaMU. O.a,HaKO CPOPMYJIhI MH pac'JeTa oemepMUHup06aHHbix PUCK06 TaK)!(e 6YAYT 
rrpllBe.a,eHhI, B BlI.a,e lICKJIlO'JeHIDI. 

Risk Analysis: Individual risk (UHOU6UOYaJIbHbIU pUCK) - BepOHTHoCTh, aBO MHorllX 
rrpllJIO)!(eHIDIX - qaCTOTa B03HlIKHOBeHlIH, rrOpa)!(alOIUlIX B03.a,eHCTBlIH onpe.a,eJIeHHoro 
BlI.a,a .a,rrH lIH.a,lIBlI.a,a: CMepTh, 3a60rreBaHlIe (carcinogenic risk), TpaBMa, rroTepH 
TPy.a,ocrroc06HoCTlI, B03HlIKalOIUlIe rrpll peaJI1I3aI.l,1I11 onpe.a,eJIeHHhIX orracHocTeH B 
orrpe.a,eJIeHHOH TOqKe rrpocTpaHcTBa - TaM, r.a,e Haxo.a,lITCH lIH.a,lIBlI.a,. TIPll paCqeTaX 
orrpe.a,eJIHlOT 3HaqeHIDI UHOU6UOYaJIbH020 pUCKa KaHI.l,epOreHHoro 3a60rreBaHIDI -
pa.a,lIaI.l,1I0HHOrO, 11 - UHOU6UOYaJIbH020 pUCKa KaHI.l,epOreHHoro 3a60rreBaHIDI -
XlIM~eCKoro. 3TlI 6UObi pUCKa lICrrOJIh3YlOTCH Ha TepMlIHaJIaX ClICTeMhI MEP AS KaK 
6a30Bhle - cTaH.a,apTHhle BhIXO.a,hI. 

Risk Analysis: Individual risk & hazard quotients in MEPAS (UHOU6UOYaJIbHbIU 

pUCK U K60mbl onaCHocmu 6 MEPAS [5,14]) - B rrporpaMMe MEPAS pUCK 

KaHlfep02eHHblU, OT pa.ullaI.l,1I0HHhIX B03.ueHCTBlIH, paCCqllThIBaeTCH no cpopMyJIe: Rr,rp 
= H * Drp * 2.555*10E+4, (3.a,eCh 11 .a,aJIee coxpaHeHhI 0603HaqeHIDI 0PllrHHaJIOB), r.ue: 
* - 3HaK npOll3Be.a,eHIDI; Rr,rp - pUCK 6 me'leHUe JlCU3HU npH MOIIIHOCTlI e)!(e.uHeBHoH 
3Kcn03UlfUOHHOU 003bl pa.a,1I0aKTlIBHoro 06ny'JeHIDI - Drp peHTr/.a,eHh); a H -
KOH6epCUOHHbiU ¢aKmop pUCKa. B COOTBeTCTBlIH C peKOMeH.a,aI.l,lIH HaI.l,1I0HaJIhHoH 
AKa.a,eMlIeH HaYK ClllA 1992r, H Bhlpa)!(aeTCH I.l,HCPPOH 3a60rreBaeMocTlI paKoM B 
6* lOE-4 cnyqaeB IHa 1 rem 3KCrr0311I.l,1I0HHOH 003bl pa.a,HoaKTlIBHoro 06nyqeHIDI, 
rrorryqaeMOH B TeqeHlIe BceH )!(1I3HlI (70 rreT). QllcrreHHhIH K03cpcpllI.l,lIeHT 2.555* 10E+4 -
3TO Bcero Ha Bcero Korr~eCTBO .uHeH B 70 ro.a,ax (.uH) qeJIOBeqeCKOH )!(1I3HlI. B TOH )!(e 
nporpaMMe MEP AS KaHlfepo2eHHbiu pUCK, HO OT XlIM~eCKlIX B03.a,eHCTBlIH, 
paCCqllThIBaeTCH rro lIHOH cpopMyJIe: Rc,rp = 1 - exp(- D,rp * q,k), r.a,e: * - 3HaK 
rrpOll3Be.a,eHIDI; Rc,rp - 6epXH5151 2paHUlfa pucKa rrpll e)!(e.uHeBHoH 3KCrr0311I.l,lIH qeJIOBeKa 
0Q30U MOIUHOCThlO D,rp (6e3pa3MepHaH BeJI~lIHa), B TeqeHlIe BceH 70-JIeTHeH )!(1I3HlI, 
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a q, k- 3Haqemle <paKTopa CPF ,nml ,naHHoro k-Toro XHMWIeCKoro coe,nHHeHIDI 
(Kr* ,neHb/Mr). ,l1;arree, 06"be,nHHeHHeM Kawllep02eHH020 paOUal{UOHH020 U 

KaHl{ep02eHH020 mOKCU'IeCK020 pUCKa, B BblqHCJIHTeJIbHOM cxeMe MEP AS, 
<p0pMHpyeTcH Kpumepuu (B OpHrHHarre - parameter): Rmax,r = maximum (Rrp), no 
BeJIHqHHe KOToporo CYMT 0 KaHl{ep02eHHoM CYMMapHoM 3¢¢eKme OT B03,neMcTBIDI Ha 
HH,nHBH,na HCCJIe.nyeMoM (-MbIX) onacHocTH(-TeM) H YCJIOBHM ,naHHoro perHOHa. B 
Bblpa)l{eHHH KpumepUR: Rmax,r - MaKCHMarrbHbIM, rrpHBe,neHHbIM K 70 - JIeTHeM )l{H3HH, 
pUCK OM UHOUBuoa, rrpHHa,nJIe)l{amero K paCCMaTPHBaeMOM rpynne HaCeJIeHIDI, H 
oueHeHHbIM no ,n030BblM MapIIIpymM "r" ,nJIH Bcex TIl3 (usage locations) ,naHHoro 
paiioHa, H TaK)I{e no BceM oTpe3KaM BpeMeHH. KaK 3KBHBarreHT pUCKa B rrporpaMMe 
MEP AS HCnOJIb3yeTcH nOIDITHe KBombl onaCHocmu - MepbI onaCHOCTH ,nJIH 3,nOPOBbH 
qeJIOBeKa OT B03,neMcTBIDI Pa3JIWIHbIX XHMWIeCKHX 3arpH3HeHHM H BH,nOB 
pa,nHoaKTHBHocTH. 3m Mepa HCnOJIb3yeTcH B American RIfFS process KaK 3KBHBarreHT 
pucKa, HO ,nJIH He KaHueporeHHbIX XHMWIeCKHX TOKCHKaHTOB. OueHKa KBombl 

onaCHocmu BbJIJOJIIDIeTCH no <popMYJIe In,rp = D,rpIRID,k, r,ne: In,rp -
KOJIWIeCTBeHHblii nOKaJaTeJIb HH,nHBH.nyarrbHoro YUfep6a ,nJIH 3,nOPOBbH OT He 
KaHueporeHHblX XHMHKaTOB (6e3paJMepHM BeJIWIHHa); D,rp - MOmHOCTb e)l{e,nHeBHOM 
3Kcn03HUHOHHOM 003bl; RID,k - MHHHMarrbHO - onaCHM 003a k-Toro TOKCWIeCKOro 
BemeCTBa. 

Risk Analysis: Individual risk in Norms of Radiation Safety in Russia, 1996 
(UHOUBUOYaJlbHblU pUCK B "HOPMax paOUal{UOHHOU 6e30naCHocmu P([J-19962 [E, 15])- B 
HPE-96 pUCK npe,nJIaraeTCH paCCqHTbIBaTb no <popMYJIe: r = peE) * reel *E (3,necb H 
,narree coxpaHeHbI 0603HaqeHIDI opHrHHarra [15]). B nOM <p0pMYJIe: r -
UHOUBUOYaJlbHblU pUCK B03HHKHOBeHIDI CTOxaCTWIeCKHX 3<p<peKTOB; E -
HH,nHBH.nyarrbHaH 3<p<peKTHBHM 003a; p (E) - BepoHTHoCTb C06bITHM, C03,naIOmHX 003Y 

E; r(e) - K03<P<PHUHeHTblpucKa om CMepmeJIbH020 paKa, a TaK)I{e OT cepbe3HbIx 
HaCJIe,nCTBeHHbIX 3<p<peKToB H He CMepmeJIbH020 paKa (rrpHBe,neHHoro no Bpe.ny K 
nOCJIe,nCTBIDIM OT CMepTeJIbHOrO paKa). K03<P<PHUHeHT pUCKa "r" rrpe,nJIaraeTCH 
nOJIaraTb paBHbIM 5,6 *10*E-2 l/qeJI-3B B CnyqMX 06nyqeHIDI rrpo<peccHoHarroB, H r = 
7,3 *10 *E-2 l/qeJI -3B, Kor,na oueHHBaeTCHpUCK OM HaCeJleHUR. 

Risk Analysis: Total risk in MEP AS (KOJlJleKmUBHblu WlU CYMMapHblU pUCK B MEP AS 
[5,8,18)) - orrpe,neJIHeTCH,nJIH JIIO,neM, HaxoMmHXcH B npHJIeraIOmHX K onacHoM 
rrpoMIJJIOma,nKe paiioHax, H nO,nBepraIOmHXCH B03,neMCTBHIO TeXHoreHHbIX UCmO'lHUKOB 

onaCHOCTH; BblqHCJIHeTCH B MEP AS KaK CYMMa PUCKOB no BceM ,n030BbIM MaprnpYTaM, 
C yqeTOM qHCJIa JIIO,neii, pacnOJIO)l{eHHbIX Ha 3THX MaprnpYTax: Rt= Sum[p=1,2 ••• P]* 
Sum [r=1,2,.Rp]*Rrp*Ppr (coxpaHeHbI 0603HaqeHIDI OCHOBHOro opHrHHarra[18]). B 
3TOM Bblpa)l{eHHH: Rt - CYMMapHblU pUCK, paCCqHTaHHbIM ,nJIH orpaHWIeHHoro 
npOMe~TKa BpeMeHH "t" ,nJIH JIIO,neii, no,nBepraIOmHXCH ,naHHOMY onaCHOMY 
B03,neiicTBHIO(6e3paJMepHM BeJIWIHHa); p - HH,neKC, HJIH HOMep TIl3 (usage location); 
P - 06mee KOJIWIeCTBO TIl3 B ,naHHOM perHoHe (site, installation); r - HH,neKC, HJIH 
HOMep, ,n030Boro MapIIIpYTa; Rp - KOJIWIeCTBO 0030BblX MaputpymoB ,nJIH "p" -Toii TIl3; 
Ppr - qHCJIO JIIO,neM B "p" -TOM TIl3, paCnOJIaraIOmHXCH Ha "r" -TOM 0030BOM 

Maputpyme; Rrp - UHOUBUOYaJIbHblU pUCK ,!(JIH JIIO,neM, pacnOJIO)l{eHHbIX B "p" -TOM TIl3, 
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II HaXO.z:VIIII.IIXCH Ha "r" -TOM .!I030BOM MaprnpyTe. BbIqlICJIHeMhlH IIOKaJaTeJIh Bhl6paH 

.lIJIH CPOpMl1pOBaHIIH Kpl1TeplIH, XapaKTep113YlOIII.erO 3cpcpeKT B03.!1eHCTBIIH l1CCJIe.llYeMOH 

OIIaCHOCTl1 11 YCJIOBl1H .!IaHHoro perHOHa Ha HaCeJIeHlIe. 

Risk Analysis: Total risk in Norms of Radiation Safety in Russia, 1996, 
(KOJlJIeKmUBHblu UJlU CYMMapHblU pUCK B HPE-96 [15])- .lIJIH oueHOK HCIIOJIh3yeTcH 

cpopMyJIa: R= p (S(e)*r(e) *S(e) (3.!1eCh l1.!1aJIee coxpaHeHhI 0603HaqeHIIH OpHrHHaJIa 

[15]). B 3TOM Bhlpa)!(eHHH: R - KOJlJleKmUBHblU pUCK B03HHKHOBeHIIH CToxaCTuqeCKIIX 

3cpcpeKTOB; See) - KOJIJIeKTHBHaH 3cpcpeKTl1BHhle 003a; peSCe) - BepOHTHOCTh C06hITHH, 

C03.!1alOIII.IIX .!I03Y See); r(e) - K03CPCPHUHeHT pHCKa OT CMepTeJIhHOrO paKa, cephe3HhIX 

HaCJIe.!lCTBeHHhIX 3cpcpeKTOB H He CMepTeJIhHOrO paKa (IIpl1Be.!leHHOrO IIO Bpe.!lY K 

rrOCJIe.!lCTBIIHM OT CMepTeJIhHOrO paKa). TaK HaJhIBaeMhIH K03cpcpHUHeHT pHCKa paBeH: r 

= 5,6 *1O*E-2 lfqeJI-3B .!IJIH IIpocpeccHOHaJIhHOrO 06JIYqeHIIH, H r = 7,3 *10 *E-2 lfqerr-

3B .lIJIH HaCeJIeHIIH. B HPE-96 .lIJIH C06bITHH C TH)!(eJIhIMl1 rrOCJIe.!lCTBIIHMl1 OT 

.!IeTepMHHlIpoBaHHhlx 3cpcpeKToB KOHcepBaTHBHo IIpHHHMaeTcH: r = p (E), R = p(E) *N, 

r.lIe: N - qHCJIeHHOCTh rronyJIHUHH, IIO.!lBepralOIII.eHCH pa.lIHaUHoHHoMY B03.lIeHCTBHlO B 

.lI03e E > 0,5 3B.; r, R, p (E) - UHOUBUOY(lJIbHblU U KOJlJleKmUBHblu PUCKU B03HHKHOBeHIIH 

rrOCJIe.lICTBHH OT .lIeTepMHHHpoBaHHbIx 3cpcpeKToB, E - HH.!IHBH.lIYaJIhHaH 3cpcpeKTHBHaH 

o03a, a p(E) - BepOHTHOCTh C06hITHH, C03.lIalOIII.IIX .lI03Y E. 

Risk Analysis: KOMMeHTap"H 3 [12]. EIII.e O.lIHa pa3HOBl1.lIHOCTh pucKa - COljU(lJIbHblU 

(social risk) OIIpe.lIeJIHeTCH KaK 3aBl1Cl1MOCTh BepOHTHOCTl1 He)!(eJIaTeJIhHhIX "C06hITIIH," 

COCTOHIII.IIX B IIOpa)!(eHl1l1 He MeHee OIIpe.!leJIeHHOrO ql1CJIa JIIO.!IeH. IIpl1 3TOM 

IIpe.!lIIOJIaraeTCH, qTO OHII IIO.!lBepralOTCH IIOpa)!(aIOIII.HM B03.!1eHCTBIIHM OIIpe.!leJIeHHOrO 

Bl1.!1a (CMepTl1, 3a6oJIeBaHIIHM, TPaBMaM), KOTophle IIPOHBJIHIOTCH IIpl1 peaJI113aUHlI 

OIIpe.lIeJIeHHhIX OIIaCHOCTeH. BeJIuql1Ha COljU(lJIbH020 pUCKa IIpOIIOPUIIOHaJIhHa Ql1CJIY 

JIIO.!IeH, HaXOMIII.IIXCH IIO.!l B03.!1eHCTBHeM 113yqaeMOH OIIaCHOCTl1. 3m PaJHOBl1.!1HOCTh 

pUCKa IIp"MeIDleTcH .lIJIH xapaKTepl1CTHKl1 MacrnTa60B OIIaCHOCTl1 IIpl1 aBaplIHx 11 

KaTacTpocpax. B MeTO.!lOJIOrHl1 RIfFS 11 HeRA He l1CIIOJIh3yeTCH. 

Risk Analysis: KOMMeHTaplIH 4 [7]. CmamuCmU'IeCKUU (statistical), nOmeHljU(lJIbHblU 

(potential) U npo2Ho3HbiU (forecasting), - CJIe.llYlOIII.l1e PaJHOBl1.!1HOCTl1 pl1CKa, KOTOphle 

TaK)!(e l1CIIOJIh3YIOTCH B aHaJI113e. OHII paJJIuqaIOTcH cIIoco6aMl1 IIoJIYqeHIIH 

KOHKpeTHhlx BeJIuql1H, l1MeIOT CBOH CIIeUHcpuqeCKl1e 06JIaCTH HCIIOJIh30BaHIIH, H He 

MOryT 3aMeHHTh O.!lHH .!Ipyroro B IIpaKTuqeCKIIX IIpHJIO)!(eHHHX. TaK, cmamUCmU'IeCKUU, 

IIJIH pempo - pUCK, OIIpe.!leJIHeTCH CTaTHCTuqeCKHMH MeTO.!laMH Ha OCHOBe H3MepHeMhIX 

II HaKaIIJIHBaeMhIX cpaKTuqeCKIIX .!IaHHhIX (qaIIl.e Bcero TaK paCCQHThIBaIOTCH 

"npupOOHble PUCKU "). IIplI paCqeTaX pUCK cmamUCmU'IeCKUU UHOUBUOY(lJIbHblU 

IIHTepIIpeTlIpyIOT KaK MaTeMaTuqeCKoe O)!(II.!IaHHe YUfep6a, B03HIIKaIOIII.erO IIplI 

aBaplIHX, KaTaCTpocpax II OIIaCHhIX IIpHpO.!lHbIX HBJIeHIIHX - R(MO). BeJIuqlIHa 

cmamUCmU'IeCK020 UHOUBUOY(lJIbH020 PUCK, TO eCTh, - R(MO), Bhlpa)!(aeTCH 

IIpOlI3Be.!leHIIeM BepoHTHoCTII C06hITIIH Rl Ha CTeIIeHh ero TH)!(eCTII, Bhlpa)!(eHHYIO B 

BH.!Ie YUfep6a R3 Toro lIJIH HHoro pO.!la. O.!lHaKO IIpl1 TaKoH oueHKe YCJIOBHO IIOJIaraIOT, 

qTO BeJIHqlIHa YUfep6a HMeeT oemepMuHupoBaHHoe 3HaQeHHe (R3 = det = V), TO-eCTh 

ero BepoHTHocTHaH IIplIpO.!la He YQHThIBaeTCH. 06hlqHO IIpHHHMaIOTCH BO BHHMaHlIe 
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BceB03MO)l(Hble BII.1(bI OrraCHbIX rrpIIpO.1(HbIX JlBJIeHIIH, rrpOIICIlIeCTBIIH, aBapIIH II 

KaTaCTpO<p, rrpIIMeHIITeJIbHO K .1(aHHOMY 06'beKTY, a Oll,eHKY UHOU6UOYGJIbH020 pUCKa 

rrpOII3BO.1(JlT KaK CyMMy rrpOll3Be.1(eHIIH BepOJlTHOCTeH YKaJaHHbIX C06bITIIH Ha 

COOTBeTCTBYIOlll,lIe ylll,ep6bI: R(MO)= Sum (i=I, .. n)[Rli*Yi]. 3.1(ecb: Rli -

BepOJlTHOCTII rrOJlBJIeHllJI .1(aHHOrO orraCHoro i-ro C06bITllJI, a Yi - BeJIWIIIHbI ylll,ep60B 

rrpII Ka)l(.1(OM i-oM C06bITIIII. JIomeHljUGJlbHblU pUCK oueHlIBaeTCJl aHaJIIITWIeCKIIMIIllJIII 

BbI'IIICJIIITeJIbHbIMII MeTO.1(aMII, II, KaK rrpaBllJIO, C rrOMOlll,bIO CrreUIIaJIbHO 

paJpa60TaHHbIX KOMrrbIOTepHbIX rrporpaMM, B TOM 'IHCJIe rrO.1(.1(ep)l(HBalOlll,HX CHCTeM 

RAAS H MEP AS. JIpo2H03HbiU pUCK paCC'IHTbIBaeTCJl rrOCpe.1(CTBOM HeCJIO)l(HOH 

aJIre6paII'IeCKOH rrpoue.tJ:YpbI 06'be.1(HHeHllJI 'IaCTWIHO H3MepeHHbIX H .1(pyroH 'IaCTH 

BbI'IIICJIeHHbIX .1(aHHbIX. B 3TOM CMbICJIe, MHO)l(eCTBO 3Ha'IeHHH np02H03H020 pUCKa 

O.1(HOBpeMeHHO rrpHHa.1(JIe)l(IIT .1(ByM He rrepeCeKaIOlll,IIMCJl MHO)l(eCTBaM 3Ha'IeHIIH 

cmamUCmUlJeCK020 U nomeHljUGJlbH020 pUCK06. COOTBeTCTBYIOlll,lIe CIICTeMbI IIHOr.1(a 

HaJbIBaIOT "rII6pII.1(HbIMII": II3MepIITeJIbHO-KOMrrbIOTepHbIMII CIICTeMaMII. B rII6pII.1(HbIX 

CIICTeMax rrO.1(.1(ep)l(KH OueHKa rrOCJIe.1(CTBHH OrraCHbIX B03.1(eHCTBHH 6aJHpyeTCJl Ha 

aJIrOpHTMax orrpe.1(eJIeHllJI np02H03H020 pUCKa. TIpHMepoM TaKOH KaTeropHH H TaKOH 

CHCTeMbI MO)l(eT 6bITb pUCK, paCC'IIITbIBaeMbIH Ha MEP AS B pe)l(HMe rrO.1(a'IH Ha ero 

BXO.1(bl rrpe.1(BapHTeJIbHO H3MepeHHbIx B OKp. Cpo KOHueHTPaUIIH 3arpJl3HHTeJIeH. 

Risk Analysis: KOMMeHTapHH 4 [7,11]. TIoCJIe.1(HHe .1(Be H3 paccMaTpHBaeMblx 3.1(eCb 

KaTeropHH pHcKa - pymuHHblu (routine) U a6apuuHbiU (accidental) - TepMHHbI, 

HCrrOJIb3yeMble rrpH COOTHeceHHH oueHOK pucKa C .1(HHaMWIeCKHMH YCJIOBllJIMH 3a.1(a'III. 

PymuHHblU pUCK COOTBeTcTByeT CTaUHOHapHbIM llJIH KBa3H- CTaUHOHapHbIM YCJIOBllJIM, 

KOr.1(a B MaTeMaTWIeCKHX OrrHCaHllJIX H3MeHeHllJIMH BO BpeMeHH rrpeHe6peraIOT. TaKHe 

paC'IeTbI xapaKTepHbI .1(JIJl oueHOK pUCKa, BbIIlOJIHlleMbIX B rrpe.1(rrOJIO)l(eHHH 

HOpMaJIbHOrO - rrOBCe.1(HeBHoro HCrrOJIb30BaHllJI 3arpJl3HeHHbIX TeppIITopHH llJIH 

orraCHbIX TeXHoreHHbIX UCmOlJHUK06 rro HX rrpJlMOMY HaJHa'IeHHIO. TaKHM 06PaJOM, 

pymuHHblU pUCK HCrrOJIb3yeTCJl, KOr.1(a Ha.1(O oueHHTb rrOCJIe.1(CTBllJI pymuHHou (aHaJIOrIIH 

- HOPMaJIbHOH, pernaMeHTHOH, llITaTHOH) 3KCITJIYaTaUHH llJIH HCrrOJIb30BaHllJI 06'beKTOB 

pa.1(HaUHOHHO- XHMWIeCKOH orraCHOCTH. EMY HaH60JIee 6JIH3Ka KaTerOpllJI 

nomeHljUGJlbH020, H, OT'IaCTH np02H03H020 pUCK06. 3.1(eCb C06bITHHMH, KOTopble MOryT 

06YCJIOBJIHBaTb B03HHKHOBeHHe He)l(eJIaTeJIbHbIX rrOCJIe.1(CTBHH - UHOU6UOYGJIbHbiM 

PUCK06, 6y.tJ:YT 6bl6poCbl U C6pOCbl, rrepeB03Ka H MU2paljUR MaTepHaJIOB HJIH rrpO.tJ:YKTOB, 

CO.1(ep)l(alll,IIX Bpe.1(Hble Belll,eCTBa. TIepHO.1(II'IHOCTb H MaCllITa6bI TaKHX C06bITHH C 

XOpOllIHM rrpH6JIH)I(eHHeM MOryT 6bITb OTHeceHbI K .1(eTepMHHHpOBaHHbIM. 3TO )I(e 

OTHOCHTCJl H K OCHOBHbIM rrapaMeTpaM <pH3WIeCKHX rrOJIeH- pa.1(HaUHOHHoro, 

3neKTPOMarHHTHoro, TerrJIOBOrO H .1(p., KOTopble HeraTHBHO B03.1(eHCTBYIOT Ha 06'beKTbI 

)I(HBOH rrpHPO.1(bl. KaK CJIe.1(CTBHe rrpHHllTbIX .1(orrylll,eHHH (CM. MaTeMaTHKa 1, II 
KOMMeHTapHH 4), rrepBbIH MHO)l(HTeJIb Rl 06lll,eH JIOrWIeCKoH rrpoue.tJ:YpbI, 

3arrHcaHHoH B BII.1(e rrpOlI3Be.1(eHllJI H3 TPex COMHO)l(HTeJIeH, MO)l(eT 6bITb rrpHHllT KaK 

HeKOTOpaJl rrOCTOJlHHaJl BeJIWIHHa, - K03<p<PHUHeHT, a rrpH BbIIlOJIHeHHH HeCJIO)l(HOrO 

HOpMHpOBaHllJI II paBHbIM e.1(HHHue. Tor.1(a 'IaCTHaJl JIOrIIKa rrpoue.tJ:YpbI oueHKH 6Y.1(eT 

yrrp0lll,eHa II CBe.1(eHa K rrpOH3Be.1(eHllJI .1(ByX COMHO)l(lITeJIeH - cJIY'IaHHbIX BeJIWIHH: R = 

R2*R3. B paMKax TaKOH 'IaCTHOH JIOrHKH orrpe.1(eJIeHHH rrocTPoeHbI aJIrOpHTMbI 

BbI'IHCneHHH nomeHljUGJlbH020 U npo2Ho3H020 PUCK06 B paMKax RIfFS npoljecca H B 
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HPE-96, - Te, KOTOphle npllBe)l,eHhI B HaqaJIe )l,aHHOrO nOHCHeHIDI (CJIeJlYeT npllHHTh, 

KOHeqHO, BO BHllMaHlie pa3HllIIY B 0603HaqeHIDIX, TO eCTh, qTO R= Rr,rp llJIli Rc,rp, 

R2 = Drp, a R3 = H llJIli q). PaCCMaTpliBaH CPOPMYJIhI II TeKCThI UllTlipyeMhIx 

onpe)l,eJIeHllH JIerKO 3aMeTllTh, qTO B npaKTnqeCKllX npllJIO)KeHIDIX, KaKOBhIMli 

HBJIHIDTCH paCqeThI, np01l3BO)l,llMhle, HanpliMep, B MEP AS, BBO)l,llTCH erue O)l,HO 

ynpomaIDruee paCqeThI npe)l,nOJIO)KeHlle. A llMeHHO - nOCJIe)l,HllH COMHO)KllTeJIh 06rueH 

JIOHlqeCKOH npoueJlYphI R3 BhIpa)KaeTCH TaK)Ke )l,eTepMllHllpoBaHHhIMli BeJInqllHaMli H 

ruIll q. A6apUUHbiU pUCK COOTBeTcTByeT HeCTaUliOHapHhIM YCJIOBIDIM 113yqaeMoro 

06beKTa, KOr)l,a B ero MaTeMaTnqeCKOM onlicaHlili 113MeHeHIDIMli BO BpeMeHll 

npeHe6peqh HeJIh3H. COOTBeTCTBYIDrulie oueHKll pUCKa OTHOCHT K )l,llHaMnqeCKliM. 

IToCJIe)l,Hlle qarue Bcero BhIIIOJIHHIDT npllMeHllTeJIhHO K HeUITaTHhIM - aBapllHHhIM 

COCTOHHIDIM 3arpH3HeHHhIX TeppliTopliH llJIli onaCHhIX TeXHoreHHhIX UCmO'IHUK06. 

A6apUUHbiU pUCK llCnOJIh3YIDT )l,JIH oueHKll nOCJIe)l,CTBliH aBapliH Ha 06beKTax 

pa)l,HaUllOHHOH H XHMllqeCKOH onaCHOCTH. EMY TaK)Ke Ha1l6oJIee 6JI1l3Ka KaTeropIDI 

nOTeHUHaJIhHOro, ll, OTqaCTH nporH03Horo PUCK06, HO B cpopMe, cyrueCTBeHHO 60JIee 

CJIO)KHOH, qeM B cnyqae pymuHHo20 pUCKa. CJIO)KHOCTh OTqaCTli CBH3aHa C 

He)l,onycTHMOCThID npllHHTIDI )l,onyrueHIDI 0 )l,eTepMHHllpOBaHHOCTH C06hITllH, -

C06hITHH 3)l,eCh HBJIHIDTCH cnyqaHHhIMH BeJInqllHaMH, OTqaCTli - C MHoroqllCJIeHHhIMli 

HeOnpe)l,eJIeHHOCTHMH Ha Bcex :nanax np01l3BO)l,HMhIX oueHOK [5,6,7,8,9,10,11]. 

Risk Analysis: 3aMeqaHIIe 1 [7] .. He paccMaTPliBaH 60JIee nO)l,p06HO nOCJIe)l,HIDID 113 

Pa3HOBH)l,HOCTeH oueHKll pucKa, nOCKOJIhKY K npoueccy RIfFS OHa He llMeeT 

OTHOllieHIIH, C)l,eJIaeM TOJIhKO O)l,HO 3aMeqaHlie. ITepBhIH MHO)KllTeJIh R1 o6rueH 

JIOrnqeCKOH npoueJlYphI B 3TOM cnyqae He MO)KeT 6hITh npllHHT paBHhIM e)l,llHllue. B 
COOTBeTCTBYIDrullX MeTO)l,llKaX ero 3HaqeHIDI, a TaK)Ke conyTCTBYIDrulie paCqeTaM 

BeJInqHHhI HeOnpe)l,eJIeHHOCTeH, 060CHOBhIBaIDTCH II oueHllBaIDTCH )l,OCTaTOqHO 

CJIO)KHhIMH cnoc06aMH, a npOBe)l,eHlle paCqeTOB 06hlqHO CBH3aHO co 3HaqllTeJIhHhIMli 

MeTO)l,nqeCKllMH TPY)l,HOCTHMll. KpOMe TOro, OTMeTllM, )l,JIH nOJIHOThI llHcpopMaUHH eme 

)l,Be KaTeropHH PUCK06, KOTophIe He qaCTO llCnOJIh3YIDTCH B npoueJlYpax RIfFS, O)l,HaKO 

MOryT BCTPeTliThCH B npaKTnqeCKOH )l,eHTeJIhHOCTli - paHHue H n030Hue pUCKU. 3TllMli 

nOHHTIDIMli nOJIh3YIDTCH, eCJIli He06xo)l,llMO nO)l,qepKHYTh BpeMH npOHBJIeHllH 

rlOCJIe)l,CTBHH. HanpHMep, KOr)l,a oueHKa OTHOCliTCH KO BpeMeHll nOCJIe 3KcnOHup06aHU5l 

(o6J/Y'leHUJl). ApyroH npHMep llCnOJIh30BaHIDI - KOr)l,a Ha)l,O nO)l,qepKHYTh noporoBhIH 

xapaKTep CBH311 003a - 3cpcpeKT )l,JIH paHHllX npOHBJIeHllH nOCJIe)l,CTBliH. K paHHUM 

PUCKaM, )l,JIH pa)l,HaUllOHHO 06YCJIOBJIeHHhIX 3cpcpeKToB, OTHOCHT CMepTll, a TaK)Ke npe)l, -

HOPMaJIhHhle COCTOHHIDI (YTOMJIHeMOCTh, TOlliHOThI II PBOThI nOCJIe oCTPoro 06ruero 

o6nyqeHIDI nOrJIorueHHhIMH 003aMU 60JIee 1 fp = 100 pa)l,), cp1l6p03hI JIerKllX. K 

nOKa3aTeJIHM n030HUX PUCK06 - JIeTaJIhHhIH paK, He JIeTaJIhHhle paKli mliTOBll)l,HOH 

)KeJIe3hl, KO)KH H MOJIOqHOH )KeJIe3hI, a TaK)Ke HaCJIe)l,CTBeHHhIe 3cpcpeKThI. 

Risk Analysis Methodology for Environment and Health, RAMEH (06ruaH 

MeTO)l,OJIOrHH aHaJlU3a pucKa )l,JIH pellieHIDI np06JIeM oKpyJ/CalOll{eU cpeobl U 300P06bJl, 

MAPOC3 [1]). 

Risk assessment, RA (OljeHKa pucKa [7,13,18]) 
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Secondary waste stream (rrOTOKli 6mOpU'lHbIX omxooo6 [1,7,13]) - UCmO'lHUKU 

nomeHl/U{JJlbHbIX pucKa 1I onaCHocmu B cpopMe 3arpH3HeHHhIx ,no3006pa3YJ{)mllX 1I 

reocpe,n, 3arpH3HeHHblx rrpO,nYKTOB rroTpe6JIeHllH 1I OTXO,nOB, KOTophIe MOryT 

B03HlIKHYTh rrOCJIe rrpllMeHeHllH TeXHOJIOrliH RIfFS. I1x OTJIll1me OT UCmO'lHUK06 

rrepBll1IHhIX B TOM, 'ITO rrOTOKli BTOPll1IHhIX OTXO,nOB B03HlIKaJ{)T KaK He1I36elKHhIH 

rr060qHhIH rrpo.nyKT rrpliMeHeHllH HeKOTophIX BOCCTaHOBlITeJIhHhIX TeXHOJIOrHH. B 

pe3YJIhTaTe rrpo,nOJIlKaeTCH pacrrpOCTPaHeHlle pa,nlIaIIlIOHHO 1I TOKCll1IeCKli orraCHhIX 

ra30BhIX, lKlI,nKliX lIJIli TBep,nhIX rrpliMeceH, KOTophIe paHee co,neplKaJIliCh B lICXO,nHhIX 

6bl6pocax lIJIli c6pocax. CJIe,nOBaTeJIhHO, rrpOIIecc OIIeHOK pUCKa, paHlKlipOBaHllH 

BTOPlIqHhIX UCmO'lHUK06 rro CTerreHlI orraCHOCTlI, BhI60pa 1I orrTlIM1I3aIIlIli HOBhIX 

TeXHOJIOrliH American RIfFS process, 1I T.,n. MOlKeT, a lIHor,na 1I ,nOJIlKeH 6hITh 

rrpo,nOJIlKeH rro BTOPOMY Kpyry. 

Site (npoMblUlJleHHa5l HaCeJleHHa5l meppumopllR - flHT [7]) - 'lame Bcera :no -

rrpoMITJIOma,nKa, rrpoM30Ha, BKJIJ{)qaJ{)mlIe "lI,neHTlIcplIIIlIpoBaHHhle" UCmO'lHUKU 

orraCHOCTli (identification) 

Site: reHe31Ic [7]: "Site" - rrpliMep o,nHoro ll3 Ha1I6oJIee XOPOIIIO ll3yqeHHhIX B paMKax 

American RIfFS process TlirrOBhlX lIH.nyCTPlIaJIhHhIX paHoHoB, o,nHaKO BKJIJ{)qaJ{)mllX 

OTHOClITeJIhHO XOPOIIIO pa3BlIThIH arpapHhIH ceKTop. 06JIa,naeT BceMli rrp1I3HaKaMli 

"o6'heKTa MH pea6UJlUmal/UOHHbIX Mep" KaK pe3YJlbmam CO-AP (remediation object). 

MOlKeT BKJIJ{)qaTh JIJ{)6YJ{) 1I3 IIIeCTli rpyrrrr rrpe,nBaplITeJIhHO BhIHBJIeHHhIX (inventory, 

identification) UCmO'lHUK06 orraCHblX BhI6poCOB 1I C6pOCOB, B o6meM cnyqae -

"OTXO,nOB" (waste), Mll JIJ{)6hle COqeTaHllH rpyrrrr TaKllX UCmO'lHUK06 (waste sites). 
flHTMolKeT BKJIJ{)qaTh PH,n meXHonam02eHHbiX 30H - Tfl3 (usage location) 1I HBJIHeTCH 

HalIMeHhIIIeH rro ITJIOma,nlI TeppliToplIeH, MH KOTOPOH pa3pa6aThIBaJ{)TcH 

peKoMeH,naIIlIli HCRA. B rpaHlIIIax flHT MOryT 6hITh peIIIeHhI ,nBa BlI,na 3a,naq rro 

OrrTlIMll3aIIlIli 6occmaH06UmeJlbHbiX MepOnpllRmuu. A llMeHHO, MOlKeT 6hITh HaH,neH 

rJI06aJIhHhIH orrTlIMyM ,nJIH BceH flHT, JI1I6o JIOKaJIhHhIe orrTlIMyMhI MH KalK,noro ll3 

rrpe,nrrpllHTlIH, llX KOMrrJIeKCOB, yqaCTKOB 3arpH3HeHHoH TeppliToplIlI, Tfl3, 1I T.rr., 
BXO,nHmllX B COCTaB Mll rrpe,ncTaBJIHJ{)mllX ,naHHYJ{) flHT. 

Site Conceptual Model, Typical (KOHl/enmY{JJlbHa5l MOOeJlb rrpOMhIIIIJIeHHOH 

HaCeJIeHHOH TeppliToplili - flHT, yqaCTKa TeppliToplIlI, rrpOM30HhI, rrpOMrrJIOma,nKli 

[13]) - paCqeTHaH Mo,neJIh lI,neHTlIcplIIIlIpoBaHHoro e,nlIHll1IHOrO lICTOqHlIKa orraCHhlX 

6bl6poC06 I1JII1 C6pOC06. BKJIJ{)qaeT: orrlICh 3arraCOB l1,neHTlIcplIIIlIpoBaHHoro 

3a2p513HUmeJl51 (contaminant inventory), rrepeqeHh CBOHCTB I1CTOqHlIKa orraCHOCTli 

(source and media properties); xapaKTeplicTliKY rrOTeHIIlIaJIhHhIX 00306blX nymeu 

( exposure pathways). 

Site-specific knowledge (cBe,neHllH 0 3arpH3HeHHoH TeppliToplIlI) - I1MeJ{)TCH B BlI,ny Te, 

KOTophle Heo6xo,nlIMO lIMeTh 1I yqlIThIBaTh rrpli Mo,neJIlipOBaHl1lI. 

Source (ucmO'lHUK 3arpH3HeHllH OKPCp 1I o03oo6pmy/OU{ux cpeo [7,18]). 
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Source properties (c6oucm6a UCmO'IHUKa [7,13]) - MeTo,nOJIOmell HCRA 

paccMaTpIIBaIOTcH ,nBa OCHOBHbIX TIIna UCmO'IHUK06 XHMWleCKIIX 3arpH3HeHHll II 

pa,nIIoaKTIIBHoCTH II pa,nIIoaKTIIBHocTII II 06JI)"leHIIll, H, COOTBeTCTBeHHO, ,nBa 

Pa3JIWlHhIX nepeqmr IIX CBOllCTB. llepBhIll TIIn - 3TO UCmO'IHUKU nepBWlHhIX 6bl6poC06 

II C6pOC06 II 06nyqeHHll. K HIIM OTHOCHT UCmO'IHUKU Pa3HOro ypOBHH, II eCTeCTBeHHO 

OTJIIIqaIOmIIMIICH CBollcTBaMII: 1.1. 06beKThI C YCTaHOBJIeHHhIMII MeCTOnOJIOlKeHIIHMII 

6bl6poC06 MJIH C6pOC06. K TaKOBhIM npIIHa.nnelKaT: 3arpH3HeHHhle TPaHlueII, npy,nhI -

OTCTOllHIIKII, 6accellHbI BhmeplKKII, II T.,n., a TaKlKe pa3JIWlHoro po,na Ha,n- H no,n3eMHhle 

npoII3Bo,ncTBeHHhle 3,naHIIH, XpaHMJIIIma H KOMMYHIIKauIIH C B03MOlKHhIMH 
HenJIOTHOCTHMII B HIIX, II, HaKOHeu, pe3epByaphI, MOrMJIhHIIKII, BhITHlKHbIe TPy6bI II 

npoq. CBollcTBa UCmO'IHUK06 onpe,neJIeHhI npocTPaHcTBeHHo - BpeMeHHhIMH 

Koop,nIIHaTaMII n03IIuIIll, II3 KOTOPhIX 3arpH3HeHIIH MOryT nocrynaTh B OKp.Cp. l.2. 
06beKThI, 3KcnnyampyeMhle no CXOlKHM pemaMeHTaM (operable unit). 3,nech 

c6oucm6a UCmO'IHUKa onpe,neJIeHhI napaMeTPaMII KOHTPOJIH 3TIIX 06beKToB, MJIII 

MOHIITopIIHra COCTOHHIIH 06cnylKIIBaeMhlx XpaHMJIIIm, JIH60 napaMeTPaMII 

KOHTPOJIIIpyeMbIx no,n3eMHhIX BO,n, reOJIOrWleCKIIX llJIaCTOB H npoq.; l.3. 
Pa3Ho06pa3Hhre npoMhlurJIeHHhle 06beKThI, o,nHaKO peamnYIOmIIe 6JIH3KIIe no ueJIHM 

cnoc06aM II cpe,ncTBaM pea6Uflumal1uoHHbie Mepbl. I1cKoMhle CBollcTBa MOryT JIII60 

3a,naBaThCH nOJIh30BaTeJIeM MeTo,nOJIOnlJl HCRA, JIII60, HanpoTHB, onpe,neJIHThCH 
O,nHOll II3 COCTaBJIHIOmIIX 3Toro KOMnJIeKCa, - HanpHMep, cIIcTeMoll MEP AS. K 
UCmO'IHUKaM TaKlKe OTHOCHT TaK Ha3hIBaeMhle "6mOpU'IHble nomOKU omxooo6." I1TaK, 

UCmO'IHUKU THna 2. B03HIIKaIOT B pe3YJIhTaTe eCTeCTBeHHoro pacnpocTpaHeHIIH B 

OKp. Cpo 3arpH3HeHIIll, MJIII HCKyccTBeHHo - KaK CJIe,nCTBIIe npoBe,neHIIH npol1ecco6 

nepepa60mKu UflU o6pa6omKu ra30BhIX, lKH,nKIIX MJIH TBep,nhlx pa,nIIauIIoHHo MJIII 

TOKCIIqeCKII 3aZp513HeHHbIX cpeo, a TaKlKe MaTepIIanoB II UCmO'IHUK06 o6nyqeHIIH. B 
COOTBeTCTBIIII C MeTo,nOJIOrIIell HCRA, CBollcTBa UCmO'IHUK06 BTOpOro TIIna 

BhIHBJIHIOTCH npH oueHKe 3cpcpeKTIIBHoCTII MeponpU5lmuu no pea6Uflumal1uu, H 
06H3aTeJIhHO BKJIIOqaIOTCH B nepeqHII BhIXO,nHhIX nOKa3aTeJIell MT30. 

Source term (xapaKTepIIcTIIKa UCmO'IHUKa 6bl6poC06 /c6pOCOB [18]) 

Stages of "life cycle" of hazardous technologies: R&D, Project making, 

Manufacturing & Construction, Assembling, and also Decommissioning and 

Preserved (cTa,nIIII ";)ICU3HeHHozo l1UKJW" onaCHhlX TeXHOJIOrIIll: "HaYQHO

lICCJIenOBaTeJIhCKaH," "npoeKTHaH," "npoH3Bo,ncTBeHHaH," "MOHTalKHaH"; a TaKlKe 

"CHHTIIH C 3KcnnyaTauHH" II "xpaHeHIIH ,neMoHTIIpoBaHHhlx onaCHhlX 06beKToB"). 

State of object/envoronment/territory (coCm051HUe 06beKma, OKp.Cp., meppumopuu 

[19])- BhlpalKaeTcH B TeopHH H,neHTIIcpHKauIIH, OllTHManhHoro ynpaBJIeHIIH II 
cneuIIanhHOM pa3,neJIe BbIcurell MaTeMaTHKH, Ha3hIBaeMOM "anre6poll npocTpaHcTBa 

COCTOHHIIll" qepe3 nocpe,ncTBo TaK Ha3hIBaeMhlX "nepeMeHHblx COCm051HU5l" (variables 

of state). CTporocTh II He,nBycMhICJIeHHOCTh onpe,neJIeHIIH nOHHTIIH "COCm051HU5l" 

npHMo BJIIIHeT B ,nanhHellureM Ha 060cHoBaHHocTh peureHIIH 3a,naQII BhI60pa 
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aAeKBaTHhIX TeXHOJIOfl1H AJIH pea6UJlUmal{UOHHblX Mep B pGMKGX RIIFS npol{ecca, 

rrOCKOJIhKY TaKOe perneHlle 6a311pyeTcH Ha MaTeMaTWleCKllX rrpOIJ,eAYpax OrrTIIM1l3aIJ,1l1l. 

State of object: MaTeMaTHKa [7,19]: I1paKTWlecKli JIl06hIe IP1l3W1eCKlie o6beKThI 

MOryT 6hITh orrllcaHhI CliCTeMaMli 06hIKHoBeHHhlx AIIIPIPepeHIJ,llaJIhHhIX ypaBHeHIIH, llJIH 

ypaBHeHIIH B qaCTHhlX rrpoH3BoAHhIX llJIH Pa3HOCTHhIX ypaBHeHHH Ha AeTepMHHHcTCKOH 

llJIli CToxaCTWleCKOH OCHOBe. 06beKThI, onHChIBaeMhle AHIPIPepeHIJ,llaJIhHhIMH 

ypaBHeHllHMll B qaCTHhIX npOH3BOAHhIX, B CBOIO OqepeAh, MOryT 6hITh 

annpOKCliMlipOBaHhI 06hIKHOBeHHhIMH AHIPIPepeHIJ,HaJIhHhIMli ypaBHeHllHMH, KOTophIe 

COAep)KaT TOJIhKO npOH3BOAHhle no BpeMeHll. 11, HaKOHeIJ" JII060e 113 06hIKHOBeHHhIX 

AIIIPIPepeHIJ,HaJIhHhIX ypaBHeHIIH MO)KHO npe06pa30BaTh B CHCTeMY 

AIIIPIPepeHIJ,llaJIhHhIX ypaBHeHIIH nepBoro nopHAKa. B CBOIO OqepeAh, CliCTeMa 113 "n" 

JIHHeHHhIX AIIIPIPepeHIJ,llaJIhHhIX ypaBHeHIIH nepBoro nopHAKa onpeAeJIHeT nOJIHOCThIO 

CBoe perneHlle JIlirnh B TOM cnyqae, KorAa 3aAaHhI Bce ee K03IPIPHIJ,HeHThI H 113BeCTHhI 

"n" HaqaJIhHhIX YCJIOBHH. HaqaJIhHhIe YCJIOBllH 06pa3yIOT "n"- MepHhIH BeKTOp, 

KOTOPhIH nOJIHOCThIO onpeAeJIHeT COCm051HUe 06beKTa B HaqaJIhHhIH MOMeHT BpeMeHH 

t1 (npeAnOJIaraeTCH, qTO Bce BXOAHhIe II B03MYIIJ,aIOIIJ,lle B03AeHCTBHH 113BeCTHhI C 

MOMeHTa t1 II AaJIee). YKa3aHHhIH BeKTOp Ha3hIBaeTCH BeKmopOM COCm051HU51 060eKma B 

MOMeHT BpeMeHH t1, aero KOMnOHeHThI - nepeMeHHblMU COCm051HUfl. 

COOTBeTCTBYIOIIJ,ee BeKTopHoe AIIIPIPepeHIJ,HaJIhHOe ypaBHeHlle Ha3hIBaeTCH ypaBHeHueM 
COCm051HU51 06oeKma. OHO IIMeeT BIIA: X'(t) = AX(t) + ZF(t) + BU(t); rAe: X(t)= {xi(t)} 

H X'(t)= {x'i(t)} - TPaHcnOHlipOBaHHhle BeKTophI COCTOHHHH 06beKTa pa3MepHOCTli n II 

ero rrepBaH IIpOH3BoAHaH, xi - "rrepeMeHHhle COCTOHHHH"; A, Z, B - MaTPHIJ,hI 

K03IPIPHIJ,lleHThI pa3MepHOCThIO n*n, n*l, II n*m COOTBeTCTBeHHO; U= {ui(t)}, F={fb(t)} 

- TPaHcrroHlipoBaHHhle BeKTophI BXOAHhIX (ynpaBJIHIOIIJ,llX II B03MYIIJ,aIOIIJ,llX) 

B03AeHcTBHH Ha o6beKT pa3MepHOCThIO m=< n, w<>n. 113MepHeMhle BhIXOAhI 06beKTa B 

TaKOM cJIyqae MOryT onpeAeJIHThCH B IPYHKIJ,Hll BeKTopa COCTOHHHH, KaK: Y(t)= CX(t), 

rAe Y(t)= { yj(t)} - TPaHCIIOHlipOBaHHhIH BeKTOp BhIXOAHhIX ClirHaJIOB 06beKTa 

pa3MepHOCThIO v =< II; C - MaTPHIJ,a K03IPIPHIJ,lleHTOB pa3MepHOCThIO v*n. I1MeHHo K 

TaKOMY BIIAY MaTeMaTWleCKoro npeACTaBJIeHHH MOryT 6hITh cBeAeHhI onllcaHHH II 

MaTeMaTll'leCKlie OCHOBaHHH nOCJIeAYIOIIJ,llX OIJ,eHOK H perneHHH" KOTophle 

BhIIIOJIHHIOTCH npHMeHIITeJIhHO K 06beKTaM, aHaJIH311pyeMhIM B pGMKGX RIfFS 

npol{ecca. 

Sustainable Development, SD (YcmOii'lUBOe pG3BUmUe - YP) - o6eCneqeHlle 

C6aJIaHClipOBaHHoro perneHHH COIJ,llaJIhHO-3KOHOMWleCKllX 3aAaq II np06JIeM 

coxpaHeHHH 6JIarOrrpllHTHoH oKpY)KaIOIIJ,eH cpeAhI H rrpHpoAHo-pecypcHoro rrOTeHIJ,HaJIa 

B IJ,eJIHX YAOBJIeTBOpeHHH nOTpe6HocTeH HhIHernHero H 6YAYIIJ,llX nOKOJIeHIIH JIIOAeH. 

Sustainable Development: KOMMeHTapHH. Heo6xOAHMhIMli IIp1l3HaKaMH nepexoAa K 

ycmoii'luBoMY pa3BumUlo HBJIHeTCH AOCTH)KeHlle C6aJIaHCHpOBaHHoro 

IPYHKIJ,llOHHpOBaHHH TpHaAhI: I1pllpoAHaH cpeAa - HaCeJIeHHe -

ITpo1l3BoACTBOf3KoHoMHKa. B 3TOH IPa3e pa3BIITHH MexaH1l3MhI pa3pa60TKll II 

npUH51mU51 pemeHuii AOJI)KHhI 6hITh opHeHTHpoBaHhI Ha cooTBeTcTBYIOIIJ,lle npHopliTeThI, 

yqHThIBaTh rrOCJIeACTBHH peaJI1l3aIJ,Hll 3TllX perneHIIH B 3KoHoMWlecKoH, COIJ,HaJIhHOH, 
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3KOJIOrwrecKoH c<pepax, a TaK)J{e npe.nYCMaTpIIBaTb Ha1I6oJIee nOJIHYlO o1jem<)' 3ampam, 

6blZOO U pUCK06. ITPlI )TOM peKOMeH.nyeTCH PYKOBO.nCTBOBaTbCH CJIe.nylOIUlIMlI 06IUlIMlI 
KpliTeplIHMII: HilKaKaH X03HHCTBeHHaH .neHTeJIbHOCTb He MO)J{eT 6bITb onpaB.naHa, eCJIlI 
Bblro.na OT Hee He rrpeBbliliaeT Bbl3b1BaeMOro YIUep6a; YIUep6 OKpY)J{alOIUeH cpe.ne 
.nOJI)J{eH 6bITb Ha CTOJIb H1I3KOM ypOBHe, KaKOH TOJIbKO MO)J{eT 6bITb pa3YMHO .nOCTllfHYT 
C Y'leTOM 3KoHoMwrecKlIx II COUilaJIbHbIX <paKTopOB. 

Technology Analysis (mIClJlU3 mexHoflozUU - TeXHOJIOrwrecKlIX npoueCCOB 6 PaMKax 

RIlFS npo1jecca [7,13]) - npo1I3Bo.nlITCH no MHOflIM nOKaJaTeJIHM, KOTOPbIe 
paccMarpIIBalOTcH B .npyrlIX Y'le6Hblx 6JIOKaX .naHHoro Kypca no MeTo.nOJIOflIlI HeRA. 
3aKJIlO'IIITeJIbHOH, no.nBo.nHIUlIH lITorlI aHCIJlU3a mexHoflozuU, HBJIHeTCH oueHKa 3<p<peKTa 
fiX npliMeHeHlIH, KOTOPbIH xapaKTep1I3yeTcH no pe3YJIbTaTaM o6pa6oTKlI nep6U'lHblX 

6bl6poC06 U C6pOC06, a TaK)J{e no onaCHOCTlI 6mOpU'lHbIX nomOK06 3azpR3Humefleu U 

paOuoaKmu6Hocmu - onocpe.noBaHHblx UCmO'lHUK06 KaHueporeHHoro pucKa 1I 
TOKcwrecKoH onaCHOCTII, B BlI.ne 3arpH3HeHHblx reocpe.n - aTMOc<pepHoro B03.nyxa, BO.n, 
nO'lB II "OTXO.nOB." KplITeplIH aHCIJlU3a meXHOJlOZUU TaKOB [5,6,7): eCJIlI nOKa3aTeJIlI 
onaCHOCTlI 6mOpU'lHbIX nomOK06 3azpR3HUmeJleU U paouoaKmu6Hocmu y.noBJIeTBOpHlOT 
3a.naHHbIM ueJIHM O'llICTKlI, TO aHaJI1I3I1pyeMbie TeXHOJIOrlIlI pea6WlUma1jUOHHblX Mep 

C'IliTalOTCH nplIeMJIeMbIMlI. B cny'lae )J{e, Kor.na 3a.naHHbIX ueJIeH He y.naeTCH 
.nOCTlirHYTb, TO, B COOTBeTCTBlIlI C MeTo.nOJIOrlIeH RIfFS npo1jecca 1I HeRA HY)J{HO 
6y.neT orrpo60BaTb .npyrile Ha60Pbl TeXHOJIOrlIH 1I3 lIMelOIUerOCH, HanpliMep, B ClICTeMe 
ReOpt nepe'lHH, II T . .n. TaK npo.nOJI)J{alOT .no Tex nop, nOKa: JIII60 6y.nyT 
y.noBJIeTBOpeHbI nOCTaBJIeHHble Tpe6oBaHlIH, JI1I60 lICTOIUeH nepe'leHb 113 100 
TeXHOJIOflIH pea6UJlUma1jUOHHbIX Mep, co.nep)J{aIUlIXcH B 6a3e .naHHhIX CliCTeMbI RAAS. 

Technology Analysis: KOMMeHTapU" [7). K aHaJIU31IpyeMbIM B MeTo.nOJIOflIlI HeRA 
OTHOCHT 60JIee 100 TeXHOJIOrlIH, KOTopble KJlaccu<plIUlIPYlOT no pH.ny np1I3HaKoB: 
ITepBaH rpynna npIl3HaKoB - "a.npeca npliMeHeHlIH," Kor.na TeXHOJIOrlIli paJJIwralOTcH B 
3aBIICilMOCTlI OT y.naJIeHHOCTil BOCCTaHaBJIliBaeMblX 06'beKTOB OT nepBII'IHoro 
I1CTO'lHilKa onaCHOCTII: Ha 1) "MecmHble" (in situ) 1I 2) "yoClJleHHble" (ex situ). BTopaH 
rpynna npll3HaKOB - <PYHKUliH "MecmHblx" TeXHOJIOflIH: 3) "yOaJIeHUfl, " 

"nepeMeUjeHUfl, " "6bI603a" II T . .n. 3arpH3HlITeJIeH HJIlI 3azpR3HeHHblX cpeo (removal); 4) 
"pa3pyuteHUfl" UJlU "YHU'lmOJICeHUfl" (destruction) 3arpH3HHlOIUlIX BeIUeCTB; 5) 
"3aKpeYlJleHUfl" UJlU "C6R3bI6aHUfl" xlIMwrecKlIX 3arpH3HeHlIH 1I pa.nlIoaKTlIBHoCTlI 
(immobilization); 6) C03.naHlIH "3aUjumHblx o60JlO'leK" (containment); a TaK)J{e: 7) 
"meXHOJlOzU'lecKozo KOHmpOJlR" (engineered control); 1I 8) "pe2JlaMeHmHOZo KOHmpOJlR 

U 06CJlYJICu6aHUfl" (institutional control). TpeTbH rpynna npll3HaKOB - <PYHKUlIlI 
"yoaJIeHHblx" TeXHOJIOrlIH: npoueccbI 9) "pa30eJleHUfl" 3arpH3HHlOIUlIX BeIUeCTB 
(separation); 10) "pmpyuteHUfl UJlU YHU'lmOJICeHUfl" 3arpH3HHlOIUlIX BeIUeCTB 
(destruction); 11) "3aKpeYlJleHUfl UJlU CBR3bIBaHUfl" xlIMwrecKlIX 3arpH3HeHlIH 1I 
pa.nIloaKTlIBHoCTil (immobilization); a TaK)J{e nepeBo3Ka rpaHcnopToM lIJIlI lIHoe 
no.no6Hoe 12) "nepeMeUjeHue" 3arpH3HeHHblx 1I pa.nIloaKTlIBHblX MaTeplIaJIOB 
(material handling); 13) lIX "xpaHeHue" (storage); HJIlI 14) "yoClJleHueMamepuaJloB" 

OT MeCT I1JIOTHOro npo)J{lIBaHlIH JIlO.neH, <paYHhI 1I <pJIOPbI, nepeMeIUeHile lIX B MeCTa 
6e30nacHoro "pmMeUjeHUfl U xpaHeHuR" (disposal). l{eTBepTaH rpynna npll3HaKOB -
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lI36paHHhle MeCmHble TeXHOJIOnm AJUI pea6WlUmalJUOHHbiX Mep, npl1MeIDIeMhIe B TOll 
I1JIl1l1HOll reOJIOrWleCKOll cpopMaUI1I1: 15) B "6aoo3HblX 30Hax" (vadose zone);I1JII1 16) B 
6000HOCHbiX Zopu30Hmax (grounwater aquifer); a TaK)!(e 17) B "HenpOmO'lHbIX 

6oooeMax" (surface water impoundment). TIJlTaJl rpynna IIpl13HaKOB - KJIaCCl1cpI1KaUJ1jJ: 
no B03MO)!(HOCTJlM 11 napaMeTpaM npl1MeHeHJ1jJ: "Y0aJleHHbl " TeXHOJIOrl1ll K Pa3JIl1qHhIM 
18) arperaTHhIM COCTOJlHJ1jJ:M 3arpJl3ID11Oml1X 11 paAI10aKTI1BHhIX BemeCTB I1JII1 
MaTepl1aJIOB, HaXOAJlml1XCJI B TBepAoM, )!(I1AKOM I1JII1 ra3006pa3HOM. HaKoHeu, rneCTaJl 
rpynna npl13HaKOB - no pa3JIWlHhIM 3aAaqaM "O'lUCmKU" 3arpJl3HeHHhlx Teppl1TOpl1ll, 
Hanpl1Mep: 19) "o6pa6omKu" UJlU "nepepa6omKu" 3arpJl3HI1TeJIell B MeCTax I1X 
cocpeAOTOqeHJ1jJ:; 20) "nepeMeU{eHUfl, "3arpJl3HI1TeJIell, "3aKJ//O'IeHHbIX 6 U30JlUpy/OU{ue 

060JlO'lKU," K nYHKTaM o6pa6oTKI1 C nOCJIeAYlOml1M KOHrpOJIl1pyeMhIM pa3MemeHl1eM 
npOAYKTOB nepepa60TKI1, 11 T.A. 

Technology feasibility analysis (aHaJlU3 ocyU{ecm6UMocmu npoeKTOB, BhIIIOJIIDIeMhIll B 
paMKax RUFS npolJecca [5,8,13]) - OAHa 113 COCTaBAAlOml1X MT30-
MOAepHI1311pOBaHHoro TeXHI1KO-3KOHOMWlecKoro 06ocHoBaHI1J1 (Feasibility Studies -
FS), BhIIIOJIHeHl1e KOTOPOro npeAnl1ChIBaeTcJI 3aKOHOAaTeJIhCTBOM CIllA (CERCLA). 
B COOTBeTCTBl111 C JIOmKOll RUFS npolJecca 11 MeTOAOJIOmell HCRA I1CnOJIh3yeTcJI 
npl1 06ocHoBaHI111 TeXHOJIOrl1ll pea6UJlUmalJUOHHbiX Mep. 

Technology feasibility analysis: KOMMeHTapuH [13]. AnropuTM AaHHoll 
cocTaBmllOmell MT30 (Feasibility Study) BKJIlOqaeT KOJIWleCTBeHHYIO oueHKY 
B03MO)!(HhIX 3cpcpeKToB npl1MeHeHJ1jJ: TeXHOJIOmll CO-AP, BhI6paHHhIx ,l(JIJI o6pa6omKu 

UJlU nepepa60mKu nep6U'IHblX 6bl6poC06 11 C6pOC06 paAlloaKTllBHoCTll I1JIll TOKCWlHOCTll 
B OKp. Cpo (primary releases), a TaK)!(e OUeHKY nOKa3aTeJIell onaCHOCTll 6mOpU'IHbIX 

nomOK06 3aZp5l3HUmeJleU (secondary streams). KOMMeHTapl1H [E]. ECJII1, HanpllMep, 
CTeneHh o6pa6omKu UJlU nepepa60mKu 3arpJl3HllTeJIell YAOBJIeTBOpJlIOT 3aoaHHbiM 

lJeJl5!M O'lUCmKU Teppl1TOpl111 (cleanup objectives), TO BhI6paHHble ,l(JIJI 3TI1X CPYHKUl1ll 
o6pa6omKu UJlU nepepa60mKu TeXHOJIOmll pea6UJlUmalJUOHHbie Mepbl no npaBl1JIaM 
RIfFS CqllTalOTCJI nplleMJIeMhIMll. TOT )!(e nOAxoA llCnOJIh3yeTCJI II AJIJI Apyrl1X 
CPYHKUl1ll pea6UJlUmalJUOHHblX Mep. B cnyqaJlx, KorAa 3aAaHHhIx pe3YJIhTaTOB I1JIll 
xapaKTepl1CTI1K TaKllM 06pa30M He AOCTl1raIOT, npOBepJlIOTCJI Apyme Ha60phI 
TeXHOJIOmll (ll3 I1MelOmerOCJI, Hanpl1Mep, B E~ CI1CTeMhI ReOpt nepeqIDI), 11 T.A. TaK 
npOAOJI)!(aIOT, AO Tex nop, nOKa: JIll60 6YAYT YAOBJIeTBOpeHhI nOCTaBJIeHHhle 
rpe60BaHllJl, JIll60 6YAeT llCTOmeH nepeqeHh ll3 60JIee qeM 100 TeXHOJIOmll 
pea6UJlUmalJUOHHbiX Mep, I1CnOJIh3yeMhIx B American RIfFS process. 

Technology selection and performance (BhI6op TeXHOJIOmll pea6UJlumalJuu 11 oueHKa 
I1X 3cpcpeKTllBHoCTll [7,13]) - KJIlOqeBaJl 3aAaqa American RIfFS process II 
MeTOAOJIOml1 HCRA. TIpoueAYpa npllHJlTllJl perneHllll BKJIlOqaeT 6 3TanOB: 1). 
BhI611palOTclI cmpamezuu pea6UJlUmalJUOHHbiX Mep (remediation strategy); 2). 
CrpaTerl111 YTOqIDIIOTClI 11 YTBep)!(AaIOTClI conOCTaBJIeHl1eM C HopMaTllBHhIMI1 
Tpe6oBaHI1J1MI1 (allowed objectives); 3). OueHI1BaeTClI nOTeHUl1aJIhHOe KaqeCTBO 
npl1HJlThIX B nn. 1). II 2). perneHl1ll (objective logic); 4). YCTaHaBJIllBalOTClI npl1HUllnhI 
BhI60pa TeXHOJIOmll (technology screening); 5). TIP0l13BOAI1TClI 6bl6op nep6U'IHblX 



meXflOllOZUU (initial technology screening); H, HaKOHeu, - 6). ITpHHHMaeTcH 
OKOWlaTeJIbHOe peIIIeHHe no BbI60py a):(eKBaTHbIX KOHKpeTHbIM YCJIOBHHM ):(aHHoii 
TeppI1TopHI1 TeXHOJIomii (technology screening). 
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Transport of contaminants (pacnpocmpaflefluelMuZpalJUfl XHMWIeCKlIX 3arpH3HeHHii H 
pa):(HoaKTHBHocm H pa):(HoaKTHBHoCTH [5,8,18]) - Y):(aJIeHHe C6pOC06/6bl6poC06 
pa):(HoaKTHBHoro lIJIH XHMWIeCKoro BemeCTBa OT HCXO):(Horo MeCTOnOJIO)!(eHHH 
IICTO'IHIIKa. PaCCMaTpIIBaIOTcH npoueccbI ):(H<P<PY3HH B OKp. Cpo pacTBopeHHblx IIJIll 
B3BeIIIeHHblX B reocpe):(ax npllMeceii, JIll60 nepeHoc npllMeceii ):(BII)!(ymIIMll 
reocpe):(aMll, JI1l60, HaKOHeu, nepeMemeHlle onaCHblX BemeCTB TpaHcnopTHbIMll 
cpe):(cTBaMII II JIIO):(bMll, pa60TaIOmIIMH B KOHTaKTe C HllMII. ITapaMeTpbI XllMWIeCKlIX 
3arpH3HeHIIii II pa):(IIoaKTIIBHoCTII H pa):(lloaKTllBHoCTII B pmJIWIHbIX TO'IKaX OKp. Cpo 
oueHIIBaIOTCH C nOMOmbIO Mo):(eJIeii pacnpocTpaHeHHH (nepeHoca, ):(H<P<PY31111) 
XIIMWIeCKlIX 3arpH3HeHHii 11 pa):(HoaKTllBHoCTH 11 pa):(lloaKTllBHoCTII. 

Transport of contaminants: reHe3Hc (2): TepMllH "MUZpalJUfl" BBe):(eH cTaH):(apToM 
6107/6-86 Me)!():(yHapo):(Hoii OpraHH3aUHH no CTaH):(apTaM (MCO) KaK 
"caMonpOH3BOJIbHOe lIJIH npllHY):(HTeJIbHOe nepeMemeHlle pacTBopeHHblx IIJIll 
B3BeIIIeHHblX BemeCTB IIJIII opraHH3MoB B BO):(HOM 06'beKTe." Transport pathway (nymu 
nepefloca XllMWIeCKlIX llJIH pa):(HaUlloHHbIX 3arpH3HeHllii)- K TaKOBbIM OTHOCHT 
KOMnOHeHTbI oKpy)!(aIOmeii cpe):(bI: nO):(3eMHble WIIJIH nOBepxHocTHble BO):(bI, nO'IBY H 
B03):(yX. ITo 3THM nymflM 3arpH3HeHHH MOryT nepeMeIIIaTbcH OT nep6ullfioZO ucmOllflUKa 
6bl6poC06/c6poC06 K 6HoTe H'IeJIOBeKY. 

Transport scenario (clJeflapuu nepefloca - CIJ. [7,18]) - BKJIIO'IaIOT pmHo06pmHble 
BapHaHTbI nepeMemeHHH 3arpH3HeHHH B npllpo):(HbIX cpe):(ax. 

Transport scenario: KOMMeHTapHH [E].CIJ. C03):(aIOTCH npH Mo):(eJIHpOBaHHH, 
06'be):(IIHeHHeM HeCKOJIbKlIX nymeu nepefloca B HeKoTopyIO nOCJIe):(OBaTeJIbHOCTb" 
KOTopaH xapaKTepll3yeT B03MO)!(HOe nepeMemeHHe 3arpH3HeHHH B oKpy)!(aIOmeii cpe):(e. 
ITpHMep CII.: H3 n01l6bl 6 -> n003eMFIble 600bl, U3 flUX 6 -> n06epXflocmflble 600b!. 

Typical Transport Analysis (THnWIHblii aHaJIll3 pacnpoCTpaHeHHH/MuZpalJUu 
XHMWIeCKlIX 3arpH3HeHHii 11 pa):(HoaKTHBHocm) - BKJIIO'IaeT aHaJIH3 [7]: 1). 
Pacnpe):(eJIeHllH KOHueHTpaUllii 3arpH3HHIOmlIX npllMeceii y llCTO'IHllKa 6bl6poc a llJIll 
c6poca, a TaK)!(e B MeCTax pacnOJIO)!(eHHH pelJenmopo6 (contaminant concentrations at 
source and receptor locations); 2). PacnpocTpaHeHHH XllMWIeCKlIX 3arpH3HeHIIii 11 
pa):(HoaKTIIBHoCTH H pa):(lloaKTllBHoCTll, BbI3BaHHoe B03):(yIIIHbIM IIJIH BO):(HbIM 
rrepeHocoM (water-driven and wind-driven transport). MaT. Mo):(eJIllpOBaHHe B RI/FS 
process npOBO):(HTCH C Y'IeTOM pa):(HoaKTHBHoro pacna):(a H eCTeCTBeHHoro OCJIa6JIeHHH 
TOKCII'IHOCTll 3arpH3HIITeJIeii (radioactive decay and natural attenuation). 

Umbrellas of safety ("30flmuKu" 6e30nacflocmu) 
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Usage location (mexHonamozeHHble 30Hbl - TIl3 [5,8,19]) - yqaCTK11 Tepp11TOp11ll, Ha 

KOTOPhIX JUo,n11 rro,nBepraIDTcH orraCHOCT11 rrOJIyqeHHH ,[(03 BCJIe,[(CTB11e 3arpH3HeHHOCT11 

COCTaBJIHIDmllX OKpY)KaIDmell cpe,[(hr: BO,[(hI, rrOqBhI, B03.nyxa, r,[(e rryT11 rrepeHoca 

XIIMWIeCKIIX 3arpH3HeHIIllII pa'[(IIoaKTIIBHOCTII MOryT rrepeKpemIIBaThCH lIJIII COBrra,[(aTh 

C G0306blMU MapmpymaMu. TIl3 HBJIHeTCH HaIIMeHhiliell rro IIJIOma,[(II TeppIITopIIell, Ha 

KOTOPOll BhIIIOJIHHIDTCH OueHK11 MEP AS. 

Usage location: reHe311C [13,18,19]: TIoHHT11e TexHorraTOreHoll30HhI accoUIIIIpyeTcH B 

PaMKax RIfFS npmfecca C rrOCJIe'[(Hell cpe'[(Oll 113 clleHapU5l nepeHoca. B 
TeXHorraToreHOll 30He ,[(OJI)KHhI 6hITh yqTeHhI II paCCMOTPeHhI, rrOMIIMO 06hlqHO 

II,[(eHTmpIIUIIpyeMhlx UCmOlJHUKOB orraCHOCTII II pucKa, Harrp11Mep TaK11e, KaK: 1) 
CKBaJKIIHhI ,[(JIH rrO,[(HHTHH rrO,[(3eMHhle BO,[(, II ,[(p. Bo'[(03a60pHhle YCTPOllCTBa, 2) 
peKpeaUIIoHHhle rrapKII B,[(OJIh Bo,[(oeMOB, 3) CeJIhCKOX03HllcTBeHHhle yro,[(hH II T.rr., 4) a 

TaK)Ke Bce HaCeJIeHHhle TeppIITOp1111, pacrrOJIO)KeHHhJe B pa'[(IIYce 80 KM OT Ka)K,[(oro 

IICTOQHIIKa BhI6poCOB B aTMoc<pepy. Pa'[(IIYc 30HhI OT 11CTOQH11Ka C6pOCOB, TO eCTh 

rpaHIIua orraCHOCTII ,[(J1H JIID,[(ell OT MeCTa rrocryIIJIeHHH XIIMWIeCKllX 3arpH3HeH11llII 

pa,nIIoaKTIIBHOCTII B BOGY WlU nOlJBY, II COOTBeTCTBeHHO "'[(aJIhH060llHOCTh" MeTO,[(IIK 

RIfFS npollecca He orpaHIIQ11BaIDTCH. 

Waste management (ynpaBJleHUe omxoGaMu [18]) - KOMrrJIeKC Mep II rrpoue,[(yp, 

HanpaBJIeHHhIX Ha: 1) CHII)KeHIIe rrocryIIJIeHHH B cpe.ny 06IITaHHH QeJIOBeKa OTXO,[(OB 

cOBpeMeHHollIIH.nyCTP1111, - MaTepIIaJIOB WlIJIII 3Hepr1111, onaCHhlX ,[(JIH Hero W lIJI11 

crroc06HhIX HapyillIITh <PYHKUIIII OKpY)KaIDmell cpe,[(hI (source reduction); 2) 
B03BpameHIIe B IIH,[(YCTPIIaJIhHhIll UIIKJI ,[(J"IH rroBTopHoro IICnOJIh30BaHHH rrepepa60TKII 

TaKllX 3HeprIIII WIIJIII MaTepIIaJIOB (recycling); 3) YMeHhilieHIIe orraCHOCTII 

nOCTyrraIDmIIx B cpe.ny 06IITaHHH QeJIOBeKa MaTepIIaJIOB WIIJIII 3HeprII11, B nepByID 

Oqepe,[(h,- nOHII)KeHIIeM KOHueHTPaUIIII B cpe,[(e 06IITaHHH TaKllX MaTepIIaJIOB WlIJIII 

nOTeHUIIaJIOB 3HepreTWIecKllX rrOTOKOB (treatment); 4) y,[(aJIeHIIe orraCHhIX 

MaTepIIaJIOB II/lIJIII 3HeprII11 OT MeCT rrJIOTHOrO rrpO)KIIBaHIIH JIID'[(ell, <paYHhI II <pJIOPhI, 

nepeMemeHIIe llX B MeCTa 6e30nacHoro xpaHeHHH II pa3MemeHIIe B XpaHlIJIIImaX 

( disposal). 
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